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Thesis- The Semantics of Psychospace
The Study of Mind in Place
ABSTRACT OF RESEARCH
Traditionally, in the landscape profession, landscape analysis has been concerned with the
physical aspects of place. Properties like shape, amolUlt, use, colour and content have been
surveyed, identified and classed in their various combinations to describe ' place character '.
With few exceptions, ( Appleton 1998 ), the psychological aspects of place as criteria for
classification have been largely ignored. One of the reasons for this, has been the argument
that such data are' subjective' and personal, when what is required is,' objective', verifiable
and subject to 'constancy'. Another equally valid objection has been the difficulty in defming
and identifying the psychological properties of place.
The proposed method of analysing places by their psychological properties depends on
people being able to verbally describe their feelings and states of mind. To defme the survey
parameters, these personal , emotional and meatal properties have been identified and
.
arranged in spectrums. By selecting the appropriate terms to describe their feelings in place,
psychological profiles can be prepared, describing person-place relationships. With many
such profiles, linked to personal details, like age, activity, sex and culture, factor analysis
allows statistical examinations to be made of these person-place relationships. These reveal
consistent patterns, relating particular combinations of feelings to particular combinations of
perceivable place properties.
Language is the medium of analysis and a linguistic examination of the data allows its
classification into different types of place property. Those which are tangible, nominals and
nouns, like apples, beds and chairs, and those which are intangible and descriptors, like
abnormality, banality and chaos. Linguistics also offers, through concepts like antonymy, the
ability to express opposites or contrasts in design terms, like, alien-friendly, bold-weak,
chaotic-ordered.
Certain combinations of emotions and perceivable, intangible place properties indicate
places of particular significance. These are defmed as archetypes. Thus, Arcadia is
emotionally peaceful, restful and tranquil, and perceivably fertile, productive and beautiful.
Battlefield is tense, shocking, stressful and perceivably brutal, chaotic and dramatic.
CG Jung, (1968) asserted that anthropomorphic archetypes exist in the 'collective
unconscious' of society and that this innate knowledge prepares the mind for future
encounters. His archetypes included concepts like Mother and Father, Superman and Hero.
By extension, it is postulated that places are also archetypal.
To relate people to places objectively, the concept of 'objective relativity' is evoked
( G H Mead. 1932), allowing personal properties like awe, beauty and calmness to
be logically attributed to place, relative to particular people.
The main concept on which the thesis is based, is 'Psychos pace', a linguistic model of the
total psychological experience of place. New concepts are created to describe further peopleplace relationships. Prattles are property feelings of people attributed to place and Percies
are properties of place perceived by some people and not others, and therefore 'subjective',
like order, chaos and formality.
Also included in 'subjective' judgements are those of assessment. Procons are personal
properties, like quality and value, good, bad and satisfactory, but also objectively relative.
Methods are proposed for the analysis of places and people and the identification of
concepts which are employed in the processes of design. Examples are shown and discussed
of how the formulated principles work in practice.

The Semantics of Psychospace
Objectives

This thesis is lUldertaken with the following more specific objectives in mind.
To make a science of place analysis.
To base that science on the study of people-place relationships
in particular the concept of the archetype in its several forms.
To identify Archetypes and Psychoplaces.
To identify those properties of place which influence people.
To identify concepts relevant to place analysis and design.
To identify the principles which govern people-place relationships.
To attribute values to places and the properties of place.
Such values to be relative to particular people; qualitative and quantitative.
To evolve a design process, complementary to graphic techniques, based on
conceptualization and verbalization.
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The Semantics of Psychospace
Introduction (The Journey)
In my experience as a landscape architect, very few people in my profession , Architecture or

Planning are interested in the theories which underpin their work. This is not to suggest that
they do not apply rationality, abstract thought or some theory to the decision making process,
but what drives their work fotward is practicality, experience, personal preference and, very
often, strong social and cultural beliefs.
My values are different. Having spent all of my professional career closely associated with
the landscape departments of either Edinburgh University or Heriot -Watt University as well
as being engaged in private practice, my respect and thirst for theory are considerable.
After graduating in landscape design at University Edinburgh in the Sixties I was engaged
by the EU Planning Research Unit on a succession of regional plans. They were the vehicles
for a number of research projects, some economical, (Threshold Theory ), some social,
(Disabled Study) and some Landscape ( Landscape Analysis ). These latter were my
responsibility.
The frrst on analysis, detailed in the Appendices ( P 51), was my introduction to innovation.
The aim was to devise a method which would describe the physical character of any place in
objective verifiable terms. The challenge was to become so familiar with an area that the
critical factors could be identified, which combine in different proportions to produce
characteristic landscape types. These vary from place to place. In Portugal it was vineyards
on slopes and stony ground, fertile ground and arable farming, uncultivated grotmd and the
density and age of cork oaks .In Scotland, it was the slope of the ground, fertility, woodland
and altitude.
From such plotted da~ inferences could be made about different types of landscape and, by
extrapolation, the quality of the scenery, the potential for tourism and predictions about
different forms of development.
This was, for me, an introduction to the linkages between different types of place and human

behaviour and the realization that the patterns of hwnan behaviour could be studied by
observation, without having any idea about what people were thinking , feeling or even
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seeing.
This project raised questions about whether or not our assumptions on scenic value were
valid. What were people actually perceiving when they were obviously enjoying themselves?
Were they experiencing a range of hidden emotions when out on walks, holidays or tours?
And if so what were they and how could we identify them?
These and similar questions led to me undertake a two year study for the Social Science
Research Council under the heading ' The Semiotic of Landscape' ,completed in ·August 1971.
During the following period, until 1993, in private practice, but maintaining contact with
Academia, I continued my research, looking for links between people, mind and places.

.

.

In1992 I came across the seminal work of C G Jung, in particular his concept of the
Archetype. This was the point when I met Catharine Ward Thompson and Peter Aspinall and
began my collaboration with the Heriot Watt and this thesis.
The Jungian hypothesis is about people per se. This thesis is about people in place and the
concept of relativity. It is a personal statement in so far as it is based on my personal feelings,
empathy with others and a rational framework and philosophy drawn from sources in
Semiotics, Linguistics, Psychology and Anthropology.
The hypothesis itself is relatively simple; that mankind, over millennia, has developed an
innate knowledge and understanding of certain key concepts necessary for survival. They
are similar to instinctive behaviour, like the withdrawal from pain, but are concerned with
psychological relationships, between people and places, like emotional attraction and
repulsion. Such mental concepts are described as ' Archetypes'.
The challenge was to take this idea as the basis of a method to analyse and classify places.
Working with children on the Semiotic study had confirmed the importance of language as

the medium of communication. Everything could be converted to words; ie. the properties of
place, resulting from the topographic survey, the psychological properties of people elicited
by questioning and the objectively relative psychological properties of places attributed to
them as the result of the person- place relationships.
The study became a search for relationships, for the connections between people and places,
not for their primary properties, but for the invisible, tenuous and subtle links which bind
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them together analogously like, gravity, magnetism and the weak atomic forces of the
physical world, with the relationships themselves conceived as particles round a nucleus
combining to form molecules and compounds. Early graphic models are based on this
image ( See Appendices pp 46 to 49 ).
Relationships may be regarded as the bonds which hold things together. In the case of people
and places, initially, the two most important links were seen as Meaning and Feeling. These
two concepts represented on the one hand, the intellectual, rational, perceptual part of the
mind and on the other, emotions, feelings and states of mind. A way had to be found to link
these properties of people with the psychological properties of place. This was a research
project of discovery.
To achieve this, two concepts were invented/ discovered, and named, Percies and Pratties.
Percies are the perceived properties of place. They are a part of place Meaning, like Danger,
Order and Banality. They are inferred from data/information perceived.
Pratties are emotional properties of people, like Happiness , Awe and Euphoria, which are
then attributed to place to become part of Place Character.
Different combinations of Pratties and Percies produce different types of place. Certain
combinations produce places of exceptional power and importance. These are the archetypes,
To put the archetypes in context, another model was prepared, named Psychospace. ( P 62 )
This represents the total psychological experience of place.
In pursuing the Chemical Analogy in an attempt to bring order to the psychological system,

both the Periodic Table and the Spectnun were evoked . ( see Appendices p 55 , 138 and 76 )
These are an aid to analysis and allow profiles to be prepared of people/s. responses prior to
identifying the archetypal place being experienced.
With this knowledge and techniques of analysis extending from the topographic survey of
places, to the psychological responses of people in place, places can be categorized by
their archetypal properties, relative to particular types of people .
With certain co~binations of physical and socio I cultural properties linked to archetypal
places , the way is open to design places for psychological effect by selecting the appropriate
Archetypes and their related physical and socio I cultural properties.
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The Semantics of Psychospace

A study of Place Archetypes

Background
It cannot be said that Landscape Design as an activity is without its theorists and practitioners
who base their beliefs on concepts like Beauty, the Sublime and the Picturesque.

In his now often quoted treatise' into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and the
Beautiful' ( 1756 ), Burke established a theoretical framework of aesthetics of such
credibility that a hard headed practitioner like Lancelot Brown was persuaded

to incorporate

those ideas into a working method and to convince clients to embrace a revolution in
landscape design.

In Scotland, Hutcheson bad published' An Enquiry Concerning Beauty, Order, Harmony,
Design '(1725 ). In Edinburgh, Hume was in full flow ( 1737), publishing his' Treatise of
Human Nature', the object of which was' to establish the foundations of a genuinely
empirical science of Human Nature'( Treatise Introduction ) and even to provoke the great
Kant ' to awake from his dogmatic slumber ' . This tradition of combining philosophy ,
psychology and landscape design extended into the 18th C with polymaths like Lord Kames
(1696- 1782) putting ideas into practice on his estate at Blair Drummond. 'The most perfect
idea of a garden .... is to inspire all the different emotions that can be raised by gardening .'
'Elements of Criticism' ( 1762) ·
This is the tradition of which this thesis is a part. The focus has shifted from aesthetics, as

esoteric enquiries by aesthetes, to psychology and anthropology as subjects of scientific
enquiry. My own route to this field of human enquiry and endeavour has been a long one .

In the early sixties, regional planning and new town development became growth industries
in Scotland. Cumbemauld, East Kilbride, Glenrothes and Livingston all arrived on a high of
optimism . Physical Planning was a dynamic force, powered almost exclusively by architects
turned planners . The few exceptions included landscape architects, of whom I was one.
Landscapers were part of the 'green'' ecological wave that was to remove the blemishes of
dereliction , create a brave new world, safe for pedestrians, with open spaces and control of
the motor car and initiate a rational survey and analysis of hwnan and natural resources.
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Part of this ethos was the identification of Areas of Natural Beauty and their antithesis,
Eyesores and Dereliction. There were at that time, few guidelines on what constituted either
and fewer still on how landscapes could be surveyed and analysed at a regional scale. So we
invented one and published our method ,' The Lothians Regional Survey and Plan',

HMSO 1966, a copy of which is in the Appendices. ( pp 51 52 53 ).
Our claim was that the method was ' entirely objective and factual and not subject to biased
or variable assessments of' landscape quality." These 'could be made later.'
We were careful not to say how; because we either did not know or were not sure.
.Several regional surveys further on, (Falkirk -Grangemouth, Scottish Borders), regional
planning at Edinburgh Uruversity Planning Research Unit came to an end. But the experience
gained in diverse areas was valuable, particularly on how the concepts of scenery, quality and
value, subjectivity and objectivity could and should be employed.
An idea of how people perceived places was laid before the Social Science Research
Council, leading to a two year project in Semiology; 'The Semiotic of Landscape '1971.
This was a world as far removed from common - sense as quantum mechanics is from
physics. It postulated that the world was largely interpreted as a system of signs, symbols
and signals; that there were underlying layers of meaning beneath the surface of everything
and that they were accessible principally, if not exclusively, through language.
The formative influences at this time were Morris 1938, 1946 , 1964 ;

Sapir 1966 ;

Lyons 1963 and Meredith 1966.
We were able to demonstrate by simultaneously questioning people and scanning
photographs that people associate certain environments and objects with danger , safety and
many other properties almost instantly and often subliminally, (elicited by detailed
questioning ) allowing assessments to be made of positive or negative value. All pretty old
and obvious stuff now, but giving us an insight into how a system might be conceived and
refined to explain further some of the psychological relationships between people and place.
Twenty years further on, ( 1993) saw the identification of a concept which promised to
provide a link between people and place which would help to explain preferences and
behaviour, it was the Archetype.
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Jung's hypothesis of a collective unconscious refers to the idea that Mankind shares at an
unconscious level, analogous to blueprints and specifications and similar to inherited instincts
sets of archetypes. He postulated that these archetypes are necessary, a priori preformed
primordial images, without content or form, waiting to be filled out by personal experience.
(see People Archetypes, Appendices p33 ).
Jung's archetypes are anthropomorphic, Mother and Fatlier figures being central and
predominant. A feature of the archetype is that it can be symbolized by place.Thus the Mother figure may be expressed by the Ea~ still water, a

garde~

all evoking

concepts like affection, noutishn1ent , fertility.
Our thesis extends this idea on the assumption that places may be just as important to the

human psyche as people; that a schematic pre knowledge of place n1ay also be a precursor
to social survival and success, that Home may be as valuable as Mother as a psychic concept
and Fatherland as psychologically necessary and useful as Father.

Note

A published precis of a presentation of the hypothesis given to the University
of Vienna ( 1998) is included in the Appendices pp 139 to 146 ,
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The Semantics of Psychospace
Mind seeks to make sense of place

( Psychospace Principle )

To our admittedly limited knowledge, nothing in the universe can compare with the human
mind. It alone has the capacity to observe its surroundings and to speculate on them and its
own nature. These speculations embrace all the phenomena which constitute our
environment, from the smallest effect, particle or wave to the entirety of the system , from the
behaviour of infants and the excesses of youth to the feelings of adults and the beliefs of the
old and wise. Collectively they constitute that. body of en~eavour we ea~ Science, which in
our society is the complement of sport, business, politics, art and religion.
As environmental analysts and designers of places, our main interest is in the phenomenon
of Man and in particular that relationship between mind and matter which results in what
we call the perception of place . We want to know the effects of matter on mind, that is, the
psychological effects of place. Conversely, we want to know the effects of mind on place,
that is, how the observant mind senses matter, makes meaning of it and selectively
creates its own interpretation of place.

This search for meaning is the most important function of the human mind. Its restless
activity is directed towards understanding itself, other minds and everything within its ambit
of perception. Towards these ends it has developed the intellectual skills of rationality and
planning whilst retaining the more archaic and irrational skills of
intuitive judgement.

emotio~

imagination and

All these abilities and many more are also involved in the processes of

analysing and designing places. Our objectives are to find out what places mean to people
and what it means to design places. This is done in the spirit of scientific enquiry.

It could be claimed that these objectives need not be explicitly achieved in order to design
places. This is true. Places can be designed and enjoyed without reference to a body of theory
or formulated meanings. The same could be said for every art and craft since the beginning of
aesthetic enjoyment and critical assessment. 1bis does not imply that intellectual and
analytical skills were not previously used in design, but that they were less important than
intuition, and creativity was more concerned with technique than theory, with effects
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rather than their causes. But there is an irresistible urge amongst certain types of mind to
understand why things are so, to look for principles and laws in order to control the
environment and oneself, to predict the outcome of future events, and to enjoy
knowledge for its own sake, as well as applying the fruits of enquiry and discovery to
creative endeavour.
It is popularly believed that by analysing and dissecting things, their magic and mystery are
lost. This may well be true about conjuring, but understanding the principles of molecular
biology need not detract from the appreciation of a flower's beauty or the human form, or the
understanding of the nature of light to blunt the enjoyment of colour TV or rainbows.
Nor should the knowledge of which places we hate and enjoy and an understanding of
why, inhibit those responses. Indeed they should enhance that experience by adding another
dimension to life.
The search for knowledge and understanding, the love of a subject, pressing problems and
the prospects of power, profit and fame are the great incentives to the development of those
ideas which progress a discipline, open up new applications and pave the way for
possibilities. A methodology is required with which to identify the meanings of places, to
identify the causal chains which bind people to place and which help to explain the mind place relationship.

The Meaning of Meaning
Meaning is the sense mind makes ofplace.

( Space Semantic Definition )

What must be obvious to anyone involved in associating with people and reflecting on the
processes of communication, is our personal isolation. We are separated from others by our
individuality; we exist as self contained entities, even as members of well integrated
societies. The more we share with others, the narrower is this gulf. Mother and infant
intimately share identity, they are psychologically inseparable. So too are identical twins,
people who are in love, truly, madly, deeply and those who are emotionally bol.ID.d together
by culture, circumstance and a sense of purpose, as in hardship, danger and crusade.
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By the same token, the less we share with other people, the greater the chances of
misllllderstanding their needs and misinterpreting their objectives.
In creating places for people it is necessary therefore to identify with them in some way, to

know what places mean to them, so that what is provided to meet their needs, is culturally
acceptable and is meaningful to them.
There are different ways of doing this; by becoming a social anthropologist and studying
their customs, beliefs and behaviour; by joining them and absorbing their habits and
values; or by analysing their lives , their surroundings and the relationships between them.
Most designers favour the .second option, simply by living and working with people
similar to themselves. But even this approach can make many erroneous assumptions about
other people's meanings and interpretations of place because in complex cultures such
as ours , the variations are so great, for example, in what people like and dislike, what they
regard as their rights , what is ethical and unethical. Only by allowing people to explicitly
express themselves on matters relevant to places and place designs can an understanding be
reached on what places and their properties mean to them. And so a third method of enquiry
is favoured. This as a rigorous examination of those modules of mind which perceive place,
recall memories of previous places and situations, consider implications , respond
emotionally and make assessments. Meaning is a many dimensioned concept. It is
primarily about comprehension, an awareness of where one is and an understanding of
the resulting implications. It simultaneously includes simple identification , ' This is a tree,
this water, this a wave'. It includes evaluation,' This place is OK', and thoughts,' This is
where I live', It also includes the perception of intangible place properties, like Grandeur
and Formality which have been classified and termed Percies.
Meaning can be closely identified with the thinking, more rational parts of the mind.
It is included in those processes which are closely associated with language , either mentally
with oneself or in discussion with others. Tirrough discussion thoughts can be exchanged,
but of equal importance, feelings can be described. Feelings are the best guide to the
intuitive designer's relationships with place and to them the term Prattie is given.

12
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The Meaning of Feeling
From agony to ecstasy, the spectrum of affective experience

( Psychospace Module)

There is nothing quite like feelings. To those of us who are particularly emotional, they are
the true guide to the appreciation of people, places, phenomena and events. They can over
ride rationality, common sense and discretion. Under their influence people are inspired to
do great and foolish things. To get into the emotional mode, for them, is a nec~ssary
precursor to creativity of significance.
To understand what a particular feeling is, there is no other way than experience, to share it
and to linguistically label it. The feeling without a name, may be pleasant or otherwise, but if
it is nameless, it is not part of the verbal currency of design and it cannot be
discussed or used as part of a collaborative design process. Equally, a name without the
knowledge of the feeling is meaningless and therefore useless.
Verbalization may be the best, if not the only medium through which to describe and
exchange certain types of concept. By that we mean those ideas which lie behind design
schemes; the idea that the form of a city or a village should reflect human shape and
functions; the idea that a landscape should, through its shape, content and layout evoke
sublime feelings, or fear, or pride and prejudice.
If it is agreed that feelings, emotions and states of mind can be induced by places, then it can

also be postulated that places may be described by the emotions they produce. Conversely, a
proposed place may be described by the emotions it is desired to induce.
Thus places, either as found or as desired, may be amusing, blissful, cheerful and so on.
The currency of place descriptio~ assessment and design has moved from objects, things,
functions and uses, to human feelings described by language. We call these feelings,
emotions and states of mind Prattles.
There is, on the face of it, an undeniable common sense about this. But the argwnent can be
extended further by claiming that there is also a certain logical necessity to it. By evoking the
concept of relativity into the examination of people's relationship with place a causal
connection can be established between them and also the outline of a design methodology.
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The Semantics of Psychos pace
Overview
Language
On December 28th in 1928 in New York City, the American anthropologist Edward Sapir
addressed a joint meeting of the Linguistic Society of America, the American
Anthropological Association and the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
His thesis that day was to initiate a completely new way of explaining the world ·and the
relationships of its inhabitants to it and to each other.
The thesis was, 'That we see and hear and otherwise experience very largely as we do
because the language habits of our community predispose certain choices of
interpretation'. ( 1 )
He believed that ' 'the real world ' is to a large extent unconsciously built up on the language
habits of the group', 'the worlds in which different societies live are distinct worlds, not
merely the same world with different labels attached'. ( 2)
Here was a novel and radical approach to examining and analysing the culture of any society.
It became known as the Sapir -Whorf Hypothesis and was seen by Lyons as a form of
linguistic determinism and 'an untenable hypothesis'. He agreed however, 'that the language
of a particular society is an integral part of its culture and will tend to reflect the culturally
important features of objects etc in the society in which the language operates'. ( 3)

Charles Morris, for many years Professor of Philosophy at Chicago, in Signs, Language
and Behaviour ( 4 ),acknowledged Sapir's contribution to Semantics and in particular the
links between linguistic studies and those which are psychological and social. Morris
'sought to fuse the behaviouristic pragmatism of his teacher, George H Mead, with the logical
empiricism of the Vienna Circle' ( 5 ), two members of which were to have a profound
influence on this linguistic approach, Rudolf Camap and Ludvic Wittgenstein.

Mead, the pragmatist, provided the logical key linking the properties of people, like feelings,
relationships and assessments to places, through his philosophical device of Objective
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Relativity ( 6 ) , thus clearing away the subjective- objective dichotomy that had

plagued

aesthetic and critical discussion for too long.
Objectively Relative Properties

( a review of Mead's theory )

There is obviously a profound difference between properties like 'shape' and 'composition',
and those like 'gracefulness and 'meaning'. The former which can be classified as 'objective',
are not related to, or dependent on human awareness, whereas the l~tter two, as 'subjective'
properties are inherently relational. They depend on a relationship between object and
subject. Many such relationships can be identified. The 'intelligibility' of a manuscript or the
'signification' of a place, depend on their contents and on the ability of subjects to interpret
them. The 'edibility' of a substance depends on the degree of compatibility between its
objective qualities and those of the ingesting subjects' digestive systems. The 'value' of a
place depends on its shape, contents, use etc and the positive or negative preferences of a
percipient. By adopting this concept of 'objective relativity' , the 'objective and the subjective
can be united.

We can now logically attribute relative properties like meaning, value,

clumsiness, beauty and ugliness to places, relative to the people who hold these views.
( 7)

Semantics
'Semantics' according to Stephen Ulman (8) 'is the theory of meaning.' This is the most
comprehensive defmition possible. It includes the whole area of Semiotics, the general theory
and the meaning of signs as propounded by Moms.
For Lyons (9), semantics is' the study of meaning'. fu semantics, he fmds himself in the
middle of philosophical problems as opposed to those of technical linguistics and logic.
'What shall we say about such words as truth, beauty, goodness? Shall we say that the
meaning of such words is the 'concept ' or 'idea' associated with them in the minds of those
who know the language to which the words belong ?' He continues, now moving into the
realm of psychology. ' Semantics makeS the existence of 'concepts' and 'ideas' in the 'mind'
basic to the whole theoretical framework, and therefore encourages subjectivism and
introspection in the investigation of meaning.'
To environmental analysts and landscape designers who were investigating the relationships
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between people and places, in particular, trying to ascertain 'what places mean to people',
these ideas were the language of science and the promise of a new way forward .
Semantics in our terminology is about meaning and particularly the meaning of place.
That is, how people interpret their environment by the processes of perception, as defined by
J J Gibson ( 10 ). We see 'meaning' as the product of the process of making sense of place. It

is a property of mind, a state of comprehensio~ resulting from the ability to perceive, to have

knowledge of things and their properties and to understand their causes and consequences
within a system of beliefs and relationships.
Meanings can be attributed to things, relative to the people who hold them. Thus they can
become properties of place and are an expression of the relationship between the person and
the place as defmed by Mead's principle of Objective Relativity. ( 11)
Conceptualization

The prime characteristic of language as a symbolic system is that it is a universal medium for
representing everything and is the currency of interpersonal exchange and private verbal
thought process of analysis and design. By analysing linguistic systems, distinctions can be
made about the ways in which societies conceive their surrormdings. ' The ability to express a
judgement in words presupposes a number of capacities, previously acquired for intelligently
using the several words and phrases that make up the sentence. I shall apply the term
'concept, to these special capacities.' (12) 'A concept is something conceived, not an
immutable form subsisting independently of man. The process of concept formation is a
special type of learning'. ( 13) These concepts or ideas expressed as abstractions do not
simply describe 'things' but also the properties of things which are not physical properties like
size and shape, but conceptual properties like grandeur and comeliness. They include feelings
and emotions like fear and happiness and relationships between places and people like
compatibility and hostility, all of which demand particular forms of perception and
introspection. The verbalized concept of the visual concept is the intellectual route to
collaborative design, only by verbalizing ideas can unanimity of meaning be assured,
because verbalization allows confmnation and verification through the cross referencing of
synonyms and similars . Meredith's dictum and a main prop in our methodology is the belief
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that, 'What can be known can be said.' ( 14 )
Archetypes
Another main prop in our theory is the archetype.
The concept of the archetype is based on an idea expressed by C G JW1g .( 15 ) It is part of a
theory of psychology relating to the Unconscious. In it, he postulates that the mind possesses
certain innate knowledge which is universal, being part of a 'collective Wlconscious'.
The archetype, as part of the content of the preconscious mind is only a potential, it, 'in itself
is empty and purely formal, nothing but a given ability, a possibility of representation which
is given a priori'. 'The representations themselves are not inherited, only the forms (not

literally ) and in that respect they correspond in every way to the instincts, which are also
determined in form only'
The fWlction of archetypes, like the instincts is to endow the mind with a specific framework
of essential predispositions relative to certain functions of thought, feeling and action. These
predispositions are developed, through time, to meet specific needs and circumstances. They
help people to integrate with other people, particularly those on whom they are most
dependent.
Jtmg himself gives priority to the Mother Archetype in terms of influence and development
of the so called Mother Complex, which can profoundly affect a person's attitude and
behaviour to others.
Our thesis is, that Jung's concept of people possessing archetypes with a human dimension,
like Mother and Father figures, may be extended analogously to include an environmental
dimension. One in which Places and Events exert influences on people in varying degrees of
significance, the most important qualifying as archetypes. After all, in evolutionary terms, the
environmental dimension has been an influence on the development of the species for as
long as the human.
Our aim is to identify archetypal place.s by their psychological properties and to match them
with their physical counterparts, related to particular types of people.
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Psychological Properties

Archetypes are described by their properties, which may be physical or psychological,
depending on the purpose of the description. The archetypal Wilderness for example may be
physically described as a place which is Barren, Extreme, Harsh and Elemental. Or in
psychological terms as one which is Fearful, Uncivilized, Hostile and Demanding.
These latter properties are described by Russell as 'affective appraisals'. ( 16 ) He defmes
them as follows; ' An affective appraisal occurs when a person judges something as having
an affective quality, such as being pleasant, likeable, exciting. They resemble both emotions
and cognitions.'
We fmd this conjunction of the emotional and the cognitive inhibiting and shall distinguish
between the 'feelings' of people like sadness, happiness and fear, used to describe their
emotional response to place, and those properties of place which are observable, inferable
and therefore 'cognitive' like gloom, peace and monotony which are used to describe an
appraisal and signify quite a different sort of relationship.
Appleton ( 17 ) unconsciously evokes Jung's archetype theory with his theory of ProspectRefuge. He notes, ' prospect and refuge refer to concepts rather than objects ... they have to
do with noticing environment in terms of opportunities for behavioural response, and there is
no reason to suppose that such evolutionary changes as have taken place either in landscape
or in the perceiving creature, 'man' have altered them fundamentally.'
Perceivable place properties, recognized by inference, confirmed by personal construct
( 18) and verbally conceptionalized are one main route to the identification of archetypal
places. The other is via the affective mode, through the effects that places have on people
and hence by objective- relativity transference , they become place properties.
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key concept
concept
an abstract idea
verbalized for
understanding and
communication
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The Semantics of Psychospace
Chapter 1 Summary

Theories about landscape have a long tradition.
In Scotland, regional planning created a need for landscape analysis.

Semiology offered a new analytical approach to the study of person - place relationships ,
linking perception of place to interpretation and language.
Jung's concept of the archetype suggested a fundamental approach to human relationships
which by analogy could be extended to human relationships with place.
This study is concerned with the effects of place on mind and their archetypal associations.
To know people's thoughts and feelings it is necessary to know their language and to speak
with them.
Designers and analysts need to cultivate their emotional responses to place.
They need to verbalize feelings and to broaden emotional experience.
Edward Sapir hypothesized that perception and language are indivisibly linked ; that
people's perceptions and meanings of place depend on the language they have to describe it.
Semantics as a theory of meaning relies on the conceptualization of place properties and their
expression as language.
Concepts are the basis of theoretical frameworks. They are the main modules of linguistic
signification and dialogue.
Identification , conceptualization and naming of things like feelings and meanings is the
basis of Semantics.
Places can be described and categorized by their psychological effects Gn people.
Place effects can be antonymous, the same physical properties being good for some and bad
for others.
George Mead's theory of objective relativity allows subjective hwnan responses to place,
like horror and bliss to be objectively linked to the properties of place through the principle
of relativity.
The subjective-objective divide can be bridged.
Conceptualization makes the concept the module for analysis and discussion
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Language is the only medium,
Jung's concept of the Archetype opens up an approach to place classification.

If the personalized archetype is valid then the place archetype is a strong possibility.
Jay Appleton seems to have intuited this in his place theory Prospect- Refuge.
Kelly's personal place construct and verbalization linked to Mead's theory of Objective
Relativity can provide the basis for a theoretical approach to place analysis.
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key concept
man
In the Beginning
( about 200,000 BC )

was Man
( Homo Sapiens )
walking upright
thinking and talking
making tools
and wondering How? and Why?
Creating and believing
explanations and myths ( 1 )
Creating symbolic
objects and images
Permanently occupying places
( Home )
with a feeling of security
( Safeway )
Defending places
( Homeland )
Creating rituals and sacred places ( Sanctum , Temple )
Burying the dead with ceremony
( Burial Ground )
Hunting and gathering
( Hunting Gronnd )
Fighting and feuding
( Battlefield )
Exploring and spreading with caution( Strangeland, Unknown)
Certainly by about 30 to 40,000 BC Cro- Magnon man was
drawing and painting in caves

1 Campbell, Joseph Transformations of Myth Through Time Harper and Row New York
1990
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The Semantics of Psychospace .
2

A Study of Place Archetypes

General Theory

The human race has evolved intellectually, psychologically and socially from primeval states
through processes of continuous development. Ways of interpreting and responding to the
environment are part of these. Some are instinctive, like the withdraw I response to pain, the
returned smile and instantaneous likes and dislikes of people and places. Others are more
complex involving experience, learning , the assimilation of cultural values and the
cultivation of personal values.
At the primitive, instinctive level, are archetypal people and places, on which human welfare
and survival depend . They are deeply imbedded in the tmconscious. Included amongst these
are Mother and Father figures, Home and Dangerland types of place, complementary
concepts which contribute to people's understanding and response to situation and
surroundings. Different combinations of emotional and cognitive response linked to
particular types ·of environment indicate different archetypal places and people. Thus for
example, places which induce a feeling of 'spiritualitY and which may be described as
'mystical', belong to the archetype Mystica. Common manifestations of this are the 'Mystic
Mountain' and the 'Mystic Desert'. Similarly, places which by the power of imagination and
myths associated with them induce ideas of fantasy and romance may be described as
'mythic ' and therefore belong to the archetype Mythica. Greek islands in the sun can be
experienced in this way by the imaginative traveller, who creates an Ithica complete with the
shades of Ulysses, Pan music and the magic of Greek mythology.
The archetype is the essence of people and place psycho-types. They are the conceptual
blocks from which, with other components, people's perceptual interpretations of reality are
constructed. Which are instinctive and which are acquired by experience and learning is at
present a matter on which I am speculating.
My experience over the years, particularly working with architects, is that psychological
concepts are rarely articulated and there is a dearth of both understanding and method when
it comes to discussing and evolving designs.
Concepts like spaciousness, grandeur, meanness, mass, are in frequent use, but emotions are
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barely mentioned. This is not because designers are insensitive, but because they lack a
vocabulary, a syntax and a methodology to relate what they feel to what they design and to
the thoughts and feeling of others.
The same can be said of planners. The vocabulary of planning is comprehensive enough to
describe every sort of place and use, but when it comes to discussing the effects of places on
people is inadequate. Planners may well identify with people in adverse and benign
environments, but they are not equipped to identify their feelings, far less to relate them to a
comprehensive system of people/place relationships.
Our thesis aims to create a theoretical framework which describes places, which describes
people, the effects of places on them and a method to comprehensively relate these
concepts to each other.
The concept central to this theory is the archetype, which we briefly describe as an innate,
necessary, a priori, unconscious model of a person or place, a preformed schema, but without
detail, waiting to be developed as time and circwnstances allow.
This thesis does not set out to establish the veracity of Jung's hypothesis, we accept it as a
plausible working premise.
We also recognize the alternative and compatible use of the term as ' the essence of
something.'
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key concept
archetype (psycho)
essence of feelings
for the place
distilled as words
( like Arena and Battlefield )
and
archetype ( physical )
essential properties ·
of place, person or object
distilled as words
( like village, uncle or pin )
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Archetypes

The term Archetype is not a simple concept. It has two quite distinct applications both of
which we propose to employ. The first describes it as a deep seated mental phenomenon,
innate and comparable to an instinct.
This concept is based on that of C G Jung ( 19 ), who describes it as ' a primordial image, in
itself empty and formal', a sort of specification without' form, content or detail, waiting to be
filled in by experience when certain essential properties are perceived.
For him , the classic archetypes were anthropomorphic, the Mother Figure, Father Figure,
Hero, Wise Old M~

Tric~ter·.

These characters are seen as essential to the development of

the human character and personality, because they equip the mind with concepts which are
relevant to its safety and welfare.
He found, by deduction, from clinical experience that the Mother figured largely in a child's
early development. Her properties were,
AFFECTION AUTHORITY CARING COMFORTING GENTLENESS LOVE
NOURISHMENT PASSION PROTECTION SOLICITUDE SYMPATHY WISDOM.
For Romulus and Remus she manifested herself in reality as the she-wolf. For most people it
is the biological mother, a foster parent or some other. Without the right balance of these
properties and their implications, the child is damaged or deficient in some way. But the
imprint, whatever it is, remains and affects the adult's perception of women thereafter.
The hypothesis is, that through the ages, archetypal figures must have been foood in
archetypal places. If human archetypes, why not place archetypes?
The thesis is that the mind categorizes places of importance in the same way that it
categorizes people and for the same reasons, safety, parenthood, welfare, pleasure,
the avoidance of pain and fear , the desire for prestige, power, understanding.
On this principle we postulate that places like HOME, HOMELAND, STRANGELAND,
BATTLEFIELD, HUNTING GROUND, GATHERING GROUND and SANCTUARY
played important roles in human development and continue to do so in different forms and
guises. This is our interpretation and development of Jung's idea of a 'collective
unconscious' and the first application of the concept 'Archetype'.
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The second use of the term archetype is to describe the essence of something, without
reference to lllllg's collective unconscious or any other preconceived ideas. The archetype
then becomes an acquired generalized abstraction, usually unconscious, compiled by
individuals, based on the personal experience of stereotypes, eg the archetypal forest, village
or waterfall. Following the evolution of archetypes, further experience ?f stereotypes is
compared with the archetypal models. Where there is an excessive deviation from the
archetypal norm, subjects may be disconcerted puzzled or dismayed.
Archetypes may also represent non physical entities, like the archetypal family, society,
neighbourhood, criminal , plumber etc in which attitudes, beliefs and opinions defme them
as well as characteristics like behaviour, shape, composition, form and size.
The archetype may also be used to describe entities other than people, places and objects.
Events may be archetypal, like births, deaths, battles, trials, volcanic eruptions and the
inundation of cities. Similarly with Circumstances, Situations, , Superpowers, further
examples are shown in the Appendices 1.10. Appendices pp 31 32 33 34
Archetypes may vary in complexity. Depending on a person's breadth and depth of
knowledge, the archetype may consist of many types of property, from the physical to the
cultural. The city or the forest may be perceived at many levels, from the physical to the
cultural, the archetypal pin or wnbrella may only be defmed by the physical.
What is essential in any discussion amongst equals is that there is a certain sharing of
archetypal concepts. If the engineer conceives the city as systems of services and the
architect as a collection of sculptural but functional forms, little worthwhile dialogue will
take place. But if they share a vision, the stage is set for innovation and progress.
What is excluded from our defmitions of archetypes is any form of critical assessment,
(Procon) like approval or disapproval, OK or not OK, perfect or imperfect. Assessments,
(Procons) are excluded because they produce anomalies and contradictions. It is logical
and possible for some people to approve of archetypal places like Battlefield , with pain
and terror and hate the Paradise Garden with bliss and pleasure. It could be argued that no
one could disapprove of pleasure and approve of suffering. People of ~ ascetic disposition
may well do so. Procons are therefore recorded separately for each person and component.
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A crucial peculiarity of innate, 'instinctive' archetypes is that they are ftrmly rooted in the
past. The classic psychological archetype of the unconscious has developed, like instincts,
over long periods of time. The acquired archetypes, as concepts or models , in people's
minds, have developed as the result of perception and experience. Non psychological
archetypes like the archetypal university, car- showroom, fast food restaurant, are all
embedded in the mind and memory following analysis and the selection of salient and
common features culled from a succession of stereotypes.
They provide a data base, or reservoir of ideas from which solutions to problems may emerge
by a process of synthesis. This concept is based on the simple and generalized notion that
most new ideas, or prototypes , are amalgams of old and existing ideas brought together by a
particular type of mind. One which can solve problems by selecting relevant and essential
properties and rearranging them in new relationships.
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Archetypes as a System for Analysing Place

We believe that physical objects, of which we ourselves are examples, exist and may be
perceived by us. Our interpretation of sense data, combined with reason, imagination and
memory, allow us to create , in our minds, models or representations of what we think is an
independent, exterior reality.
Through perception, linked to our emotional and intellectual

res~onses,

certain relationships

develop between us and our surroundings. We inhabit places and respond to them in diverse
ways, depending on our circumstances, nature and experience. These combinations of place
. and our current psychological make-up, constitute a natural and fundamental system which is
amenable to analysis. The application of such a system enables us to infer from people's
circumstances and their psychological states, which type of psycho-place they are likely to be
perceiving and inhabiting at any time and thus to classify places according to how they relate
to people in a subjective manner.
As the properties of the physical world, like shape and colour, are sensed and interpreted as
perceptions of an exterior place, so, intangible perceived properties, like security, danger,
excitement and fear are sensed and interpreted as constituents of an interior reality, which we
call Psychospace.
Psychospace is a complex amalgam of many mental, or psycho- components. Amongst them
are Archetypal places. By identifying directly or by inference the Archetypal places which
people are experiencing , comparisons can be ·made between those which are desirable and
those which are not; causal connections can be postulated between the _physical world and
that of psychospace; and design decisions can be made about the physical properties of place
which are likely to create desirable psychospaces.
Archetypal places are all psychologically important Some are defmed by states of mind and
emotions, ( Pratties ). eg Terror Island, Labyrinth, Mythica.
Some are related to particular places events and functions, eg Home, Gathering Grotmd,
Battlefield. These latter places tend to induce characteristic states of mind and emotions and
so are defined and identified by a combination of perceived properties ( Percies ) and
psychostates, ( Prattles ) .
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The Identification of Archetypal Places

The first and most obvious method was to look for those places in people's lives which are
comparable in significance to those human archetypal figures like Mother, Father, Hero,
Saviour, Prophet and Leader. These included concepts like Home, Fatherland, Battlefield,
Home-grotmd, Hunting-ground and Promised Land. Psycho-properties were attributed to
these places and checked by

observatio~

questionnaire and self-inspection.

Then, situations of intense emotional experience attributable to place were identified,
like Bliss, Terror, Excitement, Pain and Affection and matched to psycho-spaces, like
Heaven, Terror Island, Arena, Disaster area and Motherland. These also were checked out
and definitions expanded with related, complementary emotions and mind states.
Working backwards, places of intense, or tmusual emotional experience were listed, like
Theatre, Shrine,
Enjoyment,

Priso~

Hospice and Gulag and appropriate feelings attributed to them, like,

Adoratio~ Resignatio~

Gratitude and Humiliation. These attributes or

assumptions then became the bases for defmitions, to be improved in the light of experience
or new data.

see Gulag Appendices p 115

In a completely different direction, fundamental human needs and behaviour were

investigated, not necessarily of great emotional intensity, but of great significance, like
Birthplace, Workplace, Initiation place, Worship place and Death place.
These are archetypal places which produce mixed emotions and may be fotmd in a wide
variety of physical places. Their intrinsic properties and those of places devoted to them can
be analysed and relationships established which can lead to definitions and specifications

which may be more performance related and psychological than physical.
Some archetypal psychospaces are less obvious and more speculative. They are created from
entirely different sources and depend on such devices as illusion, (TV, film, theatre) the
spoken and written word (myths, stories), the contrived set (Disneyland, theme parks) and
latterly, virtual, electronic reality. These media have the ability to metaphorically transport
people from one reality to another. Mundane places are transformed, emotional states are
induced by light and sound, fairy tale and myth. Archetypal places like Theatre, Mytbica and
Story land are created and emotionally experienced at another level of imaginative perception.
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key concept
property
a distinguishing
feature of
place or
person
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Property
A place or personal property describes what something is, eg what it is capable of doing, its
potential, what it has done. etc.
Properties may be Physica~ Chemical, Biological, Psychological, Social or Cultural. Within
these classes are related properties.
Thus for example, the physical properties include Shape, ·Amount, Actions,( including Use
Function Activity ) Colour, Composition, Position in time and space and Relationships.
It is this last property which is of particular interest.
Physical relationships, like nearness or farness are simple and straightforward, it is the
psychological relationships between people and place which are of particular importance.
These include concepts like Meaning and Character which are attributed to places as the
result of people relating to them.
By identifying the effects of place on people, as expressed by feelings ( Pratties ) and then
analysing the properties of the place, relationships can be established between people and
places and in particular those which can be inferred as causal.
Of particular interest are those properties of place which demand a particular type of
informed perception. These are the Percies (Perceived intangible properties ) eg ambiguity,
banality, congruity. Unlike perceived physical properties ( Percepts )eg. angularity, brightness
coldness, which are verifiable against physical criteria, Percies are not absolute and may be
debatable on aesthetic, personal or philosophical grounds. But like feelings ( Pratties ),
which can be attributed to place as objectively relative properties, so may Percies be
attributed on the same principle.
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key concept
objectivity
the way
it is
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The central tenet of our thesis is that places can be described by their psychological
relationships with people. To do so, is to help tmderstand the nature of people and place and
move forward the study of the design process. People attribute properties to place, like
awesomeness, beauty and curiosity. Such concepts imply causal relationships, whereby, in
certain situations and circumstances, people are affected by place in particular ways. But
places affect people in many different and contradictory ·ways. They are antonymous; what is
'good' for some can be 'bad' for others. This dichotomy presents some 'objective' analysts
with a problem. It raises philosophical problems about the nature of tru~ whether it is an
intrinsic property of things, or is .relative, depending on personal interpretation. Our
.
.
pragmatic view and one which is assumed throughout this thesis is that the truth is relative,
depending on personal beliefs and modes of thought.
Objective Relativity
It is 'true' that some people frnd a place 'beautiful' and some fmd it 'ugly'. It is also ' true' to
say that the place is 'beautiful', relative to some people and 'ugly' relative to others.
Prince Charles' views and those of modem architects illustrate this point.
George H Mead, the American pragmatist, provided the logical key linking the properties
of people, like feelings, meanings and assessments to the properties of places through his
phil~sophical

device of Objective Relativity. ( 4) This is a corner stone of our thesis. Places

may have properties attributed to them as the result of their relationships with people.
Personal properties like meanings, feelings, opinions and assessments can be related
logically to the things and places which cause them. Certain types of property are intrinsic,
like shape, quantity, composition. These types, which are characterized by physicality ,
belong to Geospace. Other types of property are relative, like goodness, relevance, horror and
bliss, they belong to the Psychospace of percipients and the Psychoplaces of analysts.
Relationships between people and places do not jwnp out into the realm of knowledge like
the properties of shape, colour and size combine to produce apples, tables and trees. They
have to be discovered. Much of the background to this thesis has consisted of speculating
on many possible and probable relationships before selecting those critical ones which we

think reflect the ways in which people relate to place.
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key concept
relationship
connection
between things
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Relationships

Relationships are the connections between things. As Ecology is the study of the
relationships between living things and their environment, so Space Semantics is the study of
the connections between thinking, sensate people and places.
Both disciplines are concerned with identifying the essential parts of the systems to which
their principal components belong. By concentrating on the psychological relationships we
have reduced the number of these connections.
Meanings
The Meaning is the Message

The first level of perception identifies objects like people, trees, pens and pencils from sensed
shapes, colours and context. Scenes, the next level, are perceived by recognizing the
relationships between sets of components, like townscapes of streets and structures and
landscapes of farms and sheep. Events are perceived when things behave in certain ways, as
when a leaf falls or a football match is played. As the mind grasps these phenomena and their
implications, it starts to embellish them with detail. It perceives another level of meaning
which is based on the depth and extent of its knowledge. This level of perception identifies
the properties of places and objects, like abnormality, beauty and complexity. The criteria by
which such observations are made are personal for each percipient, but their articulated
meanings are shared by those of the same culture.

In its search for meaning, in order to better understand its relationship with place, the mind
draws on its powers of recall and inference in order to add information to its initial and
simple model of place. It seeks to draw conclusions which are pertinent to its current
situation and objectives and to build up a more detailed place model. It scans the place for
familiar properties which describe the place, its contents and their relationships, properties
like abnormality, completeness and danger. The criteria by which these properties are judged
are personal; what is abnormal to some , is normal to others. The properties, the place and the
percipients are bound together by the relativity of meaning.
Meaning identifies the sights, the scenes and the objects as Percepts and their more
abstract properties as Percies. ( Perceived Inferred Properties )
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key concept
subjectivity
the way it is
perceived to be
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Subjectivity

Subjectivity concerns much more than feelings, with which it is traditionally linked. It also
covers opinions, attitudes, values and perception itself. Each person occupies a private world
created according to the way in which data from the external world is interpreted.
The culture of any society predisposes its members to understand their surroundings on
particular ways. In this respect , it is well nigh impossibte to know what those of exotic or
alien cultures see or feel about the world.
The system of place analysis being developed here makes the use of language a unifying and
cultural factor. It is assumed. that people sharing a language will tend to perceive a shared
place in similar ways. Their emotional responses will vary, as they do in every society, but
the elicited response will carry sufficient information to give the analyst a good idea of what
a subject is feeling and perceiving.
The ana_lyst- designer must learn a broad spectrum of feelings. They become the criteria by
which

places and designs are reviewed and criticized. To be able to 'feel' quickly the

personal response to place is one of the designer's essential attributes and to articulate these
feelings is of equal importance.
Designers set their own emotional standards for place in a normative process. Datums are
established which may persist, or change in the light of experience, as the result of reflection,
or the influence of another person. They can also change when the values of others are better
understood.
The analyst also uses the experience of emotion to empathize with those who are being
studied in particular places. A process of identification allows the analyst to imagine what
others are feeling, not precisely, or even approximately, in the case of horrific places or
events, but sufficiently to understand the enormity of their experience.
Finally, subjective feelings are discussed and shared by designers. The design method
includes the use of conceptualization of single feelings or aggregated of feelings, expressed
as archetypes, as when the concept 'Carnival' evokes a mixture of Excitement, Enjoyment,
Pleasure, Stimulation,. Elation, Happiness.
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key concept
perception
the way
it appears
to be
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Sense and Sensibility
To find the Meaning of Place for anyone

( Psychospace Objective )

So, there are people and places, minds and events, meanings and feelings, and if we accept
the concept of relativity, they are all connected to each other in a causal network.
Our objective is to identify the components of that network, the linkages between them and
the principles which govern them.
There is another more practical and immediate objective and that is to outline a method of
assessing places in terms of other people's conceptions and criteria so that we can gain an
insight of how different people perceive the world , what it means and feels like for them.
The basic and orthodox premise underlying our theory of place is that it is people's primary
perceptual systems which provide the basic data to make places meaningful. These can be
identified as sight, smell, hearing, touch, taste and balance.
Their purpose is to help the mind make that mental model of place we perceive as 'reality'.

Perceived Physical Place Properties
The world divides into properties

( Psychospace Principle )

Traditionally, landscape - place studies have been preoccupied with visual phenomena. We
also will concentrate on the visual aspects of place, because for most people that is the main
conduit of information. It is reinforced by the sonnds of bird song and aero engines, the
smell of flowers and petrol fumes, and the tactile feelings of rough , warm bark and
smooth cold marble. But our society is visually oriented, we recognize people by their faces,
we judge places by appearances, we choose many things largely on looks, and we fmd our
way aronnd by observation . The mind constantly seeks to make its surrotmdings
meaningful by recognizing the properties of place and their relationships, especially those
which have direct personal implications, like the threat to safety whilst ?flving, or the warmth
of a ftre on a cold day. These mental activities are not random, minds work to agendas; they
are programmed according to people's current context, including their objectives , activities
states of mind and personal situations.
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key concept
periodic table
a relative
ordering
of similar
place
properties
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The Periodic Table and the Chemical Analogy

In 1871 Dimitri Ivanovich Mendeleev through a combination of data collection, observatio~
experimentation, inference and empathy published his Periodic Table of the Elements.
Appendices p 54 )

It showed the basic chemical components of which the world and

the rest of the universe are made, from Hydrogen, the lightest, to Uranium the heaviest. It
also showed families of elements sharing characteristics, metals, earths, gases. It was
exciting because it was taxonomic. It brought into intellectual order what was previously
unknown or chaotic. It reflected in a model the realities of Nature. It set out the order of
matter and helped scientists to trnderstand part of the structure of Nature.
When incandescent, matter emits characteristic quanta of light of varying wavelengths. When
passed through the prism of a spectrometer they allow the identity and composition of any
matter to be deduced.
So much for the physical world, but what of the psychological? Or as we describe it,
Psychospace. What is it composed of? What are its parts and planes? Does it have 'spectra'?
We think that broadly and crudely, Mind itself for the purposes of our place analysis
consists of the following major components.
CULTURE MEANINGS FEELINGS COGNITIONS and ASSESSMENTS.
None of these components is independent. They are bound together in a dynamic system of
psychological relativity. Psychospace is bound to Geoplace in the relativity of
PLACE PEOPLE MIND EVENT SITUATION and CIRCUMSTANCE
as the universe and Geoplace are bound together by the relativity of
SPACE TIME MATIER GRAVITY UGHT and ENERGY.
Where there are people, there are minds; where there are people, places are created.
Collectively they constitute physical, chemical, biological and psychological events,
situations and circumstances.
We feel that Meanings, Feelings and Assessments are the main agents in identifying what we
call

PLACE PSYCHOTYPES, which are analogous to chemical compounds.

A Place Psychotype is described by the Meanings and Feelings which it is likely to evoke in
people, that is, by various combinations of the Percepts, Percies and Pratties of the 'C
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component outlined in the topic on Character on p47.
These Character Constants1 or 'C' all have spectrums by which place properties can be
identified. They are based on the Periodic Table of Emotions and Mind States.
( Appendices p 55 ) What of the spectrometer?
Every person is an instrument. This is where the analogy is weaker. Mechanical, physical
instruments are consistent, have constancy, people are variable and inconstant. But the
meanings of the terms remain the same. What induces happiness one day may result in
boredom the next. What results in happiness for one person may produce boredom in an
, other. But the meaning of the 'reading' is always the same for those who share the language
and a culture.
Happiness and boredom are real feelings and states of mind. They may be transient, but so
are photons. They are tied to real places by the principle of relativity. They become real
properties and characteristics of those places through Mead's Principle of objective relativity.
The Periodic Table demonstrates the range of emotions and mind states by nominals which
may be experienced by people and the Spectrum of Feelings and Mind States and lists them
alphabetically.
Feelings

ie. An emotional response or condition eg.
Abhorrence
Bliss
Cheerfulness
Depression
Ecstasy

Mind States ie. A dispassionate mental condition eg.
Admiration
Bewilderment
Certainty

Doubt
Expectancy
The distinction between Feelings and Mind States is an arbitrary and personal one.
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key concept
character - 'C'
·a property .
which describes
something's nature
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Character
Character is the essence of place, a corner stone concept of our thesis.
To describe the character of a place or a person in a word is to understand them and be
able to express that information with maximum efficiency and economy.
How a place is described relates closely to the rules of linguistics; its content, composition or
components fall within the ambit of the noun. Terms like armchair, basin and carpet,

(nomina Is ), signify some of the articles which may comprise a house.
What they actually do in a house, like support people, hold water or cover floors, relate to
_uses, functions and activities and are expressed by the verb.
'When it comes to describing the properties of these objects, like leather armchair, round

basin and Persian carpet, the informative element is the adjective or descriptor.
In our analyses of places and language, hundreds of such terms were collected and collated.
It soon became obvious that descriptors fall into several quite distinct classes. 'Leather' and

'comfortable' both describe different types of armchair properties. The former are related to
the physical and chemical properties of chairs, verifiable by mutual inspection and analysis,
against standardized formulated impersonal criteria. The latter, describe assessments made
against personal criteria, which could vary from time to time, person to person and place to
place. They depend on opinion, but they reflect personal relationships between people
and objects or places. They also fall into further fundamental classes. Some, like comfortable,
enjoyable and painful, express personal feeli:tlgs; others, like graceful, simple and curious,
indicate a personal judgement of perceivable properties, while others like, good, suitable
and excellent, indicate personal value and qualitative assessments, following perception.
On this basis we established different types of descriptor expressing different types of

Character.

These are collated as follows, with further examples in the appendices, qv.

1.0

Spectrums of Place Properties or Percepts

.1

Physical eg

angular, bright, curved

.2

Chemical

alwninous, bromic, calcareous

.3

Biological

algal, bacterial, coniferous
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Appendices p 9
11

11

p 10

p 12

.4

Ecological

.5

Psychological angry, bellicose, confused

11

p 14

.6

Social

autocratic, compassionate, democratic

11

p 15

.7

Cultural

advanc~

11

aggressive, benign? competitive

Appendices p 13

barbaric, complex.

p 16

Those properties describing character which are much more personal, depending on
perception and inference are classed as follows, with further examples in the appendices .

3.0

Spectrums of Personal Psycho - responses to Place

.1

Meanings eg abnormal, banal, complete

(Percies ) Appendices p 81

Meaning is the sense mind makes of place

.3

Feelings

1 1

p 87

Mental States amusing, bewildering, confusing ( Pratties ) "

p 91

abhorrent, blissful, depressing ( Pratties)

Feelings are the emotional responses to place
.4

Mental States are dispassionate conditions of mind.

This taxonomic arrangement gives ten classes of descriptor by which to describe the
character of places. Different combinations describe radically different places.
Character can now be seen as a common denominator of all places, both from the analytical,
· objective point of view and that of many different types of subject All places can be
classified according to the different characters attributed to them by different people.
Character is ubiquitous, it is a constant we call'C.' Wherever there are people there are
places with character which relate directly to these. people and describe their personal
relationships.
To summarize

Physical Character is described by descriptors as Percepts,
eg. wooded, rocky, urban, curved, old, bright, rough.
Inferred Character is described by descriptors as Percies,
e~grand,

formal, complete, anachronistic, dangerous.

Attributed Character is described by descriptors as Pratties1
eg, terrifying, amusing, depressing, cheerfu4 melancholy.
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key concept
relativity
the necessary
connection
between things
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Relativity Rules OK?
The world divides into absolutes and relatives ( Psychospace Principle )

There appears to be a mutual dependency between space, matter, time and energy. None
can exist without the others, they are bound together by the concept of relativity.
This concept allows us to comprehend the physical world not simply as perceived objects
and phenomena but as an interdependent system of relationships. These prime and
universal components are causally related by the laws of physics, by natural law.
The object of science is to discover these laws, flrst of all for their own sake and because we
are insatiably curious and then to apply them for our own sake, because generally, as a
species we are incurably restless and inventive.
It would also appear that although everything is related there are profound differences
between certain sorts of event and the laws which govern them. There is an ascending order
of complexity in the way the world works. Each order of complexity depends on the
preceding ones . Thus chemical processes are more complex than physical; biological are
different and more complex than chemical and psychological are different and more
complex than biological.
Our interest is centred on the psychological processes and events associated with people's
relationship with place. Just as there are causal links of relativity between the basic physical
components of nature, so there are comparable relativity links between places and people,
minds and events. They also are interdependen~ none can exist without the others.

We make this (absolute) assertion on the grounds that people exist and_ wherever there is a
person , there is a place; that wherever there is a person, there is a mind and the coincidence
of all three constitutes an event. An event which comprises physical, chemical,
biological and psychological processes.
The last we see as offering the key to nnderstanding people's relationship with places
through a logical extension of the concept of relativity.
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The Concept

The major concept on which this study is based is Relativity , being the principle that certain
things exist only relative to each other. In the physical world, Space, Time, Light, Matter and
Gravitation are bound together interdependently by the laws of physics.
In the mental world, created by mind, we hypothesize, analogously, that Culture, Meanings,

Feelings, Cognitions and Assessments are also botmd together by their own relativity and the
laws of psychology.
Meade's Objectivity, already described whereby inferred properties of place like abnormality,
beauty and complexity or feelings like affectio~ bliss and calmness can be attributed to
places, exemplify this relatedness between place properties and personal assessments.
We also suggest that there is a relativity of People, Mind, Place, Event, Situation and
Circumstance, all of these entities also being bound together by causal relationships.
To pursue and identify some of these relationships we will create a theoretical model which
will provide a theoretical basis for a practical method of people/place analysis.

The Model

Character

Dimensions

Content

Context

Culture
Circumstances
Situation
Scenario ·
Knowledge
)
Percepts

Meanings

)
)

Percies
Cognitive
Consequences
Feelings

Cogs
)
)

Pratties

Mental States )
Critical
Assessments

Procons
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key concept
place
where .
someone 1s
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Place, Space and Relativity.
People exist.
Where there are people, there are places.
ie.Places exist relative to people.
Things exist.
Where there are thlngs, there are locations.
ie. Locations exist relative to things.
Places are locations occupied by people and things.
People, places, things and locations have properties.
These properties are either intrinsic or relative.
Intrinsic properties of place include, shape, composition, dimensions
and actions.
Intrinsic properties of people include,
thoughts, states of mind, perceptions, meanings and evaluations.
Relative properties of things include motion and scale, value and goodness.
eg. The motion of an object is relative to other objects.
~ars can have movement relative to the road, but are stationary
relative to the driver.
The Pyramids have scale. Relative to people they are gigantic,
relative to mountains, they are small.
Thlngs can have value relative to some ·people
and have no value relative to others.
People can be ' good ' or ' evil' relative to different codes of ethics.
The quality, (goodness·) of a place can be 'excellent' or' poor'
relative to a code of aesthetics or sets of criteria.
Relativity is the principle that some properties of things depend for their
existence on relationships with other things.
In physics, relativity explains the relationships between· the properties of
place like, time, space, matter, gravity, energy and light.
In psychology, relativity describes the relationships between people and
between people and places, like feelings, thoughts and judgements. These are
directly related to places and as the result of these relationships and the
principle of relativity, certain properties can be attributed to places.

eg. A place can have ' meaning ' relative to a person or group, like
this is a village' or this is a tree'.
Or it can have ' character depending on how the person feels.
It may be sorrowful, happy, amusing.
Or it may have an assessment, depending on a person's criteria.
It may be positively or negatively valued, it may be satisfactory,
good, relevant, OK, or not OK.
1

1

1
,

Because people are differen4 their experiences of place will vary and so
will the properties attributed to place. Thus a place may be simultaneously
beautiful and OK relative to some people and ugly and not OK
relative to others.
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These properties of diversity and ambivalence create certain difficulties when
it comes to comprehensively analysing and assessing places. Individuals
through perception uniquely interpret and respond to place. They create
their own place of sensations, meanings, feelings, thoughts and assessments.
'This experience of place exists entirely in the minds of percipients
as Psycho - space.
Through elicitation it can be modelled and then analysed. It can be compared
with models of locations to identify coincidences, correlations and possible
causes. It can also be attributed to.places. So that personal properties, like
meanings, feelings and values become relative properties of place. Such a
model of place, with properties derived from perceptional, cognitive and
emotional experience is both relational and relative. It is a mod~l·of place
representing people's responses to place as relationships with place. This is a
model of <Eco - space.
CEco - space is the framework of relationships which connects people to
places. It includes all relationships, from those like physical contact,
chemical toxicity, biological dependency , psychological power, social
cohesion to more general concepts like cultural identity; all of which occupy
different levels of complexity in the model.
Of immediate interest is the psychological level of people- place relationships,
in particular the meanings, feelings, thoughts and values of different types of
people which become objectively relative psycho - properties of place.
At the
psychological level of the model of ffico - space (qv ) places can ,
for practical purposes be summarized as archetypes which represent the
diverse responses of different people to similar places.
Thus for some people ( the locals ) a place is Homeland and for others,
(strangers) the same place is Strangeways.
A matrix of archetypes representing all the important combinations of
personal psycho - properties will provide the basis of analysis.
Comparable with the models of psycho -space and <Eco - space is the model of
location, which consists of geo - physical terms
Models of locations can be summarized as prototypes, possibly elaborated
with exceptional details.
Models of events can be produced in socio - cultural and behavioural terms.
The primary purpose of data collection and model making is to help landscape
and environmental analysists to categorize places ( and events ) in archetypal
terms which reflect people's feelings and evaluations of places.
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key concept
model
a representation
of person
and place
properties
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Model
An objective of tills study is to Inodel the mind, not in its entirety and co1nplexity, since that
is far beyond necessity, but comprehensively enough to become a working tool in assembling
and correlating data. To be effective a model must reflect the components of what it
represents. Models describe aspects of reality. Tliey result fron1 analysis, dissection and
deconstruction. Our models consist largely of theoretical concepts, like meanings and values
and personal products of tnind like feelings and mind states.
Our ~lodel of Ps)'chospace purports to represent the most i1nportant psychological

components \Vhich affect a perso1rs relationship with place .. ll1ese are des~ribed in the
details following.
\Ve also use n1odels in another fonn , the Periodic Table. l11is expresses ~on1ponents ot" a

similar type in relation to each other., eg like the Periodic table of Chetnical Elements, based
on atmnic wei'ghts cmd families of sinular properties.
There is an arbitrariness about such 1nodels which invites discussion. They have all evolved
from initial crude forms into those of greater sophistication and should continue to develop.
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key concept
objective relativity
a logical device
attributing
subjective properties
like value
objectively
to things
relative to the subject
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Objective Relativity
A bridge is needed between subjectivity and objectivity

( Psychospace Objective )

It is often claimed that one person's opinion is as good as that of another. What is generally
meant is that everyone is entitled to have an opinion. We agree with this. What the value of
that opinion is, is of course another matter of opinion and what people do as the result of
holding opinions could be a matter of both public and private concern.
That people hold radically different opinions is a matter of common knowledge.
These may refer directly to place, as when views are expressed on its quality. "This place is
good, that place is bad'. Or they may refer indirectly, as when they describe their feelings
following their perception of place. ' I like it here, I hate it there '. All these descriptions
establish relationships between person and places. These evaluations and feelings are what
are called 'subjective' . They are private psychological events, directly inaccessible to
others, depending on personal criteria, not instrumentally measurable, but describable by
language.
But the physical relationships between place and subject are observable, recordable,
repeatedly verifiable facts and so are the descriptions of quality and feelings. So, if the
place and the language and hence the meanings are shared, then these facts become
'objective '. They leave the purely private domain of the subject and become shared objective
facts about the relationships.
But we can take a further logical step. Because there are established objective relationships
between the person and the places, there have to be some corresponding effects on the
places. They are good and bad, likeable and hateful, meaningful and meaningless relative to
the subject. That is, the places have objectively relative properties which meet the criteria
of objectivity, ie constancy, verifiability, within agreed symbolic systems and margins of
tolerance. We can now claim that places can simultaneously possess diverse and even
contradictory properties like beauty and ugliness, goodness and badness, meaning and lack
of meaning relative to particular people. Through objective relativity, the psychological
properties of people can be translated by a process of attributi~n into the properties of places.
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key concept
psychospace
the total
psychological
expenence
of place
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOSPACE

People and places fall into different categories depending on who is categorizing them and
for what pwpose. There are those categories defmed by judgement, which divide people and
places into 'good' and 'bad'. There are those defined by the senses whlch class things as 'hard'
and 'soft', 'green' and 'blue', ~wooden' and 'metallic'. Science is concerned. with identifying

these diverse properties of our environment, bringing thetil into order and understanding their
n~tture.

Applied science uses this knowledge to n1aintain our existence and to develop and improve it.
We do this partly out of necessity .but also frmn curiosity. There is an innate urge to satisfy a

'need to know'. The world, with all its phen01nena presents itself as something demanding an
~.·xplanation,

not just the cataloguing of thl' things which con1prise it, but how things relate

and respond to each other. But even these assume a certain a superficiality when compared
with discovering the 'how' and the 'why' of existence. To identify and fonnulate the rules,
laws ahd principles which offer an explanation and theories for everything, is the imperative
md ultimate purpose of research.
The research presented here is concerned, with very particular sets of re~ationshlps, those
which connect people and places. They have coexisted since Man developed as a species,
affecting and modifying each other in fnndamental ways, from the colour of eyes, skin and
hair to agriculture and the building of cities. Over millennia, such superficial adaptations
have transformed people and places . At the same time, in-depth changes have occurred in
Man's nature at psychological, social and cultural levels. We will postulate that they result
from the development of concepts and constructs 'designed' to help us come to terms with
our environment and the many different types of situation generated within it.
Our hypothesis is that some of the changes may be heritable, like parental instincts and help
us to respond beneficially to situations whlch may be essential to our welfare and

development whilst others may be acquired from experience, like O"ur positive or negative
response to strangers or strange places. In both cases, the archetypal model is the basis of
people's judgement of place which in turn forms part of our major research concept called
PSYCHOSPACE.
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Psychos pace
Psychos pace is our model of people's total experience of place. The model so far developed
contains those components which we consider relevant to the formation of archetypes.
There is a progression from what people see and perceive in place ( percepts) and ( percies),
what they feel (pratties ), what they think ((cogs) and then their assessments of the
experience/ place ( procons ) •
The various combinations of these components detennine the ( character ) of the place in
both physical terms eg.dark, stormy, night and psychological terms eg.frightening,
. exciting and demanding. These in turn allow the identification of place stereotypes,
eg. mountains, dark forests and deserts and place psychotypes eg. adventure land and
wonderland.
The fmal stage in place analysis is when places are identified which are combinations
of physical properties and psychological conditions. These result in classic archetypes
eg. Battle field ~ Arena, Paradise Garden.

pS't"CHOSPACE
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Place
Psychotypes

Place
Archetypes
types

Dimensions
There are ten dimensions to our tnodel of personal Psycho-space. These constitute the
complex of inter related components which represent a person's relationship with place; ie

Culture
Knowledge
Situation
Personal Circumstance
Scenario
Percepts
Cognitive Consequences
Mental States
Feelings
Critical Assessments
Each of these diffiensions is a profile of relevant properties selected from spectrums of place
and personal properties, with each property given values which are critically assessed as
either

OK or not OK.
From an analysis of these profiles, an interpretation can be made to determine which

Archetypal Places
are relevant to each person's experience and also whether they are OK or not OK.
Whilst all the dimensions are important and will yield valuable information about the nature
and structure of psycho-spaces, our particular interest at this stage of the study is in
Archetypal Places. We think that the main indications of these will be found in people's

Perceived Character of Place
Mental States
Emotional States
Critical Assessments
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key concept
geospace
analyst's
objective
perception
of place
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THE MODELS
One of the aims of the study is to produce models of places.
Those which represent the physical properties of places as perceived by analysts, are called
Geoplace. ( the so called objective view )
Those which represent the personal assessments of the analyst-designer, (the normative
view) are called Psychoplace.
Those which represent the world as sensed and experienced by percipients, are called
Psychospace. ( the subjective view )

By analysing these three types of model, relationships can be established, linking
differences, and similarities between them of factors like, interpretation, quality, value and
satisfaction.
The components of all models are drawn from the spectrums of the different types of
property which comprise Geoplace , Psychoplace and Psychospace.
Those for Geoplace are,

1.1

Physical Properties

.2

Chemical Properties

.3

Biological Properties

.4

Ecological Properties

.5

Psychological Properties

.6

Social Properties

.7

Cultural Properties .

Examples of these observable Geoplace properties are shown in the appendices 1.1 to 1. 7, p9.
The components selected to represent Psychoplace and Psychospace are
3.1

Meanings

.2

Cognitive Consequences

.3

Feelings

.4

Mental States

.5

Critical Assessments .

Examples of these personal properties are in the appendices. 3.1 to 3.5 pp 77-96
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The Semantics of Psychos pace
Chapter 2 Summary
Archetypal people and places are deeply imbedded in the unconscious.
Jung's hypothesis is accepted as a useful working theory.
The Mother Figure represents the most obvious human example.
Home is the most obvious of place examples.
Archetypes are also generalized abstractions of non psychological phenomena eg the pin.
People , places and objects consist of properties and can be described according to them.
Properties are physical, chemical, biological, ecological, psychological, social or cultural.
Meaning is a property attributable to place. It is a person -place relationship.eg.a place may
be abnormal, complete, dangerous, or consist of things, like tables and chairs. Feeling is a

human property. Feelings can be induced by places. Places can be described by feelings.
Character is a way of describing place.
Spectrums of character describe physical characteristics like rough and smooth
inferred characteristics like safe and dangerous
attributed characteristics like amusing and depressing.
Relativity is the principle holding together personal culture, meanings , feelings, thoughts and
assessments.
An analogy is drawn between the sciences of chemistry and physics and the study of

Psychospace. The methodology of spectrums and profiles is extended to Periodic Tables.
The Model of Psychospace will represent people's relevant psychological components.
Periodic Tables will represent the relationships of different types of place character.
Objective Relativity allows subjective place properties to be attributed objectively to place.
Psychospace is people's total experience of place.

By observation and inference it can be modelled and represented linguistically and
graphical! y as the Model of Psychospace.
Different combinations of physical character constitute different Stereotypal Places.
Different combinations of psychological characteristics constitute Archetypal Places.
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key concept
taxonomy
order
from disorder
by classification
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The Semantics of Psychospace
3

Methodology

Because people vary so much in their attitudes, beliefs and values, there is seldom agreement
when places come to be assessed for particular functions in the fields o(planning and design.
Where the main criteria are well established, like the slope of the land, the fertility of the soil
or the suitability of the climate, there is less room for conflict; but where the criteria are
aesthetic, ethical or qualitative, like the elegance of a building, the tendency to ·corrupt of a

film, or the goodness of a view, there can be as many opinions as critics.
It is often expressed, that,' eyeryone is entitled to their opinion;' even,' one person's
opinion is as good as another's.' On such premises, with one vote being as good as another,
the democratic system is supported. Where importance is given to people's opinions with
regard to their environment, the recognition and assessment of opinion become critical
factors in the processes of planning and design. This study is an attempt to rationalize these
factors and to establish the links between them and the places to which they refer.

Our approach has been to seek a middle way of reconciling the differences between what
are pOpularly known as 'subjective' and 'objective' phenomena. Both are of equal relevance
in the study of people - place relationships. The problem was to evolve a logical, coherent
and practical method to describe places, not only from the topological point of view, but to
include those important psychological aspects which describe people's intimate relationships
with place.

These relationships are often difficult to access. Some, like happiness, fear and anger are
obsetvable, through demeanour and behaviour, with a high degree of probability. But others,
like meaning, completeness and value are not so readily obsetved and have to be found
through enquiry and deduction.

The problem is foulfold,

to identify the psychological properties of place, relative to different people
to identify the physical properties of place affecting perception and response
to select those in each place which are critical
to provide an analysis which concisely describes places through a combination of
psychological and physical attributes.
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The Taxonomic Process
Research is a process of bringing into order our perceptions of the world and of identifying
its underlying principles. All research projects start by classifying and naming phenomena

and components. This is a process of distinguishing the characteristics of the subject matter,
whether animal, vegetable, mineral ( or any other system of classification ) and looking for
similarities and differences between their properties. In most research projects these initial
stages are implicit in the basic assumptions on which a discipline is based. Landscape studies
rest on many such basic assumptions and disciplines, geology, ecology, botany, morphology,
meteorology, chemistry, agriculture, architecture, to randomly mention but a few.
Landscape studies use the terms of such related disciplines. For example, places may be
classified and described in the following terms,
Geological - mountainous, alluvial, volcanic
Ecological - woodland, desert, savanna
Botanical - grassy, herbaceous, ericaceous
Morphological - hilly, undulating, flat
Meteorological - windy, humid, sunny
Chemical - acidic, salty, carboniferous
Land Use Planning - residential, industrial, commercial.
Combinations of terms from different disciplines may be selected to describe places, to
compare their properties and then to determine their suitability for different uses. Thus the
varied landscapes of a region can be analysed by taking the following factors into account.
Altitude, Morphology, Fertility, Woodedness, Water
eg.l upland, hilly, poor, treeless, dry
2 lowland, flat, fertile, wooded, ·watered
3 upland, mountainous, poor, treeless, dry
4 lowland, tmdulating, fertile, treeless, watered.
Each combination produces a characteristic type of landscape, with implications in terms of
scenery, uses, productivity and potential, each with properties which may be beneficial or
detrimental for specific fimctions.
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Thus,

1 may be suitable for grouse moors and unsuitable for arable agriculture
2

for agriculture but not for forestry

3

for tourism but not residential development

4

for vineyards and olive groves and not for industry.

The taxonomic process is one of devising classification systems which put phenomena into
orders which relate to each other by the sharing of selected properties.
Plants are classified according to the arrangement of their floral/ sexual characteristics,
eg Umbelliferae, Rosacea, Compositae.
Chemicals are arranged according to their atomic weights, and families;
eg Hydrogen 1, Helium 2, Lithium 3 ; Alkali metals, Halogens, Heavy metals.
Steam locomotives are classified according to the arrangement of their wheels;
eg 0 4 0, 4 4 2 , 2 4 0 .
Classification facilitates the identification of things. It brings intellectual order to a wide
variety of things which are, at first sight chaotic and unrelated. It puts individual things in
context within larger systems and by identifying and naming things it provides the necessary
prerequisites for discussion, cognition, planning and design.
Taxonomy on the grandest scale puts everything there is within a universal system of classes
and allows the relationships of anything to be studied relative to anything else.
This study of people and their relationships with place will have its own taxonomies. We are

interested in classifying places and landscapes in particular , by their physical, chemical,
biological and psychological properties and relating them to different types of people, who
will be classified by their biological, social and cultural properties.
' Taxonomy is the bedrock on which much modem study, ranging from the search for new
drugs and the massive screening of plants for anti-cancer agents to molecular biology, is
founded, just as it was the seed- bed of the theory of evolution.' writes Prof. D S lngram in
describing the work of The Sibbald Trust at the Royal Botanic-Garden, Edinburgh; 3/ '95.
Our concept is that places may be classified by their psychological effects on people. The

ability to affect people in particular mental and emotional ways is a property of place and by
classifying places by these properties we can establish a basis for landscape/place assessment
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since one of our premises identifies language as a necessary component of an understanding
of the world ( Sapir-Whorf hypothesis), nearly all our data takes the form of words. Not only
are words used to conceptualize our perceptions, but they are the building blocks of n1odels
describing both the physical world and peoples' psychological response to it.
A selection of these properties is listed in the Appendices, ( pl - 2 )
The beginnings were largely a journey into the unknown . The descriptor I nominal split
was established ( adjective I noun ) and the realization that a concept like 'abandonment '
could be a feeling and thus a personal property , or a perceivable property of place,
, 'abandonment ' and also a description of place ' abandoned '
Because we felt that the key to solving the people -place relationship lay with the Emotions,
they were the first to be listed, leading to
List of Emotions or Feelings

Nominals ( alpha order)

(Appendices p 3)

compiled from a dictionary search..

At this stage, the distinction ( if any ) between Emotions and Feelings was not clear, but
there was already a rudimentary notion emerging that there was a difference between
emotions like fear and happiness and states of mind like confidence and superiority.
What seemed beyond dispute was the fact that these feelings were undoubtedly the
properties of the people who felt them.
Equally, it seemed that places could have properties which became obvious when people
employed particular senses to perceive them.· This led to
List of Place Characteristics based on Senses. Nominals( alpha order) (Appendices p4)
There was a lack of clarity at this stage between the 'perception' of place properties like
accessibility and busyness and the 'sensing' of properties like aggression and banality.
What was the difference, if any between these two activities ?

In an effort to clarify these distinctions, a further list was made.
List of Place Characteristics based on Perception Descriptors ( Appendices p 5)
Comparison of these two suggested a distinction between properties which required the
percipient to have 'a sense of.' ... Adventure, Alienation or Amusement and those which were
identified by recognition or inference eg Abandoned Ancient or Authentic.
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Some place properties then appeared to depend on specialized knowledge or sense eg.
Incongruity and Completeness, while others were concerned with comparatively simple
recognition eg. Hilly and Pink.
Emotion seemed be a hwnan property which was quite different to perception. One simply
had to consult one's emotions to describe a particular place, like happy or sad; or employ an
intellectual faculty to identify other more 'objective' place properties like Hilly and Pink or
educate a sense to identify more evasive place properties like Friendliness or Hostility.
In any event, emotional properties could be attributed to places by objective relativity.
Which led to a further list.
List of Place Characteristics based on Emotion Nominals ( Appendices p 6 )

All perception seemed to involve degrees of discrimination and classification and the concept
of 'criticality' now began to emerge. Judgements concerning concepts like Quality and
Value became apparent and led to a further list.
List of Critical Senses Nominals ( Appendices p 7 )
The criterion for inclusion on this list was a single common sense question based on
everyday use of language, ' Do people have a sense of ......... ?'.
This was not a matter of perception and the identification of physical features, it was the
application of assessment to particular types of place property.
The senses listed by JJ Gibson (Appendices p 8 ), including touch, taste and smell
appeared to give the percipient direct and immediate access to place properties. Whereas

senses like Hwnour, Occasio~ Style and Taste appeared to need much more in the way of
learning, development and judgement. These were senses not to be identified by referring to
the bio-psycho perceptual systems but by looking at language and picking out those
conceptual properties which were commonly attributed to place, post visual perception.
There were overlaps, it could be said that certain critical senses were also mental states, eg ·
being Amused, Restrained or Romantic.

As these distinctions were made, a much condensed list of Critical Senses emerged.
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Components of the Personal Model
Critical Senses
There is a certain haziness, or lack of precision about some of the concepts which have been
identified as belonging to the personal model of place. It is also obvious that the boundaries
between types of sense and between senses within the same type are arbitrary and not
absolute. There are for example strong interdependencies between the emotional and
intellectual senses and between the critical and the analytical. The result is relatively 'soft'
amorphous models of personal psycho -worlds.
From the critical senses which have been identified, the following have been selected as
being the most significant.
Relevance - The degree to which a place could meet the needs of a situation.
Approval- Whether or not a place is acceptable.
Significance - The degree of importance of a place.
Strength_/ Impact - The intensity of effect created by a place.
Value - The degree of desirability generated by a place.
Quality - The degree of goodness in a place.
Satisfaction - The degree to which needs are met by a place.

Other critical senses include the following,
Preference- The liking of one place ~tter than another.
Choice- The selection or one place over another.
Truth - The degree to which a place is honest and not deceptive.
Morality - The ethical degree of rightness or wrongness of a place.
Efficiency - The degree to which a place produces satisfaction relative to input.
Taste - Whether or not a place meets the arbitrary criteria of discernment.
Flair - Whether or not a place has style, panache, cleverness, wit.
Appropriateness - Whether or not a place is proper, suitable, congruent
relative to a situation or circumstance.
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Definition
A Sense of Quality
A sense is an ability to be aware of personal and place properties.
eg. senses of affection, anger, pain.
eg. awareness of shape, colour, smell.
Every sense needs to be trained.
Perception and introspection are complex psychological processes.
They can be improved by training.
Some people through training or natural ability are better ( more sensitive ) than
others in perceiving certain place or personal pr<?perties.
eg. subtle differences of colour, types of smell, purity of musical notes.
eg. nuances of mood, hidden motives, barely conscious prejudices.
Some people are more knowledgeable than others about place - properties.
ie about theories which explain; about practices which work; about understanding
internal and external relationships.
ie in psychology, sociology and cultll!e; in agricul.ture, botany a~d chemistry.
To those with a high degree of awareness, understanding, practice, knowledge etc
we attribute the term ' expert ' and we recognize that their opinions on quality relative
to their speciality are 'informed'.
Qual~ty ( ie.degree of goodness) is a property of certain things.
Quality is an attributed property, following evaluation.

Evaluation depends on criteria.
Evaluation depends on people's ability to be aware of the goodness of anything
relative to those criteria.
Whether it is the quality of flsh, window cleaning or grand opera, expert opinion and
the criteria of experts are rationally given a privileged position.
All the criteria are defmable ( and arguable ); freshness of flsh, clarity of glass,
grandness of performance.
The properties of the subject matter are also defmable; the edibility of fish, the
transparency of glass, the art of opera.
Qualitative analysis by experts is not about personal likes and dislikes, it is about
comparative assessments based on rationality, objectivity, defendable and debatable
criteria.
However there are some peculiar areas of critical judgement.
1 Where the criteria are emotions. That is when the quality of a place is judged by
the type and quality of the emotions it produces.
2 Where the criteria are unconscious and tmknown but where they are expressed
by an emotional response. (eg.liking a person only by their physiognomy )
ie emotions can be an expression of unconscious criteria.
In each case, type and quality of the emotional response are a measure of place
quality There is little room for argument in these two situation. Opinions on quality
here are personal and subjective, likes and dislikes. But what has this to do with
objectivity?
In the first case, where the criteria are emotions, the validity of the personal subjective
response cannot be ignored.
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Quality relative to Place /Landscape
The quality of a place is its degree of goodness.
Goodness is a relative term extending from best to worst.
Goodness implies value. Only properties which are valued can have goodness.
Value in a property is its degree of desirability.
Thus the quality of a place is the degree of goodness possessed by its desirable
properties.
·
These properti~s have to be physical, chemical, biological, psychological, social or
cultural.
The qualities and values of these properties are assessed by criteria.
Some of these criteria are arbitrary. They are set by individuals and groups and have
wide variations.
Certain qualities of place /landscape are psychological.
They can be assessed by what people 'feel'.
People feel pleasure when perceiving certain landscapes, or certain types of scene.
Accordilig to the levels of pleasure, awe, delight, interest, tranquility, drama etc,
the quality of the place will vary; and so will its value.
By eliciting from people their feelings and comparing them with the physical
properties of place, correlations between quality and observable place
properties can be established.
Thus places can be identified as having the power to· affect, please etc, relative to
particular people, or particular types of people.
They can be described as being of'good quality ', relative to these people, because
they have certain properties which satisfy the psychological criteria of those people.
( ie Physical and non-physical, historic~ mythic and associative properties )
The physical criteria, when applied by the landscape analyst /geographer to determine
the quality and value of any place can be said to be objective, although based on the
subjective psychological criteria of certain subjects.
Are the criteria I opip.ions of some people better than those of others in assessing the
quality and value of places/ landscapes?
It all depends on the uses of the place. Different types of use demand different types
of criteria and special people to apply them.
Technical uses, like agriculture, forestry, monntaineering, need technical criteria on
which to make qualitative and quantitative assessments.
Aesthetic I psychological uses relating to 'landscape character', like beauty, ugliness,
sublimity, drama, majesty, need people who are capable of 'feeling' or 'sensing ' these
properties in themselves and by attribution, in the place.
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There can never be universal agreement on the criteria by which to analyse the
quality and value of places. There are too many contradictory and incompatible
views.
But there can be agreement amongst groups on the types of place which can induce
particular feelings, of pleasure for example;
eg. Blackpool is seen by many as the ideal holiday place;
terror and excitement can be found by mountaineers clinging to dangerous cliffs;
tranquility can be found among the lambs in flowery meadows.
There can even be agreement on which cliffs and meadows have better and lesser
qualities.
These places can be analysed in geo - physical terms, to identify their respective
properties, from which criteria can be formulated with which to assess the quality of
any place for a particular function I pleasure, relative to those particular groups.
Are the opinions, judgements of some people better than those of others?
Is a holiday in Tuscany intrinsically better than one in Blackpool?
Is the scenery of Tuscany intrinsically better than that of Blackpool ?
No to both, because quality of place is a property relative to particular people
and taste, preferences and values are so diverse, ( even perverse some would say )
that universal criteria of quality are impossible.
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key concept
spectrum
the range
of potential
properties
which
characterize
places
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Spectrum

Having identified the relevant properties of people and places it is necessary to bring them
into order by

classificatio~

eg those which are physical , chemical etc.

~ur

interest is mainly

in those properties which indicate people's response to place. These are feelings and states of
mind, like affectio~ boredom and confusion, which are listed in alphabetical order following
dictionary searches.
Synonyms, similars and antonyms are also identified. As chemicals are identified by their
characteristic bands in the spectrometer, so are types of place identified by the feelings they
induce in subjects.

Three major types of spectrum have been collated. They are listed in the Appendices p 1.
under Models Spectrums Profiles and Periodic Tables :
1 Spectrum of Place Properties ( Percepts ) , these being the range of data potentially
observable by subject-percipients and by analysts..
2 Spectrum of Personal Properties ( Context ) , these are the range of data about potential
percipients which allow the analyst to identify their salient characteristics and to classify
them.
3 Spectrum of Personal Psycho-responses to Place; these are the data which lead to the
preparation of individual Models of Psychospace.
Examples of Place Properties 1.1 to 1.10 are shown in the Appendices pp 9 to 16.
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THE METHOD IN DETAa
Three concepts dominate the Method.
Model -

the representation of a place, person, perception etc.

Spectrum-

inventory of possible components.

Profile -

model based on the Spectrum of components.

For the purposes of analysis, is necessary to construct models of place~ which people occupy
and to relate these models to the people who are being examined and to their personal
responses to place.
Models of places and people, as perceived by the analyst have to be compared with models
of the World I places as perceived I felt by the subjects. These comparisons allow the
identification of the features of the physical I 'real' world and how they relate to the mental
world of the percipient (or what we call Psychospace).
To model places, people, personal constructs and private worlds, their possible components
have to be identified. Using the chemical analogy, these constitute a Spectrum of elements
from which places, people and their models can be made.
By reducing the bulk of our data to the medium of language, our models take the form of
verbal Profiles.
The broad taxonomic outline of our method is set out overleaf of which this is a precis.
1 Spectrum of Place Properties
2 Spectrum of Personal Properties
3 Spectrum of Personal Responses to Place

4 Profiles of Place as J>erceived by Analysts, based on 1

5 Profiles of People's Personal Properties as perceived by Analysts, based on 2

Psychospace 6 Profiles of People's Personal Properties, based on 2
7 Profiles of Personal Place ( Percepts ), based on 1
8 Proftles of Personal Psycho-response to Place, based on 3
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Space Semantics
Models Spectrums Profiles and Periodic Tables
Model of Place as Location

1

Spectrum of Place Properties

(Percepts)

Physical Properties
Chemical Properties
Biological Properties
Ecological Properties
Psychological Properties
Social Properties
Cultural Properties
Stereotypes
Relationships .
Archetypes

ofGeoplace

.1

.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8

.9
.10

of Bioplace ·
ofEcoplace
of Psychoplace

Model of People as Percipients
2

Spectrum of Personal Properties
.1-

.2
.3

.4

.5
.6
3

Cultures
Circumstances
Situations
Scenarios
Stereotypes
Relationships

Beliefs Life Styles
Bio states Psycho states Psychoprops
Occupation CEco Socio - economic
Role Activity Event Intent

Spectrum of Personal Psycho - responses to Place
.1
.2
.3

.4
.5
.6

Meanings (Percepts )
( Percies )
Cognitive Consequences
( Cogs )
Feelings
( Pratties )
( Pratties )
Mental States
Critical Assessments
( Procons )
Periodic Table of Emotions and Mind States

Model of Place as Location

4

(Context)

( Analyst's Model based on 1 • 0 )
(Percepts)

Profile of Place Properties
.1

.2
.3

.4

.5
.6
.7
.8
.9

Physical Properties
Chemical Properties
Biological Properties
Ecological Properties
Psychological Properties
Social Properties
Cultural Properties
Stereotypes
Relationships

ofGeoplace
of Bioj:>lace
ofEcoplace
of Psychoplace
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Model of People as Percipients

5

Profile of Personal Properties
.1

.2
.3
.4

.5
.6

6

( Analyst's Model based on 2 . 0)

Culture
Circumstances
Situation
Scenario
Stereotype
Relationships

Beliefs, Lifestyles etc
Bio states Psycho states
Occupation <Eco Socio - economic
Role Activity Event Intent

Profile of Personal Psycho - responses to Place
.1

.2
.3
.4
.5

Meanings
Cognitive Consequences
Feelings
Mental States
Critical Assessments

( Percies)
(Cogs )
( Pratties)
( Pratties)
( Procons)

7

Profiles of Psycho - Archetypal Places

8

Periodic Table of Psycho- Archetypal Places
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( alpha order)

key concept
transformation
a linguistic device
for turning
subjective place properties
like happiness and sadness
into objective place
descriptions
like happy and sad
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Transformations
Distinctions can be made between the physical world ( Geoplace ) which we all share, and
the inner mental worlds which we all create as the result of perception. ( Psychospace )
Our intention is to study the relationships between these two types of world and those who
share them. To do this we propose to formulate models of both through the medium of
language. In fact , there are three types of model.
The 'objective' view of the world, created by science and analysts

Geoplace

The analyst's own (normative ) view of the world

Psychoplace

The subject's objectively relative view of the world

Psychospace

In order to distinguish, on the one hand, between the emotional properties of people
( Pratties ) and the inferred properties which they perceive ( Percies ), both of which are
components of Psychospace; and on the other hand the analyst's description of the places
which produce them ( Geoplace and Psychoplace ) we have adopted a simple convention.
The personal emotional properties ( Pratties ) and personal inferences ( Percies ) are always

nominals like happiness, sanctity and emotion. The corresponding properties, attributed to
place and translated into Psychoplace are always descriptors, like happy, sacred and
emotional.
The translation is a transformation from the language of reality as experienced by percipients
into the language of relativity as identified by the analyst.
For convenience and reference, these two linguistic forms expressing the same meanings are
stored together in the data base. ( see Appendices pp 81 82 83 84 )
eg Feelings experienced and modelled in Psychospace are Nominals; they are transformed
into place properties and expressed as Descriptors in the analytical profiles of place.

· Descriptors

Nomina Is
Abhorrence
Adoration
Affection
Agony
Anger
Awe

Abhorrent
Adored
Affecting
Agonizing
Angering
Awesome
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key concept
nominals
describe by
noun
( like horror and bliss )

key concepts
descriptors
describe by
adjective
( like horrific and blissful )
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Nominals and Descriptors

( Nominals name Descriptors describe)

Nominals are based linguistically on the noun. As such they encompass substantive concepts
like trees and tables and abstract intangibles like Excitement and Menace. Both describe
properties of places and people ( and Events and Situations ).
There is an obvious simplicity about nominals and nouns, they seem to be at the bottom of
the linguistic ladder; they identify the simplest properties in the simplest way, either by
confrrrning their presence ( trees 1 tables ) or noting their absence ( no trees ,no tables ).

Descriptors are based semantically on the adjective, describing substantives like green trees
and flat tables. They also allow for descriptions of substantives involving actions, events and
processes, all associated with the verb, like falling trees and revolving tables.

These differences were noted in the early stages of the study but their implications, relative
merits and uses were not then known. One realization was that people and places could
apparently be analysed by either nominals or descriptors,
eg. a place could have trees ( nominals ) or be treed ( descriptors ),
people could (theoretically) possess happiness or sadness ( nominals) or be happy or
sad ( descriptors ).
It was obvious that in nearly every case nominals like Attraction had corresponding
descriptors like Attractive.

As described in Transformations, nominals may in an arbitrary manner be allocated to
people as properties eg Attraction, Antipathy and Anxiety and to place as descriptors
eg Attractive, Antipathetic and Anxious.
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key concept
antonymy
the property
of
. being. opposite
1n meamng
( like beautiful and ugly )
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Antonymy

Knowing the semantic opposite of one state or concept may broaden an understanding of
both. Eg.Bliss as a state is enhanced by knowledge of the Intolerable; as the Familiar is
relative to the Strange and Safety the antonym of Danger.
A place may be defmed by what it is not; 'It is not beautiful' , may be a necessary

(if obvious) critical precursor to the identification of Ugliness.

In the formulation of spectnuns used in the analysis of place, opposites like beauty and
ugliness may be seen as occupying ends of a spectrum with a gradation of descriptors in
between.
Of greater interest is the possibility that every concept has an opposite somewhere, rather
like matter \ anti matter, positive and negative necessity etc.. Thus if a certain emotion like
happiness is identified there has to be another one like sadness. Such an idea was of great
assistance in preparing lists of possible place and personal properties.
Antonyms were also seen as aids to design; knowing what properties a place should not
have could be just as valuable as knowing which it should.

The use of opposites in conceptual

designing was envisaged in this process and Antonymy was seen as being complementary to
Antithesis, as the circle is complementary to the square or narrowness to width or the
obelisk to the dome.
Examples of antonyms are shown in the Appendices 'P 36 ._
In design discussions , it is often the case that when an impasse is reached, the interjection of

a few ideas and antonyms opposite to the general trend, will stimulate a new line of
argument
There is also the fanciful idea that there are symmetries and patterns ~o life and semantics
similar to those in chemistry and mathematics. Thus when pieces of the pattern are
distinguished, their complements are probably somewhere as opposite or mirror images.
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key concept
synonymy
the property
of
. being. similar
tnmeamng
(like sad and melancholy)
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Synonymy

It could be argued that a language does not need synonymy; that if two words have the same
meaning, one should be redundant. The alternative argument is that synonymy is richness,
that having a choice of words with the same meaning adds choice, invites euphony, variety
and interest. It could also be said that similarity allows for nuances of meaning and greater
accuracy of description.
However in the early stages of the study, with large numbers of words, the requirement was
to simplify the system and produce spectnuns which were economical but at the same time
comprehensive.
To achieve this, words of similar meaning were grouped under one word main headings
like Happiness and Sadness .(See Appendices pp38, 39 ).
Other advantages of an expanded vocabulary were noted in design work involving teams.
Some words (or concepts) with the same meaning had greater resonance with individuals

than others.

ThuS concepts like Grand, Monwnental, Heroic, Great, all sharing a certain

something, could unite a team with a single idea the core of which was some sort of verbal
amalgam.
Contrary to this wide spectrum idea was the investigation of a

condens~d

spectnun, for

which an arbitrary 100 was chosen.

This was expressed in two ways, alphabetically and cross referenced numerically.
(See Appendices pp 36 37 )
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key concept
psychotype
place defined
by emotion ( Pratties )
qualified by ( Percies )
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Psychotypes
As different combinations of elements create chemical compounds and different

combinations of objects create physical places, so do different combinations of feelings
create characteristic Psychotypes.
To extend the chemical analogy a little further; it is possible for a psychotype to be
molecular, to consist of only one element I feeling, like pure bliss or terror. But these
situations are relatively rare, most psychological environments are a mixture of feelings,
emotions, states of mind and thoughts.
Spectrums of Archetypes and Psychotypes are in Appendices 40, 41. 42, 43.
The following are examples of typical Psychotypes.
Arcadia -Natural Idyllic Simple Beautiful Varied Pastoral Unspoilt Naive Artless Ordered
Peaceful Friendly Interesting Picturesque Safe Attractive Productive Pleasant
Cringe· - Embarrassing Awful Painful Excruciating Unpleasant Torturing
Gulag - Humiiiating Deprived Painful Unjust Cruel Brutal Inhuman Violent Ugly Spartan

Punishing Restraining Tyranical Repressive Arduous Cheerless

Psychotypes and Analogous Archetypes
As a general principle, the psychotype is defined by the personal psychological properties of

the subject I percipient. But as work progressed , it became apparent that in some cases
archetypes had to be closely identified with the physical properties of place, or an event .
Take for example one of Man's earliest cultUral, communal activities on which the welfare
of the tribe would depend, the Hunt The hunt has all the properties of ~ archetypal event, it
is a combination of instinctive and acquired skills. It is of vital importance to the group and it

evokes strong responses of excitement, fear and a .sense of danger in the individual. It
demands planning, forethought, imagination, learning and many other ftmdamental human
properties.
Because of these properties and associations, the hunt has strong claims for inclusion as an
archetypal event. But this particular event demands a place; it creates a place as archetypal as
the event, it creates Bunting ground.
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Hunting ground, the archetypal place may be defmed by the feelings and emotions which it
induces, like Fear Excitement Frustration and Satisfaction, but it needs to be qualified by
other criteria to distinguish it from other places to which it is closely related, like Battlefield

and Arena.
These criteria, by which the observer I analyst can identify particular archetypal places are
Percies. They are observable or inferable properties of place or properties belonging to
people in the place.
The archetypal Profile of Hunting ground is shown in the Appendices p 44.
Although all events require a place in which to occur, they do not all create archetypal places.
Archetypal events, like the Death of Kings, Emperors, Leaders, Martyrs and Saints do not
require special places, defmed by their physical properties.
In many cases our system of classifying archetypal places is based on real and past events
and

the~r

titles are taken from their corresponding places. eg· Hunting ground, Battlefield

and Arena.
There are prototypal Hunting grounds, Battlefields and Arenas and their analyses provide
the data from which both their physical and abstract archetypal properties are identified. But
there are also metaphorical or analogous Hunting grounds, Battlefields and Arenas. Space
Semantics is concerned with identifying these places through the application of criteria and
specifications.
Analogous Archetypal Hunting grounds are now found on grouse moors and deer forests
where people play at hunting . They are found in business where 'head hunters' stalk people
with desirable talents in other frrms. They are found in the social services where investigators
stalk fraudsters and tax evaders. Battlefields are found in boardrooms where all the strategies

and tactics of war are used to stage coups, unseat directors and capture companies.
Arena was a substitute for Battlefield. The modem Arena is the football field or the sports
ground. The fighting has been ritualized, participants are no longer killed, but the aggression,
objectives and audience satisfaction are still there, while the archetypal Hunting ground in
modern times has been substituted by Field sports and employment agencies. Space
Semantics needs to identify the ancient archetypes and recognize them in the present.
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key concept
profile
the identified
properties
which
characterize
a person
or a place

profiles
Profiles list the important characteristics of places and people. The proflles of perceived
places are expressed in emotional and mental state terms by asking percipients to describe

their feelings.in place. These can be based on the appropriate previously identified spectrums.
The elicited proflles are then compared with the archetypal profiles, looking for matches.
Every Archetypal Place is defmed by three profiles eg.The archetype
Perceivable Characteristics
Barbarism

Arena has

Mental States

Emotional States like

Anticipation

Excitement

which are formulated by direct .observation , or by conducting questionnaires in well
defmed places like Battlefield Home or Holidayland.
Such places also have profiles prepared of physical properties, like soldiers, guns and noise
and are classified as stereotypes.

Thus it is possible , not only to identify archetypal places based on psychological properties
but to identify other physical places which have similar properties.
Eg. The archetype Disaster area may be found in a bombed city, an earthquake zone or a
railway accident.
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The Semantics of Psychospace
Chapter 3 Summary
The object, to describe places through a combination of physical and psychological properties.
The method, to gather data from many relevant sources and to classify it as Spectrums.
A start was made with lists of Emotions or Feelings, like Alienation, Beauty and Comfort.

Followed by Place Characteristics based on Senses like Adventure, Boredom and Control.
Then a list of Place Characteristics based on Perception eg.Aged, Busy and Clean.

Critical Senses appeared to belong to a special category, like Quality, Value and Approval
,Three types of Spectrum were identified, Properties of Place; Properties of People and
Spectrums of Personal Responses to Place.
Through Tranfonnations, Personal Properties are converted into Place Properties.
Nominals are allocated to describe people; Descriptors are allocated to describe Places.
Antonyms were sought to enlarge the data base and provide symmetry.
Synonyms were also sought to increase the data base and provide variety and precision.
A condensed Spectrum of one hundred Place Charac~eristics was prepared.

With enough data, a start was made on formulating Psychotypes.
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key concept
CEcology
the study of
people-place
relationships
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The Semantics of Psychos pace
4

Development of the Model

As part of the process of research we have attempted to adopt a rational approach and style.
The principles of subjectivity have been acknowledged and embraced; after all the study
centres on people's feelings, both as perceiving subjects and observing, feeling analysts.
The subjects are responding to their surrotmdings naturally and the analysts are responding
analogously as instruments. The objectivity comes in the recording and processing of data.

This thesis is a frrst stage in a lengthy process. It sets out the germ of an idea, (lung's
hypothesis on archetypes) and links it to several other hypotheses ( Sapir's view of language
~eflecting people's worlds ) and Mead's concept of Objective Relativity attributing

subjective feelings indirectly to places.
The medium of the study is largely language, but it is embedded in Spectrums and Profiles

and united in the Model.
Ultimately, the end products will include measurements, as statistics, an initial example of
which is included in this work. The evolution of suitable programmes, methodologies and
technologies lie in future stages.

As part of the process of developing a· comparatively new idea, a terminology has been
adopted which seeks to identify new concepts and to give them new names, like Percies and
Prattles; names which are compatible with existing classic tenns, like , Proftle and Periodic
Table.
A feature of our approach has been the variety of ideas generated in discussion or as a
consequence of developing a line of thought. Many such concepts and imaginings turned out

to be irrelevant and even nonsense. But some led to a fundamental questioning about the
nature of place. The following eight archetypes, on pp 100 and 101, exemplify this situation

and the arbitrary distinctions which have to be made between the Wide World of reality and
the Other world of illusion or different reality. These distinctions have a bearing on the
Context in which the percipient is analysed and the Situation/scenario/ circwnstance which
the analyst identifies as being the cause of the subjecrs emotional response.
No resolution to these and other matters has been reached so far.
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Inherent and Induced Emotional States

The Psychospace Model is intended to represent a person's emotional relationship with place
at any particular time and circumstance.

Theoretically we would like to distinguish between the emotions and states of mind induced
by the place, like fear ( Terror Island ) and boredom ( Limboland ) and those which the

percipient brings to the place as the result of other situations and circumstances, like being

in love ( Loveland ) or in a state of chronic depression ( Dismaland ).
similar problems are encountered when the percipient brings to the place a particular mind
set which strongly influences the emotional response, for example, being immersed in myth
( Mythica) or romantic history ( Historica ).
At present, if the current emotions of the percipient are elicited, there are no obvious ways of
determining whether the feelings are caused by particular properties of the place, or by
mental b~ggage brought in, or by a combination of causes . Person-Place psychorelationships are complex and will take time and effort to unravel.
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Percepts - Place and Event

Places are perceived as coherent entities. It is the task of the analyst to dissect places and
perceptions in order to detennine their constituent parts and the role which each of them
plays in the total experience.
One area of difficulty is in distinguishing the relative importance of the 'event' as opposed to
that of the 'place'. Often. at first sight they are inextricably n1ixed. For example certain
events require a particular type of place; football matches neeJ pitches and golf tnatches need
courses . ( Featured Archetypal Places) Other types of event are not place - dependent, like
friends n1eeting, people Jying or annies battling. ln this latter type, the archetypai place.
like Battlefield is createJ by the archetypal event, which eau l)(..:cur under practically any
conditions, in the desert, in the trenches, on the beaches. in devastated cities. (Featureless
Archetypal Places) lts physical features are irrelevant, whether the plain of Maratho~ the
fields of Flanders, or the field of Agincourt. What is necessary for such archetypal places to
be perceived and emotionally experienced, is participation in the event . (Present Event)
But there is another way. That is, knowledge of Past Events. This requires a knowledge by
the percipients of the significance of an.. event, its context and relevance, together with
the imagination to put it all together and to identify with a place which may have no
distinctive or indicative features. ThR. appreciation of archetypal Battlefields, Birthplaces
and the Burial places of heros, relatives and loved ones follows the event, often by centuries.

(Post- event Archetypal Places)
Archetypal places are created when a percipient is currently involved in an archetypal event,
either as an observer or as a participant . Coronations, pageants, processions, flights.,
diasporas., clearances and evictions, are examples of such phenomena, many

o~·

which are not

place - dependent. But son1e are and constitute an important class, because they represent
places where content, shape, size, design and other physical properties contribute to and
may be essential components of the place - event. Places of ritual and ceremony fall into this
category, like Abu Simbel, Stonehenge, Teotihuacan, Red Square, the Parthenon.
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Percepts - Place and Event

- Real and Imagined

The major problem confronting analysts investigating the relationships between people and
places is matching the properties of the place with the psychological effects they produce.

We know that the total experience may be arbitrarily split into components, like Place and

Event, as has just been discussed. Both of these components are perceivable by percipient
and analyst. But there is another component which is not always so accessil?le to the analyst,
it is the transformation affected on place by the knowledge and imagination of the
percipient. eg The Post -event Archetypal Place, like Battlefield.
The mind has the ability to create, change and reinterpret the properties of place in several
different and quite distinct ways. It can superimpose on places a new identity, as when, in the
mind's eye, a ruined and empty site is restored to its pristine state and peopled with its former
inhabitants. The media for such transformations may be the spoken or the written word, or
the recolleetion of ftlm or painted images.
To those places and events which people perceive directly, as the 'real world we give the
name Wide-world , while all those other places which are created through other means, like
infonnation media , magic and imagination we call Other-worlds.
Other-worlds are not 'real' in the literal sense, they may be representations of reality,
illusions, distortions, misrerpresentations and imaginings.
We have identified several types of place - experience in this category.

Storylaod - where a fictional place is represented by the written or the ~poken word and
recreated by the imagination of the percipient
eg.Ghost stories at home, or round the camp fire.

Historica-

where fact is represented through the medium written or the spoken word
(or any other means ) and projected and sensed by the percipient in situ

onto a historic site.
eg.Thennopylae in 480 BC, or Bannockbum in 1314 AD ..
Mythica-

where myth ( a fiction or belief which cannot be substantiated ) is
superimposed on place.
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Theatreland- where fiction is created by actors and observed by percipients through the

1nediutn of the play-theatre, cinema or TV,
eg. watching Olivier playing Shylock., or Disney's cartoon Snowwhite.
Newsroom -

where reality is perceived through the n1ediwn of film, TV etc.
eg. the horrors of the Holocaust or the battlefields of the Somme.

Electronica - where fictionai in1ages are perceived of' a virtual rea~ity' through the mediun1

of light projection and associated electronic technology.

eg. a tour of w1built buildings or reconstructed cities.
Replica -

where places are recreated which are fac-sin1iles, olten in substitute n1ateriab.
eg.the painted caves

at

Lascaux.

Fantasyland -where substitute or surrogate places and characters are in1agined and acttXi out

by the participants.

eg. Marie Antoinette playing n1illanaid at the palace of Versailles.
Enthusiasts playing at soldiers at week-end war - games.
Magic Circle -where the mind is deceived by illusion.

~y

things which are not what they

appear to be.
The consequence of these transformatioD.s is that the Wide w~rld becomes Other Worlds.
Home becomes Theatre land or Newsroom through the medium of television.
Theatre becomes another tin1e, another place, through the medium of the play.
Caves

becorne sacred shrines through the n1edia of myth ., acts of ritual and associated

beliefs.

MWldane places induce emotional intensity when asociated with the knowledge of great past
events.
The implication of these phenomena is thal psychological effects similar to those induced by

archetypal places in the Wide World, like Battlefield, Labyrinth

and Arcadia can be produced

in Other Worlds by other means.
These means are either Iconic, that is sharing many properties with the real thing, like thC?
noise and the visual violence of films, or are Analogous, sharing the effects but having

different scenarios, like security being found in a mountain fastness as opposed to a castle.
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Psycbospace

Although our objective is to identify Archetypal places, it is necessary to locate them within
a general model of perception and consciousness. The model demonstrates in a concise form

the relevant elements which comprise the percipient's world and presents them in a manner

which acknowledges their interrelationships.

Many models were constructed, some of which are included in the Appendices. pp 45 - 50
This is the penultimate model .
Model of Psychospace

Dimensions

Content

Context

)
Culture
)
Circumstances
)
Situation
)
Scenario
Knowledge
) Perceived )
Percepts
) Physical )
) Character )
Percies

Meanings
Cognitive
Consequences
Feelings

)
)

Cogs
Prattles

Mental States )
Critical
Assessments

Procons

Character

)
)
)
) Perceived )
)
) Psycho
) Character)
)
)
)
)
)

SandP A type
types

Place )
Stereo )
types )
) Place

) Arche
Place ) types
Psycho)
types )

Components
Context

The pre - existing framework around which P - spac~ is cqnstructed.

Meanings

The sense made of place by mind.

Cognitions

The thoughts induced by place.

Feelings

The emotional effects of place on mind.

Assessments The evaluation of place by personal criteria.
Archetypes

The deep foundations Wlderlying the construct.
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key concept
percept
perceived
physical
place
property
( like stony, cold, windy )
See Appendices pp 9 to ~5
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Places and the things which comprise them, are identified by people through the perception
of their properties. If we are to understand what places mean to different people, we need to
identify those properties and to arrange them as a models representing their experiences of
place.
Visual perception depends on the selection and combination of certain types of place
property. Because these properties all belong to the physical plane of nature, they are bound
together by their own relativity. Thus, if an object is visible, it has to haye shape. If it has
movement it has to have size.; and if it has either shape or movement, it has to have location.
Similarly, it would appear that all objects (except the very small) consist of components
and in turn are components of larger sets; and if they are visible, depend on light to be

perceived and have that relationship with time called age.
These simple properties can be expressed as parts of the model of place which we believe
people perceive when they interpret their surroundings. They are,

Shape incorporating form, morphology, pattern, outline, plan, layout;
Size quantity, amount, dimension, degree, intenSity:
Movement action, event, behaviour, processes, uses, activities :
Location position, situation, distribution, arrangement:
Composition components, parts, constituents, ingredients:
Colour incorporating black, white, shade, darkness and the visible spectrum:
Age time, history, period, duration.

By applying their powers of perception, memory, inference and comprehension, guided by a
sense of purpose, people make mental constructions of selected parts of their perceivable
enviromnent . The irrelevant parts are discarded or ignored allowing the mind to concentrate
on what interests it most . It can then analyse the perceived scene, comprising components
relating to each other. These perceptions can be elicited , expressed verbally and diSplayed

in our model of the percipient's world . We call these perceived components and the
collective scenes which they comprise, Percepts.
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key concept
prattie
property felt
tn person
and
attributed to place
( like amusing and boring )
See Appendices p 76 .
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pratties
Pratties are the feelings, emotions and states of mind attributed to places as the result of
perception and contact. They are the most sensitive and revealing measure of the peopleplace relationship .

Three main routes lead to their identification.
the analyst directly assessing subjective, personal feelings,
the analyst observing the behavioural response of others and by inference, their emotions,
the analyst questioning people about their feelings in place, possibly with check lists.
Of these , we see the frrst as being the most productive.
Would-be analysts need to cultivate their emotional 'senses' as instruments sensitive to their
own values and criteria. They need, by applicatio~ to experience the widest possible range of
emotional responses to different places, events and situations. Concurrent with this process of
enquiry ~d self discovery is the need to identify and name the feelings experienced.
As the breadth of experience increases, a similar process of assessment takes pace. The
analyst has to determine whether or not the emotions are pleasant or not,( OK or not OK )
and also to assess the quality or degree of the experience ( good, bad, indifferent etc ).

In some ways, these processes can be portrayed as a dialogue between two sides of the
analyst's mental life, the rational side asking the emotional, 'What am I feeling here?'
The analyst's model of Psychospace is the normative one. It is the standard which has to be
established in the light of experience and the social and cultural values of the people with
whom the analyst identifies.

In order to assess degrees of deviation from the nonn, the analyst must establish links
between personal responses to place and those of other types of people. Majority and
minority preferences are useful data when empathy with other people is required during place
analysis and in the design process.
The deconstructivistic approach, relative to literary texts ( Jaques Derrida et al) emphasizes
the need to determine and respect many interpretations. The same can be said for places.
The analyst must be aware of a range of interpretations and know to which , ( by an act of
conscious discrimination ) preference is to be given.
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key concept
perc1e
perceived
intangible property
of place
( like danger and safety )
See Appendices p 74
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Percies
Percies are properties of place, perceived by people and attributable, relatively, to place.
Within the context of this study, properties like ambiguity, banality and completeness may be
perceived at different levels,
they may be recognized consciously by people,
they may be perceived by people at a subliminal level, (ie tmconsciously )
they may be recognized by the analyst, ( and the cognoscenti ).
In all cases they are the properties which can have an emotional effect on people.

Percies are conceptual, they are recognized by the analyst (and designers) as being active
components in the design of places for psychological effect. Finding them and labelling them
is, like chemistry an area of fundamental scientific research.
Certain combination of physical place properties become percepts when perceived. They, in
turn creat€? percies, which in turn induce pratties, all of which , in combination result in the

realization and experience of archetypal places.
We think that the identification of percies is a particular skill. To see the property of
'grandeur' being shared by mountains, monumental buildings and aristocratic 'grandes
dames' calls for a certain kind of educated perception.
The analyst I designer is like the critic and reviewer in having to understand what it is which
makes a place ( or a book or a play )what it is, how it works, what are its tangible and
intangible components, its

constructi~

syntax, semiology.

Percies and their associated psychological effects are the currency of designers.
Places can be created from the~ or at least specified, before concepts like shape, materials,
colour and size are even considered.
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Perceived Inferred Place Properties

The Meaning is the Message

( Psychospace Principle )

The fiiSt level of perception identifies objects like people, trees, pens and pencils from sensed
shapes, colours and context. Scenes arc perceived by recognizing the relationships between
sets of components, like townscapes of streets and structures and l~dscapes of farms and
sheep. Events are perceived when things behave in certain ways, as when a leaf falls or a
football match is played. As the mind grasps these phenomena and their implications, it starts
to embellish them with detail. It perceives another level of n1eaning which is based on the

depth and extent of its knowledge. This second level of perception identifies the properties of
places and objects like abnormality, beauty and complexity. The criteria by which such
observations are made are personal to each percipient, but their articulated meanings are
shared b)' those of the same culture.
In its search for ·meaning in order to better tmderstand its relationships with place, the mind
draws on its powers of recall and inference in order to add information to its initial and
simple model of place. It seeks to draw ~onclusions which are pertinent to its current
situation and objectives and to build up a more detailed pla_ce model. It scans the place for
familiar properties which describe the place, its contents and their relationships, properties
like abnormality, completeness and danger. The Criteria by which these properties are
judged are personal; what is 'abnormal' to some, is 'normal' to others. The properties, the
place and the percipients are botmd together by relativity. The plac~ objectively
possesses 'abnormality ', relative to certain people, whilst being objectively 'normal' relative
to others. Such properties which are indirectly perceived by inference we call Percies. Each
property carries a message about the place to the percipient and when,verbalized, carries a
message to the analyst about the relationship between the place and the percipient . It does

this through shared meanings and the communality of language.
Meaning identifies the sights , the scenes and the objects as Percepts, and their more. abstract
properties as Percies. ( Perceived Inferred Properties )
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key concept
procon
a positive or negative
assessment
of place properties
( like good and bad )
See Appendices pp 97 98 99
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The Semantics of Psychospace
Personal Model of Psycho -space
The OK Corral
Probably the most simple and common judgement that can be made about anything is
whether or not it has a person's approval. Mind has the capacity to make an almost

instantaneous decision about most things in terms of positive or negative value. This
assessment is based on identification, relevance and personal criteria. It may be expressed
conceptually in a number of ways, including for example the following bivalences;
Acceptable

Unacceptable

Approval

Disapproval

Correct

Incorrect

Good

Bad

Like

Dislike

Right

Wrong

Positive

Negative

For simplicity and brevity, all of these decisions can be stunmarised in one assessment

OK

or

not OK.

This critical and verbal response may be based on intuition, eg.' It felt right', as when
choosing between aesthetic and moral alternatives.
It may be based on informed rational judgement, eg.This quality is better than that', as when

assessing the relative merits of plays, pictures or pastas.
It may be based on sense data. eg: I like it here' or ' I dislike it here' as when deciding
whether to sit in the snn or in the shade.

All properties of places and people can be given personal assessments in terms of the OK
factor, relative to specific needs and situations. Without this explicit qUalification, the value
of properties like Safety and Danger, Order and ChaOs cannot be known. Even properties like
Beauty and Ugliness, which generally imply approval and disapproval, ~ot be taken for

granted. The beauty of a place may be a negative factor relative to the siting of a cement
works and ugliness may be a desirable OK property in a fetish object intended to repel or
deter intruders.
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The Semantics of Psychospace
Spectrum of Critical Assessments
Further analysis of Procons revealed more place properties which resulted from personal
assessments. They cover a broad spectrum from the immediate and simple OK, not OK to
those issues like ethics and morality, truth and falsehood. A selection is included here.
The process of separating these complex assessments and their reduction to OK not OK has
still to be undertaken, here we simply list them and their antonyms.
The definitions of Quality and Value are given further treatment elsewhere.

OK

APPROVAL

not OK
Unacceptable Intolerable

Tolerable Acceptable
COMPLEMENTARITY

Complete

mcomplete

CONGRUITY

Congruous

fucongruous

Belonging

not Belonging

MEANING

Meaningful

Meaningless

MORALITY

Right

Wrong

PREFERENCE

Chosen

Rejected

QUALITY

Good

Bad

Perfect

Imperfect

RELEVANCE

Relevant

Irrelevant

SATISFACI10N

Satisfying

Unsatisfying

SIGNIFICANCE

hnportant

Unimportant

SUITABll..ITY

Suitable

Unsuitable

Appropriate

Inappropriate

True

False

Honest

Dishonest

Real

Unreal

Desirable

Undesirable

TRUTH

VALUE
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Critical Assessment
The Mind is Evaluative

( Psychospace Principle )

As well as making quantitative judgements, like the identification of place components
(Percepts), inferred place properties ( Percies) and personal feell?gs about place (Pratties ),
the mind is constantly making qualitative judgements about place as a whole and about
certain properties in particular. The most obvious of these are 'Approval' and 'Disapproval'.
, The mind can, when pushed, decide in a millisecond whether a place is !QK' or' not OK'.
When life itself may be in danger , quick decisions and rapid actions may be necessary,
hence the rapid response.
We call this class of personal judgements Procons. All of them depend on personal criteria
and they form the most important module in the person·- place relationship. Everything is
judged by the~ including Cogs, the thoughts induced by place.
These are the major components which we think desc~be the relationships between people
.

.

and places. Knowledge of the criteria by which people judge plaees is one route to satisfying
their needs and hence their approval.
They need to be assembled in a systematic order and for this we need a concept and a model.
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key concept

thought
that
arises in place
( like the fate of
martyrs in the Arena )
See Appendices pp 85 86
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Cognitive Consequences

The Mind is Associative

( Psychospace Principle )

By one of those tricks of mind, whenever something in particular is perceived, like the Eiffel
Tower, something else intrudes, like 'Paris'. The mind has an innate ability to put things
together. Listening in seashells can recall the solUld of the sea and long forgotten holidays.
Daffodils can evoke thoughts of spring and the smell of burning leaves thoughts of autumn.
Some objects act as signs refering to other thlngs, like smoke signifying 'fire' and dark clouds
the probability of rain.
Some objects s~d for other thlngs, straight lines and avenues of trees symbolize 'order' and
lines of pylons marching across the countryside symbolize 'power' and 'energy', at least to
some people. To others , they may stand for something completely different.
.

~

Depending on the content and nature of mind, including elements like memory, imagination

and knowledge of myth and history, places and objects can, by association, induce particular
thoughts and types of thought. The mind goes cognitive. It dwells on and develops lines of
thought which are the consequence of perception. Such cognitive consequences or Cogs
become part of a percipient's total experience of place. The art ( or science ) of place design
is partly concerned with creating compositions which have this associative effect.
Disney Land does it with turreted 'medieval' fairytale castles and the Palace of Versailles

does it with linearity on a monwnental scale and architectural opulence.
There are problems in gaining access to these thoughts, which may well be fleeting, barely
conscious, inarticulated and certainly of great variety. Nevertheless, these are the data on
which place research depends and the introspective psycho designer must learn to discover

and articulate them.
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The Semantics of Psychospace
Chapter 4 Summary
Distinctions have to be made between the 'real' everyday world and those of unreality and
illusion.
A model of the percipient's mental world is created, called Psychospace.

Its components include Percepts, being the perceived properties like things and their many
types of property, from the physical to the chemical, biological, psychologica4 social and
cultural,
Pratties, being personal feelings like happiness and sadness attributed , by transformation,
into properties of place;
Percies, being perceived properties of place like danger and safety;
Procons, being personal assessments of place, like quality and value;
Cogs, be~g thoughts ( cognitions ) induced or brought to the place and which in turn affect
perceptions and emotions.
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key concept
archetypal place
the theoretical
module
of people - place
relationships
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The Semantics of Psychospace

5

Application and Principles

At the heart of the system are the Spectrums. Experience and observation show that people
respond to places in many ways, cognitively, emotionally and behaviourally. With
encouragement and certain techniques, people can be persuaded to reveal their feelings.

By presenting them with a list of feelings and states of mind, ( Prattles ) they can select those
which reflect their emotional relationships with the place. Thus, they may be awed, bored or
cheered emotionally, or in a state of admiration, bewilderment or confidence because of what
they perceive. Such selections become major dimensions in a model of their Psychospace.
People can also be asked what they 'see'. This is the simplest level of interrogation, but
following an objective survey of Geoplace, the fmdings and omissions can be revealing,
depending on the context of a person's involvement. These respons~s (Percepts) constitute

part of the. 'meaning' of place, another major dimension of the model.
Closely associated with percepts and part of the 'meaning' are those place properties which
are inferred from observation and an integral part of perception, like formality, grandeur,
order, (think of Versailles). Many such properties ( Percies ) are not part of everyone's
vocabulary and similar and synonymous words and ideas may be required to elicit data.
They are however an essential dimension of the model , because, like percepts they are
perceived properties which lead to the emotional response and the critical assessment.
The final dimension of the model, in this outline, are the critical assessments.
Generally, people have to be asked what they think of a place or an experience. Sometimes
.
.
such data can be inferred, but a verbal response may be more accurate.
The following assessments ( Procons ) are used, sometimes supplemented quantitatively.

OK
notOk
Ethics (+) (-)
Value(+) (-)
Like
Dislike
Quality(+) (-)
Satisfaction
Importance
Relevance
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Space Semantics
Spectrum of Place Properties

Physical

Method

The analyst needs to create models of places which accurately record the properties which
it is assumed will affect subjects. This model takes the form of a verbal profue. This is in
order to relate the personal emotional response to a particular type of place. It is also to allow
a dialogue between subject and analyst, that is, a questionnaire in which the components are
listed and assessed. The assessment determines whether the subject places a positive or a
negative value on particular items.
,eg is windyness an asset or a liability?
Having determined the valency ( +) or (-), an assessment is then made of the strength of the
item, whether it is' normal' or extra strong.
In addition to verbal profiles of places, it is usually possible to describe a place as a

stereotype, eg airport terminal, grouse moor, tropical island beach. etc
The following page is an example of a Spectrum of Place Properties.
In addition to noting and listing the physical components of place as Percepts it is necessary

to deterrrrine other parts of the subject's Psychospace, these include the Events which may be
observed eg garden party, harvest gathering, funeral and

al~o

the types of people which

contribute to the total Psychospace eg football crowd, soldiers, refugees.
One of the problems encountered during early tests of the method was when subjects were
seemingly unaware of the presence of elementS which the analyst thought important, eg that
a forest was entirely coniferous and thus without deciduous trees.
It also became obvious that techniques are required to elicit information, rather than nmning
down the analyst's check list.
The subliminal effect of tangible, perceivable components is obvious after many comparative
surveys have been undertaken. Eg. the presence and absence of litter can have a profotmd
effect on place enjoyment. It is ( or appears to be ) entirely acceptable at fun fairs and dog
racing tracks, but not on deserted beaches or in places of worship. Only by accurately
observing the components of place and relating them to personal responses can such
relationships be identified.
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Analytical Routines
1

Percies, Pratties and Procons

are identified as place properties and listed in
alpha order
see Appendices pp74, 76, 96.

2

Archetypal Places

are identified pp 41, 42, 43.

3

Archetypal Place Profiles

are plotted pp 106 to 135

4

Prattie and Procon Alpha. Lists

are analysed and arranged in Semantic Order
as a combined
Spectrum of Mental States and Emotions
see Appendices p 100

s

The Spectrum of Mental States
and Emotions

6

Elemental Prattles

arearranged into a
Periodic Table of Mind States and Emotions.
see Appendices p55

7

The Archetypal Place Profiles

are analysed and plotted on the
Spectrum of Mind States and Emotions
see Appendices p 100

8

These Spectral Analyses

are plotted onto a
Periodic Table of Archetypal Places
see Appendices p137

is analysed for Synonyms and Similars
and reduced to Elemental Pratties
see Appendices p38 and p39
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The Application Case Studies

The ideas incorporated in this thesis have provided a theoretical background to
collaborations with designers over the last twenty five years, particularly with the architects
A}rrends Burton and Koralek. With the~ our work has included a major new hospital

( St Mary's on the Isle of Wight ), many institutes of further education (eg· Templeton
College Oxford) and a new embassy (Moscow).

1n all of these cases our approach has been to discuss with the partner in charge the nature of
the project and to identify the properties of place which are most important to both the
architect and the client/ user. Architects

were~

asked to fill in questionnaires, but were

j,ersuaded , by discussion to reach a consensus of opinion about what constituted the ideal
hospital, university or embassy.
The concept of the archetype was never explicit, rather, what was asked for was the essence
of a particular type of place. Thus with the hospital, properties like, Calmness, Safety,
Benevolence, Pleasantness, Friendliness and Tranquillity were regarded as positive and those
like Clinical, Impersonal, Painful, Depressing and Sinister were negative. Profiles were then
collated and a search was made for an archetypal match.

fu the case of the hospital ,Sanctuary, being Safe, Secure, Protected and Peaceful came

close. But also giving the right impressions were Arcadia, being Peaceful, Simple and
Natural and Safeways, being Familiar, Convetiient and Pleasant.
At another analytical level and running in parallel with our investigation of archetypes was
the preparation of inventories of Evocative and Stereotypical Places, eg· Alles through the

Wood, Bare Mountain, Corner of the Field, Deep Forest etc. These were expressed as
Spectrums or as Periodic Tables (qv) Their fimction was, as identifiable concepts, to

stimulate the mind/ imagination and to enable the selection of types of place in which the
properties of the Archetype could be fonnd. In the case of Hospital these were found to be
evocative places like Lake, Secret Garden, Cathedral Close. The design process now moves

into another phase. In the mind, Archetypal Places are now selected as concepts symbolizing
the selected psychological place properties; there are Evocative Stereotypical Places which
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possess selected physical properties which are compatible with the archetypal images; and
there is a mixture of verbalized concepts describing the archetypes and stereotypes. From this

mix of visualized images and verbalized concepts, the act of design creates shapes, forms,
patterns and contents which embody the selected archetypal place.

Data CoUection
Every new landscape design project offers opportunities'to fmd n~w archetypes and to
identify the desirable and undesirable properties of stereotypes. The completed. list on the
following page shows a selection restricted to one hundred items which is distributed with
the following request below -to designers and consumers whenever possible, analysed and
.
.
collated. These together with an analysis of architects' responses have led to our current list
of archetypal places qv.
However, most of the archetypes identified so far have been discovered by inference. f"rom
an anthropological point of view, places like Home, Homeland, Strangeland, Battlefield,

Arena, Shrine, Sanctuary, Labyrinth and Carniva4 have arisen from observation of places
psychologically and socially important to those who occupy them and participate in their
events. They are hypothetical concepts which appear to have validity, a good degree of
constancy and fit well within a general system theory.

Tb.e Nature of Landscape
AD. Analysis of the Personal Properties of Place
Here~ one hundred wonls commooly ~ to descnl>e familiar places.

'fht: ob.i<?ct of this project is ~o identify those characteristics ·of place
which different people coosidec to be important .

l First, please underliae aU those wonls which describe your idea of H~me.
2 Then, ciicle the nwnber opposite the taa moSt·i.mportant characteristi~
3 Then, select the single most important f~ of H~ and draw acttde round
that wool. . -

4 Fioally, please print your name at die bottom of the analysis~
Tlaaakyoa for your help.

James Hope, at The School of I andscape Arebitecture
Heriot-Watt Uoiva:sity _.
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Nature of Landscape

Spectrum of Place Character ( Psychological )
Key Characteristics

1
2
3
4

d)
6

7
8
9

/10)

51
52
53
54
55

»lissfut
Beautiful
Enchanting
Inspiring
Enjoyable
Romantic
Exciting
Pleasant
Benign
friendly_
t]e _
ersonal
enerous
Safe

56

57
58
59
60

<S?e
(12)

.If

13
14
15

~)
(ti)

61
62
63
64

lieaceful

65
66

ReasSUring

G1)

Restful
Carefree
FaVourable
Comfortable Amusing
Joyful
Flamboyant
Interesting

25
· 26
27
28
29
30
31

Memorable
Poignant
Dramatic
Ceremonious Sophisticated Strong

19
{20)

Zl
22
~3

tntrigumg

32

Grand

33

Formal
Obvious
Civilized
Orthodox
Polite
Intellectual
Simple
Sacred
Elemental
Complete
Permanent
Ordered
Congruq_ys
ltonesf

37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
~
50

Properties of HOME

67

®

69

70
71.
72
73

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

85
-.

86
87
88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

Rew :_

97
98
99
100

Familiar
llomely
Banal
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Rare
Nostalgic
Strange
Unreal
Contrived
Incongruous
Chaotic
Temporary
Incomplete
Artificial
Profane
Complex
Thoughtless
Vulgar
Daring
Barbaric
Mysterious
Informal
Tnv1al
Weak
Naive
Artless
Subdued
Passionless
Forgettable
Boring
Dull
Restrained
Melancholy
·Depressing
Uncomfortable
Hostile
Onerous
Demanding
Awesome
Hectic
Dangerous

Mean
hnpersonal
Violent
Alien·
Sinister
Unpleasant
Sobering ·
Clinical
Painful
Deadening
Revolting
Ugly
Intolerable

The Semantics of Psychospace

Trial of Questionnaire
To test the feasibility of Spectrum Analysis, a trial was conducted with seven architectural
students. The instructions are shown on p 122 and the spectrum on p 123.
0n completion, they were asked to print their name on the bottom of the analysis sheet.

The main reason for doing this was to give each student a feeling of personal involvement;
to make them feel that their choice of characteristics was not part of an anonymous mass of

data, but something special. It also allowed for further questioning in the event of wildly
eccentric responses.

This was the first questionnaire. It was moving from the solitary part of research to
something quite different, something involving other people, a chance to be involved in that
fascinating process of data collection.. It was also a testing of the waters, a prelude, not
necessarily a piece of the fundamental investigation by personal analysis, which was
programmed to follow the setting out of the main thesis and theory.
A quick analysis of the returns produced the following fmdings.

The ten most chosen characteristics were

Friendly

7 times chosen

Homely

6

Enjoyable

5

"

Comfortable 5

"

Personal

4

"

Reassuring

4

11

Safe

3

11

Honest

3

Familiar

3

Reassuring

2

11

11

,.
11

The most important single characteristics were
Reassuring, Inspiring, Personal, Safe, Strong , Complete.
The main conclusion was that there was a need for greater rigour in separating Prattles from
Percies, for inclusion in the Archetypal profiles.
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Archetypes in Practice
Whenever possible, archetypes are used as the underlying theory in designing. With students,
the theory and the concepts are discussed and the systems of spectrums , profiles and
periodic tables are explained. With architects, only the landscape architect or one member of
the group need be fully conversant with the method. But in both cases it is the sharing of
concepts which is important. The system is designed to produce ideas and concepts by
generating images which are intimately related to the object of the design. ·
With one group of architects in particular, hospitals and universities were the main focus of
,collaboration. The initial work consists of identifying the range of properties particular to the
·subject, whether it is hospital or university.
Hospitals for example, are high on positive properties like, Peaceful, Friendly, Safe,
Undemanding, Benevolent, Compassionate, Reassuring, Gentle, Restful , etc.depending of
course, on whether you are a patient, visitor or member of the staff; while on the negative
side,relative to patients, they are Dangerous, Demanding, Hostile, Mechanistic, Clinical.
These are the Perceived Intangible Properties of Place or Percies.

On another profile are the Emotional Properties of Place, the Pratties.
Hospitals are places of Pain, Stress, Anguish, Fear etc..on what could be regarded as the
negative side, and Hope, Happiness, Courage, Amusement, Patience and Fortitude on the
positive.
At another level of perception are the Percepts, the physical properties of place of
particular significance, like Order, Cleanliness, Warmth, Colour, Maintenance, Quietness.
Having created profiles of the proposed place in verbal form the next step is to look for
Psycho -Archetypes which share some of the Percie and Prattie properties.
Thus Sanctuary as a place of help and rescue figures high, as do Arcadia, Pleasance,
Stronghold, Homeground and Paradise Garden.
Examples of antonymy would include Battlefield, Labyrinth, Strangeways.
Details of Archetypes and their properties are shown in Appendices pp 106 to 135.
A search is then undertaken for places which are seen as
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examples

of the Physical-

Archetype

'Thus for hospitals, places with agreeable and relevant connotations would include the
landscapes,
Cottage Garden, Greenwood, Apple Orchard, Water Meadow, Lakeland,
Country

Strea~

VillageGreen , Edge of the Wood, Sacred Grove,

Meadowland, Spring and Source, Water's Edge, Green Valley, Homeland.
These are all concepts which are evocative, they have properties which are compatible with
hospitals and they create a dynamic environment of images and ideas which by association
produce or induce particular types of feelings and states of mind.

In the case of hospitals which are mechanistic and strange, a further conclusion was reached,
not in itself original, but indicative of how archetypal images work, The Mother archetype
expressing solicitude, authority benevolence and sustenance was seen as a powerful
influence _on the project. By focusing on these concepts, sharing them, creating attitudes
and emotional environments, the production of ideas and sketch plans is helped.
Hospitals and universities share the Mother image, although universities are more
authoritarian with a tendency to the monumental.
Facing designers is the decision to reinforce certain place properties or to play them down or
actually try to negate them . Should universities devoted to technology be in places and
spaces of a futuristic and technological character or should they be in their antithesis? This
was the dilemma found in designs for a series of Irish universities. Both have merit. The

conclusion, based partly on personal preference, was to produce a chimera. On the one hand
a rounded feminine image expressed in rounded mounds and amoebic lawns as opposed to
angularity and straight lines and on the other, severe tree planting in strong monumental
fonns, all enclosed in woodland planting and flowering meadows of archetypal Nature.
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key concept
principle
fundamental
truth
.
servtng as
a prerrnse
fora
system of belief
(like the mind is associative)
Hume
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MC

E

2

E is the Effect on Mind
where M is the Meaning of Place

where

where

C

is a Constant called Character

affecting Meaning
through the perception
of physical place properties ( Percepts )
like Angular - Barren - Cold
affecting Meaning
through the perception
of intangible place properties ( Percies )
like Abnormal - Bizarre - Chaotic
affecting Meaning
tlrroughtheexperience
of emotional place properties ( Pratties )
like A wesorne - Blissful - Calming

·,,
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The Sema~tics of Psychospace

Principles and Laws

There is one geo-space.
There are many psychospaces.
Psychospace is the world created by mind.
It can be modelled.

It is a model of mind - place relativity.
Relativity is the principle of psychospace semantics.
Relativity relates people to place.
,Language is the medium of the model.
Landscape is the medium of the message.
The meaning is the message of the place.
Meatring is a property of mind.

It is the s~nse mind makes of place.
Place meaning i"s the perception of physical and psychological place properties.
Meaning is a relative,. personal interpretation of place.
The spectrums of place properties and personal properties are the measure of relative place
meaning.
The analyst identifies place concepts and properties; measures related personal meanings and
feelings by inspection, introspection and interview.
The stereotype is the analyst's description of place.
The psychotype is the conceptual measure of }lerson - place relativity.
The psychotype objectively describes place character rela~ve to personal response.
The archetype is the conceptual essence of place.
The archetype describes place relative to people's deepest needs and responses.
Designers' concepts are various, visual and verbal.
Visual concepts are more explicit, concise, defmite. They are the medium of shape, layout,
light and colour, texture, scale and movement.
.
.
Verbal concepts are vague, more ambiguous. They are the currency of analysis, explanation,
design and discussion.
The designer analyses and identifies client/ place needs.
The designer matches place properties I concepts with client I place needs.
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The designer conceives and creates meaningful places and feelings.
people may be part of Place.
The properties of the place reflect the properties of those who made it.
Mind seeks to make sense of place.
Meaning is the sense mind makes of place
What can be known can be said •
The World divides into absolutes and relatives,eg. I exist. This is good/ bad ..
The mind is associative.
The mind is evaluative .
The Analytic mind thinks in words and numbers.
The Creative mind thinks in images.
Words/language may represent images and concepts.
Experience is at the top;
at the bottom is existence.
Existentialism is about experience not just existing.
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S ace Semantics
s:ectrum of Psychological Place Characteristics

Principles and Laws

All the Characteristics are sensed.
The Characteristics are based on persona] Feelings and Sensings, which are then attributed
to Place.
Feelings and Sensings are undifferentiated.
Feelings and Sensings are all relative to personal criteria.
Characteristics are approximate and imprecise, there may be a high degree of redundancy.
The Spectrum is bi-polar, based discreetly on antonyms.
The poles are fixed as'Blissful and Intolerable.
The Spectrum is expandable.
The Spectrum identifies psychological characteristics of Place,

it does not indicate or imply Preferences - ( Like- Dislike )
Quality - (Good- Bad)
Satisfaction - ( Suitable - Unsuitable )
Value - ( Desirable - Undesirable )
Morality- (Rightness- Wrongness).
The Characterist-ics are arranged according to the principles of
Importance ( Significance )
Antonymy
Synonymy
Similarity
Association ( Relatedness ) .
Key Characteristics represent families of Synonyms, Similars and Associates.
Through the association of adjacent families a (more or less ) tmderlying continuous thread
of meaning is formed. (21 ')
Key Characteristics are analogous to the chemical elements.
Different combinations constitute Psycho-Archetypal Places.
The selection of Key Characteristics is based on the analysis and description of Archetypal
Places as they are identified.
The meanings of Pshycho-Archetypes and their constituent characteristics are related
to personal Profiles, personal Situations and personal Events,
to the physical Properties of the Place,
and

to the Meanings ( Perceptions ) attributed to the place.
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Principles

Psycho -space is a product of Mind,
following rules, routines and principles.
Mind creates Psycho -space from many sources
inc1uding
Sense data
~icmory

R<."ason
Valu<."s

It is a personal inte1pretation of the World
consisting of many components, but principally
l'cna~ptions of Place
Situations
E\rnts
Personal Psycho-properties
Pct·sonal Responses
Pct·sonal Asscsstncnts

It is both a conscious and unconscious experienLe.
It is personal and Lmique to everyone.
Perception is a selective process, dependent on

Priorities
r\ecds
Values
Kno~·ledgc

The structure and content of psycho -space reflects this.

An analysis of Psycho-space identifies the relationships
between People, Places~ Situations, Events.
These relationships include

Meanings
Feelings
Sensings

Sensations
Qualities
Values
Assessments
Different combinations of these relationships reveal
the Archetypes which lUlderlie personal Psycho-spaces
and which indicate people's relationships with Place.
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The Semantics of Psychospace

Principles and Laws

The psychological relationships between people and place may be described by the use of
psychotypes and archetypes.
Archetypes fonn the fundamental fabric of people/ place relationships.
eg.Home, Sanctuary, Shrine, Battlefield. Such places exert powerful influences on people's
lives. People need some, are dependent on some, or have to live with some.
They are significant, possibly innate and certainly essential.
Psychotypes describe the more superficialles~ important relationships between people and
place. eg· Playgrotmd, Theatreland and Holidayland.
·
Places may be described by a combination of archetypes and psychotypes.

This system is complementary to that which analyses physical archetypes and stereotypes
which are described by their physical properties like, shape, activity, quantity, composition,
age, type, style etc.
Archetypes and psychotypes are described by intangible properties, principally Pratties,
like, happiness, boredom and fear, qualified by Percies, like danger, safety and formality
and Procons like approval, satisfaction and quality.
Both can be approved ( +) or disapproved (-), depending on personal preference.
Both ~be liked by some and hated by others.

Both can include both positive ( +) and negative (-) properties.
eg. Strangeways is dangerous (-), threatening (-) and frightening (-) and also
exciting ( +), interesting ( +) and rewarding ( +).
Safeways is convenient (+) safe ( +) and comfortable ( +) and also
boring (-), depressing (-) and frustrating (-).

Properties attributed to place, ( Prattles ), like the emotions eg frightening, harrowing and
joyful and the perceived properties of place, ( Percies ) like/danger, safety and shelter, can
have either positive or negative values, depending on circumstances.
Properties of place can vary in value relative to each other, ( ordinal succession ).
eg. in Home, some people may rate security (+5 ) higher than say familiarity ( +2 )
and lower than say friendliness ( +7).
·

Direct relationships can be established between certain psychotypes I archetypes and

physical archetypes I stereotypes. eg the archetypal place 'Wilderness, may be perceived and
experienced in the stereotype place Deserta, Elementa, Mowtain.

Archetypes and psychotypes also describe people's needs and hopes. They can be regarded as
specifications for potential places.
Archetypes and psychotypes may be classified in different ways
Significance ie. the degree to which a place is important
Dependence ie# the degree to which a place is necessary
Preference ie,by positive and negative values
Strength of response eg horror and terror as opposed to fright and
surprise
Strength of need eg.safety may be more pressing than amusement.

by dimensions of
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Space Semantics Principles
The Archetype identifies the essential nature of psychological, person/place relationships.
It describes places by the emotions and mental states induced.
There are three main routes to archetype identification.
1 Self analysis : use of spectrutn
2 Questionaire with others : use of spectrun1
3 Observation of others and en1pathy

The physical places are identified by stereotype, photo, n1ap. plan verbal.descriptlon etc.
All place/person relationships involve archetypes.
Certain archetypes are closely related, they n1ay share many characteristics
eg Battlefield and Arena, Carnival and Circus. Their points'of difference are crucial.
Several archetypes tnay simultaneously con1prise the place experience.
Archetypal places are people specific
ie different people n1ay experience different archetypal places at the satne place and time.
As emotions change, places can instantaneously change their archetypal character.
The weight and valenc)' of an experience and hence that of the archetypal place can
indicate its itnportance and va}ue.

In any situation., the archetypes which comprise a place/experience will assutne an order of
relative ilnportance.
The importance of an archetypal place may depend on the importance of the current event.
eg a ceremony or ritual of power will enhance its surroundings
Archetypes are either 'OK' or 'not OK' relative to the individual.
The analyst can identify the archetypal nature of places relative to a range of users.
Much of the data about archetypal people/place relationships is statistical and requires
a special fonn of presentation and interpretatio~ possibly a~ a matrix.
Strong emotional experiences may result from archetypal events or situations and not from
the perceptual properties of the place.

By accurately selecting criteria, the archetypal character of proposed places can be selected.
The names given to archetypal places are descriptive and arbitary.

An archetypal place can be partly described by identifying what it is not.
Know ledge of antonymic archetypes can reinforce an Wlderstand~ng of the archetype.
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key concept
analysis
searching the trees
for the wood
and
the wood
for the leaves

SiJnplifying the Structure
The central argument in the thesis has used language as a basis and a mediwn for
understanding people's experiences. The terms which have been selected have been chosen

because of their perceived relevance to that experience, whether as emotions or mental
states. Arbitrary and representative spectrums of ftfty one of each were selected and are
shown vertically on pp. 146 and 147. On the horizontal axes of the matrix, are displayed an

arbitrary and representative selection of archetypes. It is possible to go one s~ge further and
to simplify the data structure by examining the statistical patterns or correlation in the data.
The technique which can be.used to achieve this, is factor analysis ( SPPS V 10.0 ).
The starting point for factor analysis is the matrix of interrelations between the archetypes
and their emotional and mental status. The analysis identifies a new set of independent

dimensions ( or factors ) which acconnts for the variation in the original scales on which the
data has ~n recorded. The new set of factors can be seen therefore as the simplest structure
which would account for the complexity within the original data set.
There are two benefits from this analysis. Firstly, that the basic nnderlying structure is
revealed in as simple a form as possible. Secondly, that if the model is to be computerized at
some future date, the simplified structure is a basis for computer implementation without loss
of information in the original scales.

1 Factor analysis of archetypes using emotional terms

In the first analysis the full set of emotional terms ( a spectrum of fifty one items ) was used
to identify the archetypal factor structure. In Table 1 { p. 1~6), the original twenty five
archetypes are replaced by a basic new set of archetypes which accounts for 79% of the
variation in the original twenty five. The scree plot ( over leaf ) represents this graphically by
showing how much additional variance is accounted for as the factor ( or component number)

increases along the horizontal axis. Typically in this analysis, the accounted variance
( Table 1 column 6 ) is in descending order from 1 to 6 . The central part of the analysis is in
Table 2 ( p 13 7 )
The full spread-sheet analysis of emotional and mental states relative to archetypes is shown

in the Appendices pp. 150-159.
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Total Variance Explained

Table 1
~
com nent
1Adventure !

2,ucadia

JAfenB
4aattlefield

seamival
6D~er

71)uJllP

l

gGulag
I
9Heaven
j
JOHeU
JIHome
12Hunting I

I

J3Labyrinth '
J4Monumen ·
J5My~ica

I6Mytruca .
J7Paradise
I8Piaygmd
J9Sanctum
20Shrine
21Strangew
22Stronghd
23TeiTOr I
24Vale
25WonderL

Total

11.093
2.857
2.014
1.436
1.350
1.072
.852
.830
.643
.516
.473
.372
.350
.267
.190
.164
.125
.109
9.240E-:02
6.397E-02
4.705E-02
3.764E-02
2.183E-02
1.510E-62
1.040E-02

Initial Eigenvalues
% of Variance
Cumulative %

44.373
11.429
8.057
5.744
5.399
4.287
3.408
3.318
2.572
2.064
1.892
1.487
1.398
1.068
.759
.656
.499
.435
.370
.256
.188
.151
8.733E-02
6.039E-02
4.160E-02

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Total
o/o of Variance
Cumulative %

44.373
55.802
63.859
69.603
75.002
79.289
82.697
86.016
88.588
90.652
92.544
94.031
95.429
96.t497
97.256
97.912
98.411
98.846
99.216
99.472
99.660
99.811
99.898
99.958
100.000

5.662
4.543
3.811
2.427
2.094
1.286

22.649
18.170
15.243
9.707
8.378
5.142

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Scree Plot
12~------------------------------------------~

10

8

6

4
G)

:J

a;
>
cG)
a

m
9

11

13

15

17

Component Number
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19

21

23

25

22.649
40.819
56.062
65.769
74.146
79.289

The original archetypes are in the left column , with the new set of independent components
fonning the columns o f the table. The numbers in the tabl e are the correlation between the
original archetypes and the new independent set. Using 0.7 a\ a crite rion for ~ignifi cant
association, the new components can be defined as follows
Component 1 - Disaster, Dump, Gulag, H ell , Labyrinth, Terror Is land, Vale
Component 2- Adventure Land, Carnival, Home, Playground, Wonderland
Component 3 - Arcadia, Sanctum, Shrine
Component 4 - Arena, H unting Grotmd, Strangeways
Component 5 - Mystica, Mythlca
Component 6 - Monumento
This represents the

Archetypal structure from an emotional perspecti ve.

Corn ponent Ma,trix4

a 6 components extracted

Table 2

Rotated Component

M atri~

Component

1
-.349
-.269
.135
.609
-.271

I Adventure

2 A.rcadia
3 Arena
4 Battlefield
5Camiva\
6 Disaster
70ump
8Gulag

0

~

9Heaven
lOHe\1
llHome
12Hunting
-.330
13labyrinch
14Monumen
-.101
I.5Mysrica
-5.336E-02
l6Mydtica
1.121E-02
l1Paradise
-.• 75

~
8

l8Piaygrad

19Sanctum
20Shrine
21Strangew

n.sttonpi
23Ten-orl
2.-VaJe
25Wondc:tL

-.:J27
-.161
-.192

.340

I

3

2

4

-~ -8.43~~
-.113
-.409

8-280
-.198
-.<401
.516

~
215
-.175

-1 .01E~3

9 .837£-02
260

A

-.127
32.5E-02
-8.513E-02
-.1..2
-.373

A

-.365
-.376
-4 .552E-02
-.195
-.162
-.277
.502
-.349
.591
-.176
-.113
-4.891E-03
.117
.203
.539

~

·-~ .197
-.22·

-5. 522E~2

.172

5

.166
-.164

~

2
-4.126E-02
9.683E-02
-1 .387E-02
-8.035E-03
-205
-6.620E-03

~
812

0

1

-6.797E-02
-.155

6
6 .743E-03
.194
.2 15 -7 .417E-02
-.160
-4 .096E-03
-7 727E-02
-.229
4 .665E-03
-1.751E-02
-.104
-.113
-6.670E-02
1.284E-02
-.112 -6.911E-02
.133
236
-.158
-.110
6 .22SE-02
-.179
5.734E-02 -8.626E-02
-7.908E-02
.139
5.303E-02

6.1~
· ~ -1.833E-02

..S. 191E~

-221
3.220E-02
...S.285E-02

.161
-.317

.103
.176 6. 151E~2
.152 -1.558E-02
-9.669E-02 8.S..OE~2
.SS. 3.337E~2
-.105
.178
-.109
-. 137 1.07-E-02 6.«2E~
-.112 8 .537E~2
.306
0

-~

Elltraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kais« Nonnalization.
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2

Factor Analysis of Archetypes using Mental states

When men~~ll. states are used in the analysis ~here are seven new independent dimensions
from the ongmal twenty five archetypes which accounts for 75.4% of the variance in the
data. ( see Table 3 below ). The corresponding screeplot is shown below the table.
Total Variance Explained

Table 3
Initial Eigenvalues
% of Variance

Total

~.ompa__nent

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings ·
Total
Cumulative %
% of Variance

Cumulative %

r-

32.074
8.019
11.880
2.970
9.406
2.351
3
6.517
1.629
~
6.092
1.523
~
4.965
1.241
6
4.489
1.122
7
3.380
.845
8
3.274
.819
g
2.413
.603
10
2.187
.547
11
1.874
.469
12
.459
1.837
13
1.637
.409
14
1.439
.360
15
1.354
.338
16
.271
1.082
17
.227
.909
18
.761
.190
19
.152
.609
20
.137
.548
21
.116
.465
22
9.088E-02
.364
23
6.824E-02
.273
24
4.311E-02
.172
25
Emaction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

32.074
43.955
53.361
59.877
65.969
70.933
75.422
78.802
82.077
84.489
86.676
88.550
90.387
92.024
93.463
94.817
95.899
96.808
97.569
98.177
98.726
99.191
99.555
99.828
100.000

5.115
3.395
2.716
2.626
1.949
1.542
1.513

20.459
13.579
10.863
10.504
7.796
6.170
6.052

10--------------------------------~----------·

20.459
34.038
44.901
55.404
63.201
69.370
75.422

Scree Plot

8

6~
Component Number
1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17
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..
The central part of the analysis is show n m Table 4. Usmg once more the correlation of 0.7
as the s ignificance of association for the new independent components, they are as fo llows.
Component 1 - Arcadia, Heaven, Home, Parad L<>e Garden, Playground, Wonderland
Component 2 - Adventure Land, Arena, Carnival, Mythica,
Component 3 - Labyrinth, Strangeways, Terror Island
Component 4 - Monumento, Mystica,
Component 5 - Stronghold,
Component 6 - Vale
Component 7 _ Disaster A:rea, Dump.
This represents the archetypal structure from the perspective of mental states
Component Matri~

a. 7 components extracted

Table 4

Rotated Component M atri~
Component

4
3
8.429E-02 5 636E-02
-.185
289
2 Arcadia
3 Arena
2 22 3E-03
1.048E-02
4 Battlefield
.
552
- 211
SCamivaJ
5.648E-02 ~ 221 E-02
6 Disaster
1
111 -8 273E-02
7 Dump
240
-.138 -9.982E-02
8Gulag
-. 107
·-.410
.247
9Heaven
.2 14
- 115
.266
lOHell
I
2
-.408
.429 -7 199E-02
tlHomc
.119
-.306 5 339E-02
~
l2Hwtting
8.5nh~
200
.595
t3ubyrinth
126
-.323
7
.222
14Monmnen
121
.126 -7 316E-02
15Mystica
9.37 3E-02 -4.73~
.182
16Mythica
.306
-.169
206
11Paradise
-.129
5.749E-02
231
l8P\aytmd
.420 6 .800E-02 -2.083E-02
l9Sanc:tum
.727
.2
3.594E-02 1.273E-02
20Shrine
.571
298
.309 ~.470E-02
21Strangew 5.382E-02 -6.794E-02
-2.161E-02
2.2Stronghd
.195
5 .043E-03
-.132 -4.357
23Tenorl l-s.546E-02 -8.180E-02
9 .934E-02
24Vale
-9
.548E-02
-6.275E-03 3.460
25WaoderL
80
.354 -7 .591E-02
.304
Em<ldion Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotalion Method: Varimax with Kaiser Nonnafization.
a. Rotation converged in 14 iterations.
1 Adventure

I

1

2

.472
71 0
.161
-.453
.557
-.2 10
6 .476 E-02
-.380

1.342~

~
~

~

~

~

ta-

I
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7
5
6
7 174E-03
2 19
-.14 9
- 122
231 -4.884E-02
8.270E-03 -1.847E-03 -1.390E-02
6 122E-02
31 1
124
-.2 13
3.865E-02 -2.154E-03
136 9.887E-02
- 139 4.989E-02
-.344
.415
304 7.124E-02 -2.774E-03
-.358
.433 -5.6 10E-02
-. 102 -7.707E-02
.334
.358 -8.310E-02
.152
5241 E-02 3.901E-02 -4.162E-02
-.111
-. 115
.215
-9.761E-03
-.165 -2 .060E-02
-.242
-.195 9.241 E-02_
-.127
-8.313E-02
9.586E-02
-1.814E-02
-.156 3.713E-02
.481
.146 2 .352E-02
.483
.238
-.134
.
-.313
.143
.7
7.965E-02 -4.566E-03
-.2
-.132
.158
.164
-1.831E-02 -4.987E-02 -8.859E-03

e

2 6~

~

~

3 Factor Analysis of Archetypes using emotional terms and mental states
In thls fmal analysis the patterns of correlations across all variables are used to identify an

LIDderlying archetypal structure. In Table 5 the full analysis shows there are seven new
independent dimensions accounting for 75% of the original variation in the data. The scree
plot below shows a slower rate of change as the component nwnber increases, reflecting an
increased complexity in the data set.

Table 5
,.-comp~onent

~
2
3
4 .
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25

Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues
Cumulative %
% of Variance
Total
34.638
34.638
8.659
46.038
11.401
2.850
55.165
9.126
2.282
60.960
5.796
1.449
66.325
1.341
5.365
71.142
1.204
4.816
75.146
1.001
4.004
78.299
.788
3.154
81.030
.683
2.731
83.607
.644
2.577
85.776
.542
2.169
87.754
.494
1.978
89.677
-.481
1.923
91.361
.421
1.683
92.909
.387
1.548
94.187
.319
1.278
95.249
.266
1.063
96.198
.237
.949
97.139
.941
.235
97.817
.170
.679
98.380
.141
.563
98.895
.129
.515
99.367
.118
.472
.350
8.752E-02
~9.717
7.007E-02
.283
100.000

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Cumulative 0/o
Total
% of Variance
24.009
6.002
24.009
35.163
2.789
11.154
44.644
2.370
9.481
53.737
2.273
9.094
62.041
2.076
8.304
70.032
1.998
7.990
75.146
5.114
1.278

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
10~------------------------------------------~

Scree Plot

8.l

Component Number
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The final analys is is shown in Table 6 revealing the underlying structure as foiJows:
Component 1 - Arcadia, Carnival, Heaven, Home, Paradise Garden, Playground, Wonderland
Component 2 - Disaster Area, Hell, Terror Island, Vale
Component 3 - Arena, Hunting ground,
Component 4 - Monwnento, Mystica,
Component 5 - Stronghold
Compont--nt 6 - Strangeways
Component 7 - Dump

Component Matrix"
a 7 components extracted

Table 6

Rotated Component Matri~
Component

2
1
3
I Adventure
.583
-.2 52
.548
2 Azcadia
-7 107E-02
- 173
3 Arena
2.563E-03
.124
4 Battlefield
-.486
.578
5Camival
.369
-7.065~
~Disaster
2
623
.123
7 Dump
-.137
.231 -2.001 E-02
8Gulag
-.224
- .553
.463
9 Heaven
-3.679E-02
lOHdl
-.207
627
I IHOme
-.
9
~
.233E-03
~)
12Hunting
.149
-.146
13Labyrinth
- .281
.256
6
14Monumen 6.628E-02
.142
-. 151
15M.ystjca
.111
-.110 -4 .020E-02
l6Nythica
2A22E-02
.563
~
17P..IIdi9e
-.226 -7 .270E-02
l&Pbyuod
-.148
.266
~~
. 2 6.408E-02 ~.534E-02
~
.367
.106
.117
21Suaacew -4.826E-02 -2.026E-02 4 .201E-02
l1;SuoQgbd 5.527E-02
4 .151E-02
23Teaorl
-.269
-3.934E-02
24Vale
-1 .595E-02
25Woadcd
.167
Udladion Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Nonnalization.
a. Rotation conyerged in 13 iterations.

@)

~

~

~

~

~

~~

s

~

4
4.699E-02
.261
-7.791 E-02

5
-3.520E-02
.360
1.444E-04

6
8 944E-02
-.167
7 88 7E-02

-.188

-5.55 1E-02

.311

-3.555E-02
-.269 -1.822E-02
-9.326E-02 -1.697E-02
.127
.166 -3.144E-02 1 .330E-02
-8.451E-02
-.257
.109
.233
.280
-.126
-7.277E-02
-275
.190
1.426E-02
-.175
.342
7.176E-02
269
.390
-3.011E-02
.619
-4.397E-02 -4 198E-02
3.363E-02
.210
-.203
-9.680E-02
.110
.138
-.137
-3.673E-02 -1 .736E-02 8.695E-02
.630
.601 -3.595E-02
.496
.591
8.620E..{)3
73
4947~
~. 194E-02
4 .188E
4 .957&02
-. 1
.511
-.105
.106
-.205
.274 -.5.091E-02 -9 .836E-02

@

~
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7
.123
- 198
3.811 E-02
6 .957E-02
~ .770E-02

.461

~

4 .994
-8.216E-02
-2.671E-02
-4.656E-02
7 .292E-02
-7.529E-02
.307
-4.180E-03
-.263
-.139
-1.721E-02
-8.630E-02
-.243
.103
5.089E-02
-.111
.199
-3.895E-02

-

Analysis
'The three different analyses show that seven archetypes are sufficient in practice to cover the
range of assessments across all scales in the study, (The Magnificent Seven).
The associated variance of over 75% is adequate for studies within environmental
perception.
Each of the three types of archetypes, Emotions, Mental States and Combined, when
analysed, produces six or seven distinct components , each one of which contains slightly
different sets of archetypes, resulting in twenty all together ( See Table 7 overleaf ).

If each cmnponent is regarded as the essence of a super archetype, theoretically, there are
twenty possibilities. But several components have duplications, confinning the status of the
super seven, which are

ARCADIA
TERROR ISLAND
ARENA
MONUMENTO
STRONGHOLD
SAFEWAYS
DUMP

These seven archetypes represent the broad spectrum of archetypal places which are likely to

be experienced by people. They are, according to the analysis, the essence of people- place
relationships.

In this, the first use of a statistical technique of factor analysis, the data were derived from
the personal values of the author. They were the relative values from 0 to 5 of particular
emotions or mental states relative to the broed selection of archetypal places.

To have statistical significance, many such measurements will be required, each targeted at
particular types of subject
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Factor Analysis of Archetypes
Final Set
Table 7
Emotion

Mental State

Mixed

Disaster Area
Dump
Gulag
Hell
Labyrinth
Terror Island
Vale

Arcadia
eaven
Home
Paradise Garden
Playground
Wonderland

Arcadia
Cam1val
Heaven
Home
Paradise Garden
Playground
Wonderland

Component 2

Adventure Land
Carnival
Hom e
l>layground
Wonderland

Adventure Land
Arena
Cam1val
Mythica

Disaster Area
Hell
Terror Island
'Vale

Component 3

Arcadia

Labyrinth
Strangeways
Terror I sland

Component 4

Arena
unting grotmd
Strangeways

Monumento
MyStica

Monumento
M}tstica

Component 5

~:

Stronghold

Stronghold

Component 6

Monumento

Vat

Strangeways

~mp

Dump

Component J

Component 7

tsas(er Area
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3.0 Personal Psycho - responses to Place

3.11 Periodic Table of Place Archetypes
PARADISE
GARDEN
Blissful
Happy
Joyful

ARC~~IA

Jieace u
Simple
Productive
Natural
WONDER LAND
Wonderfu l
Enchanting
Amazing
LOVELAND
Pleasurable
Rapturous
Attractive
Carefree
~ONYMBNTO
pressive
Awesome
Powerful
Serious

wow

Impressive
Exciting
Dramatic
Enjoyable
PLEASANCE
Pleasing
Pleasant
Interesting
Undemanding
SANCfUARY
Safe
Secure
Protected
Peaceful

HOME GROUND
Familiar
Belonging
Safe
PLAYGROUND
Carefree
Happy
Interesting
Safe
HUNTING GROUND
Competitive
Expectant
Essential
WORKPLACE
Familiar
Essential
Demanding
Commonplace
HUMDRUM
Boring
Repetitive
Dull

BanaJ
HOMELAND
Stirring
Connective
Patriotic
Familiar
rFEWAYS

afe

Familiar
Convenient
Pleasant
FORUM
Public
Controversia I
Infonnative
Confrontational
~ONGHOLD GATHERING
afe
PLACE
Secure
Social
Impregnable
Friendly
Reassuring
Communal
HOME
NEWSROOM
Safe
Real
Familiar
Unreal
Vicarious
Comfortable
Friendly
Distanced

( Descriptors)

THEATRE LAND
Unreal, Iconic
Empathetic
Romantic
STORYLAND
Unreal
Romantic
Entertaining
Imaginative
VIRTUALITY
Unreal, Iconic
Deceptive
Electronic

ALIENATION
Alien
Strange
Threatening
STRANGE WAYS
SHRINE
Hallowed
Strange, Odd
Sacred
Threaten ing
Memorial
THE
UNKNOWN
MYSTICA
Sinister
Mystical
Demanding
Inspiring
Stressful
LABYRINTH
Benign
Puzzling
HOLIDAY MYTH ICA
Dangerous
LAND Unreal
Fearsome
Mythic
Carefree
Confusing
VALE
Fictional
Relaxed
Pl easurable
Sad
Imaginative
ADVENTURE - Melancholic
LIMBOLAND
Detached
LAND Grieving
Emoti onal
Isolated
Exciting
DISASTER
Sus pended
Demanding
e
Unpredictabl
Inert
~BE~
Painful
ROMANTICA
LIBRARY
Romantic
Shocking
Civilized
Imaginative
Confusing
Meditative
Evocative
TranquiJ
TERRQ~ LANP
Emotional
Inescap~le
DREAMLAND CEREMONIA
Ritualistic
Terrifying
UnreaJ
Symbolic
FonnaJ
Stressful
Solemn
Fantastic
IrrationaJ
B i ng
PROMISED Depressing
CARNIVAL
Amusing
LAND Abandoned
Uncertain
GULAG
Festive
Humiliating
Dramatic
Potential
Depriving
Uninhibiting
Hopeful
CIRCUS
MYSTERIOSO Inhuman
Cruel
Exciting, Exotic Mysterious
BATfLEFIELD
Sinister
Amusing
Dangerous
Solemn
Dramatic
Stressful
Strange
Simple
Horrific
MAZE
AR£NA
Competitive
Puzzling
Brutal
Frustrating
INFERNO
Dangerous
Hellish
Misleading
Heroic
Horrific
Unpredictable
Intolerable
Ugly
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SANCTUM
Hallowed
Sacred
Religious

The Semantics of Psychospace
Spreadsheet Analysis
Twenty five Psycho Archetypes were selected for Analysis against fifty Emotions and fifty
Mind states. (As described on pp135-143)
Table 8, on the following p. 146, shows a sample sheet of the Emotions analysis, ( down
the left hand side ) with the Archetypes shown along the top.
Table 9, on p. 147, shows a sample sheet of the Mind States analysis.
The full analysis is shown in the Appendices, pp. 150-159.
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Table 8

Ernotions

1 AHection
2 Aggression
3 Agony
4 Anger
5 Anguish
6 Bliss
7 Calmness
lg Cheerfulness
9 Cherishment
10 Combativeness
11 Depr:?s~ion
12 Desolation
13 Despondency
14 Despair
15 Distress
16 Ecst3sy
17 Elation
18 Emotion
19 Enchantment
20 Enjoyment
21 Euphoria
22 Excitement
23 Exhilaration
24 Fear
25 Happiness
26 Helplessness
27 Hope
28 Hopelessness
29 Horror
30 Humiliation
31 Joy
32 Loss
33 Loneliness
34 Love
35 Misery
36 Oppression
37 Pain
38 Peacefulness
39 Pleasure
40 Rejection
41 Rest
&•

. . ._

------.

·42_~r~ity

43 Stimulation
..
.. ··- . ··.44 ..
Stress

-~ ~':Jfft:~_ng

46 Terror
47 Thrill
48 Torture
49 T ranquility
50 Trauma

i~1 Uplift

71 A-dventure 7'2 Arcad•a
73
3.00
3.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
--1.00
2.00
1.00
3.00
2.00
.00
.00
3.00
.00
.00
00
.00
.,
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
.00
2.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
5.00
.00
4.00
.00
.00
.00
3.00
2.00
.00
.00
3.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
2.00
2.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00.
4.00
3.00.
2.00
.00
.00
.00
2.00
.00
2.00
··-- - . 4.00
1.00
. ---- ---- ..
.00·.00
.

..

.00 :.
.00 ..

3.00

.00
.00
.00
4.00
146

.00

.

.

.00
.00
.00
4.00
.00
2.00

Aren~;

.00
s 00
2.00
2.00
2.00
.00
00
00
.00
5.00
1 r)Q

2.00
2.00
2 00
2.00
00

00
3 00
00
2 00
.00
5 00
2.00
5 00
.00
00
2 00
2.00
1.00
2.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
2.00

.00
3.00
.00
.00

/4 ·Battfeflefo 75
.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
5.00
5 00
5.00
5.00
5 00
5.00
.00
.00
4.00
00
.00
.00
5.00
.00
5.00
.00
3.00
.00
4.00
5.00
2.00
.00
3.00
.00
.00
5.00
3.00
5.00
.00
.00

.oo· . .

.00

.00
3.00
4.00.
2.00

·-

.00

4.00
2.00..
.00
2.00

.00

.00
.00
.00
.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
.00
5.00

.00.
5.00
.00

c

Table 9
Mental
States

94 Vale

g:J VVcncferland
3:00.
.00 1 Abandonment
.00
.00 2 Admiration
.00
.00 3 Achievement
.00
.00 4 Amusement
.00
3.00 5 An~icipation
.00
.00 6 Apathy
.00
2.00 7 Belonging
.00
.00 8 Bewilderment
.00
.00 9 Boredom
.00
.00 10 Bravery
00
?.00 1 ~ Calmn~ss
.00
3.00 12 Carefreeness
.00
.00 13 Caution
.00
2.00 14 Comfort
'.00
.00 15 Comprehension
.00.
.00 16 Confusion
.00
3.00 17 Contentment
.00 .·
.00 18 Courage
.00
2. 00 19 Curiosity
.00
.00 20 Demoralization
2.00
.00 21 Deprivation
.00
.00 22 Determination
.00
.00 23 Discomfort
.00
.00 24 Discontent
.00
.OQ 25 Disinterest
.00
.00 26 Disorientation
.00
.00 27 Dissatisfaction
.00
.00 28 Duty
.00
3.00 29 Entertainment
.00
.00 30 Exclusion
.00
3.00 31 Expectancy
.00
.00 32 Familiarity
.00
3.00 33 Freedom
.00
.00 34 Frustration
.00
2.00 .. 35 Fulfilment
. ·2.00
.00 36 Futility
.00
.00
37 .Heroism
.
3.00
.00 38 Hope
.00
.00 39 Hopelessness
.00
,.magir1atior1 \
2.00
-~--4~ ·in~m~~~~~sle1l
2.00
.00 42
Insecurity
·-·.
. ....
.00
5.00 43 Interest
.00
.00 441ntolerance
3:00
3.00
45 Involvement
- --· --·------ .. ·--· ·- ......
.00
.00
46
Menace
.
...
..
.00
-~.~!.~~i_ty_
3.00
.00
48·Numbness
.... -·
-- - .... - .00
2.00 49 Participation
.00
.op 50 Patriotism
.00
.00 51 Pride

s:oo·40
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Chapter 5 Summary
The Main problem is to elicit information from percipients.
ie Data about their feelings in place ( Pratties ).
Data about what they 'see' or perceive (Percepts).
Especially inferred information ( Percies ).

and Finally , their assessments ( Procons ) .
The analyst needs to analyse the physical aspects of place .
.·This is done by verbal inventory and the identification of Stereotypical places.

The methods were tested on live projects with architects.
Lists were made of Evocative Places.
Questionnaires designed as spectrums specific to archetypal places like Home.
Hospitals were chosen as examples of Archetypal places; and use made of Evocative places.
Einstein's famous formula borrowed and turned as an inspirational icon.
Principles gathered and laws formulated in a catholic manner to be rationalized
into a coherent theory later.
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key concept
people
the ultimate
measure of
place goodness
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6 Conclusions
Our belief is that Archetypes are an innate part of our psychological make up. The strength of

the Mother and Father images alone is enough to justify that. It is a working hypothesis
which does not have to be proved in the same sense as something in Physics. The same can be
said for concepts like Home,Homeland, Hunting -Grotmd, Battlefield,

Arena and Arcadia,

which apply to places, and similarly to Archetypal Events like Judgement Day,

The Death

of Kings, Armageddon, Diaspora, Doomsday, and Revelation. (Appendix 1.10 ) .
. These are places and events of profound social and psychological significance. They are of
the same magnitude as Mother and Father, Birth and Death.
They are the heavyweight Archetypes, complex in their relationships and effects, important
in preparing people and allowing them to meet and respond to all sorts of reality.

We have also reached the conclusion that many ' Archetypes' are not innate. They are not so
profound as the basic ones, but they are still convenient analytical devices to identify and
name certain combinations of emotion, mental state ( Pratties) and place property (Percies).
They include concepts like Carnival (Joyful ), Maze ( Puzzling ), Story land ( Unreal ),
Theatre (Unreal), Memory Lane (Nostalgic), Terror Island (Pure terror).
What is valuable about them as design devices is that they are concepts without form , tabula
rasae which set the emotional parameters and assessment criteria to be filled in by design.
Formulated Archetypes are also sharp tools iri the deconstruction of place.
As we classify people into fnndamental Archetypes like Mother, Friend, Trickster, Hero,

Leader, Saviour, Enemy and so on, we can also classify places by their associated emotions
and give them names which reflect and evoke their emotional content.
Percies are the complement of Pratties in analysis. To be able to pin- point the particular
intangible place properties which affect the mind is an aim of this study.
To know , for example, that the great French gardens achieve their mental effects by the use
of properties like Order, Formality, Scale, Perspective, Axiality, Horizontality, Contrast,
Monumentality , Orthogonality, Repetition, Pattern, Symmetry, Allegory and Symbolism is
to know how the theory works in practice.
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people are profoundly affected by their surroundings. A good working hypothesis is
necessary to underpin landscape research into people- place relationships.
The causes of many psychological conditions appear to be obvious, but there may be deeper
underlying connections which contribute to these effects.
What is now required are practical studies to establish working methods for people- place
analysis.
Basic emotional profiles are needed for specific types of people in specific typeS of place.
Data from these investigations needs to be statistically analysed to test underlying
assumptions about hierarchies of archetypes.
This study has shown that an interdisciplinary approach is needed. Landscape designers are
not psychologists but do lean heavily on psychological concepts and techniques. Future
studies will require collaboration between disciplines sharing a substantial theoretical base.
Such a team would initially adopt a normative approach , confrrming and establishing geoplace and psycho-place archetypal criteria.
Further research will discover new place properties and human emotions as place designs,
language and societies evolve.
Another area, relevant to landscape research concerns desi~ both as a theoretical discipline
and a practical process.
Having identified language as the prime medium for analysing and designing places and
verbalized concepts as design currency , the next logical step is to develop a syntax and
programmes which will allow language to be used in computer aided design, instead of lines
and symbols. The end product will still be places for people, but the process of design will be
entirely different. It will mirror the mental-emotional imaging of the designer, but will be by
electronic analogue.
The data base will be the verbalized contents of Psychospace, a pictorial collection of diverse
places, accessed by verbal Descriptors. and Nominals. The role of the designer will be to
invent new combinations of concepts, including Archetypes,and to exercise discrimination.
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To summarize: This thesis sets out an alternative method to the classic SAD approach
(Survey- Analysis- Design) for landscape designers to analyse places.
It relies

1) on analysts developing an emotional faculty which allows them to

empathize with different types of people and infer their psychological responses to any place.
2) Alternatively, people are asked to describe how they feel and what they
perceive. They may be aided by verbal check lists or spectrums . ~s approach depends on
classifying subjects in an appropriate, standard manner, eg by age, gender, class etc.
3) Most crudely, the method depends on observing people in different
environments and inferring their mental states from visual and behavioural criteria ..
To work effectively, large numbers of people and their values need to be solicited. The
statistical data depend on probability and averages. How this is achieved has still to be
resolved. Previous studies have shown that school-children are a useful source of data.
The Model of Psychospace helps to put archetypes in perspective. Many factors
simultaneously affect people's perception and response. Further research is needed to
determine the relative influences of culture, knowledge, motive, attitudes, values etc.
Other factors will be added to the model as they emerge.
The concepts which show the greatest potential for development are Archetypes and

Percies. The identification of these entities and their variety, has been the main contribution
of the thesis to landscape analysis. As different and new combinations of Pratties, Percies
and Percepts are found or designed, people will· respond to them in new ways and new
archetypes will emerge.
The identification of new Percies will also continue as new relationships are created and
properties are fonnd. The fmding of new and hitherto undiscovered Percies is not unlike
fmding new figures of speech. eg Metonomy,Synonymy, Analogy, Metaphor, Hyperbole,
Irony and Sarcasm. They may always have existed, but been unperceived.
Future research will also involve computer programmes which will process verbal data on
site and indicate the archetypal places likely to be experienced by different types of people.
Finally, there is the possibility of creating new and great archetypal places and events by
mixing the properties of existing super- archetypes in new combinations.
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Chapter 6

Summary

It is believed that some Archetypes are innate.
They are the basic heavyweights like Mother Father Home and Hunting gronnd.
It is believed that some Psycho- Archetypes are not innate.

This view is based on the large number identified (Appendices pp 138 147 148 149)
They are lightweight, less profonnd.
Identification of Percies explains how emotional effects ( Pratties ) are achieved.
A good working hypothesis is needed for place analysis. Archetypal theory is part of it

.

.

Future research is inter -disciplinary.
Verbalization of all data will lead the way to computer aided designing by concept.
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psychospace
this virtual place
is by the mind
created
from compound parts
within
and causes exterior
to self
selected by
perception's choice
to meet those needs
most urgent
to our current cause
from those primeval parts
ensconced within
the archetypes do with
the instincts share
the power
to influence our choice
thereafter
feelings and thoughts
do with our intellect
rebound
as emotions deep
are stirred
with atavistic strength
rationale
and fantasy
mixed in equal parts
weld experience
into one
amenable to
deconstruction's
analytic quest
now does design
with principle
and perception
take
those disassembled
parts and concepts
and with
new arrangements
make
the place transformed
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Space Semantics
Models Spectrums Profiles and Periodic Tables

APPENDIX 1

1.1 to 1.10

Model of Place as Location

1

Spectrum of Place Properties

(Percepts)

.1

ofGeoplace

.2

.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8

.9
.10

Physical Properties
Chemical Properties
Biological Properties
Ecological Properties
Psychological Properties
Social Properties
Cultural Properties
Stereotypes
Relationships .
Archetypes

of Bioplace ·
ofEcoplace
of Psychoplace

Model of People as Percipients
2

Spectrum of Personal Properties
.1
.2

.3
.4
.5
.6

3

Cultures
Circumstances
Situations
Scenarios
Stereotypes
Relationships

Beliefs Life Styles
Bio states Psycho states Psychoprops
Occupation <Eco Socio - economic
Role Activity Event Intent

Spectrum of Personal Psycho - responses to Place
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

Meanings (Percepts)
( Percies)
Cognitive Consequences
( Cogs )
Feelings
( Pratties)
Mental States
( Pratties )
Critical Assessments
( Procons)
Periodic Table of Emotions and Mind States

Model of Place as Location
4

(Context)

( Analyst's Model based on 1 . 0 )
(Percepts)

Profile of Place Properties
.1
.2

.3
.4
.5
.6

.7
.8
.9

Physical Properties
Chemical Properties
Biological Properties
Ecological Properties
Psychological Properties
Social Properties
Cultural Properties
Stereotypes
Relationships

ofGeoplace
of Bioplace
ofEcoplace
of Psychoplace

1

.Model of People as Pen:ipicnts

5

Profile or Personal Properties
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

6

Culture
Circumstances
Situation
Scenario
Stereotype
Relationships

Beliefs, Lifestyles etc
Bio states Psycho stales
Occupation CEco Socio- economic
Role Activity Event intent

Profile or Personal Psycho - responses to Place
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5

7

( Analyst's Model based on 2. 0)

.tvleanings
C< )gnitive c{ Hlsequenccs
reelings
.tvlenial States
Criticai Assessinenls

( Percies)
(Cogs )
( Pratties)
( Pratties)
( Procons)

Profiles of Psycho - Archetypal Places

( alpha order)

Periodic Table of Psycho - Archetypal Places·

The Semantics of Psychospacc
List of Emotions or Feelings

( alpha order)

Nominals

A Abandomnent Abhorrence Achievetnent Accecptance Adtnirat ion Adoration Adventure
Adversity Affection Affinity Aggression Agitation Agony Alarm Alienation Amaze1nent
Amusetnent Anger Anguish Annoyance Anticipation Anticlitnax Antipathy Anxiety
Anxiousness Apathy Apprehension Approval Assurance Astonishment Attraction Authority
Avarice Aversion Awe Awfulness B Badness Baf1lement Beauty Belonging Benevolence
Bereavement Betrayal BewiJderment Bitterness Blase Bliss Boldness Boredon1 Bravery
Brutality Buoyancy C Calmness Callousness Candour Caution Certainty Chagrin
Cheerfulness Comfort Companionship Con1passion Complacency Cotnpleteness Composure
Comprehension Compulsion Confidence Confinen1ent Confusion Const~mation Constraint
Contempt Contentn1ent Contrition Control Conviviality Courage Covetousness Cowardice
DecorUin Dejection Deliriw11
Delight
Credulity Curiosity D Danger Decadence
Demoralization Depravity Depression Desire Desolation Despair Desperation Despondency
Detachment Detennination Devastation Disappoinunent Disapproval Discomfort Discontent
Distnay
Disconsolation Discord Disdain Disgrace Disgust Disinterestedness· Dislike
Displeasure Dissatisfaction Dissent Distaste Distress Don1inance Doubt -Doom Dratna Dread
Droopincs~ Drowsiness Dullness E Eeriness Eagen1ess ELsta~y Elation EtnbatTasstncnt
Emotion
Etnptyness Enchantn1ent
Endeam1ent Energy Enervation Enjoyn1ent
Enlightenment Enn1ity Ennui Enthusiasn1 Envy
Euphoria Evil Exasperation Excess
Ex.citetnent Exhaustion Exhilaration Expectancy Exuberance Exultation
F Failure
Familiarity Fascination Fatigue Fear Fearlessness Feebleness Feel-good Fellowship Fervour
Fondness· Foolishness Foreboding Foregiveness Freedotn Friendliness Friendship Fright
Frustration Fulfiln1ent Fun FW)' Futility G Generosity Geniality Gladness Glory Gloon1
Goodness Goodwill Gratitude Gratefulness Gravi.ty Greed Grief Guilt H Happiness
Ham1ony Harshness Hate Helplessness HesitancyHoliness Homesickness
Hope
Hopelessness Hopefulness Horror Hostility Humiliation Hutnility I
ln1passiveness
Impatience ln1petuosity l.Inpiety Importance ltnpotence ln1prudence
Incon1prehension
Incredulity Indifference Indignation Inferiority Ingratitude Insanity Insecurity Insignificance
Inspiration Instability Interest Intole~e Intoxication Irascibility Irritation Irresponsibility
Isolation J Jealousy Joy Joyful-rest K Kindness L Langour Lassitude Lethargy Liberation
Lightheartedness Liking Loathing Loneliness Loss Love Luck M Madness Malevolence
Malice Malignancy Mania Meanness Melancholy Menace Misapprehension Misanthropy
Misery Misfortune Misgiving Moderation Modesty Morbidity Moroseness Mortality
Mortification Mystification~ Negation Neutrality Nonchalance Nonconformity Normality
Nostalgia Not-OK Numbness Numinosity 0
OK Oppression Optimism Ordinaryness
Outrage P Pain Panic Passion Patience Patriotism Peace Peacefulness Penitence Perplexity
Prudence
Perturbation Pessimism Pity Pleasure Poignancy Power Presentiment Pride
Puzzlement
Q
R Rage Rapture Rashness Rationality Reassurance Recklessness
Redemption Regret Rejection Rejoicing Relaxation Relief Reluctance Remorse Repose
Repression Reproach Repugnance Repulsion Resentment Resignation Responsibility Rest
Restlessness Restfulness Restraint Revenge Reverence Revulsion Romance Ruthlessness S
Sadness Safety Sanctity Satisfaction Security Selfishness Self-reproach Sentiment
Serenity Seriousness Shame Shock Sleepiness Sobriety Solemnity Sorrow Spirituality
Stimulation Stoicism Strain Strangeness Stress Strength Stupidity Sublimity Submission
Subservience Success Suffering Sufficiency Superiority Surprise Sympathy T Taciturnity
Tedium Tenseness Tension Terror Thankfulness Thrill Timidity Tiredness Togetherness
Tolerance Torpor Tranquility Tribulation Turmoil U Ugliness Uncertainty Understanding
Unhappiness Unselfishness Up-beat Up-lift V Valour Vapidity Veneration Vexation
Viciousness Vindictiveness Violence Vitality Vivacity W Weakness Weariness Well-being
Wickedness Wonder Worry Wrath X Y Yearning Z Zeal Zest
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Nature of Landscape Relational Analysis
List of Place C haraderistics based on Senses . Nominals

(alpha order·)

A Activity Adventure Age Aggression Alienation Allegory A1nbiguity Amusement
Anachronism Analogue Anarchy Antiquity Artifice Art Association Authenticity B
BalanceBanality Barbarism Bareness Barrenness Baroqueness Beauty Blandness Blankness
Bleakness BlLmtness Boisterousness Boldness Boredom BrightnessBrilliance Brutality
Busyness C Calmness Cennony Chaos Cheerfulness Civility Classicism Coherence
Comfort Con1merce Competition Completeness Complexity Concealment Confusion
Contrivance Control Convention Convolution Correctness Crudity
D Danger Dratna Dynan1ism E Elaboration Enclosure Entertainm.ent Ephetnera Eroticis1n
Evokation Exaggeration Exoticism F Fa1niliarity Fantasy Fear Festival Fiction Formality
Freshness Friendliness Function Future G Gentleness Grandness Grotesqueness H
Hannony Hell Historicity Honesty Horror I Icon Idyll Illusion Imagination Imposition
Impression Incident Incongruity Inflexibility Informality Inhibition Innocence Innovation
Insignificance Inspiration Intellect Intin1acy Intolerance Intricacy Intrigue Intrusion
Irrationality Irregularity Irreverence J Joy K L Lin1itation Liveliness Logic .\l Magic
Mathe1natics Meanness Mechanism Meditation Metaphor Method Mockery Modernity
Modesty MonUinent Morbidity~ Naivity Naturalness N~utrality Noise 0 Obscurity
Openness Order Organization Originality Orthodoxy P Pain Passivity Peace Peacefulness
Personality Pettiness Picturesqueness Plainness Pleasantness Poignancy Politeness
Positiveness Power Practicality Pragmatisn1 Precision Predictability Primitiveness Privacy
Procession Protection Prototype Publicity Purity Puzzlen1ent Q Quietness R Randotnness
Reality Relaxation Religiosity Reminiscence Replication Rest Restraint Restriction
Retrospection Reverence Ritual Romanticism Routine Rhythm S Sadness Safety
Satisfaction Seclusion Secrecy Security Sense Sentimentality Sequence Serenity Seriousness
Shallowness Shelter Shock Simplicity Slightness Smallness Solemnity Solidness
Sophistication Spaciousness Spectacle Spirit Stillness Stimulation Strangeness Strength
Structure Style Substance Superficiality Symbol T llleatre Torture Tradition Transience
Triviality U Ugliness ·unification Unusualness Uplift Usefulness Utility V Variety
Violence Vitality Vulgarity W Wildness X Y Z
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Nature of Landscape
List of Place Characteristics based on Senses

Descriptors

( alpha order)

A Active Advanced Adventurous Aged Aggressive Aimless Alien Allegorical Ambiguous
Amusing Anachronistic Analogous Anarchic Ancient Animated Anonymous Antique
AnXioUS Apprehensive Archaic Arresting Arrogant Artificial Artless Associative Assured
Astonishing Astounding Attractive Authentic Awful Awesome B Banal Barbaric Beautiful
Belonging Benevolent Benign Bewildering Bizarre Blissful Boring Brutal Busy C Calm
eahning Carefree Ceremonious Chaotic Charnllng Cheerful Civilized Classical Clear Clever
clinical Coarse Coherent Cold Comfortable Comforting Commercial Commonplace
commllllal Competitive Composite Complacent Complete Complex Complicated Concealed
Concise Confident Confmed Confusing Congruous Conservative Conspicuous Contrived
Controlled Conventional Convoluted Correct Counterfeit Crude Cultured D · Dangerous
Daring Deadening Deadly Decorative Dejected Delightful Demanding Depressing Desolate
Devious Different Difficult Disconcerting Disgusting Disheartening Disordered Distinctive
Disturbing Divine Doleful Dramatic Dreary Dull Dynamic E Economical Ecstatic Elaborate
Elating Elegant Elemental Emotional Enchanting Enjoyable Entertaining Ephemeral Erotic
Euphoric Evokative Exaggerated Exceptional Exciting· Exhilarating. Exuberant Exotic
Extraordinary F Factual Familiar Fanciful Fantastic Fearful Feeble Feminine Festive
Fictional Flamboyant Forbidding Forceful Foreign Formal Foul Frantic Frank Free Frenetic
Frenzied Fresh Friendly Frightening Frightful Functional Fundamental Fussy Futuristic G
Gay Galvanizing Generous Genial Gentle Genuine Genteel Geometric Ghastly Glamorous
Gloomy Glorious Gorgeous Graceful Gracious Grand Grave Grim Grotesque H Hallowed
Handsome Haphazard Happy Hard Harmonious Harrowing Harsh Hateful Hectic Hellish
Helpful Heroic Hidden Hideous Historic Holy Homely Honest Horrendous Horrible Horrific
Horrifying Hospitable Hostile Humane I
Iconoclastic Idyllic illogical illusionary
Imaginative Imitative Impersonal Imposing Impractical Impressive Incidental Incomplete
Incongruous Inconspicuous Indefinite Inert Inflexible Informal Ingenious Inhibiting
Inhwnan Innocent Innovative Inspiring Intellectual Intense Interesting Intimate Intimidating
Intolerable Intricate Intoxicating Intriguing Intrusive Invigorating Involved Irrational
Irregular Irreverent Irritating J Joyful K Known L Lighthearted Lightweight Limited
Literal Lively Logical Lonely Loveable Lovely Luxurious M Magical Malevolent
Malignant Masculine Mathematical Mean Mechanical Mechanistic Meditative Melancholic
Metaphorical Methodical Misleading Mock Modem Modest Monotonous Monumental
Moriblllld Mundane Mysterious
N Naive Natural Nebulous Negative Neutral Noble
Normal Nostalgic Novel Numinous 0 Obscure Obvious Odd Odious Offensive Oldfashioned Open Oppressive Opulent Ordered Orderly Ordinary Organized Original
Orthodox Overpowering P Painful Passive Patriotic Pathetic Peaceful Pedestrian Permanent
Personal Perverse Petty Picturesque Plain Pleasant Poignant Polished Polite Positive
Powerful Practical Pragmatic Precise Predictable Prestigious Pretty Primitive Private
Processional Productive Profane Prosaic Protected Protective Prototypal Public Pure
Puzzling Q R Random Rational Reactionary Real Reckless Refmed Relaxed Relaxing
Religious Reminiscent Replicatory Repressing Repulsive Restful Restrained Restrictive
Retrospective Reverential Revolting Revolutionary
Ritualistic Romantic Rough Routine
Rustic Rythmical S Sacred Sad Safe Secluded Secret Secretive Secure Sensible Sensual
Sensuous Sentimental Sequential Serene Serious Shallow Sheltered Sheltering Shocking
Simple Sinister Slight Smooth Sociable Social Solemn Solid Sombre Sophisticated Soulless
Spectacular Spiritless Spontaneous Stable Startling Static Stifling
Stimulating
Straightfotward Strange Stressful Strong Structured Stylish Subdued Substantial
Superficial Supernatural Surprising Surreal Symbolic Synthetic T Temporary Theatrical
Thoughtless Thrilling Tolerable Tortuous Traditional Tranquil Transient Transitory Trivial
U Ugly Unadorned Unadventurous Unambiguous Uncertain Unclear Uncomplicated
Uncomfortable Uncompromising Unconfmed Undemanding Understandable Undisguised
Undisciplined Undramatic Uneasy Unexceptional Unfamiliar Uninhibiting Unified
Uniform Unimaginative Uninspiring Unknown Unnatural Unpleasant Unpredictable
Unpretentious Unproductive Unreal Unrestrained Unromantic Unspectacular Unspoilt
Untamed Unusual Uplifting Urbane Useful Useless Utilitarian V Varied Violent Vital
Vulgar Vulnerable W Wasteful Weak Wild Wonderful X Y Youthful Z
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Nature of Landscape
List of Place Char·actedstics based on Perception

Descriptors (alpha order)

A Abandoned Accessible Adjacent Advanced Aged Airy Ancient Anachronistic Angular
Antique Archaic Arctic Asymmetrical Authentic Autumnal Axial B Balanced Baln1y Beneath
Beside Blustery Breezy Busy Big Broad Bright
CCalm Clean Clear Close Cloudless
Cloudy Cold CotnpatibleCnmpletnentary Complete Contrasting Contiguous Contrived Cool
Cramped Crowded Curvaceous DDamp Dangerous Dank Dark Dazzling Deserted Dim Dirty
Drv Dull Disea~ed Disordered Distant
E En1pty Enclosed Equatorial Exposed FFertile
Fl~wering Foggy fragrant Freezing Frosty Futuristic G Gardenesque Gaudy Genuine
Georgian Geometric Gigan£ic Glaucous Glazed Glean1ing Glittering Glowing Golden
Grandiose Grassy Great Grey Green Grin1y Grotesque
H Hard Hardy Harn1ful Harn1less
Hazardous Hazy Healthy Heavy Hidden High Hilly Historic Hollow Horizontal Hot Huge
Humid I Icy Imn1ense !mobile Impenetrable Incompatible Incomplete Incongruous
Inconvenient Industrial h1formal Inhabited Inside lnten1al Intricate Invisible Irregular
Isolated Italian .J Jagged Japanese K L Lahyrinthine Large Leafy Lengthy Level Light
Limp Linear Littered Live Living Local Lofty Logical Long Longitudinal Loose Loud
· Louring Low Lc)\ver Lurninous Lurid Lustrous Luxuriant
\f Main Many Marginal
Marshy Massive ;vtature tvlarshy rvteagre !V1ean Meandering Medieval rv1~diun1 Mellow
Metallic Metropolitan Mild Mineral Misty Mobile Mock Moden1 Modest Moist
Monochrotnatic tvlonutnental Mossy Moundy Movable Mountainous Muddy Mulched
Municipal Muggy Musical N Narrow Native Natural Near Neglected Nodal Noisy Novel
Numerous 0 Oblique Obsolete Occasional Odd Odourous Old
Old-fashioned Opaque
Open Ordered Ordinary Organic Organized Original Ornamental Orthogonal Outside
Oval Overcast PPalatial Palladian Panoramic Parabolic Parallel Partial Past Pastoral
Patten1ed Peculia.r Peopled Perennial Perfun1ed Periodic Perpendicular Physical
Picturesque Piled Pink Pivotal Plain Plane Planted Plastic Pleached Pliable Ploughed
Pointed PoUshed Pollarded Polluted Ponderous Poor Populated Popular Portable Pritneval
S Secluded
Primitive
Private Q Quiet R Rainy Random Redundant Regular Rough
Sheltered Similar Sleety Stnoggy Sn1ooth Snowy Soft Solid Spacious Spoilt Spring-like
Small Smelly Snowy Still Stormy Steamy Stuffy Sumtnery SWlny Supporting Supportive
Symn1etrical T Temperate Thundery Tiny Torrid Tough Tropical Turbulent
U
W Warm Watery Wet
Unsettled Unspoilt Unpolluted Unsuitable V Varied Vast .
Within Without Wooded X Y
Z
Windy
Wintry
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Nature of Landscape . .
.
List of Place Charactenshcs based on Emohon.

Nominals (alpha order)

AAdmiration Affection Aggression Alienation Alnusement Anger Antipathy
AJlXiousncss Apprehension Arousal Arrestment Astonisbtnent Attraction Aversion Awe B
Beauty Benigillty Bewilderment Bliss Boredom C Calmness Comfort Complacency
Compassion Confusion Conten1pt Contentn1ent Contrition Curiosity D Danger Death
Delight DemanJ Depression Desire Desolation Despair Devastation Disappointment
Disconcertion Disgust Dissatisfaction Distress Disturbance Dullness Dynamism E Ecstasy
Elation Etnbarrastnent En1otion Enchantn1ent Enjoyment Envy Euphoria Evokation
Exhilaration Excitement F Fear Fidelity Forbiddance Fotcefulness Freedon1 Friendliness
Friwtfullness Frustration G Generosity Gentleness Gloating Gloon1iness Grandness
Groiitude Greed Grief H Happiness Hatefulness Harn1ony Hellishness Helpfullness
Homeliness Ho1nesickness Hope Hopelessness Hopefulness Horror Hostility I linposition
Impressiveness Indifference Indignation hlhibition Inspiration Interest h1tolerance
Intoxicatinn lntruige li1vigoratilm Irritation J Jealousy Joy K L Lightheartedness Liking
Liveliness Loneliness Love ..\1 Meanness Melancholy f\.1onotony Morbidity Motrification
Mvstery ~ Nonnality Nostalgia Ntunbness 0 Offensiveness Oppression P Painfulness
p;ssivcnt'SS Patri,)lisnl Peaccfulni..:'SS Pessitnism Pitv Pl~asantness Pkasure Poii!n~ulc\
Po,~er Pride Protection Puzzlement Q Quietness R Rage Rapture Regret Rela~xatiOI; Relief
Remorse Reproach Repugnancl' Resent1nent Resignation Restfulness Reverence Revulsion
Romanticism S Sm1ctity Saddness Satisfaction Safety Security Sensation Senti.tnentality
Serenity Seriousness Shame Shelter Shock Soleinnity Son1ben1ess SolTOW Stin1ulatinn
Strangeness Stress Strength Surp1ise Suspense Syn1pathy T Terror Thrill Tolerance
Tranquility L Ugliness Uneasiness Unhappiness Uplift V Violence W Weakness
Wellbeing Worry Wonder X Y Z
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Nature of ~?ndscapc Relational Anal)'sis
List of Crthcal Senses
:\on1inals

( alpha order)

A Absurdity Adv.~nture Acs~hctics A1nbiguity . ~1a~hronistn. Anticipat~on A.nticliJn~x
Antiquity _Appropriateness Amv~ Approv?l Artificiality Atte_!ltion .Attracuveness Austenty
Authenticity B Balance Banality Barbansn1 Beauty Belongu1g B1zarreness C Cermony
Certainty Change Chaos Character Clarity Cohesion
Commwuty
Co1npleteness
Complexity Cotnposition Con1prehension Colour Congruity ConstraiJ1t
Contai1m1ent
Contemporaneousness Curiosity D Danger Daring Deca) Dependency Depth Desolation
Detenninisn1 Difference Difficulty Direction Disapproval Dbcovery Discrin1ination Distance
Douht Drama Duty E Econon1y Elegance Elementality Enclosure Enquiry Equality EITor
Exposure F Fain1ess Fallibility I•"'a1niliarit)' Fonnality Friendliness Frugality G Generosity
Grandeur Grandness Greatness H Hannony Health HistOl}' Holiness Hm11eliness Honesty
Honour Hostility Hwnour
1
Identity llnportance
lnc01npleteness Incongruity
Jndetenninism Inevitability Inferiority Infom1ality ltmovation lt1security Irregularity
Irrelevance Instability Interest Invention J Justice K Kthl\V}edge L Logic \'I l\.1ajesty
:\icaning Meannl~:>s ~1odenlitv .\loralitv Movetnent M\:>terv :\ Naivetv Natiunaljtv
. Necessity Need Nt•ighbourlin~ss Nonse1;se ~or·n1ality NostU'lgia Not-OK-t;ess Novelty
\uminvsit_y U Ohligatiuu Ob~curity Occasion Oddill.'>~ OK-nes~ Opem1ess On.kr
Orderliness Ordinariness Otiginal ity Ownership P Parochia!isn1 Patriotistn Pem1ancnce P
Picturesqueness Place Possession Povver Predictability Preference Prestige Practicality
PrivLJcy Proportilm Propriety Protectinn Purity Purpose
Q Quaintness Quality R
Randon1ness Reality Rationality Reason Redw1dancy Rl~gularity Relevance Religiosity
Respect.Responsibjlity Restraint Rhyth1n Rightness Ritual R01nanticistn S Safety Sanctity
Sati'ifaction Scale Scenery Seclusion Secrecy Security . Sentin1entality Shallowness Shelter
Significance Si_1nplicity Size Solitude Sophistication Sound Sponteneity Stability Status
Strangeness Strength Style Superficiality Superfluity Supetiority Suitability Sy1nbolisn1
Sytnmetry Synchronicity T Taste 'Taste' TI1eatre Tin1e Til11jng Transience Triviality Truth
U Ugliness Uncertainty Urgency Usefulness Utility V Value Vitality Vulgarity Vulnerabiljty
W Weakness Wrongness X Y Z
·
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The Semantics of Psychospace
The Senses Consideredas Perceptual Systems JJ Gibson

Alien and Unwin 1968

TABLE 1: THE PERCEPTUAL SYSTEMS
External Information
Obtained

Mode of
Attention

Receptive
Units

Anatomy of the Organ

General
orientation

Mechanoreceptors

Vestibular organs

Boay
equilibrium

Forces of
gravity and
acceleration

Direction of gravity,
being pushed

'!he Auditory
System

Listening

Mechano, receptors

Cochlear organs with
middle ear and auricle

Orientin~

Vibration in
the air

Nature and location of
~ibratory events

tbeHaptic

Touching

Skin (including attachMechanoments and openings)
receptors
and possibly Joints (including
ligaments)
ThennoMuscles (including
receptors
tendons)

E{loration
o many kinds

Deformations of Contact with the earth
Mechanical encounters
tissues
Configuration of Object shapes
Material states
joints
Solidity or viScosity
Stretchine of
muscle hers

Smelling

Chemoreceptors

Nasal cavity (nose)

Sniffing

Composition of
the medium

Nature of volatile sources

System

Tasting

Chemo- and
mechanoreceptors

Oral cavity {mouth)

Savoring

Composition of
ingested
objects

Nutritive and biochemical
values

The Visual

Looking

Photoreceptors

Ocular mechanism (eyes,
with intrinsic and
extrinsic eye muscles,
as related to the vestibuJ.ar organs, the head
and the whole body)

Accommodation,
Pu£illary
a justment,
Fixation,
convergence
Exploration

The variables
of structure in
ambient light

Everythin\that can be
specified y the variables
of oratical structure
(in onnation about
objects, animals, motions,
events, and places)

Name
~

The Basic
Orienting

srtern
.----

-

~ystern

-

Activity of
the.Organ

to soun

Stimuli
Available

The Taste-Smell

:

System

8

Spa<.'C St: m a utic s
E.xamples

1.0 Spt"ctrum of Place Properties
.1 Physical

Nominals

Descriptors

Angul.~t rity
A~ctjc.

. -\ngular
.
A.rctic

Barrenness
Brightness

Barren
Bright

C1~ularity

C1rZular

Q)ldneS!S

Q-.,Jd

Colour
C..c.,lour

Coloured
llncolour~cl
C.l:-y~._·._:

\._.lli .... ...:

Da1npness

Dmnp

Darkne:::s

Dark

Dullness

Du]]

Enck'r.Sure

Enclosed

Flatness

Flat

Fork

Forke-d

Gel1Inetn.
Glitter Hi]]
h1ertness

G:o1netric

Glittering
lliJ 1~.. 'hler-t

lrregu1ar
Len....~crth'\·-'
Linear
l\·Lrginal
J\1ov-jng
l\·llst·v
J\1obJJe ·
I\·tountainous
Nojsy

Irregularity
Length
Lin;arh'i
1\·tarcrin
0
J\.1o\'eJnent

l\·list
J\·lobj]jt)'
l\·tou nta-in
Nojse
Openness

Open
Powdery
Quiet

Powder
Quietness

Regu1ar
R~-ky
Round
Rustling
Sandv ....
s11.:-tdo 'l,l,··y

Recru1aritv
Rc~k
-·
Rolllldness
Rustle
Sand

Shadow
Sharpness

Sharp

Sp3rkling

Sp;1rkle

Sheltered

Shelter
Shlmmer
Still ne~

Shimmering
Still
Stone'{
Stomi1>'
Straight

Stone

Stonn
Straightness
Tropjcs
Tretnble

Tropical
Tren1bling

Un duJ atlli"g

Undulation

Vo.t;aV'{

V./ave
"\Vmd

'vmdv
9
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1.0 Spectrum of Place Properties

...

·?.

Examples

Chemical
Nominals

Descriplors

Ac.id
Air
Aqua
AlkaH
A.lutniniu1n
Arrunonja
Bitun1en
Brass
C:'alc1uill
Carbon
Chalk
ChJorine
Chrotn1un1

Acidic

Gay

CJ.::t}·ey
Cupreous
Fat t)'

ATI-y

Aqueous
AJkalint·
AI Ulninl )US
AJJ1onjac.:tl
Bitutne1·1ous
Bmssy
.,
.....
'l.......:.li;.;

ll Cl \..)US

Carbon ]feR") US
a-,.:tlk:y
Chlorinated
Chro1n1c

G..ipper
Fat
Flint

Flint)·

Glass

Glass_y

Granite
Grease
Hydrate

Granitic
Grea~·

Hydrated

.k:.e

k.~--

Iron
1\1arble
Ivletal
1\·terc. ury
1\.·fic.a
!\£neraJ
I\·lortar
N]trogen
Organ

IrOn Ferric
1\·tannorea]
I\-letall1c
J\.1erc uric.
1\.·fic.aeeous
J\.£nera1
I\-lort..1 red
Njtrogenous
Oroa.t~lc

Oxygen
PJast.k
Resin
Rubber
Rust
Salt
Sand
SlJjca

Oxygenated
Plast.k.
Resinous
Rubbery
Rust'{

o~ruzed

oxlde

Salt~:

Sat1dy
Sj]jc.eous

Soap

Soapy

Soot
Starch
Stone
Sulphur
Tannin
Tar
Till
\Vater
\Vood

Sooty
star-Chy
Ston)..-

Sulphurous
Tanmc
Tarr·y
T.iruled
V./ater{
\Veo den
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2 Chemical .21 Elements
. -\1
. ullllnium
..t\ntimony
A.rgon
..l\rsenic
Barium
Bery]]jwn
BN'nuth
Boron
Bromine
Cadmium

Caesium

Need \·miutn
NeonNic-kel
ffiobium
Nhrogen
Osmjum
Oxygen
PalJadjum
Phosphorus
Platinwn
Potassiwn

Calc.jwn

Prasecd )·m.jum

Carbon
Cerium
Chlorine

Protoac.ii niu m
Radjwn

Olf011Uum

Cobalt
Copper
Dysprosium
Erbjum
Europium
Fluorine
Gadolinium
GaJJjum
Gemanium
CbJd
Hafnium
He]jum
Holmium

H_ydrogen
lndium
bd.ine
Iridium
Iron
Krypton
Lanthanum
Lead
Llthlwn
Lutecium
1\fagnesjum

lstfanganese
1\.'lercun;
lvtol ylx:ienum

Radon
Rherrium
Rhcdiutn
Rumclium

Ruthenium
Samarium
Scandium
Se]enjwn

Silicon
Silver
Scdium
Strontium
Sulphur
TantaJum
Tellurium

Terbinn
Thallium
Thorium
Thuliwn

Tm

Titanium
TWlgsten
Uranium
\lanamwn
Xenon
)ruerbjum
'Yttrium·
Zlnc
Zirooniwn

11
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E.xamples

.3 Biological
Nominals

De scrip tors

Algae

Algal

.Arbor

.Arbl-reaJ
Bacterial
Con] fef'L'l us

Bac.teriunl
Q...,rufer

Death

De.Jcl
D_Yjng

Death

Dec. ay

Dec..uvin1.1
Dec: jciuo~s

])ec.jd UOU SJleSS
Dis~.:.t~

D1s~o:~tS;;J

Evergreen
Fen1
FJoriferousness
Flov,·er
Flower

Evergreen
Fenl\·

Fl ori}ef'L'l us
Flor~d

FJov,..-erin.g
Flower·y . . .
Foreste-d

Flower
Forest
Fruit
FLmgus
Grass
Greenen'
GrowthHealth
Heather
HeatlJ
Hedge

Frujt y

FungaJ
Grassy
Green
Growing
Healthy

Heatherv ·
HeathyHedged

Her~c.eous
Herbal
Junoh·
Leaf\~·
uvmo
0
1\·tarshy
J\1eadowy
1\·tcssy
J\1ouldy
Overorown
eo

Herb
Herb
Jungle

Leaf
Live

:rvtarsh
J\;leadov,'
1\·lcss
J\'lould
Overgrov,·th
Pasture

Pastoral

Planted
Scrubby
Sliin:y Swan1py
Syl..,. an
Treed
Turfed
Unhealthy
Veoetated
eo
Verdant
Viral
\'Veedy
Viooded
\'\lcody

Plant
Scrub

Slime
Sv,•amp
S\•lva

Tree

Turf
Un.beal tlriness
\le geta tion
\lerdan c.v

v·irus \'\/eed
\Vcod
\"Vood
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.4 Ecological

Nominals

De scrip tors

. .~ggression
.Assccjation
.At t rac. tio n
Benjgnjt).
Benefit CJ.iinax.
Colony
C:.')mn1unit }'

.Aggressive
Asscc.jative
Attractive
Benign
Ben ef]c. ia l
CJirnax
Colorrizcd
Con11nunaJ

L.Ull1P,:llllUII

c·.__~~ i 1~'\:Lit 1-,·..::.

Danger
Detl~c.t ion
De}:endenc_y
Detriment
IA."1nlina uon
E xotlc.ness
Epjphj..-te
Fertilit'{
Habjtatjon
Hitrslmess
Hospjtajjty
Hostilit,.
Jnd.ioenousness

Dangerous
Dct17:cted
Derendent
Dctrunent.::tl
JA...,nlinant
Exotjc
Epjphytjc
Fertile
Ha bj taU on aJ
Harsh
HospjtabJe

Hostile
h1 d.i geno us
In ho'Spitable
Unstable
Intolerant
hJvasjve
I\·tigra ton.
Natural Parasitic
Pennanent
Pioneering
Pcor
lrnpoverished
Safe
Sapn._iphytic
Sec.ure
Sera I
Stable
S uc.c.essf ul ·
Suc.c.essjve
Subdominant
Suppressed
Suppressive
Syrn biotic.
TemlX'rary
Tolerant
Transient
Unattractive
\legetated
vulnerable

h1ho~pitality

Jnstabiljt_y
Intolerance
fuvasjon
I\·ligra Lion
Nature
Parasite
Pennanenc.e
Pioneer
P(X)rness
Po\. crt\.
Safet). Sapn....:.Phytc
Securit).
Sere
Sw bilj t}
Success
Suc.c.essjon
Subdorrrinanc.e
Suppressjon
Sup press ion
S}mbjcsjs
Temporariness
Toleranc.e
T ransienc.e
Un attrac. tiveness
Vegetation
Vulnera ruUty
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Examples
( ie Properties of People in Place)

.5 Psychological
No.minals

De scrip tors

./\. o

gress]on
..~Itation
.Anger
A.n x]et~.
Apprehension

Aggressi \. e
Agjtated
Angl"\··
A.n~jous
Apprehen:::.i ve

Awe

Aweson1e

Bell ]cos]t '{

Bell]cose
&'1rjng

&'~redCIJ1l

C.:.d 111li~SS
C(.1.nfusjon

Glin

Den1ora 1jzat jon

~1nora lizoo

~nressjon

Depressed
El a too
Ern."1tionaJ
Enchanted

Confused

Eldt ]on
En'l.'1tjon
Enchantn-enl
Excjten"Cn t
Euphoria

E.xcjted

Euphoric
Fearful

F~r

Gloon1

Gloomy
Happy

Happiness
Horror
Hostiljtv
Hvsteria
ln-clifferenc.e

Horrif]ed
Hostile
H'vsteric-al
In-d]fferent
Interested
In to .xk.a t.ed
Irritated
Jo)ful

hue rest

Jn todc.a tion
lrritat]on
Joy

I\·fad
J\1el an eh oJ .ic1\·lorose
Nostal ,gjc.
Puzzled
Relaxed
Restrained

I\·ladness
JvteJ anchoJ )·
I\·lorosen
Nostal gja
PuzzleTnent
Relaxation
Restr.:t]nt
Reverence
RevuJs]on
Sadness
Satisfaction
Sentiment
Serenity
Solennrlty
StreS5
Subduedness
Surprise
Tenseness
Terror
Thrill
Trauma
Unease

ess

ReverentjaJ

Revolted
Sad
Satisfied
Sentimental
Serene

Solemn
Stressed
Subdued
Surprised
Tense
Terrorised
Thrilled
T rau ll1.l tised
Uneasy

14
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1.0 Spectrum of Place Properties

Examples

.6 Social

( ie Properties of Societies in Place)
Nominals

Descriptors

Abstenuo us n ess
.Autcc.racy
l\.g gressj ve ne ss

Abstetnious
Autcc.ratic.
Aggressjve

Cohesion
CoJJ a h."1Ja Ljotr
CotnlXfssion
C.otnpe Li ti vet less

Cohesive
CoJJalx.1rative
Co1np3ssionate
Q11npetjtive
Cunlpl.:.tcerrl
Q")JnpJ ian l

Ch.ios

01aotic

GJt npl.:.tc~-:n ~:.

CotnpJjanc}
Conse rva l ]s n1
CreduJjt.y
Detno:: racy
DeveJoptnent
Disruption
D.."JdJ]ty
EQ"Plita-ria njs1n
Education
Fragtnen ta tion
Fr.i;ndJmess
Generosity
Greed ·
Harmony
llierarchy
Hospita l1t y
HostiHty
Indulgence
Ignorance
Industriousness
lnsta biJj t y
h1tolerance
h1vention
Lethargy
OrderJ .iness
Organ jzat ion

Conservative
Credulous
~kina::. rat ic

Developed
Disruptive
DJcjJe
Eg.:1l ha ria n
Educated
Fragtnented
Fri;ndJy
Generous
Greed)··
Ha m1onjous
HierarchjcaJ
Hospitable
Hostile ·
Indulgent
Ignorant
·fudustrious
UnstabJe
hnolerant
lnventive
Lethargic
OrderJ)·
Orcranfzed
ea
Patriotic

Patriotism
Poljtics
Poverty
Prcspeiit y
.PrinTI ti visn1
Regilren tat ion
Revolution
Soc. mbil itv

Sophlsti

Politkal
.hnpovetish ed
Prccspero us
P.r:imjtive
Regiiren ted
Re\;o] utionar'-·
Sociable
Sophlsticat.ed
Stable
Suspkjous
Tolerant

ea tion

Stabilit'{

suspkjoo
Toleration

Trire

TriOO.l

Trust
Unsc.rupul ousness

Trusting
Unscrupulous

15
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E.xamples

. 7 Cultural

( ie Properties of Cultures in Place)
Nominals

De scrip tors

.Ad vanc.en-ent

.Advanced
. AestJ1etic
.Ascetic.
Authoritarian
Aulcx: ra tic
Barbaric
Caring
C]viJjzed
Ck:.:J.ri
C. .!mpg.ss]
.
on ate

Aesthetics
As c. et ic.i s1n
A u tbonta na trisn1
Auto::rac\
Barbaris1i1

C.are
(~]vjlit_Y

(O"ic:.:.tnl Jlless
G..'lnlp;l ssj on
COll1pk Xl l )'

C.on1plex

Cruclity
Cntelt)·

Crude
Cruel
DeJnoraJjzed
D1ctatorial
Different
Dilicrent

DeJnoraJjzatjon
Die. ta torsh ip
Difference

Dil icrence

EtJ:ri~s

Etl:ri~aJ

Habits
llierarchy
Hu1t11nit~·
lnhunlanjt;..llnorality In dul oenc.v

Habitual
llierardJk.aJ
HUirane
Inhumane
linoral
Indulgent
Innovative

h1no\~tio~

JnsUib1Jjty
l'trlateria1iSn1

Unstable
l'trlaterial is tic.
J\1ec.hanjstic
l'trloral
ureral
Obsessiona l
Pagan
Passionate
PhlJ csopmc.aJ
Political

1\·tec.hanic.a]jsrn
J\·lorals

LlreraJisn1
Obsession

Pagamsn1
Passion
Plril a;ophy
Politks
Prirrriti vistn
Refinetnent

Prirrritive
Refined
Re}jcrjous

ReJigjosit}
Repression
S.imilarity
Simplict)·
Sophlstic.a tion
Stability
Superstidousness
Technology
TotaJitariani srn
Tradition
UncJ eanJ mess

Rep~sive

Similar
Simple
Sopillsti ea ted
Stable

Superstitious
Tec.lmolocrical

TotaJitari~

Traditional

Undean
Uncivilized

V\lea]tb

\VeaJthy
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. 8 Stereotypes

E.xan1 ples

Nominals

A.irport

/\.emplane
Beach
Canal

Car
Car park
Churc: h
Cinenn
City
Factor}·
F~mn

Field
Flat
Forest
Garden
Haroour
Hill
HospitaJ
House

Kitchen
lAke
J\1arket
~;lea do v,·

J\.£ne
~;Ion utnent
J\.1otorwa~.

~;luseum-

Offic.e
Park
PJayground
Power station

Quarry
Rail vra y station
River

Rood
Sc.ho..'1J
Ship
Shop
Shore
Sittingrootn
Square
Street

Studio
Supermarket

Theatre
Tip

To\lr·n
Train
Universit\.
Vj]]age -

\\lood
Zoo
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sStereotypes

.81 Physical Places
.Amphitheatre
..-\.uclitor:i urn
Buildmg
Canal '-

Ch.armel
Chimney
Conc-ert-hall

Conservaton;
Contajner Qx,J ing systen1
Cutting ·
Dam

Ditch
Draina,ge s·ysten1

Elec-tri~al s·yste1n
Embankment
Fence
FootbaJI pjtc.h
Glasshouse

Harl::our
Heatino
S\'Stetn
0
-

.Irrigation systern
Lighting systetn
J\1onument

1\'lound
Path
Paverrent

Pergola
Pillar

Planter
Pool
Pest
P\;lon

Ramp

Retaining wall

Road
Reservorr
Screen
Sound svstern
Ste~

Structure
Sup~rt

Tenrris court
Theatre
Transp.Jrt system
Trell:is
\l"ebicle
·vessel

Viall
\Vaterway
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.8 Stereotypes .82 Chemical Places
..-\tmosphere
Bjcsphe.re
Bk.uit factory
Bleachlng ~n
Brewen.

Cemen i works
Chalk pit

Chen:rist' s shop

City street

aay pjt
0...-ul mine
Cca1 ro v,er staUon
Crematorium
Dye v...-or.ks
Fertilizer works
Fj.rev,or.ks factory
Gas v,orks
Glass v,orks
Glue works
Cbld mme
be desert
bnosphere
Iron v,;orks
Labaraton.
Lunar surface
1\.:farble quarry
l\:lunitions factory

Nuclear _p:>Vrer siation ·
Oil field
QjJ refinery
Ozone la,. er
Paper v,:orks
Petrol filling station
Pharmac. y
Photogra-phic lab
Pickling plant
RefuS! tip
Rubber mill
Salt mine
Sand desert
Sand pit
Slll)g fog
Sulphur spring
Sun
Silage pit

Soapv..:orks
SVr:in:nring pool
Tannen.
Top-snillayer
\Vater v..-urks
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.8 Stereotypes

.83 Biological Places
A.battorr
...:\nt hi] 1
.:\piary
..:\guarium
A\. iary
Bee h1ve
Biosphere
.Botarncal garden
Bowlmg greeen
Conservatory
Co1np:>st heap
Copse .
Corn field
Cow shed
Culture 11ask
Dairy

Farm
Forest
Garden
HedQeroVr.
Her~c.eous oorder

Hospital
Jungle

La;lJ
Lily pond
1\.1oor
Nature trail
Nursery

Qrc.hard
Plantation
Olive grove

Park
Reed bed

RefuS)e tip
Ri\<er
SchooJ
Sea

Septic. tank
Sewage Vr..orks
Shel~r belt
Shrubbery
Sllage pjt
Stable
Stcc.k):ard
Thicket

Top-soll layer
Upper tree-c.anopy
V:inen. ·

V•looci
Zoo
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~Stereotypes

.84 Psycho;ogical Places

Airport
.Arena
...Ut GallerY
Banq uet-h-;.11
Battlefield
Catacomb
Cathedral
Ca\'e
Cemetery
Church·
Cinema
Concen tra lion camp
Concert-hall
Courtroom
Desert
Docks
Engine-room
Entrance-hall
Flo,\:er-bed
Garden
Gorge
Harbour
Home
Hospital
Labyrinth
Lecture-hall
f\.·lausoleum ·
!\:line
f\.-loun t.ain
Necropolis
Obelisk
Olive-grove
Operating-theatre
Palace
Playground
Prison
Quarry
.Race-track
R.aih\:a,l- station
School·
Shore
Stadium
Summit
Temple
Theatre
Throne-room
\:rault
\Vaterfall
'';"aterrs edge
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.8 Stereotypes .8 5 Social Places
..-\cademv
. .-\cl \ice centre
Asylum
Bail room
Barracks
.Bcru-d-room
Bowling green
Cafe ........
Catnp fire
Cas.ino
Chapel
0Japter-house
Churc-h
Oass-room
Oub-house
Commit t.ee-rootn
Cotnm::)n-room
Conva1 escent-home
Council Cbaml:er
Court- house
Court-f'L"''ffi

Cnrise-shjp
Debating Chaml:er

nmmg-room
Forum
(b}f-COUJ"Se

Holida:y·-camp
Home
Housing-estate
Labour-camp
Lounge
1\:tarket-place
1\·lem.bers' Bar
Par]jament
Poker-table
Prison
Public-house
Pub]jc park
Public square
Refectory

Restauraru
Retirement-home
Salon
School
Sitting-room
S~rts-fje]d

Surgery
Sv.dmming-pool
University
\VorkshcP
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.s Stereotypes

.86

Cultural Places
Airport
Alterna tiYe School
Army Barracks
Art Galler;.T
Bar
•
Boarding-house
Book shop
Burial Ground
Cafe
Church
Cinema
City
Concert-hall
Design office
Exibition
Factory
Farm
Garden
Gift-shop
Golf course
Health Centre
Health club
Holiday camp
Hotel
House
Laboratory
Librar"tT
!\finer;· club
l\-lotorway
I\fuseum
Opera -house
Prison
Restaurant
.Rugby ground
School
Seminary
Shopping centre
Stock Ex-eh ange
St.reet
Studio

Suburb
TeaHouse
Temple
Theatre

Io,\:n.
TV Studio
1Jni\rer si t"tT
Village •
\"\'Torkshop

Zoo
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3 Stereotypes Jf14 Psychological Event
Acc-ident
.Anrriversary

i\valancheBanquet
Battle

Brrth
Burial
Celebration
Conference
Confrontation
Crenwtion
Deat11
Earthquake

EcJjpse
Enc-ounter
E.xamlnation
Execution

E.xpll:imen t
Explcsion
Farrllne
Fight
Fke
Flood

FlUleraJ
Graduation
Harvest

Hunt
Game
Initiation

Ins.ight
fu.troduction

launch
rvteeting
~·EdsUJniJer

Parting
Party
Plague
Planting
Race
R.aintoVr:
Rev alation
Spring
Sowing
Stonn . . .
Sunrise
Sunset
Tidal-wave
Tornado
Trial
\Vedding
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.8 Stereotypes .K7 5 Social E\·ent
l\.ddress
.Baptisn1
Ball
&nquet
Barbecue
Carnjval
Cerermn't'
ComJ:etitlon
Conc.ert
Conference
Confrontation
Cndse
Danc.e
Deoote
Den1onst ration
Dinner
I)jsc.o
E.ntretairunent
Expidition
Festival
Funeral
Game
Garden-p3rty
Graduation
Lec-ture
Lunch
~·lasque

1\:fea]
fvleeting
Parade
Party
pjc.rric.

Prayers
Pri\'a te v:ie w
Precession
Protest
Rave
Reception
Regatta
RelJgjous service
Reunion

Sale of v,.;ork
Soiree
Talk
Tour
Tourna..ment

Trial
\Vedcling
\\hlst drive
\Vake
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.8 Stereotypes

}376 Cultural E,·ent
.Agricultural Shov...
.Art Oass
Ball
Ballet
Ballroom Competition
Boxjng ma tc.h
Business I\-teeti ng
Carn:lvaJ
....
Ch.a t shov..··
Coffee n1oming
Concert
....
Consulting the Orac.le·
Cricket ntatch
Danc.e
Dinner p:lrt)'
fug show
Drag rac.e
Fair
Festival
Fete
Flower show
FcotbaB match
Funeral
Gala day

Harvest-festival
.Hlgh]and Shov...
Horse show
HoHday
Inaugural address
J\.1arket
!\·teal
l\·leeting

Opera
Party

Poli iic.al meeting
Polo .rna tc.h

Pow wov...
Private v:le Vr'
Protest
Rec.eption

Regatta
Rd:lgjous festival
Reunion
Sacrif]ce
Sale of work
Seance

Theatre

Tenrus Tournament
War dance
\\'orklng breakfast
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1.0 Spectrum or Place Properties
.9 Relationships

. 9 1 People- Place

Nominals

Ac.c.essibil it)'
Absence
Affec-tion
A.]j en atjon
Arnbi \·alenc.e ( Love - Hate )
Approval
A.sscx:. ia tio n
Awaren.ess
Att rac.tion
&longing
Cuincidt:nce
Con1pa tibjJjty
Cotnprehension
Convenience
Danger
Dependence
EfTec.ts
Fan11Jjatit y
Feelino -

hlacc.e~jbjJjt ~;

h1c-ornprehenSion

In con vemence
h1difference
lgnorance
hltrusion
Knov,dedoe

1\·leanin0o o
(k.c.upancy

Ovrn ers hi?
Perception
Permanence
Pctdtion
Presence
Purpa;e
Quality
Relevance
S.1fet,.
SaUsfaction
Scale

Supp:_1rt
Sustai11abilitJ·
S)'mbia:;js
Tenancy
Toxjdt)•
T ransiei1ce
Understandmg
Value
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Space Semantics
1

.0 Spectrum of Place Properties

.9 Relationships

•9 2

People- People

Nominals

A.c.c.epta nc.e
A.ffec.tion
.A.ggression
Agreement
.:\lienation
CJcseness
Colla oora tion
G.11np:1 ti b.iJ j 1)'
Com~tition

G.1rnplernen rarity
Con1pre hensio r;
Con1radeshjp
G...t- operation

G.1ntlkt
De~ndenc.y

Djsc.ord
Distrust
IA."JJninanc.e
Enmity
Envv
Equclity
E)~pJojtation

Friendship
Hannon);
Hate
Hostijjtv
Inc.om?a tibilit y
Jnc.omprehension
lndependenc.e
Jn djfferenc.e
Intolerance
Law
Love

J\·larri age
I\·fis Lmdersta nd ing
NejghbourJiness ....
Opposition
PartnersJrip
Rejec.tion
Repressjon
Resp!C·t

Reverence
Submi§ion
Superiority
Suppression
Suspjcjon
Tension
Togetherness
Toleranc.e
Trust
Understanding
Unjty
28
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Space Semantics
1.0 Spectrum of Place Properties
.9 Relationships

. 9 3 Components- Components

Adjacenc.y
Anac.hronisn1
.Articulation
AxjaJity
Balanc.e
01aa>
Oaseness
U.1herenc.e
Comp1tibility
Co1npl e1nen t.ari ty
Con1pklCness
Congnrity
Connected ness

C.c111tac.t
Contiguhy
U.-mtrast
Dependenc.y
Difference
Disc-ord
Distance

Equality
Equilibriwn
Hannon't""
Horrnmorphlsm
IInbalance

Jnc.om!Xltibility
k-onic.ity
Incongruity
lndependenc.e

lso11Drphism
Nearness
OpJX~siteness

Opp.Jsition
Order

Pcsition
Proportion

Proxilruty
Regularity
Scale
Separateness
Seq uentiality
Serialit'i
Similarlty
S1mu1tan-eit ) .
Succ.ession -

Suitabj]ity

s,mmetn·
S);y) ch.ron"'y
Tension -
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Examples

Space Semantics
1.0 Spectrum of Place Properties
10 Archetypes and Psychoty pes

.101

Examples

Ac.ademia
. o\dventure
.
land
Arcad'.l
. .L\rena
Battlefield
Biologic.a
Carnival
CerellX)ni a
Ch.aotic.a
Coi11In)nplace
l)eserta
.
Enc-hanted \Vood
Fatherland
Forum

Historic. a
Holiday land
Horre
Home land
Hospice
Hurn:lrum
Hunting ground
Inferno

Labyrinth
ubiary
Lirnboland
Love land
1\·farket place
1\·fausoleum

!\·laze
Ivlon umenta
1\·lotherland
1\·l);gterioSJ
ropolis
No rren's land
Paradise garden
Playground
Promised land
Romantic.a
Safe haven

Nee

Sanctuary
SanctumSecret garden
Shrine
Stronghold
Strangewa );g
Theatreland
Underworld
Vale
Wilderness
\'tonderland
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Space Semantics
1.0 Spectrum of Place properties
1.10 List of Psycho Place Archetypes by Alpha ( Descriptor )
Adventureland - Exciting
Arcadia- Peaceful Simple Natural Pleasant Benign Friendly
Arena - Exciting
Battlefield- Fearful
Carnival- Joyful Involved
Ceremonia - Ritualistic Formal Solemn
Disaster Area - Painful
Dump - Depressing
Electronica - Unreal
Fantasyland - Unreal
Fatherland- Patriotic
Gathering Gronnd - Essential
Gathering Place- Social
Gulag- Depressing
Heaven - Blissful
Hell - Agonizing
Historica - Romantic
Holidayland- Carefree
Home - Relaxing Familiar Safe Comfortable Friendly
Home Gronnd - Familiar Belonging Safe
Homeland - Patriotic Stirring Emotional
Hum~ - Boring Repetitive Dull Banal
Hnnting Ground- Essential Expectant Competitive
Magic Circle Maze - Puzzling Unthreatning
Memory Lane - Nostalgic
Motherland - Patriotic
Labyrinth - Puzzling Dangerous
Limboland - Detached Isolated· Suspended Boring
Loveland - Pleasurable Attractive Carefree Rapturotis Attractive
Monumento - Impressive Awesome Powerful Serious
Mysterioso- Mysterious
Mystica- Mystical
Mythica -Unreal Mythic Romantic
Newsreal - Unreal Harrowing Amusing Informative
Paradise Garden- Blissful Happy Joyful
Playground - Enjoyable Carefree Interesting Safe
Pleasance - Pleasing Pleasant Interesting Undemanding
Promised Land - Hopeful Anticipatory Rewarding
Replica - False
Romantica - Romantic Evokative Emotional
Safeways - Safe Familiar Convenient Pleasant
Sanctuary - Safe Secure Protected Peaceful
Sanctwn -Holy Sacred Religious
Shrine - Holy Venerable
Storyland - Unreal Entertaining
Strangeways - Strange Odd Threatening
Stronghold - Safe Defensible Impregnable Reassuring
Terror Island- Terrifying Inescapable Helpless
Theatre _ Unreal Romantic
Vale - Sad Melancholic Grieving Emotional Sombre
Wonderland - Wonderful Enchanting Amazing
Workplace - Essential Familiar Demanding Routine
Wow - ImpressiveExciting Dramatic Enjoyable
30·

Circus

Forum

The Unknown
Library

Alienation

Dreamland
Virtuality

Space Semantics
1.0 Spectrum of Place Properties

.10 Archetypes

.102 Situations

Examples

state of ..-\narc.hy

..:\nsv..ering the Rlddle of the Sphlnx
..-\pproaching ..-\rmageddon
Betrayed
Betv..:een the Devil and the Sea
Called to J udgerren t
at the Crossroads
Cast in to Darkness
Caught in the Crossfire
Caught in the Tender Trap
on the Crest of. a \Va ve
Crisis of Froth
Day of Rec-koning
Death bed
in Death S Dark V ale
at Deathls Door
at a Dead end
End of an Era
at the End of the Road
End of the Tether
Eve of Bat tie
Flowmg with milk and honey
from the Frying pan into the Fire
up a Gum tree
Heir apparent
in the Hot seat
at the Judgement of Paris
Lambs lying with lions
Leoking for a Sign
Lest in a Strange Land
L:st in the V•/ilderness
in Love
lVleeting lvledusa
lVfilleniwn
Out of control
Outona Limb
Over the Hill
Peace and Plenty
on Probation
Quaestio crocodil ina
on a Roll
Scapegoat
Seeing the Light
in the Slough of DesfX)nd
at Solorronls Judgement
on Trial
Under control
Up a creek
in a state of \Var
1
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Space Semantics
1.0 Spectrum of Plal!e Properties
.10 Archetypes

.103 E':ents

Examples

..-\pccal y-pse
.lmnageddon
Arrival of the Queen of Sheba
l\ warcling the apple
Battle of giants
Bllth of a star
Blazing new trails
Breaking the barrier
Breaking the mould
Breaking new ground
Bun.-ino the hatchet
Cari)·iTig the banner; torch ; tlame
Chain reaction
Clearances
Conversion on the road to...
Consulting the Ora de
CorLllla tion
Death of a Princess

Diasp0ra
DJnnmg the mantle
oo·omsday

a

Drawing line in the sand
Enlight~uren t
Eureka effec.t
Expulsion from Eden

Exodus
Fight to the Death
FHght from Eg)'Pt
Flight of Ic.arus
Funeral of a King
GJing reyond the pale
Hegira
Holocaust

Homic-ide
Initiation
Judgement Day
lvleeting of champions
!VIeeting of great rrrinds
Och·-sse,.Pandora's box
Passover
Pro:.ession

Openmg

Rmsing the flag
Resting on laurels
Revelation
Seemg the l]ght
Shaking the dust off
Srroking the pipe of peace
Spreacting the word
Stepping into the dark
Turning bac.k the tide
"lashing ones bands of...
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Space Semantics
1.0 Spectrum of Place Properties
.10 Archetypes

.104 People

Examples

.Adam
..-\dviser
Alchemist
Champion
a own

Devil
Don Juan
Eve
Father
First l:om.
Gha;t

Giant
Great J\·tother
Guru
Hero
Herojne

Hunter
Joker
Knave
Knight

Kino
Leader
Long lh·ed one
Lothario
l\·tadonna
I\·lagician
l\·tessiah
I\·tother
l\·tother Goddess
Old V\loman
the One
Oracle
the Other
Other v.,: oman
Princess
Queen of Heaven
Sage
Savjour
Seer
Shepherd
Soothsayer
SorcereSs
Stranger
Superman
Teac.her
Tempter
Temptress
Trickster
Vtt1se 0 ld I\1an
Vtt'itc.b
\Vizard
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Space Semantics

1. 0 Spectrum of Place Properties
.10 Archetypes

(the ultimate A to Z ! )

.105 Superpowers

Allah

..-\11 pov,:erful
Almighty
Creator

Demon
the Eternal
First Cause

the Forc,e
Genie
Cbd

GJddess
Great Spirit
the Infinite
Jehovah

Lord
Nature
Nurren
Spirit
Supreme Being
Z~us
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Space Semantics
1.0 Spectrum of Place Properties
.10 Archetypes

.106 Geotypes

Examples

..~venue
Ballroom
Bar
Beach
Castle
Cemetery
Church

Cinenu
City
Court

Des en
Esplanade
Farm

Field
Firesjde

Forest
Garden
ilirge
Hartour
Hlll
Hotel
:Eland
Jar
Kev
Laboratory
Lake

Library
1\.·tme 1\.·loor
1\.·lountain
1\.·luse wn
Nest
Oasis
Orcllard

Palac-e
Playground
Pia yingfield
Prison

Quarry
River
Sea

Square
Street
School
Temple
Temrlnus

Theatre
Utensil
v·alle't'

\'"illage
Vlood
Viorkshop
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Nature of Landscape

Spectrum of Place Character (Psychological)
Key Charactedstics with Antonyms
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50

Blissful
Beautiful
Enchanting
Inspiring
Enjoyable
Romantic
Exciting
Pleasant
Benign
Friendly
Gentle
Personal
Generous
Safe
Peacerul
Reassuring
Restful
Carefree
Favourable
Cotnfortable Atnusing
Joyful
Flat11boyant
Interesting
Intriguing
Men1orable
Poignant ..
Dran1atic
Ceremonious Sophisticated Strong
Grand
Formal
Obvious
Civilized
Orthodox
Polite
Intellectual
Simple
Sacred
Elemental
Complete
Permanent
Ordered
Congruous
Honest
Real
Familiar
Homely
Banal

Intolerable
100
Ugly
99
Revolting
98
Deadening
97
Painful
96
Clinical
95
Sobering
94
Unpleasant
93
Sinister
92
Alien
91
Violent
90
Impersonal
89
Mean
88
Dangerous
87
Hectic
86
Aweson1e
85
Detnanding 84
Onerous
83
Hostile
82
l)ncotnforlable81
Depressing
80
·Melancholy 79
Restrained
78
77
Dull
Boring
76
Forgettable . 75
74
Passionless
Subdued
73
72
Artless
71
Naive
Weak
70
·Trivial
69
68
blfonnal
67
r.A_ysterious
Barbaric
66
Daring
65
Vulgar
64
Thoughtless 63
Complex
62
Profane
61
Artificial
60
Incon1plete
59
Tetnporary
58
Chaotic
57
Illcongruous 56
55
Contrived
54
Unreal
Strange
53
52
Nostalgic
Rare
51

.36

Nature of Landscape
Spectrum of Place Character ( Psychological )
Key Characteristics ( Alpha order)
Alien
An1using
Artificial
Artless
Aweson1e
Banal
Barbaric
Beautiful
Benign
Blissful
Boring
Carefree
Ceren1u11ious
Chaotic
Civilized
Clinical
Cotnfortable
Con1plete
Complex
Congruous
Contrived
Dangerous
Daring
Deadening
Den1anding
Depressing
Dratnatic
Dull
Elemental
Enchanting
Enjoyable
Excitit1g
Fatniliar
Favourable
Flan1boyant
Forgettable
Fom1al
Friendly
Generous
Gentle
Grand
Hectic
Hon1ely
Honest
Hostile
ltnpersonal
Incomplete
Incongruous
Infom1al
Inspiring

91
21
60
72
85
50
66
2
- 9
-

Intellectual
- 38
Interesting
- 24
Intolerable
- 100
Intriguing
- 25
Joyful
- 22
Mean
- 88
Melancholy - 79
Men1orable
- 26
Mysterious
- 67
Naive
- 71
Nostalgic
- 52
Obvious
- 34
Oneruu:::,
- 83
Ordered
-44
Orthodox
- 36
Painful
- 96
Passionless
- 74
Peaceful
- 15
Pem1anent
- 43
Personal
- 12
Pleasant
- 8
Poignant
- 27
Polite
- 37
- 61 .
Profane
Rare
- 51
. - 47
Real
Reassuring . - 16
Restful
- 17
Restrained
- 78
Revoltili.g
- 98
- 6
Romantic
Sacred
- 40
Safe
- 14
Sitnple
- 39
Sinister
- 92
Sobering
- 94
Sophisticated - 30
Strange
- 53
- 31
Strong
Subdued
- 73
- 58
Ten1porary
Thoughtless - 63
Trivial
- 69
Ugly
- 99
Uncomfortable- 81
Unpleasant
- 93
- 54
Unreal
Violent
-90
Vulgar
-64
Weak
- 70

- 1

- 76
- 18
- 29
57
- 35
- 95
- 20
- 42
- 62
- 45
- 55
- 87
- 65
- 97
- 84
- 80
- 28
- 77
- 41
- 3
- 5
- 7
- 48
- 19
- 23
- 75
- 33
- 10
- 13
- 11
- 32
- 86
- 49
-46
- 82
- 89
- 59
- 56
- 68
- 4
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~ature of Landscape
~pectrum of Place Properties
~motional Properties. Emotional Properties of Place exist as

,ynonyms

1) Felt Emotional states
of participants 2) Perceived Psycho -states of observed people
3) Properties attributed to place following 1) and 2)

AFFECITON
Love
Adoration.
Affection
Endearment

Beloved
Adorable
Loveable
Endearing

ATTRACITON
Attraction

Attractive

BLISS
Bliss
Delight
Ecstasy
Enchantment
Dellriwn
Rapture

Blissful
Delightful
Ecstatic
Enchanting
Delirious
Rapturous

HAPPINESS
Happiness
Joy
Cheerfulness
Pleasure
Euphoria
Enjoyment
Elation
Exultation
Emotion+
Poignancy+
Intoxicating

Happy
Joyful
Cheerful
Pleasurable
Euphoric
Enjoyable
Elating
Exulting
Emotional+
Poignant+
Intoxicated

FRIVOLITY
Joviality
Lightheartedness

Jovial
Lighthearted

EXCITEMENT
Excitement
Exultation
Exhilaration

Exciting
Exulting
Exhilarating

HATE
Hate

Hateful

REVULSION
Revulsion
Repulsion
Loathing
Abhorrence
Disgust

Revulsive
Repulsive
Loathsome
Abhorrent
Disgusting

SUFFERING
Suffering
Agony
Pain
Horror
Fright
Fear
Anguish .
Petrification
Terror
Shock
Disturbance
SADNESS
Sadness
Melancholy
Despondency
Gloom
Depression
Despair
Desolation
Disappointment·
Sorrow
Unhappiness
EmotionDisconsolation
PoignancyDespondency
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Agonizing
Painful
Horrendous
Frightening
Fearful
Anguishing
Petrifying
Terrifying
Shocking
Disturbing
Harrowing
Sad
Melancholic
Despondent
Gloomy
Depressing
Desolating
Disappointing
SotTOwful
Unhappy
EmotionalDisconsolate
PoignantDespondent

SOLEMNITY
Seriousness
Solemnity

Serious
Solemn

BOREDOM
Boredom

Boring

•·.
·'·;

Nature of Landscape
Spectrum of Place Character ( Psychological )

No.

Key Characteristics - Synonyms Similars and Associates
Blissful

- Divine Idyllic Euphoric Ecstatic Heavenly

2

Beautiful

- Handsome Lovely Gorgeous Delightful Charming Wonderful

3

Enchanting

- Uninhibiting Magical Sensual Intoxicating Sensuous Erotic

4

Inspiring

5

Enjoyable

6

Romantic

7

Exciting

8

Pleasant

9

Benign

10

Friendly

11

Gentle

12

Personal

13

Generous

14

Safe

15

Peaceful

16

Reassuring

17

Restful

18

Carefree

19

Favourable

20

Comfortable

21

Amusing

22

Joyful

23

Flamboyant

24

Interesting

25

Intriguing

26

Memorable

- Surprising Fantastic Astonishing Impressive Uplifting Elating
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Space Semantics
1.0 Spectrum of Place properties
1.10 List of Psycho Place Archetypes by Alpha ( Descriptor)
Adventureland- Exciting
Arcadia- Peaceful Simple Nattrral Pleasant Benign Friendly
Arena - Exciting
Battlefield - Fearful
Ca.nllval - Joyful Involved
Ceremonia - Ritualistic Formal Solemn
Disaster Area - Painful
Dump- Depressing
Electronica- Unreal
Fantasy land - l)nreal
Fatherland - Patriotic
Gathering Ground - Essential
Gathering Place - Sodal
Gulag- Depressing
Heaven- Blissful
Hell - Agonizing
Historica - Romantic
Holiday land - Carefree
Home - Relaxing Familiar Safe Comfortable Friendly
Home Ground - Familiar Belonging Safe
Homeland - Patriotic Stirring Emotional
Humdrum - Boring Repetitive Dull Banal
Hunting Ground - Essential Expectant Con1petitive
Magic Circle Maze - Puzzling Unthreatning
Memory Lane -·Nostalgic
Motherland - Patriotic
Labyrinth - Puzzling Dangerous
Limboland - Detached Isolated Suspended Boring
Loveland- Pleasurable Attractive Carefree Rapturous Attractive
Monwnento- Impressive Awesome Powerful Serious
Mysterioso - Mysterious
,
Mystica - Mystical
Mythica - Unreal Mythic Romantic
· Newsreal - Unreal Harrowing Amusing Informative
Paradise Garden - Blissful Happy Joyful
Playground - Enjoyable Carefree Interesting Safe
Pleasance - Pleasing Pleasant Interesting Undemanding
Promised Land - Hopeful Anticipatory Rewarding
Replica - False
Romantica - Romantic Evokative Emotional
Safeways - Safe Familiar Convenient Pleasant
Sanctuary - Safe Secure Protected Peaceful
Sanctwn -Holy Sacred Religious
Shrine - Holy Venerable
Storyland- Unreal Entertaining
Strangeways - Strange Odd Threatening
Stronghold - Safe Defensible Impregnable Reassuring
Terror Island - Terrifying Inescapable Helpless
Theatre _ Unreal Romantic
V ale - Sad Melancholic Grieving Emotional Sombre
Wonderland - Wonderful Enchanting Amazing
Workplace - Essential Familiar Demanding Routine
Wow -lmpressiveExciting Dramatic Enjoyable
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Circus

Forum

The Unknown
Library

Alienation

Dreamland
Virtuality

Space Semantics
1.0 Spectrum of Place Properties

.11 Archetypes and Psychotypes

( Percies and Prattles )

Adventure Land Exciting Unfamiliar Enjoyable Anticipatory Heroic Surprising Demanding

Accidental Unpredictable Unusual Haphazard Chancy Novel
Arena

Competitive Public Exciting Entertaining Dramatic Active Emotional Heroic
Tense Dangerous Aggressive Combative Brutal Dynamic Skilful Enjoyable
Unpredictable Stirring Safe Vicarious

Arcadia

Natural Idyllic Simple Beautiful Varied Pastoral Unspoilt Naive Artless
Ordered Peaceful Friendly Interesting Picturesque Safe Attractive Productive
Pleasant

Battlefield

Dangerous Frightening Demanding Competitive Lethal Disturbing Violent
Cruel Active Painful Hostile Shocking Barbaric Horrific Ugly

. .

Cloud Cuckoo land Self deceiving Rosy Confident Beguiling Delusive Fallacious
Cringe
Dismaland

Embarrassing Awful Painful Excruciating Unpleasant Torturing
. Dismal Bleak Gloomy Sad Dull Dejected Cheerless Doleful Melancholic

Despondent
Dreamland

Unreal Symbolic Fantastic Gratifying illogical Magical Enchanting Surreal
Irrational Unbelievable

Elysium

Delightful Pleasant Beautiful Enjoyable Enchanting Transporting Liberating

Enchanted wood Natural Enchanting Beautiful Wondrous Supernatural Mythical Romantic
Fantasia

Fantastic Dazzling Captivating Unusual Extraordinary

Forum

Argumentative Verbal Histrionic Competitive Formal Ordered Ceremonious
Exciting Dangerous Intellectual Combative Persuasive Compromising

Golden Road Romantic Exciting Hopeful Anticipatory Incidental Episodic Dangerous

Enjoyable Ephemeral Demanding
Gulag

Humiliating Deprived Painful Unjust Cruel Brutal Inhwnan Violent Ugly
Punishing Spartan Restraining Tyrannical Repressive Arduous Cheerless

Historic a

Romantic Stimulating Sentimental Interesting Captivating Intriguing

Holidayland Carefree Therapeutic Restful Exciting Different Strange Attractive Amusing
Home

Familiar Safe Personal Benign Comforting Friendly Predictable Secure
Sheltering Dependable Enjoyable Comfortable Relaxing Defensible Cherished

Homeground Familiar Reassuring Belonging Safe Secure Confident Assertive Defensive
Hospice

Peaceful Resigned Helpful Benevolent Benign Demanding Stressful

Humdrum

Boring Tedious Familiar Banal Undistinguished Regular Ordinary Routine
Normal Conventional Known Predictable Deadening
41

Bunting ground Familiar Questing Routine Regular Obligatory Demanding Necessary
Exciting Dangerous Skilful
Inferno

Hellish Hostile Intolerable Horrific Grotesque Obscene Unbearable
Excruciating

Infwmary

Frightening Painful Abandoned Fearful Apprehensive Vulnerable Grateful

Labyrinth

Puzzling Dangerous Sinister Misleading Fearful Frightening Hidden Tortuous
Mysterious Demanding Fearsome

Limboland

Suspensive Restrictive Frustrating Inhibiting Boring Uncertain Confming
Constrajning

Love land

Lovely Bright Beautiful Happy Peaceful Emotional Blissful Carefree Glowing
Lustrous Sparkling Satisfying Transporting

Mausoleum

Deadening Frustrating Numbing Still Petrified Inhibiting Reactionary Stifling
Oppressive Suffocating

Maze

Puzzling Frustrating Safe Amusing

Melancholia Depressed Melancholy Sad
Mean Street Depressing Poor Tawdry Cheap Vulgar Deprived Impoverished Abandoned
Monumento Impressive Overpowering Oppressive Huge Intimidating Symbolic Grand
Strong Imposing Powerful Serious Evocative
Motherland

Affectionate Ancestral Belonging Sharing

Mysterioso

Mysterious Unpredictable Strange Sinister Unknown Unusual Secret
Intriguing Mystical Occult Esoteric Disguised Hidden

Mythica

Imaginary Mythical Romantic Emotional Stirring Heroic

Newsroom TV Unreal Emotional Painful Vicarious Insular Stressful Horrific Safe
Normaland

Normal Unexceptional Prosaic Ordinary

Odium ( The )Offensive Horrid Odious Unpleasant Hateful Disliked
Olympia

Heroic Admirable Inspiring Spartan Disciplined Demanding

Paradise Garden Beautiful Benign Blissful Gentle Restful Safe Serene Satisfying Friendly
Harmonious Complete Inspiring Compatible
Playground

Relaxing Carefree Enjoyable Active Amusing Simple Safe Lively Dynamic

Pleasance

Pleasant Pleasurable Interesting Delightful Enjoyable Stimulating Safe

Pleasure Dome Sybaritic Enjoyable Sensual Luxurious Indulgent
Promised land Pleasant Secure Fertile Productive Belonging Hopeful Desetving Righteous
Purgatory

Suffering Miserable Painful Contrite Regretful Sorrowful
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Roroantica

Romantic Stimulating Fictional lllusory Evocative Exciting Emotional
Mythic Imaginary Delusive Unreal Fanciful

safeway

Safe Convenient Pleasant Reassuring

Sanctuary

Safe Protective Secure Peaceful Quiet Sheltered Benign Restful Relaxing

sanctum

Holy Sacred Nwninous Special fuspiring Religious Peaceful Reverential
Uplifting Em_otional

Shrine

Holy Hallowed Reverential Awesome Sacred Iconic Religious Inspiring

Strangeways Strange Apprehensive Dangerous Sinister Demanding
Stronghold Safe Defensible Impregnable Secure Protective Strong Guarded
Terror Island Terrifying lne&capftble Frightening Isolated Dallllting Painful Helpless
Hostile Dangerous . :· ~ · ~ Numbing Traumatic
Theatreland Fictional Safe Romantic Entertaining Unreal Comfortable Empathic
Vale

Grieving Sad Sombre Dark Melancholic Emotional Despairing Poignant
Depressing

Wilderness

.Natural Inspiring Awesome Wild Dangerous Elemental Hostile Pure Clean
Unpredictable Demanding Raw Untamed Untouched Unspoilt

Wonderland Wondrous Amazing Surreal Fantastic Unbelievable Staggering
Wow

Wonderful Exciting Inspiring Stimulating Impressive Exceptional
Extraordinary Triumphant Exultant
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S ace Semantics
toperties of Psychospace
pS\'·cboArchet.ype HllNTING GROllND
Pr1>perties by Nominals

Perceh· able
Characteristics
(Percies)

Challenge

Quarry
Pursuer
Pursujt
Sklll
Drama
Danger
Strategy
Indeterrrrirrism
Hercism
Co-operation
Reward
Famil iarit ·y
Capture
Death
Pain
Fear
Suffering
Cruelty
Ac.c.ldent
Woundmo

l\:lental
States
( Pratties )

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

A.nticipation
Expectancy
Necessity
. Ten9eness
Triumph
A.c hjeven1ent
FrustraLion
Partic.:ipa tion

Excitement
Fear
Stress
Happiness
Thrill

Tratuna
SutTering
Pain

Effort eDiligenc.e
Persistence
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Critical
Assessments
( Procons)
OK

not OK
Eth1cs (+) f -)
Value(+) (-)
Like
Dislike
QuaLity ( +) f-)
Sa t:isfaction
hnportance
Rel e\'·anc.e

MODEL OF PLACE AS PSYCHO-SPACE
,.-

l]

l.OCONTEXT
(Framework)

[!

Culture

l

J.2 Event

r

f4

l

Situation

{.1

5.0 ASSESSMENTS
(Positive/Negative)

]

J.1

j.2 Fantasies.

l

( .2 Relevance

,.3 Memories

1n

j.3

Associations

h

lI

Circwnstances

3.0 COGNITIONS
r
(Thoughts)

Approval

Si~ficance

(.4 Value
I i 1·5
Quality

{ .4 Etc

I

2.0 MEANINGS
(Perceived Character)

[.1

I

Physical

j.2 Psychologi~al

1·3

Social

{.4

Cultural

1

(.1

Bio - states
Psycho -states

I I .2 fuotions

]

~ ,.6 Preference

4.0 FEELINGS
( Sensed Character )

( .3 Mental States

1-7

l I

Satisfaction

.8 Morality

I .10 Etc

Prototypes

1

I
I

]

l
)

t

.5 Inferred Properties
( Percies)

1·6

l

I

\ ..9 Truth

I
I

I
I

6.0 ARCHEfYPES

I

~

...

I

.1

f

.2 notOK

OK

. . } .3 Places

-"'

~

r

.I .4

People

I .5 Events

I
l

I
I

I

COMPONENTS
1.0 CONTEXT -

The pre-existing framework around which P-space is constructed.

2.0 MEANINGS -

The sense made of place by mind.

3.0 .COGNITIONS-

The thoughts induced by place.

4.0 FEELINGS -

The effects of place on mind.

5.0 ASSESSMENTS - The evaluation of place by applied personal criteria
6.0 ARCHETYPES - The deep foundations tmderlying the construct.
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Model 1
Objective Place

r----- Cultural Place

Location of Place - - - - - -

r - - - - social Place

-----Psychological
Place

places beyond--~
Boundary------...
of Place

Biological
Place
Chemical
Place
~-Physical

Place
Future
Place

Past
Place

Principles
-----Properties
--......,..---Present
Place

Fig 11 Objective Model of Place by Principles and Properties
The Objective Model
This Objective Model theoretically identifies all the factors
relevant to the survey and analysis o~ any Place for the purposes
of design.
Each orbit, representing the principles governi~g particular
~ypes of place-property can be indefinately increased as detailed
properties are· expanded as needed ·and as more are identified by
research.
~
Every place contains further places and is also part of farther
places.The model recognizes this by surrounding 'Place! with
'Places-beyond',thus establishing another.tier of relationships.
The model shows 'People' ~t its centre, confirming their
~rtance within the system.
Further models allow for the development of the 'lPersonal Model •
and the 9etailed examination of People-Place ~elationships and
the discovery of the principles governing their behaviour.
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Model 2
personal Properties
The Personal Model represents all the
~ich

psychological properties
can influence the person-place relationship.
Possessions

Sensory
rnterfac
Products
Neural
Network

Unconscious
'Black Box•

Fig 12

Personal Properties

Personal Properties

0 Name -

Identity

~roducts

Processes

1
2

1 Sensing Neural
2 Sensing Critical
3 Perceiving
4 interpreting
5 Evaluating
6 ~alysing ·
7 Negating
8 Associating
9 Projecting
10 Deciding

Relationship.s p~
Sensations
3 Eaotions
4 Meanings
5 Sensings
6 Cognitions
7 Evaluations
8 Choices
g Satisfaction
10 Relationships PSC

Possessioils
Senses
Melllories
Preferences
Beliefs
Knowledge
Attitudes
Values
Motives
9 Instincts
10 Archetypes

1
2
3
4.
5
6
7
8

pe~sonal prop~rties are of ·e~al ·importance. Further
research will determine those which are crucial to the study.

Not all
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Cultural Place
Model 3

Social Place

place and Person Properties

Psychological Place
Mind

Biological Place
Chemical Place·

Neural Network

Physical Plac

r--T--..~ ~--+--

Past
Place

The Unconscious
Black Box

Future
Place

Products
of Mind
Processes
of Mind
Present
Place

Fig 13

Possessions of Mind

Person in Place

By combining the Place in Model 1 and the Person in Model 2, all
the factors relevant to the person-place relationship are·brought
together.
This now provides the basis of. a theoretical framework of the
relationship and of the information system which will allow the
matching of the two sets of data.
The next model (no4) extends in detail the personal information
implied in Model 2.
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Model 4
subjective Place {P,sycho-Space)

Perceived Boundaries
of Place
Perceived Properties
of Place

Places beyond

Cultura~

Psychological ;

Biological
Fig 14 Personal P1ace Construct

Model 4 is the theoretical
description of the place· as
perceived by somebody.It a1so
analyses the ~ontents of Place
and Mind, for example, the
tangible contents of Place and
the concurrent Meanings and
Feelings of the percipient.

Chemical
Physica1
Products of Perception
Processes of Perception
Psychological. Possessions
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MODEL OF PLACE AS PSYCHO-SPACE
__ ___-_:-_::::::::.~-~=-==--~----~---~
~---.....

-=.:.:.:

~

~

////~

A.o

~

I

J
';

I;

,/
;/
j!

.'/

il
:!

11

i!
:!

ASSESSMENTs
(Positive/Negative)

5.1 Approval
5.2 Relevance
5.3 Significance
5.4 Value
5.5 Quality
5.6 Preference
5.7 Satisfaction
5.8 Morality
5.9 Truth

'..:::~:-,_

1.0 CONTEXT

1.1 Culture
1.2 Event
1.3 Situation
1.4 Circumstances

"'"''',,

':\,,
''': \

\~

'.\

\'.

\\

\\

2.0 MEANINGS
(Perceived Character)

\\

\\~

2.1 Physical
2.2 Psychological
2.3 Social
·2.4 Cultural
2.5 Inferred Properties
(Percies)

5.10 Etc

2.6 Prototypes
4.0 FE.EUNGS
(Sensed Character)

3.0 COGNITIVE

4.1 Bio-states
Psycho-states

CONSEQUENCES.:
(Thoughts}

4.2 Emotions

3.1 Associations
_3.2 Fantasies

4.3 Mental States

_.3_~~- Memories

3..4Etc
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Appendix J. METHOD OF LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS

GENERAL SURVEY

The initial problem was to evolve a general system of classification
which would divide the Region into clearly defined representative,
simple types. It would be entirely objective and factual, and not
subject to biased· or variable assessments of 'landscape quality '.
Such evaluation could be made individually and later, on the strength
of the collected data.
From this study, general conclusions .could be reached about the
characteristics and distribution of the different regional landscape
types, and general propositions made for their improveme!lt and use.
Method
Three primary factors were chosen on which to base this analysis:
Topography, Land Fertility and Woodlands. The choice was dependent on the a'Q'ailability of the survey data, and on the maximum
number of inferences which· could be drawn from a ·study of their
relationships.
The visual presentation of this study was cartographic and photographic, the former being in three parts, Survey, Analysis,
Proposals.
Survey
Overlays were prepared for each of the three factors·:
Topography

being the contours from 0 to 1, 900 feet,
by hundred foot intervals, in colour.

Land fertility

based on the Department of Agriculture
analysis values, ·A+, A, B+, B, B-, C, D
non-arable, with corresponding colours.

Woodlands

drawn from a study of the aerial photographs, field surveys and information
supplied by the Forestry Commission,
divided into high forest, scrub and
plantation.

Analysis
The purpose of this exercise was to simplify a complicated pattern
of three inter-related factors, each of which was sub-divided many
times. By expressing each factor in two halves, the following
classes emerged:
Topography

Lowlands, i.e. all land below eight hundred
feet.
Uplands, i. e. all land above eight hundred
feet.

Land Fertility

Fertile, i.e. all A+, A, B+, B land.
Poor, i.e. all B-, C, D non-arable land.

Woodlands

Wooded, i.e. all land covered by or near
high forest, mature shelterbelts, dense or
tall scrub.
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Treeless, i. e. all land completely treeless
or with only isolated trees, hedges or
dwarf scrub.
The combination of these classes produced eight possible landscape
types.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Lowland
Lowland
Lowland
Lowland
Upland Upland Upland Upland -

- fertile - wooded
- fertile - treeless
- poor - wooded
- poor - treeless
poor - wocxled
poor - treeless
fertile - wooded
fertile - treeless

Since there is no 'fertile' land above eight hundred feet, groups 7
'and 8 can be removed from the survey, leaving six basic types.
Each of them was plotted diagrammatically, the Land Fertility and
Topography on one over lay, keyed ' Arable - Upland ', and Woodlands
on another, keyed 'Trees ' .
. INTERMEDIATE

The intermediate analysis in which further characteristics are added
to elaborate the basic types follows the general regional landscape
analysis, (the factors of which may change from region to region,
and according to the availability of data ) . The information on which
these characteristics are based is from direct survey or from
primary sources, followed by further measurements of that material
and fina;J.ly inferences drawn from all the foregoing. data.
DIRECT SURVEY

The direct survey covers two types of factor:
the per manen t
and the changing;
thus introducing a temporal as well as a spatial element into the
analysis.
It includes those factors which, in the firsl instance, must
be seen, measured or collected (for further analysis), in the field.
The techniques include photography, instrumental surveying, and
specimen collecting.
Permanent factors
The permanent elements in the landscape are those which change
relatively slowly.
On the intermediate scale, they include
extensive land users, and factors which have a wide influence on the
landscape.
The following are typical:
Topography

expressed by

con tours

Geology

solid, drift, soil classification, fertility
values.
·

Woodlands

plantation, high forest, scrub.

Water

still, rwming, marsh.
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POIGNANCY

Pathos

ALITY

SENTIMENT-

EMOTION

INSPIRATION

ROMANCE
Imagination

ENJOYMENT
Amusement
Entertainment
Fun
HUarity
Humour

PLEASURE
Cheerfulness
Delight
Elation
Gladness

LOVE
Adoration
Afl'ection
Attraction
Endearment
Liking

Delight
Ecstasy
Elation
Enchantment
Joy
Rapture

MYSTERY
Enigma
Secrecy

Incredulity

Confusion

PUZZLEMENT
Bewildenncnt

WONDER
Amazement
Astonishment
Awe
Incredulity
Surprise

GRATifUDE

APPRECIATION

ADMIRATION

Calmness
Comfort
Harmony
Peace
Relaxation
Rest
Serenity

TRANQUILLITY

SOUTUDE
Aloneness
Loneliness

ANTICIPATION
Expectancy

COURAGE
Bravery

SECURITY
Safety

Reassurance

Assurance

CONFIDENCE

POWER

OPTIMISM

EXCITEMENT
Exhilaration
Exuberance
Frenzy
Invigoration
Mania
Stimulation
Thrill

COMPASSION
Charity
Concern
Mercy
Pity
Sympathy
Tenderness

FREEDOM

PATRIOTISM

BELONGING
Affinity
Compatibility

PRIDE

FAMILIARITY

COMPREHENSION
Certainty
Credulity
Enlightenment

REVOLUTION
Innovation
Invention

DETATCHMENT

REACllON
Resistance

INVOLVEMENT

NECESSITY
Urgency

INTEREST
Curiosity
Fascination
Intrigue

INSIGNIFICANCE
Smallness
Weakness

INADEQUACY

UNCERTAINTY
Doubt

SUSPICION

JEALOUSY

ENVY

DISCONTENT
Deprivation

DISLIKE

FRUSTR.ATION

ANNOYANCE
Irritation

BOREDOM
Ennui
Lassitude

INDIFFERENCE
Antipathy
Detachment
Neutrality
Nonchalance

SATISFACllON
Complacency
Contentment

SANCTITY
HoHness
Numinosity
Reverence
Spirituality
Veneration

NOSTALGIA

HAPPINESS

Bliss

E

GLOOM
Foreboding
Melancholy
Misery

DEPRESSION
Dejection
Desolation
Misery
Negation
Pessimism
Sadness
Sorrow
Unhappiness

HOPELESSNESS
Abandonment
Despair

FATIGUE
Exhaustion
Tiredness

EMBARRASSMEJ'\T

OPPRESSION

HUMILIATION

INHIBITION
Repression

F

FEAR
Angst

TRAUMA
Shock

DISTRESS

STRESS
Tenseness

TURMOIL
Agitation

ANGER
Rage
Fury

HOSTll..ITY
Aggression
Combativeness

UNEASE
Alienation
Apprehension
Discomfort
Hurt
Insecurity
Intimidation
Nervousness
Menace

G

Periodic Table of Emotions and Mind States by Nominals

D

3.6

c

( Pratties)

Personal Psycho- responses to Plucc

B

Periodic Table or Emotions and Mind States by Nomlnals

3.6

3.0

Spac:c: Semantics

A

Personal Psycho - responses to Place

3.0

Space Semantics

AGONY

PAIN
Anguish
Suffering

GUILT
Remorse
Regret

SHAME

Deprivation

Loss

GRIEF

HATE
Bitterness

REVULSION
Aversion
Disgust
Loathing

TERROR

HORROR
Shock
Abhorrence

H

( Prattics)

Space Semantics
Spectra and Profiles
2. 0 Spectrum of Personal Properties
Properties of Psycho - space (Alpha - order)
.1 Culture
.12 Cultural Properties
Cultural Properties

APPENDIX 2

2.1 TO 2.6

Examples

These are personal, intellectual properties of people whlch by
association affect perception of place and hence mental and
emotional responses. They are attributable to place through the
principle of objective relativity. The boundary between cultural and
mental properties is not absolute.

Nominals

Descriptors

Aesthetics
Allegory
Analogy
Association
Attitude
Belief
Conception
Connotations
Custon1
Ethics
Ethos
Experience
Fantasy
Fiction
Habit
History
Holiness
Knowledge
Likes
Meanings
Memory
Metaphor
Misconception
Morality
Myth
Obsession
Opinion
Patriotism
Philosophy
Phobias
Politics
Prejudice
Reverence
Religion
Romance
Sacredness
Taboo
Totem
Understandings
Value

Aesthetic
Allegorical
Analogous
Associative
Attitudinal
Believable
Conceptual
Connotational
Cust01nary
Ethical
Experiential
Fantastical
Fictional
Habitual
Historic
Hallowed
Knowledgeable
Likeable
Meaningful
Memorable
Metaphoric
Misconceived
Moral
Mythic
Obsessional
Opinionated
Patriotic
Philosophical
Phobic
Political
Prejudicial
Revered
Religious
Romantic
Sacred
Taboo
Totemic
Understandable
Valued
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Space Semantics
2· .0 Spectrum of Personal Properties

Examples

.1 Cultures
National

Australian
British
Frenc.h
Gennan

ReJjgjous

Indian
BudcUst
Catholic

Sp:arting

I\·luslin1
Quaker
Fc"Otb:-tll
G.-:df
tvtountaineering
Ruob.._·

.Professjon al

A.cade~1j c

Art

Legal
I\.1edjc.al
1\·til itarv
NavaJ Cinen13

Jlindu

Sutfir~;lY

Fine
1\·lusic.
1l1eatre

TV.

F.inanc.jaJ

Ban.kmo

Chmbl~g
Insurance
Srec. ula tir1 g
Stcc.k broking

Class

Aristoc-ratic
Black
Proletarian
Suburban

Rural
G!neral

fvlcdern

Ac.adem]c.

Ad

Drug
Lite ran'
1\-lotor c·vcle
Train sP,.-,tting
Elec.trorric
Fashjon
Industrial
Speed
Tec.hnol ogica l
AppHed Sc.jence
Funcia tnen ta 1 Pll'{sics
lliston:
1\·lat heire tic. a1
Soc.jaJ and PoHticaJ Scjenee
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Space Semantics
2.0 Spectrum of I•ersonal I•roperties

Examples

. 1 1 Cultural lmplica tion s

.1 Culture

..~sec ]a tion
..~swnption
..~ttitude
Bejjef
01oice
Cognjtjon
Concepts
Q1n vk: tions
Custotns
DisJjkes
Djsposition
Th.'1$113

Do'Ubt
Educ.a tion
Fantasies
·Fixations
Habits
Hen..JS
Hopes
l::.ons

fleas
l:lentit y

l::l iOSV

ne

ra C.'t·
Inferences Importance
Impressjons
Inlri bitions
Interpretations
lntuitions
.Kn ov,dedge
Laws
Likes
!\·leanings
1\.·tcdes thought
Obsessions
Opirrions
Perception
PhiJ Q)opru es
Preferenc-es

of

Prejudkes
Prohibitions
Relevance
Restric. tions

Rules
Skills
Stigrrns
Taboos
Tastes

Theories
Totems
Truths
Values
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Space Semantics
2-.0 Spectrum of Personal Properties
. 21 Rio-

.2· Circumstances

Excuu ple s
~1.ates

..~bused
.Active
Aged
.AJert
...:\sleep
.Athletic
Av,--ake
&ttered
Blind
Breathless
Bnt]sed
Q')]d

Conscious
Crippled
De:af
.Deh_ydra ted
Disabled
.Djsadvantaoed

Disea~d
.Dy.ino

b

EXha~sted

Fatjgued
Famished
Female
Fevered
Fjt
Headac.h'{
HealthyHot
Hungry
Hyper -\"entilated
fucapacjtated
Indisposed
fufinn
In to xic.a ted
1\.:laJ e
tvtiddle aooo
eo
Nauseous
Out of condition
Shlvery
Seasic-k
Sjc.k
Strong
Tjred

Unconsc. io us
Unfjt
Unhealth'{
Unwell Voleak
\\'ell fed
\\'ounded
Youthful
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Space Semantics
2.0 Spectrum of

l~ersonal

.2 Circumstan(.'eS

Properties

E-xamples

• 22 Psycho- states

Aogressi\·e
Agitated
.Angry
A.nx.jous
Apprehens] ve
Bored
Caltn
01eerfvl
Collected
Con1JX.1~d

Confident
Confused
Contented

G..'l..!l
Deler:ious
Deli~hted

Det;oralized
Deranged
Desolate
plsgusted
Disturl:ed
Elated
Errnt]onal
Euphoric.
Exc-ited
Exbj]arated
Fearful
Frightened
Frustrated
Gloom'/
HappyHorrified
Inspired

Jo)fuJ
rvtelanchol ic
Nervous
Relaxed
Sad
Serene
Solemn
Sorrov,ful
Stressed
Subdued
Surprised
Suspic-ious
Tense
Terrified
Thrilled
Timid
TrauJnltised
Uneasy

UnhapPy
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Space Semantics
Examples

2-.0 Spectrum of Personal Properties

2· Circumstances

2-3 Psycho props

..:\spirat ions
Assccja tions
..:\ss urnp tions
.Attjtudes
&llefs
Charac.ter
Conv1c tio ns
Criteria
Dlsllkes
llisposjtjon
DJubts
EducaUon
Fantasies
fj.xa tjons
Hopes
Ideas
Inc:.lina tions
Jnst.lnc-ts
mterests
JnteJJect
h1tuitions
Knowledge
Likes
._
I\'teanmgs
1\·lemor:ies
I\·tcdes of Thought.
Obsessions
Oplnjons
Orientations
Preferences
Personality
Prejudkes
Senses

Sl<ilJs
Tastes
T em~ran'X!n t
Truths
Values
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Space Semantics
E.xamples

2.0 Spectrum of Personal Properties
. 31 Occupations

.3 Situation

A.c.c:.ou nta nl
Arc.hitect

Artist
Baker
Banker
Builder
Bus Driver
CarpenJ.er
Ounmey sweep

CJerk
CotnpJser
C'A.1TIS

uJ tanl

Construction worker
Ccok

Desjgner
fuel or

Driver
Ecologjst
Engineer

Faiiner
Forester

Gardener
Joiner
Joumaljst
uv.:yer

Lec.turer
Librarian
J\1an ufa c. turer

l\·liller
J\1usjdan
Nurse
Offke v,orker
Photographer
Pilot
Planner
Pret
Ps'{C holocrist
~

Printer
Quantity Surve)·or
Researc.h worker
Scaffolder

Seamstress
Shepherd

Shopkeeper
Singer
Student

Slater
Tinker
Tailor

Teacher
\'Vorker
\Vriter
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Space Semantics
2 .0 Spectrum of Personal Properties
• 32-

•3 Situ at.ions

Examples

(Ecological Socio- economic

Abandoned
Alone
under Arrest
WJder A ttac.k
in Bondage
Boxed jn a con1er
Broken do\lr'n
on CaJl
Captured
on tJJ e Carr-e 1
in 01arge
mtJJe Clear
in Cotnpan y
in Q"1n1petj tjon \lr.j th otJJers
in Conllic.t Vr-lth others
in Q"1ntro1 of others
Lmder the Control of others
m Coventry
out of Con-trol
in Custody
in Danger
mDebt
Defenc.el ess
DeJXndent on others
Disadvantaged
on Duty
m Funds
up a Gum tree
Held prisoner
at the Helm
Independent
EoJated
h1solvent
l(]dnapped
L..'"'6t
not La;t
Out on a lirnb
up the Pole

Prepared
on the Run
under Siege
out of Touc.h
in Transit
on Trial
Unprepared
mthe \l'anguard
\\laitmg for Gcdot
at \Var
out of the \\lood
m\Vork
out of \Vork
'Vjthout focxl or v,;ater
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Spare Semantics
Examples

2-.0 Spectrum of Personal Properties

. 37 Cultural

.3 Events

.A.gric.ultural Sho "'.
..~class
Ball
Ballet
Ballrootn comr:etition
Boxino match
Busin~s n-eeting
Carnjv~J

Chat shov..·
Coffee Inornjng
Concert
Consult:ing tl1e Orac.Je
Cricket n1atc h
Danc.e
Day out.
Dinner p::trt}
fug show
Drag rac.e

Frur
Festival
Fete
FJoVr.er shov...
Footooll n1a tch
Funeral
Gala day
Harvest- festi vaJ
Highland Show·
Horse shoVr.
Holiday
Hunt meet
Inauoural address
J\·larket
~\·teal

f\·leeting

Opera
Party

Political tneeting
Polo trntch
....
Pow wov,Pri va te \-je w

Protest
Reception
Regatta
ReHgjous festival
Reunion
Sacrifjce
Sale of v..:ork
Seance
Theatre
Ten.rris toumment
V./ar dance
\Vorkillg breakfast
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Space Semantics
2-.0 Spectrum of Personal Properties
.4 Scenario

• 411 Role

(personal)

Ad v·enturer
Aesthete
.Anal ''st
i\.n t.hlup:d og]st
Arbiter
A.rdntec.t
Artist
BjoJogjst
Butcher
0..!111 ba tan t
Corrununer
Conserver
Con\·alesc.ent
Custcdjan
Designer
Enq~r
Enthusiast
Explorer
Farmer
Follower
Gatherer
IEstorian
Holidayrroker
Hunter
hnprover
Inhabjtant
Intruder
Jn vestigator
Itinerant
Learner
Litera tor
J\.1'lStic
Native
Observer
Oc.c.upier
Ov..'J]er
Partidpsnt
Phil csopher
Prc6pector
Prot.ec.tor
Resident
Scientist
Seeker
Sjghtseer
Stranger
Student
Teac-her
Tourist
Trav·eller
Trespasser
\;"jsitor

\'Vorshlr;er
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2· .0 Spectrum of Personal Properties
. 412

.4 Scenario

Role (interpersonal)

i\d ..,. ersary
Ac.ol ):te
i\d viSer
All).
i\q l.tain tanc.e
.Asscc.ja te
i\unt
Orief
Oient
CoJJeague
Con1panion
Con1rade
Confidant
Q"Jurl sel Jor
Crony

CustoJner
Daughter
Derendant
Desc.iple
Err.pJo_yee
El-nployer
Father
Fianc-ee
FoJJower
Friend
GJd.father
Guest
Guide
Helper
Host

Hush:ind
Leader
Listner
Lover
1\,.tanager
J\.1aster
!\·tinder
J\.·lotl1er
Neighbour
Part~1er
Protector
p upjj
Relative
Ser..,. ant
Son
SupJ:Qrter
Ste?mother
Stranger
Teac-her
Uncle
\lisitor
\Vlfe
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4'· Event

.4 Scenario
Arrival
Ba)J

Baptistn
Banquet
Barbec.ue
CamjvaJ
Ceretronl'
G..'1J11J:eUbon
Conc.ert
Conferenc~

ConfrontaticJn.
Con versa tjon
Cntise
Danc.e
Deb:He
Den1onstrat.ion
Dinner
Dlsc.o
Entertairunent
E.xc.ursjon
Festi\. al
FuneraJ
Game
Garden party
Graduation
Lec.ture

Lunch
J\1asque
l\·leal
.1\·leeting
Oration
Parade
Part 'l
pjc.ruc.
Prayers
Private vjev,..
Proc.ession
~test

Rave
Reception
Rec.ital
Regatta
Religious service
Reunion
Sale of w-ork
Talk
Tour
Tourn8.ll'len t
Trial
\"Vedding
'\\'rust drive
\"Vake
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. 43 Ac livi t.y

.4 Scenario

Acting
Art

Ballet
Bird w·atdJmg
Boxing

C:unpincr
C..:moeir{g
Card pl'l}ing

Cl1tnbing
Ctx"OOng
C'\·c lincr

D~nc.m~

I:kootin-:
Drivino-

~

Explo~1g
F~ncing

F1 '\·ino-

~~jng

Hang gliding
Judo

r.,.tedita tin g
J\1otor cycJjng
Ivtotorin o_r,,.tountafu eerin g
Orienteering ....
PaddlinQ
Painting

PartvmoPhoiog;; phing
pjano pJaymg
Playing

PJough....mg

Rambling
Riding

Rurming
Sa] ling

Shopping
Sculpting

Sewing
Sjghtseeing

Sky diving
Sking
St:ec.tating
Strolling

Stud't·ino0
Surfing

S'hirrming
Theatre
Touring
Travelling
\l'isiting
\\lalkiDg
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Examples

• 44 Intent

.4 Scenarios

to get }\head
to re an .Artist
to sta\' .A.live
to get-.A v,.;ay fron1 jt aJJ
to get Better
to learn to ride a Bjc.yde
to Build
to respond to a 01alJenge
to have a Change
to Cotnpet.e
to l:e wn tent .
to Cure people
to satisfy Curios it\'
to clice V,-] tl1 DeatJ]
to do tnY Duty
to re Educate-d
to l:e Entertained
to re FaJIX)us
to keep Fit
to Help peopJe
to raise a Family
to serve God to seek Knowledge
to enjoy life
~
to l:e Liked
k"') earn a Uv:in~
to c.reate I'vlayh'em
to .l\1eet peq)l e
to broaden my !\·find
k_"') make lots
.1\·toney
to tnake a tetter l\·1ousetra p
to know 1\r·lyself
to tneet a Need
10 gro v,.: a mgger Onion
to seek Pleasure
10 ful fi1J my Poten tiaJ
to Recover
to Relax
to see and be Seen
10 make a blgger Splash
to seek Solitude
to Succ.eed
to l:e Stimulated
to ba a Scx;jal S uc.c.ess
to Survive
to fiiJ in the Tnne
to have a good Time

of

to

'\Vm

to change the Vilorld
to feed the '\VorJd
to save the \\'orld
to understand the V\iorJd
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. 5 Stereotypes (Combinations of Roles and Bio- types and Psycho- types)
Ac.tor
Arc. tee. t
Artist
Attendant
Builder
Butcher
Catnera tnan
Clerk ,
Cow1cillor
C'/c.Jjst
Draughts1nan
Driver

m

Engineer
Fanner

Fisherman
FcotbaJJer
Gardener
Grocer

Horseman
Householder
ln\·entor
Inhabjtant
Joiner
Lec.turer

Ivtanager
l\1ec.hanjc.
Objector
Observer

Painter
Pedestrian
Photograph er
Pilot

Planner
Ploughman
Plumber
PoJkernan
Public-an
PupjJ
Resident
Srulor
Sdentist
Sjghtseer
Soldier
S~c.tator

Student
Suprorter
Tea c. her
Tourist

\lisitor
Voter
\Vine trerc. ha nt

\Vorker
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2.6 Relationships ( Psychological ) between People and Places
'Ibe main psychological relationships between people and places are as follows,
Meaning

- The Sense which Mind makes of Place. ( see Sights, Scenes, Signals etc )

Character

- The effects of Place on Mind. ( see Perceptions, Senses and Feelings )

Significance

-The degree to which a place is important, or necessary, or n~eded, or not.

Satisfaction

- The degree to which a place meets needs or not.

Value

-The degree of desirability, or not, of a place of significance.

Quality

- The degree of goodness, or not, of a place of value.

Preference

- The choice, or no~ or the degree of liking or not, of a place
of Significance, Value and Quality, relative to other places.

Morality

- The rightness or wrongness of a place, relative to the criteria of personal
conscience.

Numinosity

-The bond, claimed by some, to unite people at a spiritual level with the
cosmos or other supra- natural forces (1).

.

.

Note
Criteria

-Significance, Satisfaction ,Value Quality and Morality all involve standards
and principles by which places are judged.

Preference

- Preference may in fact involve many factors, including, Context,
Circumstance, Purpose and Function, Availability, Convenience etc.

Note
Context
(1)

People-Place relationships are dependent on people's circwnstances,
including Context (qv).
- The immediate personal factors affecting people's perception of Place,
including, Aims Intentions Motives Objectives and Purpose.
Whether this is a psychological phenomenon or something beyond
phenomenology is not in question. It is an observable feature of so many
belief systems that it should not be disregarded when offering an
explanation of people's relationships with Place.
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2.6 Relationships
people , Place and Space Relationships
Defmitions
PlaceLocation-

In relativity terms; where there are people.
In relativity tenns; where there are things.
A complex of properties, being, physical, chemical, biological,
psych9logical, social and cultural.
These are realized as people, objects, phenomena, events etc
and are characterized as prototypes,
eg garden, grandchild, gallows, gale, gathering.

Psycho space The personal experience of place as sensed, construed and constructed by the
individual. It is dependent on place, but exists entirely in the minds of
percipients as pre-conditions, meanings, feelings, mental states, thoughts,
assessments and archetypes.
<Ecology-

The study of people's realtionships with place.

<Eco - space - Where there are relationships between people and places
The framework of relationships which develops between people and places
resulting from interaction, behaviour and perception. It contains states and
conditions, from those which are physical, like 'presence', which is simply
' being there ', to the complex and cultural, which describe how societies
and cultures respond to each other. The various types of relationship operate
on different principles and at different levels of complexity.
Relationships
Physical-

These are the most simple properties, following the natural laws of physics.
They include relationships like, contact, adjacency, farness and nearness.
Ecological -

These are more complex, connecting people with their environment through
the laws of chemistry and biology. They include relationships like adaptation,
compatibility, hannony, subsistence and support.

Psychological These are the personal components of psycho- space, which are attributable
to <Eco - space, like meanings and feelings, assessments and more
specifically, confidence, comprehension, hannori.y, ownership, pleasure,
territorialism.
Social-

These are the relationships between people and place like, collaboration,
dependency, enmity, friendship, harmony, insularity, intercourse and trade.

Cultural-

These relationships identify how people of different attitudes, beliefs, lifestyles, habits, interests and development relate to each other when sharing the
same place. They include, domination, hannony, incompatibility,
incomprehension, indifference, integration, intolerance.
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.1 Inferred

Examples

( Percies)
Nominals

Descriptor·s

.Abnonmlit ..,.
i\mbiguity .Anac. h ron k-it,.
.An tiq Lrity
i\rro ga nc.e
A Vr'k'Vr·ardness
BanaJlty
Bizam1ess
Boldness
Brutallt)'
Cal1ru1ess
01aos
Clarity
Oeverness
Coherence
Completeness
Complex]ty
Confidence
Congrlri ty
Q-mvention
Danger
Drama
Dynarrrism
Eccentric. it).
E.Ieganc.e Evilness
Falsness
Formality
Friendlmess
G!nerosity
Gentlene§
Grace
Grandeur
Grotesqueness
Harmonv
Holiness
Inc-ompleteness
Incongruity
lnfonnalit·v
Logicaliti

Abnonml
.A1nrnguous
Anach ron jstic.
.Antique

~·lagic.

~·lagical
~·h:sterious

Arrogant

Awkv,.'ard
B.qj13l
Bjzarre
Bold

Bruta1
Dltn
01aotic
Oear
Clever
Qi1erent
Complete
Complex
Confident
G..·-mgruous
Con~entionaJ
Dangerous·
Dramatic.
Dynamk
Eccentric.
Elecrant

EvTI
False
Fonnal
Friendl't'
Genero-us
Gent. le
Graceful
Grand
Grotesque

Hannonious
Holy
Ineon1plete
Jnc.on gruous
lnforffial
Logical

l\.·lvstery
Norrmiity
Numinoslt).
Oddness Order
Sensual it).
SimpHcit).
Truth
\ljgour

NOrmal
Nurrrinous

Odd
Orderly
Sensual
Simple

True
\ligorous
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3.21

Cognith'e Consequences

Examples
(Cogs ) ( Nominals)

.:\rgwnents
...:\spirat1on s
i\sso:- ia tions
..~tt1tudes
. .~wareness
BeHefs
Certain ties
Comprepensions
Conc-epts
Cone} usions
Confi m-a tions
Connections
Cormotations
Con vie. tions
Dec.isions
D.isil 1usions
fuubts
Empathles
Enlightenii:len ts
Enquiries
EXplanations
Fantasies
Fic-tions
Ho~s

H:yp.Jtheses
lie as
tlentifica tions
lmaginmgs
hnplications
Inferences
lnsights

J ustif.ication s
lvlemories
I\.-h'l.h
Plans
Pcssibilities
Principles
Projections
Queries
Questions
Realizations
Reasonings
Recollections
Regrets
Resolutions

Theories
Thoughts
Transfonnations
Trams of Thought
Truths
Understandings
Verifications
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Examples

.3 Feelings

( Pratties)

Nominals

De scrip tors

.::\bhorrenc.e
..i\.d oration
.Affec. tion
..i\.gony
. ~nger
.
Angwsh

Abhorrent
Adored
.:\ffec tin g

Agonjzj~g
A~gering._

Anguishing
Av,:esorne
Blissful
&Jrino

A Vr·e
Bljss

Boredon1
Cahnness
Cheerf u1ne ss
DeleriLm1
D.;}joht
t.DepressiJn
Desolation
.Despair
Disgust
Ec.stas;.,;
Elatior1
En:otion
Enc.hanttnent
Enjoyment
Exhilaration
Exc.jtemen 1
Fear
Fright
Gloom
Happiness
Hate
Horror
Hunliliation

Calm-'='.
Cheerful

.Del erious
Iklightful
Depressinl)'

~solate

o

Des~lring

Disgusting
Ecstatic.
Elath·e
EnntionaJ
Ene ha nt in o
Enjoyable::;.
Exhilarating
Exc.jting
Fearful
Frightening
Glootny -Happy
Hateful
Homble
Humiliating
Jo'J.ful
._
Beloved
.1\·teJ an ch ol y
Nervy
Pruntul
Peaceful
Pleasant
Poignant
·Enraging
Rapturous

Joy

Lo\·e
J\.'lel an eh oJ ,,..
NervousneSs
Pah1
Peace
Pleasure
Poignancy
Rage
Rapture
Sadness
Serenit,.
SeriouSn es:;
Shock
Soleiilillty
Terror
Thrill
Tranquility
Unhappiness

Sad

Serene
Serious
Shoc-king
Solemn
Terrify in o
Thrill kg:::;.
Tranquil
Unhappy
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Properties of Psycho- space
.1 Meanings
Perceivable
Inferred
Properties

( Alpha order ) Percies

These arc personal, subjective, cognitive, non- emotional
identitications and assessments of perceivable, intangible place
properties . The criteria which detine them are subjective and
arbitrary. Most are not intrinsic to place, but are attributable
through the principle of objective relativity. The boWldary between
perceptual , physical and mental properties is not absolute.
Nominals

Descriptors

Class

Abnormality
A-ctivity
Age
Alienation
Ambiguity
Anachronicity
Ancientness
Anomaly
Antiquity
Arrogance
Assurance
Asymmetry
Attractiveness
Awkwardness
Banality
Barbarisn1
Beauty
Bizarreness
Boldness
Brutality
Busyness
Calmness
Chaos
Clarity
Cleanliness
Cleverness
Clwnsiness
Coherence
Commonness
Compatibility
Complementarity
Completeness
Complication
Complexity
Confidence
Congruity
Conservatism
Contrast
Convention
Cruelty
Crudeness
Danger
Deception
Difference
Disorder
Diversity

Abnormal
Active
Aged
Alien
Ambiguous
Anachronistic
Ancient
Anon1alous
Antique
Arrogant
Assured
Asymmetrical
Attractive
Awkward
Banal
Barbaric
Beautiful
Bizarre
Bold
Brutal
Busy
Cahn
Chaotic
Clear
Clean
Clever
Clwnsy
Coherent
Common
Compatible
Complementary
Complete
Complicated
Complex
Confidence
Congruous
Conservative
Contrasting
Conventional
Cruel
Crude
Dangerous
Deceptive
Different
Disordered
Diverse

ABNORMITY
ACTIVITY
CHRONICITY
DISCORD
CONCEALlvlENT
ANACHRONISM
CHRONISM
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CHRONISivl
DISCORD
POWER
BEAUTY
CLUMSINESS
CONFORMITY
BEAUTY
ODDNESS
POWER
VIOLENCE
ACTIVITY
MODERATION
DISORDER
ENLIGHTENME
SKILL
CLUMSINESS
COHERENCE
MUNDANENESS
COMPLETENES
COMPLEXITY
COMPLEXITY
POWER
CONGRUITY
CONFORMITY
CONFORMITY
CONFORMITY
DISCORD
CLUMSINESS
DANGER
CONCEAlMENT
ODDNESS
DISORDER
COMPLEXITY

Drmna
Dynamisn1
Elaboration
Elegance
Ephemerdlity
Evil
Exception
Fatniliarity
Feebleness
Fonnality
Freedom
Freshness
Friend line ss
Futurism
Generosity
Gentleness

Drmnal1c
Dynmnic
Elaborate
Elegant
Ephen1eral
Evil
Exceptional
Fatniliar
Feeble
Fom1al
Free·
Fresh
Friendly
Futuristic
Generous
Gent le
Graceful
Grand.
Grotesque
Hallowed
H(lrsh
Harmonious
Herioc
Historic
Hectic
Holy
Hon1on1orphi c
Hostile
Iconic
Idyllic
Illusionary
Incompetent
ln1posing
Incoherent
Incomplete
Incongruous
lnfonnal
b1genious
Intellectual
Irrational
Irregular
Isomorphic
Lively
Logical
Lonely
Lovely
Magical
Malevolent
Malignant
Mean
Moderate
Modern
Mundane
Mysterious
New
Normal
Numinous
Obvious

Gracefuln~~~

Grandeur
Grotesq ucness
Harshness
Hannony
Heroistn
History
Hecticity
Holiness
Homomorphistn
Hostility
Iconicity
Idyll
lllusion
Incompetence
Imposition
Incoherence
Incompleteness
Incongruity
Infom1ality
Ingenuity
Intellect
Irrationality
Irregularity
Isomorphlsm
Liveliness
Logicality
Loneliness
Loveliness
Magic
Malevolence
Malignancy
Meanness
Moderation
Modernity
Mundaneness
Mystery
Newness
Normality
Numinosity
Obviousness
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VIOLENCE
ACTIVITY
<'OMPLEXITY
LLEGANCE
C'HRONICITY
DISCORD
ODDNESS
NOR..MALITY
\VEAKNESS
ORDER
GENEROSITY
ACTIVITY
BENEVOLENCE
CHRONICITY
GENEROSITY
.t'-.10DERATION
LLEGANCE
. POWER
SACREDNESS
VIOLENCE
l\10DERATION
CHRONICITY
VIOLENCE
SACREDNESS
DISCORD
ODDNESS
INCOMPETENC
POWER
INCOHERENCE
INCOMPLETE
INCONGRUITY
DISORDER
SKILL
REASON
INTUITION
DISORDER
ACTIVITY
REASON
BEAUTY
MAGICALITY
DISCORD
DISCORD
MEANNESS
MODERATION
CHRONISM
MUNDANE
CONCEALMENT
NORMALITY
SACREDNESS
ENLIGHTENME

Oddness
Oldness
Order
Ord in a rine:--:s
Originality
Orthodoxy
Passivity
Peacefulness
Picturesqueness

Odd
Old
Orderly
Ordinary
Original
Orthodox
Passive
Peaceful
Picturesque
Pleasant
Powerful
Profane
Protected
Puzzling
Randmn
Rational
Reactionary
Regular
Religious
Revolul1onary
Rhytlunica\
Sacred
Safe
Scenic
Secure
Sensual
Sensuous
Serene
Sin1ilar
Sin1ple
Skillful
Sinister
Slight
Slovenly
Sophisticated
Stale
Strange
Strong
Symmetrical
Temporary
Tranquil
Transient
Treacherous
Timid
Traditional
Trivial
Ubiquitous
Ugly
Unambiguous
Unclean
Uncouth
Unfamiliar
Unfinished
Unique
Unpleasant
Unusual
Usual
Varied

Pleasantne~s

Power
Profanity
Pn)tection
I?uzzlen1enl
Randon111<.:' ss
Rationalit)
Reaction
Regularity
Re llgiosity
Revolution
Rhytlnn
Sacredness
Safety
Scenery
Security
Sensuality
Sensuousness
Serenity
Siinilarity
Sin1plicity
Skill
Slightness
Slovenliness
Sophistical ion
Staleness
Strangeness
Strength
Symtnetry
Temporariness
Tranquility
Transience
Treachery
Timidity
Tradition
Triviality
Ubiquity
Ugliness
Unambiguity
Uncleanliness
Uncouthness
Unfamiliarity
Uniqueness
Unpleasantness
Unusualness
Usualness
Variety
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ODDNESS
ORDER
MUNDANE
ODDNESS
CONFORMITY
INACTIVITY
MODERATION
BEAUTY
BENEVOLENCE
POWER
PROFANITY
SAFETY
CONCEALMENT
DISORDER
REASON
CONFORMITY
ORDER
SACREDNESS
ODDNESS
ORDER
SACREDNESS
SAFETY
BEAUTY
SAFETY
MODERATION
ORDER
SIMPLICITY
SKILL
DISCORD
WEAKNESS
JNCOMP.
ELEGANCE
INACTIVITY
ODDNESS
POWER
ORDER
CHRONICITY
MODERATION
CHRONICITY
DANGER
POWER
CONFORMITY
WE.t\KNESS
CONFORMITY
UGLINESS
ENLIGHTENME
CLUMSINESS
ABNORMITY
INCOMPLETE
ODDNESS
DISCORD
ODDNESS
CONFORMITY
COMPLEXITY

Vigour

Vigorous
Violent
Vulgar
Weak

Violence
Vulgarity
Weakness
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ACTIVITY
VIOLENCE
CLUMSINESS
WEAKNESS
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3.11 Perceh·ed Inferred Properties by Descriptor

3.11 Percies by
J)escriptor s

Abnonrel
Access]ble
Active
Advanced
Adventurous
Aggress]ve
Alien
,Ammguous
Ambivalent
AnarchkAnachronistic
Animated
Antique
Arrogant
Artificial
Artless
Asc-etic.
Assured
Attractive
Austere
Authoritarian
Awkv,ard
Banal
Barbaric.
Barren
Beautiful
Benevolent
Benjgn
Bjzarre
Bold

Brutal
CereJrom a1
Cererronious
Olaotic.
Cheerful
OJeerJess
Chic.
Choj]

Civilized

a ear

Oever
OWcal
Ownsy
Coherent
Colourful
Combative
Comfortable
Comforting

Corrurercial

Comn:nn
Comrronplace
Compact
Compatible
Competitive
Complete
Complex
Cqmplica ted
Conc.jse
Confident
Conforming
Congruous
Conservative
Contrived
Controlled
Convement
Conventional
Correct
Coun terfci t
Cramped
Crude
Cruel
Curious
Dangerous
Daring
Deceiving
Defendable
Defensive
Dependable
Different
Discordant
Disordered
DJss.irrriJ ar
Distant
Distinctive
Dive~

Dramatic.
Dull
Dynarrric
ECcentric
Economical
Elegant
Elemental
Enc.lcsed
Entertallri ng
Ephemeral
E\oj]
Exaggerated
Excessjve
Exotic.
EJq?csed
Extensive

Ext.raordmary
Factual
False
Familiar
Fancjful
Fantastic..
Fertj]e
Festive
fjc.tional
Fla tnbo·v an 1
Forb]dd-in g
Foreign ._
Forgetable
Fom1al
Fonnaljzed
Frank
Free
Fresh
Friend]).FrivoloUs
Frugal
Functional
~nerous
~nteel
~ntle

Graceful
Grand
Grote5que
HaJlowed
Harmonious
Harsh

Hazardous
Healthy·
Heaveruy
Hectic
Heroic
llistolic.
Holy
Homely
Honesi
Hostile
Hurmrous
tlylHc.
niogical
Jlluson•
lrna giria tive
.Jrnjtative
Impersonal
lmpcs:ing
Impregnable
Jnc]dental
Inc-oherent
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( Percies)

Incomplete
Incongruous
In deterrrriillsti c.
Inflexible
lnfonnative
Informal·
Ingen]ous
lnnoc.ent
Innovative
Insignific-ant
Jn tellec.tual
Intimate
Jn\ojting
Irrational
Irregular
Isolated
lso.trnrph]c.
Kind
Knov..TI
Lethal
Ughtwcight
Limited
Llveh·
Livin-crb ·
LogjcaJ·
Loveh•
f\1ag]cal
l\'lajestic
!\1alevolent
l\·lal ignan t
f\1ean
l\·techanistic
f\1emorial
l\·lethodica l
1\timetic
l\·lls leading
1\:lobj]e
l\·tcc.k
f\1cxierate
l\'tcxiern
f\1cxiest
l\·lonotonous
1\:f),;stelious
Naive
Natural
Near
Nev..:
Norrml
Numinous
Obscene
Obv:ious
Odd

Open
Oppressive
Ordered
Orderl\'
Ordma-ry
Oricrinai
0
. Orthcdox
Passionless
Pass]ve
Pastoral
Peac.efu]
Pennanent
Personal
Pie turesque
Plain
Pleasant
Pol]te
Pov,. erful
Pragmatic
Predictable
Pr:inlltive
Private
PrL-x:l uc ti ve
Profane
Prof]table
fu...'"'Saic.
Protec-tive
Public
Pure
Random
Rational
Real
Reasoned
Refined
ReJ]g.ious
Respec-table
Restra.Jned
Restric.tive
R.JtuaJJstic.
Romantic.
Routme
Sac. red
Saclistic
Safe
Sec.]uded
Sec-ret
Sec-ure
Seed':
Sens]ble
Sensual
Serious
Shabby

Space Semantics
3.0 Spectrum of Personal Responses to Place
3.11 Perceived Inferred Properties by Descriptor

SbaJlow
Sheltered
Sheltering
similar
Sjmple
Sirrister
Skilful
Slight
Slovenly
Srrell
Solemn
Sombre
SorcUd
Sophisticated
Spec.jaJ
St:ec.tac.ular
Splritual
Sp.Jiled
SquaJjd
Stable
Still
Straight
Strange

Unpredictable
Unreal
UnseH]sh
Unsp.Jilt
Unusual
Utilitarian
Vandaljstic.
\laried
Vjgorous
\liolent
Vulgar .
\Veak
\\.:jjd

\\.:ounding

Strong

tured

Struc.
Subdued
SubHme
Substantial
Swreal

s,·ml:olic.
S)71 tbe):jc.
Tan1e Tall)'

Ternp:arary
Terr.ibJe
Theatric.a l
Thoughtless
Threat rung
Tradition;\
Tragic
Tranquil
Transient
Trans]tiona1
Treac-herous
Triv:iaJ
Truthful
Ubjqtiltous
Ugly
Unfami]jar
Uniqoe
Unnatural
Unpleasant
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3.12 Perceh:ed Inferred Properties by Nominals ( Percies)

3J2 Percies by
Nominals
.AbnormaHty
Accessibility
.Acddent
Activity
Advance
Adventure
Aggression
Alienation
Ambiguity
.:\mbi valence
Anarchy
Anac-hronism
Animation
Antiquity
..-\rrogance
Artifice
Artlessness
l\sc.eticism
Assurance
Attractiveness
Austerity
Authority
Awkwardness
Banalit'{
BarbariSm
Barrenness

Coherence
Colourfulness
Combat
Combativeness
Comfort
Corrurerce
Connronness
CoiPpa 6hility
QIJI)}:etition
Cotnpl en1en ta rit
Co:tnpl eteness
Cotnple xi ty
Complication
Cotnradeship
Conciseness
Q')}l[idenc.e
Conforrn]ty
Confusion
Congnrity
Conservatism
Contrivance
Control
Converuenc.e
Convention
Co-operation
Correctness
Coun terfci t
Cov..•ardke

Beaut)'

Crov,ding

Benignancy
Benignity
Benevolence
Bmrreness
Boldness
Br:igh tness
Brutality
Busines-s
Calmness
Capture
Ceretn:)n\·
CereJID.rri ousn es
Cballenge

Crudeness
Crudit);
Cruelt).
CurioSity
Danger

Chaos
Cheapness
Gricness
Civility
CJviHiation
Oarit,.
Geanimess
Oeverness
Oinicallty
Ownsine-ss

Daring

Death
Deception
Defence
Defensibilit)·
Defensiveness
Dependability
Deprivation
Destruction
Difference
Difflculty
Diligence
Disaster
Discordanc-e
Disc.omfort
Disorder
Dissimilarity
Distinc. tion

Distress
His ton.
Diversity
Holiness
Drama
Ho~ge
l)):na nrism
Horreliness
ECcentricit).
Honesty
EcononricsHostiHty ·
Effort
Hughniss
Elegance
Hunuur
1:i yll
Element
Enrnit.\·
Illogicality
Entertalr:unent
IIJusion
Ephetneral i ty
ltna gin a tion
Evj]
Irrritation
Exaggeration
hnpersonality
E.xc-essi ven ess
lmpcsition
Exotic-ness
hnpregnability
E.xtraordin arin es Inacc.essjbj]ity
Fact.
mcident
Fa19eness
. Incoherence
Familiarit\.
mcompleteness
Incongruity
Fancifulness
Fantasy
mdetermllrism
IntleXibj}it y
Fear
Fertility
mformation
Informality
Fest.i\ity
fuoenuity
Fic-tion
b
Innocence
FlambO'l anc.e
mnovation
Forbidcfingness
In
sec. urit).
Foreignness
Formality
msignificanc.e
Intellect
Frankne~
mtimac.y
Freedom
Jrra tionaJ1t y
FreshnesS
lrre 0crularit\:
Friendliness
Isolation
Friendship
Eorrofphjsm
Frivolity
IGndness
Frugality
Knov..·ledge
Func-tion
Lethalness
Generosity
Light v... ei gh t
Gentility·
Limitation
Gentleness
LiveHness
Grac.e
Grandness
Life
Logic.
Grotesqueness
l.Dve
Barman)'
Loveliness
HarshneSs
t.1adness
Hazard
~1agic
Heavenliness
Hectic.ness
1\.:lagical ity
~lajesty
Heroicness
1\.·lal evolence
Hercism
~·tal ignanc.y
Hilarity
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!\·leanness
fvlechanisn1
.l\·temorial
fvletnory
:rvtenace
:rvtethod
..l\·fime
fvtobility
.l\1cc-ken.
1'\·tcderation
.l\·tcdemit).
1'\-tcdesty
1\·tonoton).
1'\·ton umeiua 1ity
.l\·tysten.
Naivet\·
Natuniiness
Nature
Nev,.·ness
Norrmlity
Numinosi ty
Obscenit\.
Obsolescence
Obviousness
Oddness
Openness
Order

Orderliness
Ordinariness
Originality
Orthcdoxy
Pain
Passivit).
Pastoraiism
PastoraHty
Peac.e
Peacefulness
Perfec.tion
Pennanence
Persistence
Personalit'lo.
Picturesqueness
Piet)'
Plaiimess
Pleasantne$
Pleasure
Plent)'
Politeness
Pov,:er
Pragmatism
Pred.jctab.illt)'
Primati vis m-

space Semantics
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3.12 Perceh:ed Inferred Properties by Nominals ( Percies)

PriJiriti ven ess
Privacy
Privation
Prcd uc.tion
Praiuctivjty
Prcfanity
Prct]t

Pl\..')(ee tion
Protec· ti ven ess

Publicity
Pure~:>

Purity
Pursuer
Pursuit
Quarry
Randornness
RationaHt y
Reality
Reason·
Refmement
Relia bi]jty
Religiosity
R~.iousness

R~tanc.e

R~-tabiljty

Restraint
Restriction
Reward
.Rrtual
Rcmance
Routine
Sacredness
Sarusm
Sadness
Sane. titude
Sanctity
Seedmess
Safety
Sec1usion
Sec.rec:v
Sec.urity
SeecHness
SensibiHt)'
Sensualit).SerenjtySeriouSn.e$
Shabbmess
Shallo v,ness
Shelter
Shield
Shock
Sirnila rity

S:imp)jcity
Skill
Skillfu1ne~

Slighu1ess
Slovenliness
Srnallne§
scc.ret~·

Solemirit ~,
So]jclity Sotnbren ess
Sordidne5S
Soplristic.:ttion
Spec-ia1 ity
S~ctacle

Spmtua1ity
Sp::aila tion
Squa1idness
Stability
StilhJe$
Straightness
Strangeness
Strategy
Strength
Structure
Subduedness
Sublirrrity
Substance
Substan tialitv
Sufferino
0
Surrealism
S)mb.Jl
S\·mtolism
S)n theticis1n
Tameness
Tattiness
Tem1=0ra riness
Terror
Theatre
Theatric.a1it y
Thouohtlessness
eThreat
Tradition
Tragedy
Tranquility
Transjenc.e
Transition
Treachen•
T rivialit ,:
Truth

Uniqueness
Unnaturalnes5
Un peasan tness
Unpredictability
Unreality
Unselfishness
Un SpJj] tn ~--s
Unusua1ne§
Uti]jt~·

Vandalisn1
Variet).
Vioour
·
eVjo]ence
Vulgarity
Weakness
\'Vildnes5
Wounding

-

Ubiquity
Uglmess
Unfan:riliarit y
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Spectrum of Place Properties
properties of Ps)'~cho- space
3.2 Cognitive Consequences These are the personal thoughts of the subject in response to plac-e -perception They arise
from the Profj.J e of PersonaJ Properties v,:h.ich are brought to the current sjtuationjevent
inc.luding l\:lemories, Knowledge, Needs etc.

Nominals

Descriptors

. -\sscc
.
ia tions
Conc.epts
Connections
.Connotations
Consequenc.es

Fantasjes
lmaginin~

ImpJjc.ati on s
Inferences

1\·teanmgs
l\:len1ories

1\·tessages
Projec. tions
SjgnaJs
Sign ifica tions
S)'illb..."1Jjc 1\1eanings
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3. 21

Cognitive Consequences

Examples
(Cogs) ( Nominals)

Arguments
Aspirations
Associations
Attitudes
Awareness
Beliefs
Certainties
Comprehensions
Concepts
Conclusions
Confirmations.
Connections
Connotations
Convictions
Decisions
Disillusions
Doubts
Empathies
Enlightenrnents
Enquiries
Explanations
Fantasies
Fictions
Hopes
Hypotheses
Ideas
Identi:ficati ons
Imaginings
Implications
Inferences
Insights
Justifications
Memories
Myth
Plans
Possibilities
Principles
Projections
Queries
Questions
Realizations
Reasonings
Recollections
Regrets
Resolutions
Theories
Thoughts
Transformations
Trains of Thought
Truths
Understandings
V eri:fications
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3.31 Feelings by Descriptors ( Pratties)

Feelings by
J)escriptors
Abhorrent
Adorable
Affectionate
Aggressive
Agjtated
Agonjzing
Angering
Anguishing
3gonjzjng
o\ '::no'"·in
.";1.11
_r
bCJ
Apprehen sj ve
Awesome
Belonging
Blissful
Beloved
Calm
Cheerful
Combati\.-e
Comfortable

Frenzied
Frighterring
Frustrating
Gloom,.
GratefUl
Grieving
Happy

Doaned

Hat,eful
Heroic
Helpless
Hopeful
Hopeless
Honible
Horrific
Hostile
Humiliating
Hwni]jated. .
Imposing
Impressive
Insignificant
Inspiring
Intolerable
Intoxicating
Irritating ....
Jovful
tethargic
Lively
Loathsome
Loveable
1\.·lel anchol y
~1el anchol ]c.
1\.·lenadng
l\.1lserable
Needy
Nervous

Ecstatic
Elated
Elating
Elative
Embarrassing
EIIDtional
Enchanting
Endearing....
Enjoyable
Enrag]ng
Euphoric
Exhilarating
Exciting
Fearful
Fearsome
Flat
Friendly

Offensh.-e
Oppressive
Optirrristic
Outrageous
Painful
Peaceful
Pess.irrllstic.
Pleasing
Pleasant
Poignant
Pov,.:erful
Raging
Rapturous
Rest;ec tful
Restful
Revolting

DalUlting

Deaderring
Defensive
Delerious
Delightful
Depressing
Desolated
Despairing
DesJXlnden t
Disconsolate
Dlsgusting
l)jst.ressing
Dlsturbing

Romantic
Saddening
Sentimental
Serene
Serious
Shameful
Shocking
Sobering
SoJemn
Sorro v,·f ul
Stimulating
Stressful ""'
Stirring
Suffering
Tense
Terrif\- in ba
1breatenmg
Thrill inba
Timid
Tolerant
Tranqujj
Traum:ttic.
Tumultuous
Unl:earable
Uncomfortable
Uneasy
UnhapPy
Unpleasant
UpHfting
Vulnerable
\Vonde.tful

Numb
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J.32 Feelings b~· Nominals ( Pratties)

3

Feelings b,y
Nominals
Abhorrence
Adoration
Adulation
Adventure
Achievement
Affec.tion
Aggression
Agitation
Agony
.i\n crer
~

Anguish

Annoyance
Apprehen s:i on
Awe
Betrayal
Bitterness
BHss
Belovedness
Bluntness
Calmness
Cheerfulness
Cherishmen t
Comoo tiveness
Comfort
Defensiveness
Delerium
Delight
Depression
Desolation
Despair
Desp:mdency
Disc.onsola tion
Dlsgust
Distress
IX>o1n
Ecstasy
ElatiOJl
Embarrastnen t
Enntion
Enc.hantrrent
Endeannent
Enjo)'ment
Enmiw
Euphoria
Exhilaration
Excitell:'en t
Exultation

Fear

Flatness
Friendliness

Frenzv
Frighi
Frustration
Gloom
Grace
Gratitude
Grief
Happiness
Hate
Helplessness
Holiness
Horrnge
HoJ=e
Hopelessness
Horror
HostiHtv
Humiliation
Humility
HuiiDur
Hurt
lmpcsition
hnpressi veness
Insignificance
Inspiration
In to xic.a tion
Irritation
Jo);
Lethargy
Liveliness
Loathing
h..-meliness
Loss
Love
l\·lel anchol y
I\·lenace
I\·fisery
Need
Nervousness
Numbness
Offence
Oppression
Optimism
Outrage
Pain
Peace
Peacefulness
Pessimism
Pleasure

ResJ:ect
Rest
Revulsion
Romance
Sadness
Sentimentality
Serenity
SeriouSness
Shan1e
Shock
Sobriety
Solemnit:~.
Sombreness
Sorrow
Spir.i tU31it .Y
Stimu1a tion
Stir
Stress
Suffering
Sympathy
Tenseness
Tension
Terror
Threat
1lrr.ill
Timidity
Toleranc.e
Torture
Tranquility
Traurrn
Tunnoil
Uneasiness
Unhappiness
Unpleasantness
Uplift
\Vonder

Polgnanc~Y

Rage
Rapture
Rejec.tion
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Pro pert ics of Psy(· ho - space
Emotional Properties

Pratties

(Alpha order)

TI1csc are personal feelings of the psyche in response to place~
1) as perceived and assessed 2) as responded to etnotionally,
3) as affected by cultural associations. They are not intrinsic to
place but attributable to it through the principle of objectivity
relativity. The boundary between en1otional and tnental properties
is not absolute.

Nominals

Dcscriptors

Abhorrence
Adoration
Affection
Agony
Anger
Anguish
Awe
Bliss
Boredon1
Calmness
Cheerfulness
Deliriun1
Delight
Depression
Desolation
Despair
Despondency
Di sappointtnent
Disconsolation
Disgust
Disturbance
Ecstasy
Elation
Emotion
Endearment
Enchantment
Enjoyment
Euphoria
Exhilaration
Excitement
Exultation
Fear
Fright
Gloon1
Happiness

Abhorrent
Adored
Affecting
Agonizing
Angering
Anguishing
AwesoJnc
Blissful
Boring
Caln1
Cheerful
De1irious
Delightful
Depressing
Desolate
Despairing
Despondent
Disappointing
Disconsolate ·
Disgusting
Disturbing
Ecstatic ·
Elative
Emotional
Endearing
Enchanting
Enjoyable
Euphoric
Exhilarating
Exciting
Exulting
Fearful
Frightening
Gloon1y
Happy
Harrowing
Hateful
Honible
Intoxicating
Joyful
Jovial
Lighthearted
Loathsome
Beloved
Melancholy
Numbing

Hate
Horror
futoxication
Joy
Joviality
Lightheartedness
Loathing
Love
Melancholy
Numbness
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Class

REVULSION
AFFECTION
AFFECTION
SUFFERING
VIOLENCE
SUFFERING
POWER
RLISS
BOREDOM
TRANQUUJTY
HAPPINESS
BLISS
BLISS
SADNESS
SADNESS
SADNESS
SADNESS
SADNESS
SADNESS
REVULSION
SUFFERING
BLISS
HAPPINESS
HAPPY/ SAD
AFFECTION
BLISS
HAPPINESS
HAPPINESS
EXCITEMENT
EXCITEMENT
HAPPINESS
SUFFERING
SUFFERING
SADNESS
HAPPINESS
SUFFERING
HA1E
SUFFERING
HAPPINESS
HAPPINESS
FRIVOLITY
FRIVOLITY
REVULSION
AFFECTION
SADNESS
IMPOTENCE

Ovt•rpowcr
Pain
Peace
Petrification
Pleasure
Poignancy
Rage
Rapture
Sadness
Serenity
Seriousness
Shock
Solen1nity
Sorro\V
Suffering
Terrt)f
Tlnill
Tnmquility
Turbulence
Unhappinl'ss

Overpowering
Painful
Peaceful
Petrifying
Pleasurable
Poignant
Rapturous
Sad
. Serene
Serious
Shocking
Solen1n
Sorrowful
Suffering
Terrifying
Thrilling
Tranquil
Turbulent
Unhappy
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POWER

SUFFERJNG
TRANQUILITY
SUFFERING
HAPPINESS
HAPPY/ SAD

VIOLENCE
BLISS
SADNESS

TRANQUll...ITY
SOLEMNITY
SUFFERING
SOLEMNITY
SADNESS

SUFFERING
SUFFERING
EXCITEMENT
. TRANQUILITY.
VIOLENCE
SADNESS

Spare Semantics
3.0

Spectrum of Responses to t•Iace

E.xamples

.4 1\·lental States

Nominals

Descriptors

Addic-tion
Admiration
..~nusen1en t
.A.n novance
..~1 ticlp3 tion
Assura.pce
Bewildennent
Certa.inty
Comprehension
G."1mr-osure
Con1pu lsion
G.1nfidence
Confusion
G.--mstrain t
Conten tn1en t

Addicth·e
A~dnrirabJ e
.-\.n1usin g
A.Jlnoyir;g
..-\.n tic ipa tin g
A~su.ring

Bewildering
Certain
Cotnprehc:nsible
CoJ 1lp:Jsecl
Con1pd 1ing
Q·mtJdent

C.onfusing
Q)nstraining
Con ten tin ba._
Cl."1JlVlllC:irlg
Credulous
Curious
I:::>etnandin LT
IA.1ubtful -=Enterta in.l ng
Expectant
Frustra tin LT
Helpless -=Hopeful
hnpressive
h1c-oinprehensible
h1different
h1hibiting
Insecure
h1spiring
lnterestino
0
h1 vol vinob
Irritating
l'rled ita t.i ve
Nostalgjc.
Offensive
Puzzln1g
Revered
Romantic
Satisfying
SceptjcaJ
Sec-ure
S urpris.ing
Suspidous

G..~.nviction

Credulity
Cutios.lty
Demand
DJubt
Enterta irunent
E_xpec. tanc.y
Frustration
Helplessness
Hope
lmpressjveness
In comprehension
lnclifference
h1hibition
lnsec.urit)'
h1spira tion
Interest

h1 \'Ol vement
rn tation
l\;leditation
Nost.aJ ~a
Offenc~
Puzzlement
Reverence
Romance
Satisfac-tion
Scepticism
Sec-urity
Surprise
Suspic-ion
Sympathy
Timidity
Tolerance
Unease
Vulnera Wl ity

Sym~tbetk

Tilnid
Tolerant
Uneasv
VuJnerabJe
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3All\1en tal
States by
))escriptors
Addictive
Admirable
Amusing
0
f\nno)m
0

•

An tic.ip:t tory
AntipatheticAssuring
Belong.ing
Bemusing
Brave
Bev,ilderi ng
Boring

Carefree
Cautious
Certain .
Com~lling

Competitive
ComF09ed
Comprehensible
Compulsjve
Confident
Confusing
Constrainmg
Contenting
Convmcing
Courageous

Qedulous

lnhlhlting
Insec-ure
lnsignifjcant
Inspiring
Interesting
lntolerabl'e
lnvolvino
0
Irritating
I\.·te(Uta tiv e
1\.·lemorable
Nostalgic..
Offensive
Onerous

Passive
Patriotic.
Powerful
Puzzlmg
Reassuring
Reckless
Remembering
Reminjs:.ent ....
Restrained
Restful
Revered
Reverentjal
Sat1sf,;-Jn
a
0
Sceptic-al
Secure
Smtll
Solitary

Curious

stimulating

Defensive
Demanding
Detaching
Detennined
Disappointing
Discomforting
Disorienting
Disturbing
D0ubtful
Engagjng
Entertaining
Expectant
Free
Frustrating
Helpless
Heroic
Hesitant

Surprising
Suspjdous
Sympathetic
Timid
Tolerant
Unbearable
Uncertain

Undemanding
Unfa.tniliar
Ungrateful
Violent
\lulnera ble

Hopeful

Impressive
Jncomprehensibl
Indifferent
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Spcctrunl of Place Propct·ties
Properties of Psycho - space

Mental Properties

Pratties

( Alpha order)

(Page 1 )

These arc personal, cognitive, non - en1ot ional n1ental states in
response to place perception. The criteria which define thetn are
subjective and arbitrary. They are not intrinsic to place but attributable
to it through the principle of objective relativity. The boundary
between n1ental, en1otional and critical states is not absolute.
Nominals
Addjction
Achnirat \on

Addictive
Adnlirabk
Anlbiguous
An1bivalent
Amusing
Annoying
Anticipating
Arresting
Attractive
Believable
Boring
Con1prehensible
Con1pulsive
Confident
Constraining
Contenting
Convincing:
Despicabl;
Doubtful
Frustrating
Helpless
Hopeless
HUJnorous
Hypnotic
ln1pressive
Incon1prehensible
lndi fferent
Inhibiting
Insecure
Inspiring
Interesting
Intriguing
lnt.olerable
Irritating
Liht..·rat1ng
Lonely
Meaningful
Meditative
Mesmerizing
Nervous
Numbing
Offensive
Poignant
Puzzling
Receptive
Relaxed
Reverential

~tnbiguity

Atnbivalence
Atnusetncnl
Annoyance
Anticipation
Arrest1nent
Attract inn
Belief
Borcdnn1
Comprehension
Con1pulsion
Confidence
Constraint
Contentn1ent
Conviction
Despicability
Doubt
Frustration
Helplessness
Hopelessness
Humour
Hypnotism
Impressiveness
Incomprehension
lndi fference
Inhibition
Insecurity
Inspiration
Interest
Intrigue
lntolerance
Irritation
Liheratiun
Loneliness
Meaning
Meditation
Mesmerizat ion
Nervousness
Numbness
Offensiveness
Poignancy
Puzzlement
Receptiveness
Relaxation
Reverence
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\0

WATER

COUNTRY

7

6

RIVER
BED

STATELY
PARK

MONASTERY
GARDEN

CORNER
OF THE
FIELD

COTTAGE
GARDEN

SEA
SHORE

WATER
MEADOW

5

4

3

2

1

8

9

WATER'S
EDGE

LAKE

10
SPRING
& SOURCE

11
TERRACE

I

121.POOL

20
WATER
FALL
22
OPEN
SEA

35
GRAND
CENTRAL
STATION

36
CITY
GATE

34
37
PEDESTRIAN TOWN
PRECINCT
CENTRE

23
,kANDING
STAGE

-----

-

o James Hope, 1992

---

49
CITY
SQUARE

48
CATHEDRAL
CLOSE

47
PAVED
WALKWAY

38
COURT
YARD

33
.CITY
STREET

45
AVENUE '
WITH
TREES

24
CANAL
& BANK

19
COUNTRY
STREAM

40
DEEP
FOREST

44
APPLE
ORCHARD

46
PUBLIC
PARK

31
WOODLAND
WALK

26
GREEN
VALLEY

41
CLEARING
IN THE
WOOD

43
WILD
WOOD

39
GROVES
OF
ACADEME

30
HEDGEROW

27
ALPINE
MEADOW

42
EDGE
OF THE
WOOD

32
ALLES
THROUGH
THE WOOD

29
SACRED
GROVE

·28
BARE
MOUNTAIN

/

25
SECRET
GARDEN

...

18
SANDDUNES

17
12
COUNTY
COUNTRY
CHURCHYARD LANE

16
MEADOW
LAND

13
VILLAGE
GREEN

,. l

15
' BLASTED
HEATH

c.-·

14
DOWN
·oN THE
FARM

EVOCATIVE PLACES

Types of Place

The Nature of Landscape

TOWN

WOOD
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3A2· l'\-lental States by Nominals ( Pratt.ies)

3A2 1\:lental
States by

No.minals
Abandorm1en1
Acceptance
Ac lrie,,..ement
Adcliction
Adrnirat:ion
.~nusement

Antidp3tion
,Antipathy
.Apathy
.-:\ssurance
Belonging
.Bemusernen t.
Bev,·ilderment
Boredom
Bravery
Calmness
Carefreeness
Caution
Certa:in t,.

Comfort
Com~ss:ion

Competition
Com{X)sure
Comprehension
Compulsion
Cont]dence
Confusion
Constra:in t
Con ten tmen t
Conviction
Courage
Credulity
Curiosit)·
~fensi\;eness

Deference
~moraljzat:ion

Denial
Deprivation
Detachment
lktennina t:ion
Devotion
Diftlcul tv
Disappofntment
l)jscomfort

Discontent
l)jsin terest

D:isorienta tion
Dissatisfaction
Disturbance

Doubt
Dut)'
Easmess
Empathy
Engagement
Entertainment
EsteeJn
E:,c.lusion
Expec. tancy
Farcil iarit ,.
fOJtjtude·Freedom
Frustration
Fulfi 1n1en t
Futility
GloryHeroism
Hesitancy
HonourHot:e
Hopelessne5S
lmag]nation
In cotnprehen si o
fudifferenc.e
lngra tit ude
Inhibition
Injustice
lnsec.urity
Insignific-ance
fuspiration
Interest
mtolerance
Involvement
Luckine5S
J\·ledita tion
IYtenace
J\1)~ten·

NecessitY
Nostalgja
Numbness
Oneness
Onerousness
Oppressjon
Oppressiveness
Partid pa tion
PassivitY
PatriotiSm
pjet)"
Pov,:er

Reassurance
Recklessness
Rejection
Relaxation
Remembrance
Remin:i~.ence

Repression
Resenunent
Resjgna tion
Res~ct

Rest
Restraint
Reverence
Reward
Romance
Satisfac-tion
Scepticisn1
SecuritY
Sel t1shfless
Srrollness
Solitude
Spirituality
Stimulation
Surprise
Suspjcjon
Sympathy
Tenseness
Togetherness
Triwnph
Trust
Uncert.a.illty
Understanding
Unfamiliarity
Ungratefulness
Unl uc.k.IDess
Unwantedness
\;-eneration
Violence
\l ulnera tril it)'
\\::is hful ness'\Vorslrip ·

Pride

Punishment
Puzzlement
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spectrum of Place Properties
( Alpha - order )

properties of Psycho - space

t~tical Properties

( Page 1)

These are persona] judgements of particular place pro~.rties and
personal feeling;3 and ultimately of place itself. They are attributable to
p1 ace through tbe pr.incjple of objective re] ati \.jty. The boundary
l:et ween critical propertjes and rrental and emotional properties js not

absoJ ute.
Valency

Critical properties may be atsolute (+)(-),(OK) (not OK). Or they
may be graded ( 1 to 7 ), (%) etc-.. , or verbaJ, eg good, vel); gocd, extra
gocd.
·

Nominals

De scrip tors

A.cceptability
A.ffinnation
.A.ppropriateness

A.cceptable
Affinnative

Appro,·al

A.pproprja te
Approved

.:.

Badness

Bad

Chojce

Degradation
Desjra biH tY
CbcdnessEtbjcs
Falseness

Chcsen
Degraded
Desjrable
(bcxl
Ethlc.aJ
False

Flaw

Flav,ed
Immaculate
Imperfect
ltnportant
Inferior
Intolerable

lrrunac ulacy

tian

Jmperfec.
hnportance
Jnferiority
Intolerability

lav,:

La.v,fu]

Likeabilitv

Likeable

1\:lor ali ty-

J\.ioral

Negation
Not OKness
OKness
Perfection
Pcsiti vit';

Negative
Not OK
OK

Ped'ect
Positive
Preferable
Proper
Pure
Qualitative
Relevant
Right
satisfymg

Preference
Properness
Purity

Quality
ltele\·ance
Rightness

Satisfaction
Significance

SfX)llation

Signiffuant
Sp:>llt

Superiority
Supemess
Suitabilit';
Tabu
Tolera bili t''

Superior
Super
Suitable
Taboo
'folerable

Truth

-

True
Unbearable
VaJuabJe
Wrong

Unbearability

\l"alue
\\:rongness
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Space Semantics
3 . 0 Spectrum of Responses to Place
. 5 Critical Assessments

E.xamples

( l~rocons)

Nominals

Descriptors

l\cceptabilhy
.Affirmation
..o\ppropria teness
Approval
f OK)

.Aff1rma tive
..o\ppropria te
.Approved (OK)

Acceptable

Badness
Des.ll-abilj LY
Disapp~o,:al (not 0 K)

Bad
Desrrable

Ethks

Etlriea]
Excellent
False
Q)cd
Fjtting
Fla \lred
Immaeulate
Imperfect
Important

Disa ppro,·ed (not 0 K)

Excellence
Fal9eness
G:>cdness
fjtness

Fla V/
linmac ulac y
hnperfec
lmportance

tioo

lnferiorit v

Inferior

Ukeabj}jty

likeable

1\.·ted iocrit)·

1\·led iocre
l\1oral

l\1orajjty
Negation
not OKness
OK ness
Perfection
Pasiti veness
Preferenc.e
Properness
Propriety
Purity

Negative

not'""OK
OK
Perfect

Pcsitive

Preferred
Proper
Proper

Pure
Quality
Relevant
llight
Satisfying
Significant
Sp::-ilt
Superior
Super
Suitable
Taboo
Tolerable

Quality
Itele,·ance
Rlghtness

Satisfaction
Significance
S{X)ila tion
Superiority
Superbness
Suit a bill t)·
Tabu

Toleration
Undesirability
Un ethlcaHtY -

Undesirable
Unethleal
Unsatisfying

Dissa tisfacuon

\ralency
Value

Valued
1
\ aluable

Vilrong

\\lrongness
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Space Semantics
3.0 Spectrum of Personal Responses to Place
3.51 Critical Assessments b~t Descriptor ( Procons)

3.51 Procons b~l
J)escriptors
Acceptable
Aesthetic-all'./
Affmnative
Appropriate
Appro,·ed

Valued
\Vorthy
\Vrong

Bad

Ccstl);
Jksirable
l)jsapproved
Ethkal
Excellent
Gxd
pju.lng

Flav..ed
Immaculate
bnperfecl
Important

Inferior
Legal
likeable
l\1eaningfuJ
~·led ioc.re
1\'loral
Negative
not OK
OK
Perrec.t
Pcsitive
Potential
Preferred
Prior
Proper
Pw-e
Quality
.Real
Relevant
Right
SatisfactorY
Significan (
SJ;X:>llt
Strong
Superb
Suitable
Tabu
Tasteful
Tasteless
Tolerable
True
UndesD-able
Urgent
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Space Semantics
3.0 Spectrum of Personal Re~ponses to Place
3.52 Critical Assessments by Nominals ( Procons)

p
3.52 Procons by
Nominals
Ac.c.eptability
Aesthetics
Affirmation
Amount
Appropriateness
Approval
Badness

Tabu
Taste
Toleration

Truth
Undesira biH t)'
Uroenc't;
0
Value
'\Vqrth
'\\;rongness

Q:st

J)egree
Desirablljty
l)jsapproval
Ethks
Excellence
G:xx:iness
Fitness~

Flaw
Gxdness
Immaculateness ·.
lmperfec tion
Importance
Inferiorit '{
LegalityLikea bili t'l
I\1eaning1\·tediocrit,.
I\1oralityNegfltion
not OK ness
OK ness
Pertec. tion
Pcsiti veness
Potential
Preference
Priority

Properness

Propriety
Puritv
Qua.iit~l
Quantity
lealih:
lele'\'~nce
Rightness
Satisfaction
Scale
Significance
Stx:dlation
Strength
Superbness
Suita hili ty
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Nature of Landscape
Spectrum of Emotional and Mental States
Care free
Intriguing
Amazing
Stimulating
Sentimental Imaginative
LikUng
Enchanting
Euphoric
Jovial Joyful Enjoyable
Frivolous
Funny Entertaining
Thrilling
Fascinating
Likeable·
Gratifying

Adorable
Contenting

Relaxing Tranquilizing
Confusing
Bewildering
Poignant Moving
Astonishing
Freell1g
Memorable
Significant

Homesick
Superior

Envious Covetous
Merciful Sympathetic Pity
Corrupted
Maddening

Appreciative
Benevolent
Isolated
Competitive

( 'Emens' for short) E=!

Normal
Calming
Reassuring
Interesting
Surprising
Impressive
Inspiring
Romantic
Pleasll1g
Delightful
Charming
Blissful
Elating
·Happy
Lighthearted
Amusing
Cheerful
Exciting
Attractive
Admirable
Loveable
Satisfyll1g
Optimistic
Restful
Puzzling
Emotional
Awesome
Liberating
Nostalgic
Proud
Patriotic
Powerful
Angry
Jealous
CompassionateGuilty
Regretful
Mad
Annoying
Curious
Expectant
Grateful
Cautious
Generous
Tolerant
Lonely
Aggressive

M=*

Abnormal !*
Disturbing ! Agitating !
Worrying Doubting
Dull *Uninteresting
Unsurprising *
Unimpressive *
Inhibiting! *Numbing
Unromantic *Cold Passionless
Displeasll1g ! Disliking
Shocking
Terrifyll1g Frightening
Painful Harrowing
Distressing
Depressing
Sad ! Sorrowful Miserable
Serious* Solemn* ·Oppressive*
Sobering* Grave
Melancholy ! Gloomy ! Morose
Boring ! * Monotonous *
Repulsive* Revolting* Disgustll1g*
Offensive*
Hateful ! Horrifying ! Dislikeable
Disappointing! Annoying* Frustrating
Pessimistic! Morbid Stoical
Demanding Stressful !
Meaningful * Understandable Clear
Unemotional ! Chilling Numbll1g
Anticlimactic !
Constrainillg *Inhibiting
Forgettable *
Embarrased
Unpatriotic
Insignificant Inferior
Sympathetic
Charitable Bounteous Generous
Cruel Callous
Innocent
Unrepentant
Sane Sober
Comforting
Indifferent
Retrospective
Unappreciative Ungrateful
Reckless
Mean Selfish
Intolerant
Gregarious
Defensive Non aggressive

IPO~,

Nature of Landscape
List of Place Characteristics

Physical

Alpha order

A Abandoned Accept~b!e Acc~ssible Acidic Ad~irablc Aged Agricultural Alkaline Alpine
Ambiguous An~chrontsttc Anctent ~ng~lar Aquattc Arable Arboreal Arctic Arid Aromatic
Asymetric~l Axial B Bad Badly- matntau~ed Bare Barren Bent Big Black Blue Boggy
Breezy Bnght Broad Brown Busy Buzzmg C Canalled Carboniferous Cascading Chaotic
Chalky Cheering Chilly Circul~r Clean Cl:ar Close Cloudy Cloudless Cold Colossal
Colourful Colourless Commerctal Compattble Complete Complementary Concentric
Coherent Congruous Connected Contrasting Convenient Convoluted Cool Coppery
Craggy Crooked Cropped Crowded ~rumbling Cultivated CurledCurvaceous Curved D
Damp Dangerous Dank Dark DazzhngDead Decaying Defective· Deficient Dependent
Derelict Deserted Desolate Devastated Dim DirtyDiscordant Diseased Disfimctional
Disfunctioning Dism~l Disshnilar Distant Drab Draughty Dry Dull Duned Dusty E
Earthy Ediblev Educational Efficient Elemental Elliptical Empty Enclosed English
Enonnous Ephem~ra 1 ~thereal Excellent Exposed Exterior F Failed Failing FaUing
fanning Fast Ferttle Ftlthy Flat Floral Flowery Flowing Fluvial Foggy Formal Forested
Fragmented Frantic French Frenetic Functional Functioning G Gentle Geometric Georgian
Gem1an Gigantic Gloon1y Golden Good Grassy Gravelled Gray Green Grimy Grotty H
Hammering Haphazard Harmonious Healthy Heavy Herbaceous Hexagonal High Hilly
Historic Homomorphic How}jng Humid I Ideal Imperfect Improving Inaccessible
Incotnpatible fucomplete Incongruous Inconvenient Independent Indifferent Inefficient
Industrial Inert Infertile Infonnallnterior Intolerable Invisible Irregular Isomorphic Italian
J Jagged Japanese K Khaki L Labyrinthine Lacustrine Lengthy Lifeless Light Linear
Liquid Living Long Loud Low Lowland Lush M Man-made Man-modified Marginal
Marine Maritime Marshy Meadowy Meandering Mediocre Medium Metropolitan Middling
Mining Miniscule Misty Mobile Moderate Modem Moundy Mountainous N Natura 1 N 0isy
0 Octagonal Odorous Old Open Orderly Ordered Orthogonal Oval P Parallel Pastoral
Paved Pentagonal Perfect Planted Poor Precipitous Pristine Private Public Q Queer Quick
Quiet R Radial Ragged Rare Recreational Rectangular Regular Residential Resinous
Rhomboidal Roaring Rocky Rolling Rounded Rugged Rusty Ruinous Running Rural
Rustic Rustling S Safe Salty Sandy Satisfactory Scented Serpentine Shadowy Shady
Sheltered Shimmering Shrubby Silent Similar Sinuous Slow Small Smelly Snowy Solid ·
Sombre Sound Spanish Sparkling Spiral SquareSteep Still ·stone Stony Stormy Straight
Subaquatic Subterranean Suburban Sunny ·Symmetrical T Talking Temperate Terraced
Terrestrial Terrible Tidy Tinkling Tolerable Tortuous Toxic Traditional Treeless Trembling
Triangular Tropical Twisted U Unacceptable Unconnected Uncommon Undulating
Uneconomical Unhealthy Unnatural Unsatisfactory ~nsound Unspoilt Untidy Unusual
Upland Urban V Vernacular Village Violent Violet Visible Volatile W Walled Warm
Wavey Waving Weak Well-maintained Wet Wild Windy Winter Wooded Worsening X Y
Young Z Zig-zag
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N tu re of Landscape
s:ectrum of Place Character
oLOCATION

-

(Physical)

Landescript

English European Italian Scandinavian Japanese German
Scottish French Dutch
Terrestrial Marine Subterranean: Lowland Upland Highland
Exterior Interior

1GEO-TYPE

(Content Composition C~mponents Elements Parts)

.1 Landform

MolUltainous Hilly Undulating Flat Moundy Rolling Craggy
Cavernous
·
Gentle Rugged Precipitous Steep Moderate Broken

.2 Ground cover· -

Sandy Rocky Pebbly Stony Shingled Bouldercd
Paved Gravelled Cobbled Setted Tiled
Cropped Grassy Overgrown ·
Planted Herbaceous Shn1bby Flowery Lawn

.3 Built forn1

Metropolitan Urban Suburban ; Metropolis Town Street Square
Tenement

.4 Structures

Buildings Road Railway Overhead cables Underground
services

.5 Mobiles

Cars Lorries Trains Planes Bicycles Boats Subn1arines

.6 Water form

Sea River Lake Reservoir Stream Canal Rill Fotmtain Waterfall
Cascade

.7 Plant form

Tree Shrub Flower Grass Herbaceous Aquatic Annual
Perennial Marginal

.8 Animal form -

Cattle Sheep Bird Fish Insect Deer Rabbit Dog Fox Badger
Frog Hedgehog

.9 Human form -

Pedestrian Player Spectator Farmer Driver Shopper Pupil
Pensioner
Crowded Deserted Sparse Irregular Solitary Grouped

.10 Space form -

Basin Concavity Well Cave Sky Enclosure Interior
Containment

2ECO-TYPE

(Communities Habitats Collections of Living Components)

.1 Natural

Elemental Forest Woodland Boggy Desert Tundra Moor
Grassland Beach Jungle Maquis Wetland Rocky- Mountain
River-qank

.2 Man- made Rural -

Farm Garden Orchard Vfueyard Olive- grove Park Estate
Countryside Nature Reserve Market-Garden Hop-field
Railway embankment Motorway embankment

.3 Man -made Urban-

Town Village Community Park Parkway Zoological Park
Woodland-park Riverside-park
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3 USE-TYPF

(Actions Events Processes Functions I :ses Abilities)

.1 Functions -

Fanning Mining Fishing Selling Enterl<lining Spectating
Performing Parking

.2 Uses-

Agricultural Recreational Commercial A1nenity Industrial
Residential Religious Storage Mineral-extraction No use

.3 Actions-

Cheering Talking Playing Shopping Gol ting Parking Walking
Mountaineering Sking Eating Fishing Spcctating Touring

4 CLIMATE-TYPE

.1 Climate-

Alpine Tropical Ten1perate Maritime c~ 'ntinental Sub-tropical

.2 Weather-

Cold Wet Windy Cloudy Frosty Misty <-:nowy Sunny Humid
Dry Breezy Hot

.3 Micro-climate -

Draughty Sheltered Exposed Turbulent

5 LIGHT

-RADIATIO~-

Bright Dazzling Dis1nal Dim Dark Dull Light Shaded Dappled

6 COLOUR -

Black Blue Brown Russet Coppery Golden Grey Green Yellow
Red Pink Purple

7AGE -

( Duration Time Period)
Aged Ancient Yotmg Ephemeral Georgian Historic Prehistoric
Old Modern Recent

8 CONDITI()N

(State)

.1 Physical -

Bare Barren Busy Clean Dirty ~rowded Damp Desolate Dry
Exposed Grimy Solid Liquid Gas Fluid Plastic Powder Gel
Broken Whole Damaged Complete

.2 Chemical -

Acidic Chalky Alkaline Rusty Oxygenated Anaerobic Salty
Carboniferous

.3 Biological -

Dead Living Healthy Diseased Decaying Mouldy Breathing
Moribnnd

9 QUANTITY

( Amount Degree Magnitude Dimension Duration Rate)
Large Small Great Heavy Light Medium Enormous Tiny
Deep Shallow Steep Moderate Extreme Vast Full Empty
Big Intense Immense Monumental Severe Miniscule

10 STYLE

.1 National -

English Dutch Scandinavian French Italian Japanese
Vernacular Exotic

.2 Period-

Modern Medieval Georgian Elizabethan Renaissance Tudor
Thirties Victorian

.3 Designer -

Le Notre Brown Marx Lutyens Jekyll Kent Repton

.4 Description -

Formal Geometric Naturalistic 'House and Garden' Informal

.5 Art Movement -

Abstract Art Deco Cubist Dada hnpressionist Surreal
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tl soUND-

~.tlZzing Howling Rustling Tinkling Roaring Noisy Quiet
S1 lent Loud Gentle

12 SMELL-

Scented Odorous Aromatic Resinous Stnelly Noisome
Perfumed Fresh Fusty

13 QUALITY-

Perfect Defective Mediocre Ideal Poor Good Bad Indifferent
Excellent Normal

14 RELATIONSHIPS
.1 Physical - Shape - .

Similarity Contrast Regulality Homotnorphisin Difference

-Location-

Nearness Distance Proximity Above Beneath Inside Beside

-Other-

Articulation Balance Completnentarity Congruence
Connectedness
Disproportion Hannony Iconicity Proportion Scale SuitabiHty
Supportiveness Synchrony Togethen1ess Unsuitability

.2 Biological -

Dependency Suppression Dotnination Control Safety Danger
EdibiHty Compatibility Toxicity

15 NEGATIVES
.1 Presence

no cars no entrance

.2 Properties -

no style no sound

16 ARCHETYPES
.1 Natural

SHORELINE, MOUNTAIN. VASTNESS, WlLDERNESS
DEER FOREST, GROUSE MOOR, DARK WOOD
GREENWOOD, HIGHLAND GLEN, WILDERNESS,
ROCKYGORGE, WOODLAND CLEARING, BURNSIDE
ROCKYCOAST, DUNESCAPE, FENLAND,

.2 Rural

COTTAGE GARDEN, STATELY HOME, COUNTRYCLUB, BRIGADOON, HO LID A YCAMP, COUNTRYLANE, BEST KEPT Vll..LAGE, DINGLEY DELL,
LOWLAND FARM, Hill SHEEP FARM, CHURCHYARD,

.3 Urban

METROPOLIS, FAWLTY TOWERS, CORONATIONSTREET , BUNGALOWLAND, NODDYVILLE, GRANDCENTRAL STATION, DOCKLANDS, BROOKSIDE,
PIAZZA, lflGH STREET, CENTRAL PARK, WINDSWEPTPARK,

.4 Placeless

DISNEYLAND, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, RURITANIA
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The Setnaotics of l"sychospaee
J~ersonal l s.vcho-responses to 1 1ace
7 Verball"roliJe"i of 1 sycho Archetypes by l"ercies l"ratties and l"rocoos ( Nominals ·}
111

111

111

ADVENTliRI£. L\ND
ARCADL-\
ARI£.NA
BATTLI£.ft'IKLD
CARNIVAL
DISASTI£.R A R I£.A

l)lll\11"

HI£.AV KN
HI£.LL

HOl\11£.
HliNTING GROliND
L-\8\:'RINTH
1\·tON lll\lE.N TO

1\lYSTICA
1\·IYTHICA
l"J.-\RADISE. GARDE.N
PL-\.\:' G R 0 lf N D
SA NCTll l\-1
SHRINE.
STRANG E.\\,.t\ YS

STRONGHOLD
TERROR ISL-\ND
VJ.-\.LE
\VONDERLAND
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The Sem an lies of ttsychospact·
ttropertics of l,sychospaL~, . ,
,
7 tts,1cho Archetype AI)\· Ji_.N Ill RJi.; L-\N D
ProJ?crtics hy No1nin als

( Percies)

1\·lental
States
( Pratties ')

Ac.tivit'/
Adventure
Attractiveness
Challenge
Con1rades hip
Danger
Daring
{)jfference
Difficulty

Anticip:ttion
Braver)·
Curicr:sit y
Detennin.;ttion
Expec Ut ne y
Ful fil1n:n!
Heroisnl.
llnagiJwl iun
In vol ve111en t

Perceh· able

Characteristics

Dran1~1

R(.'~ll1::tlh:::

Dynmnisn1

S

Exoticness

S LLrpris~.:

tiJnul.:.11 l()Jl

l£.motional

States
( l~ratties)

Exhilaration
E xdtetnent
Fear
fr_ight
Hope
l1 npres~i veness
Ple.:tsure
St in1ula tioH
Stress
Thrill
Uplift
\\\.)nder

Extraordinariness
Fantas}
Freedo1n
HeroiSJn
lndetemunisn1
.b1 fonna Iit)·
:rvtystery
Vigour
\Vildness
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Critical
A sscssments
( Procons ")

OK
not OK
Ethics (+) (-)
Value f+) i-)

Like
Dislikt~

Quality (+) (- .,
S.::ltisfactil'ln
ltnportance
Rdevw1ce

]be Sen1 an tics of 1'\ychospace
Propt.·rlies of t•sychospace
7 J•s~·cho Archetype ARCAI)IA
Properties by Non1inals

Perceh·able
Characteristics
( Percies)

1\·lental
Stales
( Pratt.ies ·)

Emotional
Stales
( PraU.ies ·)

Critical
Assessments
( Procons)

Attrac.tiver1ess

Calnu1ess
Co1nfort
Contentrrent

Enchan tmen l

OK
not OK

lnter~L
Rela~ttion

Pl~asure

Beaut~·

Bene..,:olence
Civlliw ti.'n
Oeanliness
Fertilit ):
, Friendiiness
. Gentleness
lnfonnalit:y

Happiness

Peacefulness
Tranquil it 'f

Rest
Satisfacl]on
S tj}nu.la tjon

Ethics (+) (-)
Value i+) (-)

Like
Dislike

Quality (+) i.- .,
Sa lis fa cli on
lJnporl an ce

Relevance:

N~iLUraln~~~

Order
Pastoral it}·
Peace
Pie. turesq uen e§
Pleasantness
J>n....-xi UC UV j 1}·

Pureness
S~fet}

Shelter
Snnplidty

Tranquility
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Space Semantics
Properties of Psychos pace
7 Psycho Archetype ARENA
Properties by Nominals

Perceivable
Characteristics
( Percies)

Mental
States
( Pratties)

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

Critical
Assessments
( Procons)

Activity
Agression
Barbarism
Brutality
Combat
Competition
Control
Cruelty
Danger
Daring
Drama
Dynamism
Formality
Heroism
Primitivism
Ritual
Sadism
Safe.ty
Skill
Spectacle
Symbol
Theatre
Violence
Unpredictability

Amusement
Admiration
Anticipation
Entertainment
Frustration
Interest
Involvement
Satisfaction
Familiarity

Aggression
Combativeness
Depression
Elation
Emotion
Enjoyment
Excitement
Stir
Stress
Tenseness
Thrill
Fear

OK
not OK
Ethics .( +) (-)
Value(+) (-)
Like
Dislike
Quality(+) (-)
Satisfaction
Importance
Relevance
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The Semantics of Psychospacc
Properties of Psychospace
Psycho Archetype ARENA
Properties by Descriptor
Perceivable
Characteristics
( Percies)
Active
Aggressive
Barbaric

Brutal
Combative
Competitive
Controlled

Cruel
Dangerous
Daring
Dramatic
Dynamic
Formalized
Heroic
Primitive

Mental
States
( Pratties)

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

Critical
Assessments
( Procons )

Amusing
Admirable
Anticipatory
. Entertaining
Frustrating
Interesting
Involving

Aggressive
Combative
Depressing
Elating
Emotional
Enjoyable
Exciting
Stirring
Stressful
Tensing
Thrilling

OK
not OK
Ethics (+) (-)
Value (+) (-)
Like
Dislike
Quality ( +) (-)
Satisfaction
Importance
Relevance

Ritualistic
Sadistic
Safe
Skillful
Spectacular
Symbolic
Theatrical
Violent
Unpredictable
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Space Semantics
Properties of Psychos pace
Psycho Archetype BA TTLEF1ELD
Properties by Nominals
Perceivable
characteristics
( Percies)

Mental
States
( Pratties)

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

Critical
Assessments
( Procons)

Aggression
Barbarism
Bravery
Brutality
Chaos
Confusion
Cowardice
Competition
Cruelty
Danger
Death
Drama
Dynamism
Heroism
Indeterminism
Madness
Obscenity
Pain
Sordidness
Suffering
Uglyness

Anticipation
Bewilderment
Compassion
Confidence
Confusion
Courage
Disturbance
Duty
Futility
Glory
Hesitancy
Hopelessness
Insecurity
Menace
Numbness
Patriotism
Tenseness
Triumph

Agony ·
Bitterness
Depression
Excitement
Fear
Horror
Humour
Menace
Pain
Shock
Stress
Suffering
Tenseness
Terror
Thrill
Trauma

OK
not OK
Ethics ( +') (-)
Value (+) (-)
Like
Dislike
Quality(+) (-)
Satisfaction
Importance
Relevance
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The Semantics of 111 sychospa(.'C
tt~ropcrlies

11

of 1 sychosp~~

.
7 Psvcho An·hetypc CAR NI\· AL
Jllro~rties b!· No1nin.als

l\lental

Emotional

Critical

(~haracteristks

States
( Pratt.ies )

States
( Pratties)

Assessments
( Procons)

Ac tiv it)'
Aninlatjc1ll
All racth·eness
Boldness
Colourful ne ss
Con1pk xj t}·
.Crudity

Atnusen"'k:n t
Ot refreeness
C-Onfusion

01eerfulne~

OK

El a tjon
En i(:'l\· Ire n t
Ex.dternent

not OK
Ethics (+) (-)
VaJ Ut> f +) i -)

Har.piness

Like
Djs]ikt-.
Qu.::d ity

t•ercei\' able

( l11ercies )

_Djversi t}

En terta imnent
interest

In vu] ven1en t
S titnulatil_ln
Surprise

Jc"'_'!-·
Ple.:tSI.lrt:.~
St in1ula tj('i1

i+) i.-)
S'-ltjsfact i ~"~11

l!nf.Klrt an ce
Re! e"· ~HH: t':

Dranl::t
Exotjc nt>:ss
F~ti v1ty
Fb rnb~"'} ~m ce
Frivolity
Hec.tjc ness
Hun:nur

Infonnalit}
U\·el iness
Theat rkality
v::.·nety
Vigour
VLTlgarity-
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The Semantics of Psychospace
Properies of Psychos pace
1.0 Psychotype DISASTER AREA
Perceivable
Characteristics
( Percies)

Mental
States
( Pratties)

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

Critical
Assessments
( Procons)

Abnonnality
Chaos
Danger
Difficulty
Disaster
Drama
Extraordinariness
Grotesqueness
Heroism
Incident
Incongruity
Death
Pain

Bewildennent
Bravery
Caution
Confusion
Courage
Disorienration
Heroism
Incomprebension
Insecurity

Agony
Anguish
Desolation
Despair
Despondency
Distress
Fear
Fright
Helpnessness ·
Misery
Nervousness
Numbness
Pain
Shock
Sorrow
Stress
Suffering
Tenseness
Terror
Threat
Tunnoil
Trauma

OK
not OK
Ethics (+) (-)
Value(+)(-)·
Like
Dislike
Quality(+)(-)
Satisfaction
Imponance
Relevance

Shock
Terror
Tragedy
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The Semantics of Psychospacc
Properties of Psychos pace
:7 Psycho Archet~pe. DUMP
Properties by Nom1nals

Perceivable
Characteristics
( Percies)
Alienation
Cheapness
Chaos
Crowding
Crudeness
Crudity
D,epri vation
. D.estruction
Disorder
Meanness
Obsolescence
Seediness
Shabbiness
Sordidness
Spoilation
Squalidness
Tattiness

Mental
States
( Pratties)

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

Critical
Assessments
( Procons)

Abandonment
Apathy
Demoralization
,Denial
Deprivation
Discontent
Disinterest
Dissatisfaction
Exclusion
Unluckiness
Unwantedness

Anger
Aggression
Depression
Despair
Despondency
Hopelessness
Humiliation
Rejection

OK
not OK
EthiCS ( +) (-)
Value(+)(-)
Like
Dislike
Quality ( +) (-)
Satisfaction
Importance
Relevance

Ug~ess

Vandalism
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Nature of Landscape
prQperties of Psycho- space
Archetype
GEOl\-tE.TRICA

Landesc ri pt.

Properties

Perceivable
Characteristics

l\·lent.al
States

Order
Rationality
Prec-ision
Unnaturalness
Formality
fuldness
Oarity
Reason
Simplicity
Logicalhy

Reassuranc-e
Comprehension
Sat isfac. tion

Emotional
States

Critical
Judgements
OK
Not OK
Ethl~-S

( +) {-)

Value
Like
l)jslike
Qualit.Y (+) (-)
Satisfaction
hnportance
Relev-ance

Cognitive Consequences
. -\.sscc.iations
.
Confirrrn tions
Cotmotations

Fantasies
Disillusions

S)'moolic ~·leanings
Resolutions

~·temories

Grid-iron City
P)·rarrrids

Polderland

Paddyfield

Valley of the Kings

Protot.y pes
Garden
Knot
French
Italian
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Jhc Scn1antics of Psychospace
Properties of J•s!·chospact:
7 Ps,-cho Archetype Gll LA(~
ProPerties by Noru in als

Perceivable
Charaet.eristies
( t•erci~s )

l\leutal
States
( Pratties )

l£.motional
States
( l~r attie s )

Critical
Assessments
( Pro(.'Ons )

Alienation
.Austeri !)'
Authority
Barb.:trj::::nl
Brutality

&'~rcx.lon1

Abhorrenc-e
Anger
Anguish
Apprehcnskm
Depression
Dr..>st" k1 t k)n

OK
not OK
Ethics(+) (-)

Cntdt}

nis . .·lJillrclrt
Resig~wtion

S •..)1 j 1ud r..~

Danger

n. ~pair
.

Djsc--0111fo rt
Fruo.:tl it 'f

Dr..>spondenc )'
Disco nso Ia Lion
Distress
Fear

H~1~lmr..;~
Hostility

l:;ol.:t tic~n
1\·ton oto ny
Privatk'n

Restric.tion
Sord kin es.'S
Squal iciness
Ug}jness
Violenc-e

Gk'I(_)Jll

Helplessness

Hwniliati)n
l.J nr:osi tion

tvllsery
Oppression

Pcssin-riSJn
Stress
Suffering

Threat
Unhappiness
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Value f+) i-)
Like

Dislikr..·
Quality(+., i-)
Sa tisfac-t j.._,n
linr•on anee.
Rdev~mcr..·

The Semantics of 111 sj·chospac-c
Properties Ps~;chospal.~ . '
7 Psj·cho Archctj·~ H KA \· KN
Properties by No nun als

or

t•erceiv able

l\·lent.al

Characteristks

Sbttes
( 111 r atl.ie s ")

( Percies)

At trac. ti ven es:;
Beauty
&.nignity
Brigh111ess
Culour
Com}Xl tib]llt}·
Con1ple1nen writ y

Acceptance

C..L-m1p1eteness

Engagen1ent
Frrr.ck'~nl

Co1nradesh ip
O.'~ngnut}
ElegHnce

Ex1~aord jn ari1 1e~
Friendship
Friendliness
Generosity
Hannony
Lo\. e
LoveHness
Nu rrii nosit)'
Peac.e

Pe...qc.efulness
Perfec.tion
Pleasure
Plenty

Assurance

Certa]nty
CuJllJ-"'~rehensjun

Confidence
(~ 'ntenttn:n\
Etnp~tthy.

Emotional
States

Critical

( Prattics)

( Procons)

Achievement
B]]ss
Belov..x\ ness
Ca1Jnness
Delight
Ec.sl.:is).·
Elatio1-1
En1otk. .n .
Enchanttnent

OK
not OK
Ethics (+) (-)
Value f+) (-)

Fu!filn~·nt

En jo).·n~~n t

Hl_,r:x-:
ln h.': rest
Partic.]pation
Rela xatk'~n
Rest
Reward
Satisf,tction
Togetl1..:.n1ess
ll nderstandi r1g

Eu.pl1oria
Ex.lruanltjon

Exc.itetnent
Exultation
Friendliness
Happjness

Inspiration
Jo.yPeace
Pleasure
Rest
Serenity
StiJnulation
Tranquil it:y
\Vonder

Punt'{
Tranquility
Unselfishness
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Assessments

Like

Dis! ikt~
QLt.;tlity (+) (-)
S.:t tisfactjon
ln1port ance
Rd t..'\'~I.IlCt~

The Scnianlics of l.,s,ychospace
l,ro~rties of l,s,ychospat-e
7 Psv·cho Archetype HELL
ProPerties by No1nin als

l,erceh· able
Cbaracteristies
( Percies)

I\-lent a l
St ;ttt.. s
( l,ratties )

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

Critical
A s~essments
( Procons)

Aggression
A.]jen at jon
B..1rbarisn1

A b.:mck'~runent

OK

lnl' 'lent nC'e
Pun ishtnent
Repression

Agony
AngLrish
Betrayal
Deso I.:illt_'11
Distre§

R~.:· jt.':~..' I j, ~)I]

H.:tle

D1~Jjk~.:'"

')d !'ish ness

Horror
Hurt
Loathing
L•~'~lle lin~.: -ss

Qu~dity

Chac6

Cntelly
Dan~er

, Disc~otnfo rl
. D1sorder
Distress
Em nit}·
Evil
Grote9:1 ueness
Harslu1ess
Hostj}it~·

f\,·fal ev·oience
1\·tal jgnanc 't·
Obsc'eni ty T~ITL')f

Dt"j)rl\' ~lllOTl

LJ5S

1\·llsen·
Pain RevuJsk'n
Sl ress
S uffer:i ng
Terror
Torture
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n~.:)l

OK
El hies {+)

(-··,

Value!+)(-)

Like
i. + i (- ·,

S~tl isf.:.H:l ion

l!nrorlance
R:.:.~l

t.::·v ~n H: l'

The Se1nantics of Jl!sychospacc

Jl!roperties of t•s,yl'hospacc
7 tts"·cho Archetype IDEAL HOf\·tJt:
Jl!t'OPerties by J)e scrip tor

Perceivable

(.1taracteristk~

( Percies )
Aceessible
All ractive
Benign
C"l'~JDfortillg

Con1plete
c~,nv~?nient

L\::fe.nsibk
Dep.:.nda ble
Fmniliar
Fdt.'nd l}·
Hc11n."l)'
Nc""'~rlltll

Peaceful
PR=·d k table
Protective
Safe

1\·lent.al
States
( Pratties )

E.motional
States

Belonging
CDnlfortable
Eas)'
Enjoyable
Inspiring
Interesting

A free tk,Jm te
Belove::l
Blissful
01eerful
01erish ing
Cc-.Lnfortable
Happy
Joyful

Kno\lr·n

....

Proud
Re~1:::su ring
Relaxed ._
Restful
Satisf'':·in
Sec.ure :::stunula ting

(

PraUi~s)

h-.ve~lblt~

Ple.::1sing
T r.:tnq uil

(.T

sec.ure
Sht~ltedn g

Usiful

...
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(:ritical
Assessments
(l"rocons)

OK
nut o~·

Etldcs (+) t-)
Value ( +) (-)
L1ke
Di~like

(hwlit)· f +) (-)
S.:.1 t isfac.tion
ln vx""'~rt.:.-uH.:e
Rr.:-1 c~v a nee

Spa l.'C Se 111 a·~ lie s
l~roperlies of l's!·c:hospat..-e

7 t~svcho Archetype H ll NTIN (; (; RO liN I)
l~roPerties bj· Nc.Hnin als

Perceh· able
Ch :tral'leristics
(l~ercieloj

)

Accident
Capturt>
Ch.:tllenge
(. 'o -oper~tt io 11
Cntelty
D.:tngt•r
[~.:tlh

·•[)il ic;o1.11.:': n~..· e
Dwtn.:t
Eff(,rt
Fatnil iaril y

1\'lental
States
( PraUies

Emotional
States
( l'raUies)

Critical
Assessments
( Procons)

l\chievetnent
An ticip:tli'~n
Ex r-e c. t..q ne y

Exciternent

OK

Fear
Happiness

11t-"t OK
Ethics(+) ( -)
Value i +) i-)

Frustra tk)n
Necessity
Part icipa tj,_,JJ
Tettseness
Tritunph

P~t.in

Su!Ter! n~
Thrill . .

Like
DjsJikt·
()uality

Tntunl~t

S~t tisf.::tcti.;,.'~n

Stress

(+) (-)

lnllx'~rtance

Rr.."l ~..·v ~m c e

Fe~tr

Heroisn1
bidetennirrisnl

Pain
Persistence
Pursuer

Pursuit
QLrarry

Reward
Skill
Str~iteg~·

Sufferii1g
\Vound~g
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or

The Seinanlics
PsychospaL'C
properties of PsychospaL-e .
.
7 Psvcho Archetype L-\.8\· R IN fH
ProPerties by Notuinals

Perceh· able
Characteristics
( Percies)

1\-lental

Emotional

States
( Pratties )

States
( Pratties)

Critical
Assessments
( Procons)

Abnonn.9lity
BW:trreness
CDtnple xity
Danger
Diffic.u l ty
D.isc,rder
Dra1na
Forbjdd ingn t'SS
Hazard
tvtyster}·
Threat

Be '.'r·ilclennent
Confusio!!

..~dv·en tu re
Defensiveness
Exc.iten1ent

OK
not OK
Ethics (+) (-)

C~)ur~1ge

Fear

Value f+) f-)

Disorientation

Fright
1\·temH:t':
Oppression
Stress
Terror

Like
Disljkt•
Quality(+) (-·1
SatisfactioJJ

Bra\'t~r).·

Hesil~! ne}·

Lltcorppr\-! tension
Puzzl t':Jne!Il

Solitude
V tl1nt.:r~·~ bjl]t}

Tl1re.:11

Thrill

Unf~i.lnjJ jar]l}
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ltnportance
Rel evm1ce

The Sent antics of Ps,ychospace
Properties of Ps)·chospa<..'t:
7 Ps\-·cho ,·\rchet)· pc l\·1() Nll 1\·IJt:.N ]'()
ProPerties by Nonlin als

Percei\· able

l\'lental

Emotional

States

Critical

Cb:tracteristics
( Percics)

States

( PraUies)

( PraUies)

Assessments
( Procons)

Boldness
Djst i net J(J n

Achnira tion

Apprehension

Dratn~t

In sign 1f1c.ance

ol'r.:.~r~tti.)n
E•x.:1 t:::'C'

Pov,·~,;":r

Etn)t]on
Ex. .-jtenK·nt
Fe.:tr
IJ np·):~d t i ..)n
l.nrrre.ssi ve ne.~s

Extraordinariness
Forb](.ldi1Igtless
Orandnc-:ss
f\'1aj t'"SI}
I\·ton utne.nta lit).

c.()Jlfjdem:e

S Ill.!-t lltte:ss

A.,,...,. .

s~..~riousness

\Vc)nder

OK
nc't OK
Ethks ( +) (- '!
VaJue (+) (-."1
Like
Djslj~e

Quality i. +) i.-)
s~i t1sfact]l..)J1
hnport an ce
Rdevanc~..=-

Pt·nn~ttll·nct"

Pow.: r

Se.ri l )I_J sr1.:.~
Soletnn1ty
SoljcEty
Strength
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The semantics of t•sychospacc
Properties of Psychospa~

7 p,,rcho Arc het)· pe l\-IYSTICA
ProPerties by Non1in als

Perceh: able
Characteristics
( Percies)

f\·lent.al
States
( Pratties)

Emotional
States
( Prat.ties)

Critical
. .-\. ssessments
( Procons)

Abnorrt13lit y
Benignjty
Extraordinarine§

Contentrrent

l\we
Bliss

OK
not OK

Peace
Seremt't·
Solen:mitv
Up11ft -

Ethics (+) (-)
Value(+) i-)
Like

\Vond~r

Quality(+)(-)

Grace

Grandness
Harmony
tvtystery

Involvement

I\·ledita tion
I\·tystery

D3slike
Sa t.isfa c.t.l on
ltnport ance

Nature

Numinosjty

Relevance

Oddness

Peacefulness
Pov,. er
Primitiveness

Sec.lusion
Solemnity
Strangeness
Strength

Subllm.it)'
S\·mtoliSin
iranquility
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]be Semantics of Psychospace
Properties of Psychospa~.
.,
7 Psvcho Archetype 1\·1\ I HICA
ProPerties by No nun als

Perceh· able
Characteristics
( Percies)

1\-lental
Stares
( Pratties)

Emotional
States
(Pratties)

Critical
Assessments

A.ntlc.ipation
CreduHt)'
E xt:ec- 1ane. Y
F ul f.il n~e rH
Hope
Itna gin at jon
ln vol vetnen t
Nostalgia
Re1nembra nee
Renlinisc.enc.e
Rol'l13nce

Ad\·enture
Affec.tion

OK

\V1shfu1 ness

A \lr'e

Apprehension
Delight
EI.:Hion

Exc.itetnent
Insp]ra tion
Poignanc-y
Ron1ance
Sentitrental it v
St.llnulat]on Thrill
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( Procons)
not OK
Ethics (+) (-)
Value(+)(-)

Like
Dislike
Quality(+) i.-)
Satisfaction
hnportance
Relevance

The Semantics of Psychospace
properties of Psychospace
Ps.,·cho Archetype
PARA DISK GARDEN
Properties by Descriptor
Perceh· able
Characteristics
( Percies)

Attractive
Beautiful
Benevolent
Benign
Calm
Complete
Friendly
Gentle
Hannonious
Heavenly
l:lvllic
l.Dveh.
Peaceful
Pic-turesque
Pleasant
Safe
Serene
Tranquil
Varied

l\-lental
States

( Pratties)
Calm
Comfortable
Contenting
Inspiring
In terestin a
Relaxing eSatisf\.-in o
S tlin~a ti~g

Emotional
States
( Pratties)
Blissful ·
Delightful
Ecstatic
Elating
Enchanting
Enjoyable
Euphoric
Happy
Inspiring
Joyful
Pe-aceful
Pleasmg
Pleasant
Rapturous
Romantic.
Serene
Stimulating
Tranqtril
\Vonderful
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Critical
Assessments

( Procons)

OK
not OK

EthiCs (:t-) (-)
Value (+)f-)
Like
Dislike
Quality (+) (-)
Satisfac-tion
hnportance
Relevance

The Scm antics of Psychospa(.~
Properties of Psychospaet=
7 Ps,·cho Archetype PARADISI(. GARDEN
ProPerties by Nominals

Percei\' able
Char acterist.ic s
( Percies)

l\·lental
States
( Pratt.ies )

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

Critical
. -\.
. sse s sment s
( Procons)

Attractiveness

Calmness
Conlfort

Bliss
Deljght

OK

Bealll);

Bene\~olence

Contentn~nl

Ec.stasy

Ben1gnanc.y
Calmness
Con1pleteness
Friendliness
9entleness
Ham1on·y
Hea ven11ness
Loveliness
Peace
Pie turesq ueness
Pleasantness
Safety
Serenit'i
Tranquilit~{
\lariety

, lnspira t]on
Interest
Re] a x..1tk)n
S atbfac i iu n
Stjn1ul.:ll ]c,n

Elation
Enchantment
Enjoyment
Euphoria
Happiness
Inspiration
Jo_'t;
Peace
Pleasure
Rapture
Romance
Se re nit,.
St1mulation
Tranquility
'\1./onder
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not OK
Ethics (+) (-)
Value(+)(-)

Like
Dislike
Quality (+) (-)
Sat]sfac.uon
linport.ance
Rel ev an c.e

Nature of Landscape
Properties of Ps~,..cho - space
Archetype
PARADISE GARDEN

Landescri pt

Properties

Percei\·able
Characteristics

l\lental
States

Emotional
States

Critical
Judgements

..-\ttrac.th.-eness
Beauty
Calmness
Ckntleness

Conten tmen t
Interest
Relaxation
Securit1-·
Stimul.:i tion
lnspira tion

Bljss
Delight
Enchantment
Euphoria
Happiness
Joy
Peac.e
Pleasure
Rapture
Tranquility

OK

Social
Properties

Cultural
Properties

Friend line ss
Co - OJ:era tion
Harmony
Friendsh.ip
Tolerance

Values
Ethics
Cotnpatibility

Hannon't.
I..Dveliness
Peacefulness
Picturesqueness
Pleasantness
Serenity

Variet)~

Perceh: able
Geo - properties

v·egetation
light
Colour
\"Vater

Quietness
FertjHty

Not OK
( +) (-)
\lalue
Like
Dlslike
Quality ( +) (-)
Satjsfaction
hnportance
Ethl~-S

Cognithre Consequences

.:\ssoc:ia
.
tions
Cont11111:l tions

Fantasies
Disillusions

Syml:olk. f.r·leanings
Resolutions

rvtemories

Tropical jsland

Elysian fields

Arc-ad:ia

Prototypes

Glrdens
Pleasure
halian
etc
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The Sem an lies of Psychos pace
Properties of Psychospace
7 Ps1t·cho Archetype PIA YG ROll N D
ProPerties by Nominals

Perceivable
Characteristics
( Percies)

1\-lental

Emotional

States

States

( Pratties)

( Pratties)

Ac.tivity

Atnusen~n t

.-\chievement
.
Adventure
Aggression

Adventure

Aggression
An in1a 1j on
Att rac. ti vene§
Entert...'-1intnent
FanUtS)·

·Freedo1n
·Friendliness

HUln='ur
hna gin a tion
Li..,. e]iness
tvfagic.al ity

Freedom
Fulfiln~nt

lrnagination
Interest
In vol vemen t
Partic.ipa tion
Relaxatjon
Sec.uritv
stimula.tion

Deljght

Enchantment
Exdtement
Happiness

Joy
Pleasure
Stimulation
11lrill

Protection
Safety

Security
Simplic.ity
\lariety
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Critical
A ssessment.s
( Procons)

OK
not OK
Ethics (+) (-)
Value ( +) ( -)
Like
Dislike
Quality ( +) (-)
Satisfac.tion
hnportance
Relevanc.e

The Semantics of Ps~lchospace
Properties of Psychospacc
7 Psvcho Arch et~· pe SAN CTll l\·1
ProPerties by Nominals

J•erceh· able
Characteristics
( Percies)

1\'lent.al
States
( Pratties)

Emotional
St.ate
( Pratties)

Critical
Assessments
(Procons)

&auty

Cornpcsure
Con ten tJren t
In vol vetnent

Awe
Calrrmes;;
Etnotion
Holiness

OK
not OK
Ethics (-+-) (-)
Value(+)(-)

HLunilit't·
Inspiration

Like

Peace

Quality ( +) (-)
Sat.isfac.t]on
Importance

BenimlariC.).-

Extr;,rcHnarine§
Friendlmess
(entlene§
Grace

H..qnnon't/
He a venl] ne ss
l\·tystery

Nun"ri nos:i ty
Peacefulness
Purit}
Religiousness
Sacredness
Sanctity

Ivt uHta tio n
:rvtvsten.Piet 't·

-

Respyct .
Reverence

Veneration

Respec-t

Serenit·v
SeriouSness
Soletmit·v
Tranq t.rilft)'
Uplift
\Vonder

Strangeness
Syn1oolis1n
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Dislike

Relevance

The Semantics of Psychospacc

Properties of Psychospace
.7 Psycho Archetype SHRL~E
Properties by Nom1nals

Perceivable
characteristics
Percies)

Mental
States
( Pratties)

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

Critical
Assessments
( Procons)

Ceremony
Holiness
Homage
Memorial
Monumentality
Mystery
Nwninosity

Admiration
Deference
Devotion
Esteem
Honour
Involvement
Mystery
Participation
Remembrance
Respect
Reverence
Spirituality
Veneration
Worship

Adoration
Awe
Belovedness
Ecstasy
Emotion
Grace
Homage
Humility
Wonder

OK
not OK
EthiCS (+) (-)
Value ( +) (-)
Like
Dislike
Quality(+)(-)
Satisfaction
Importance
Relevance

~iety

Reijgiosity
Ritual
Sacredness
Sanctitude
Sanctity
Solemnity
Spirituality
Symbolism
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The Semantics of Psychospace
properties of Psychospace
7 Ps)'cho Archety_pe STRANGEWAYS
properties by Nom1nals

Perceivable
Characteristics
( Percies)

Mental
States
( Pratties)

Alienation
Danger
Difficulty
Discordance
Forbiddingness
Hazard
Hostility
Menace
Mystery
Threat
Unfamiliarity
Unpleasantness

Bewilderment
Disorientaion
Doubt
Insecurity
Oppressiveness
Uncertainty
V ulneyability

Emotional
States
( Pratties)
Agitation·
Apprehension
Fear
Fright
Hostility
Menace
Nervousness
· Oppression·
Stress
Tenseness
Threat
Uneasiness
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Critical
Assessments
( Procons)

OK
notOk
Ethics(~)(-)

Value(+)(-)
Like
Dislike
Quality(+)(-)
Satisfaction
Importance Relevanc

The Semantics of Psychospacc
Properties of Psychospace
7 Psycho Archetype STRONGHOLD
Properties by Nominals

Perceivable
c baracteristics
( Percies)
Boldness
Defensiveness
Dependability
Impregnability
Inaccessibility
Power
Protection
. R~liability
Resistance
Safety
Security
Shelter
Shield
Strength
Substance

Mental
States
( Pratties)

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

Critical
Assessments
( Procons)

Assurance
Comfort
Confidence
,Defensiveness
Reassurance
Security
Trust

Awe
Calmness
Comfort
Hope
Impressiveness
Inspiration
Optimism
Pleasure

OK
not OK
Ethics(+)(-)
Value(+)(-)
Like
Dislike
Quality(+)(-)
Satisfaction
Importance
Relevance
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]'he Semantics of t•sychospacc
Properties of Psychospace
Psvcho Archetype .STRONGHOLD
Properties by Descrtptor

Percei\.· able
Characteristics
( Percies)

1\lental

Bold
Defensh·e
Defensjble
Dependable

A.ssuring
Comforting
Confiding ...
Defensiv~
Reassuring

Guardmg
hnpa;ing
hnpregnabl e
Inaccessible
Powerful
Protec6ve
Reliable
Resistant
Safe
Sec-ure
Sheltered
Shielding
Strong
Substantia 1

States
( Pratties)

Secure

._

Trusting .

Emotional
States
( Praties)

Awesorr.e·
Calm
Con-lfortable
Hopeful
hnpressive
Inspiring
Optin:ristic
·Pleasing
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Critical
A·ssessments
( Procons)

OK
not OK

Ethics ( :+-) (Value (+) (Like Dislike
Quality (+) (-)
Satisfac-tion
hnportance
Relevance

The Semantics of Psychospacc
Properties of Psychospacc
7 Psycho Archetype TERROl{ lSLAi\U
Properties by Non1inals

Perceivable
Characteristics
( Percies)

Mental
States
( Pratties)

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

Aggression
Alienation
Barbarism
Brutality
Cruelty
Danger

Demoralization
Deprivation
Oppressiveness

Agony
Anger
Anguish
Depression
Desolation
Despair
Distress
Fear
Fright
Horror
Misery
Nervousness
Oppression
Pain
Revulsiot;1
Stress
.Suffering
Terror
Threat
Tunnoil

Evil
Hostility
Lethalness
Malevolence
Menace
Obscenity
Sadism
Shock
Terror
Threat
Violence
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Critical
Assessments
( Procons)
OK
not OK
Ethics (+) ( -)
Value ( +) (-)
Like
Dislike
QUality(+) t-)
Satisfaction
hnportance
Relevance

The Semantics of Psycho
Properties of Psychospace
Psycho Archetype VALE

7

Perceivable
Characteristics
( Percies)

Mental
States
( Pratties)

Solemnity
Sombreness

Sympathy
Empathy

Emotional
States
( Pratties)
Anguish
Depression
Desolation
Despair
Despondency
DisconsolAtion
·Distress
Gloom
Grief
Melancholy
Misery
Sadness
Shock
Sorrow
Suffering
Sympathy
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Critical
Assessments
( Procons)
OK
not OK
Ethics(~)(-)

Value(+)(-)
like
Dislike
Quality ( +) (-)
Satisfaction
Importance
Relevance

Space Semantics
Properties of Psychos pace
7 Psychotype WONDERLAND
Properties by Nominals
Perceivable
Characteristics
( Percies)
Attractiveness
Beauty
Boldness
Cleverness
Colourfulness
Completeness
Complexity
Curiosity

Drama
Dynamism
Exoticness
Fantasy
Festivity
Flamboyance
Freedom
Grandness
Harmony
Ingenuity
Loveliness
Magicality
Romance
SpectacleStrength

Mental
States
( Pratties)
Admiration
Bewilderment
Contentment
Entertainment
. Reverence
Satisfaction
Stimulation
Surprise

Emotional
States
( Pratties)

Critical
Assessments
(Procons)

Adoration

OK
not OK
Ethics(+)(-)
Value(+)(-)
Like
Dislike
Quality(+)(-)
Satisfaction
Importance
Relevance

Bliss
Delight
Ecstasy
Elation
Emotion
Enchantment
Enjoyment
Exhilaration
Happiness
Impressiveness
Inspiration
Intoxication
Joy
Pleasure
Rapture .
Stimulation
Thrill
Uplift
Wonder

Surrealism
Theatricality
Tranquility
Vigour
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13
PROMISED
LAND

AMUSING
16
BIOLOGICA

PRIVATE

15
14
PLAYGROUND SECRET
GARDEN

STRANGE

STRANGE·WAYS

DRAMATIC

THEATRE
LAND

FUTURISTIC

FUTURA

COMPLEX
47
MYSTERIOSO

PLAYGROUND 14
PROMISED LAND 13
MARKET PLACE 41
MEAN STREET 2 4

GEOMETRICA 34
GOLDEN ROAD 27
HOMELAND 43
INDEX 30

COMMONPLACE 32
COMPLEXICO 46

DREAMLAND 17
EXOTICA 18

ARENA 11
AVENUE 12
BATTLEFIELD 48
BIOLOGICA 16

SECRET GARDEN 15
SIMPLISTICA 4
STATION 23

SANCTUM 9

ORIGINS 42
PARADISE GARDEN 1

PAINFUL

DANGEROUS
49
INFERNO

LIMBOLAND 25
MACHINE 10

SAD

HOSTILE
36
VALE

REPLICA 8
ROMANTICA 26
SANCTUARY 2

PUBLIC

TEMPORARY
GEOMETRIC
35
22
METROPOLIS FORUM

CEREMONIAL MECHANISTIC
MECHANISTIC

CHAOTIC
21
CEREMONIA

CI'\(ILISED
38
LABYRINTH

MYSTERIOUS
SOLID
PUZZLING
37
48
34
GEOMETRICA WILDERNESS BATTLEFIELD

BANAL
33
ACTUALITY

METROPOLIS 22
MONUMENTO 19
MYSTERIOSO 47

ICONIC

REPLICA

SACRED

SANCTUM

SUSPENDED
24
MEAN
STREET

MONUMENTAL ORDINARY
20
23
CHAOTICA
STATION

EXOTIC
19
MONUMENTO

INFERNO 49
LABYRINTH 38
LIBRARY 39

8

9

OBVIOUS

VULGAR
10
MACHINE

SYMBOLIC
39
LIBRARY

TRIVIAL
32
COMMON
PLACE

ANTIQUE
46
COMPLEX ICO

COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIOUS
40
45
SYMBOL ICA
ANTIQUARIA

44
WORKPLACE

FAMILIAR

43
HOMELAND

ORDERED
31
TRIVIA

41
MARKET
PLACE

ORIGINAL

42
ORIGINS

EXPRESSO 3
FORUM 35
FUTURA 5

----

7

6

5

SIMPLE

SAFE

JOYFUL

29
CARNIVAL

27
30
GOLDEN ROAD INDEX

NATURAL

28
ARCADY

CARNIVAL 29
CEREMONIA 21
CHAOTICA 20

UNKNOWN

SANCTUARY

PERFECT

GARDEN

PARADISE

BENEVOLENT BIOLOGICAL EXPECTANT
3
12
17
26
EXPRESSO
AVENUE
DREAM
ROMANTICA
LAND
STRAIGHTOPEN
UNREAL
ROMANTIC
FORWARD
25
4
18
11
EXOTICA
SIMPLISTICA ARENA
LIMBOLAND

2

1

NATURAL

ACTUALITY 33
ANTIQUARIA 45
ARCADY 28

0\

w

......

SIMPLE

LIKED

NAME AND ESSENCE

ARCHETYPAL PLACES

VALE 36
WILDERNESS 37
WORKPLACE 44

THEATRELAND 6
TRIVIA 31

STRANGEWAYS 7
SYMBOLICA 40

DISLIKED

COMPLEX

KNOWN

The Seru an tiL's of

s.O l~ersonal

Ps)'·chospa(..~

t•syeho- responses lo t•lace

8.71 Periodic Table of Place Archetypes

( Dcscriplors)

HOl\;lE PAR.A.DIS E
GARDEN
GROUND
Farnilic:tr
Bl1ssful
Belonging
Ha pp}
Safe
Jo\·ful
ARCADL~
PL~ YGROUND
Carefn.=>x:
P~~tceful
Hagp)'
Slinple.
In teresti no
Pro:! uc live:
Safe
eo
N~t tur.:1l

THEATRE-

\VONDER-

VIRTLIALIT\.-

L~ND

\Vunderful
Enchanting
Anwzing
LOV EL:.:\N D
Ph:'<:IS ura bIe:
Rapturous
All racth·e
Carefree
rvtONUI\.·IENTO.
hnpressh·e
A v.:eso1ne
Po "Yr·e rf ul
Serious
V..,; 0 Vo.t;
hnpressive
Exciting
Dramatic.
Enio'{able
PLE~~ S~~ NCE
Pleasing
Pleasant
Interesting
Undemanding
SA NCT U~~ R....·y
Safe

HUNTING-

GROUND
Cotn~t]th·e
Expec1~1nt
E~ent]al

\VORKPL.:\CE
Fruniliar
Essential
Demandino

Corruronp~ce

HU l\.·ID R Ul\.·1
Boring
Repeti live
Dull.
Banal
HOJ\.·lEL~ND

Stirring
Conne~.tive
Patriotic
Farrriliar
S~~FE'\VA YS
Safe
Farrriliar
Convenient
Pleasant
FORUI\-1
Public
s~ure
Controversial
Prutected
lnfonna t]ve
Pe.1ceful
Confrontational
STRONGHOLD Q.:\ THE RING
Safe
PL-\CE
Socjal
Sa:ure
Friend],.
lmpregna bl e
Re:1ssurin g
Communal
HOI\·1E ....
NE\\lSROOI\'1
Rea]
Safe
Familiar
Unreal
\lkarious
Comfortable
Friendly
Distanced

L~ND

Unre.:1l, k:on]c
En1pa1 he tic.
Ro1nan tic.
STORYL~ND

lln re.;1l
Rornantic.
Entcrlain.i ng
bnagina tiv;.

SANCTUJ\.·1
Hallowed
Sac:. red
Religious

ALIENATION
Alien
Strange
Threatening

SHRINE·

STRANGEV./AYS
Strange, Odd
Threatening

Hallo~.-e:l

Sac:. red
I\·letnorial

Un re..ql, Iconic:
J:)ec eptive
Ek1.:·tronic:

I\·1 ) . s·1·1 CA
l\'1ystica I
h1spiring
Benign

HO LID A ··y·-

I\·tYTHICA

L~BYRINTH

Unreal

Puzzling
Dangerous
Fearsome
Confusing
VALE
Sad
l\.·lel an eh ol ic
Grieving
Errotjonal
DISASTER

L~ND
C.:trefr~

Relaxed
Pleasurable
Lll\.·IBO L~ N D
Detached
Isolated
Suspended
fuert

ROI\·1ANTICA
Ro1nantic
lrna gin a ti ve
Evocative
Ermtional
DREAI\·IL~ND

Unreal
S)•moolic:
F~mtastic:.

1\·tythic.
.Fictional
bna gin a ti ve
ADVENTUREL~ND

Exc:itli1g
~tnanding
Unpredictable
LIBRARY
CiviHzed
I\·ted ita ti ve
Tranquil

CEREI\·10 NL~
Ritualistic
Fom1al
Solemn

Irrational
C~~RNIVAL

Amusing
Festi"le
Drainatic.
Uninhibiting
CIRCUS
Exc-iting, Exotjc.
Amusing
Dramatic.
Simple
~~REN~~

Cl..lffi}:-'etitive
Dangerous
Heroic.
Unpredictable
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PROI\·IISEDL-\ND
Uncertain
Potential
Hot:eful
I\fYSTERIOSO
.lvlysterious
Sllrister
Solemn
Strange
1\·IA.ZE
Puzzling
Frustrating
lt.·fisleadino
n
o

THE

UNKNO'\VN
Sinister
Detnanding
Stressful

~~REA

Painful
Shocking
Confusing
TERROR
ISL:\.ND
lne~.apable

Terrifying
Stressful

GUL-\G
Humiliating
Depriving
lnhurnan

Cruel
BATTLEFIELD
Dangerous
Stressfu]
Horrific.
Brutal
INFERNO
Hellish
Horrific.
Intolerable

Ugly

Space Semantics
8. 0 Personal Psycho - responses to Place

s. 7

Periodic Table of Psycho and Archetypal Places

A

B

c

D

PARADISE
GARDEN
Blissful

WILDERNESS
Inspiring Natural
Awesome

STRONGHOLD
Safe hnpregnable

NEWSROOM TV
Insulated Reality

SANCTUARY
Safe Protected

Bleak Gloomy

LOVELAND
in love

DISMAL~ND

IDSTORICA
Romantic Factual

ELY SlUM
Unqualified Delight

HOSPICE
Peaceful Resigned

ROMA.:~TICA

ARCADIA
Idealized Rustic

Imaginative

WONDERLAND
Wondrous

MAZE

ENCHANTED
WOOD
Enchanting Natural

CLOUD CUCKOO
LAND
Self deception

SANCTl.JM
Sacred

Puzzling Safe

FANTASIA
Fantastic

MYTIDCA
Imaginative fantasy

DREAMLAND
Symbolic Unreal

OLYMPIA
Herioc Adrrllrable
Inspiring

SHRINE
Revered Holy
HUNTING
GROUND
Familiar Questing
WOW
Knockout

PLEASURE DOME
Sybaritic Enjoyment PLEASANCE
Pleasurable
PLAYGROUND
Relaxing Carefree
HOME
Safe Familiar
ADVENTUREPersonal
LAND
Exciting
HOMEGROUND
Shared Familiar
GOLDEN ROAD
Exciting Hopeful
Optimistic Expectant
SAFEWAY
THEATRE- LAND Safe Familiar
Safe Romantic
ARENA
Safe Competitive
Vicarious
HOLIDAY- LAND
Carefree Exotic

NORMA LAND
Prosaic
HUMDRUM
Boring Tedious

INFIRMARY
Apprehensive Unwell
MAUSOLEUM
Deadening
MONUMENTO
Impressive
Overpowering
Oppressive
MYSTERIOSO
Siillster Mysterious
LABYRINTH
Puzzling Dangerous
MELANCHOLIA
Sad Depressed
VALE
Bereaved Sorrowing
(THE) ODIUM
Offensive Honid
BATTLEFIELD
Fearful Painful

LIMBOLAND
Suspense Frustration
MEAN STREET
Depressing Poor

PURGATORY
Suffering Miserable
GULAG
Humiliating Deprived

STRANGEWAYS
Unfamiliar Unsafe

MOTHERLAND
Shared Origins
Ancestral

TERROR ISLAND
Terrifying

PROMISED LAND
Realized Hopefulness

CRINGE
Embarrassingly awful INFERNO
Hellish Intolerable
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Oas Arbeitsmedium der meisten Gestalter van Orten ist die visuelle
Sprache. Aber hinter jedem Bild steht ein Konzept'. Die' Bedeutung eines
Konzeptes oder Drtes in der Kommunikation oder Diskussion kann man •
nur durch das Wart erfassen. vermitteln und mitteilen.
Semantik beschattigt sich mit der Bedeutung van Drten fur Leute. Diese
Studie beschattigt sich mit der Bedeutung van Orten hinsichtlich ihrer
Wahrnehmung. hinsichtlich van Gefuhlen und Einschatzungen. Sie basiert
auf C. G. Jungs KDNZEPT DES ARCHETYPUS.

1

assessments. lt is based qn C. G. Jung's CONCEPT OF THE
ARCHETYPE.
The archetype. he says, is a primordial image, in itself empty and
formal: it is a sort of specification without form. content or detail.

wartet darauf. mit Erfahrung gefi.illt zu werden. wenn bestimmte

waiting to be filled in by experience when certain essential properties
are perceived.

Fur Gestalter van Drten. die in erster Linie die Bedi.irfnisse anderer eher

For the designers of place whose primary wish is to satisfy others

als ihre eigenen befriedigen wollen, ist es wesentlich. die Kriterien

rather than themselves. it is essential to know the criteria of others

anderer zu kennen: zu wissen. was diese in verschiedenen Situationen

To know what they see and feel in different situations and how they

sehen und fi.ihlen und wie sie verschiedene Drte hinsichtlich Bedeutung

interpret different places in terms of meanings and messages. Jung·s

und Botschaft interpretieren. Jungs Antwort war. die wesentlichen

answer was to identify the essential properties of those archetypal

Merkmale jener archetypischen Figuren zu identifizieren. welche wie die
Mutterfigur wesentlich fi.ir unsere Entwicklung sind. Fi.ir die wesentlichen

figures which are essential for our development like the Mother Figurf
whose properties he found were AFFECTION AUTHORITY CARING

Merkmale der Mutterfigur hielt er ZUNEIGUNG AUTDRITAT FURSORGE

COMFORTING GENTLENESS NOURISHMENT PASSION PROTECTION

TROST GUTE ERNAHRUNG LIEBE SCHUTZ SORGE SYMPATHIE WEISHEIT.

SOLICITUDE SYMPATHY WISDOM. For Ramulus and Remus she

Fur Ramulus und Remus entpuppte sie sich in Wirklichkeit als Wolfin.

manifested herself in reality as the she-wolf. For most of us it is

Fur die meisten van uns ist es unsere biologische Mutter. eine Pflege-

our biological mother. a foster parent or some other. There are many

mutter oder irgend jemand anderer. In unserem Le ben gibt es viele
archetypische Figuren. Denken Sie an den Helden und die Heldin. den

archetypal figures in our lives. Consider the Hero and the Heroine. the

weisen alten Mann oder die Matriarchin. den Ertoser und den Hirten.

Our hypothesis is. that through the ages. archetypal figures must ha\
been found in archetypal places. If human archetypes. why not place

Wise Old Man or the Matriarch. the Saviour and the Shepherd.

Archetypen gibt. warum nicht auch Ortsarchetypen?

archetypes?
Our thesis is that the mind categorises places of importance in the

Unsere These ist. daB der Verstand Orte von Wichtigkeit gleich wie

same way that it categorises people. But how does it do that?

in archetypischen Orten gefunden wurden. Wenn es menschliche

1

Semantics is about what places mean to people. This study is about
what places mean in terms of their perceptions. feelings and

formal: er ist eine Art Beschreibung ohne Form. lnhalt oder Detail und

Unsere Hypothese ist. daB durch die Jahrhunderte archetypische Figuren

1

and discussion. only 'the wo'rd' can capture. convey and share 'the
meaning' of a concept or a place.

Laut Jung ist der Archetyp ein urspri.ingliches Bild. in sich leer und

wesentliche Merkmale wahrgenommen werden.

1

For most place designers. the working medium is the visual image.
But behind every image is 'the concept' and for communication

to create models of the worlds in which people

Menschen kategorisiert. Aber wie geschieht das? Urn das herauszufinden.

To find out. we need

mussen wir Modelle der Welten. in der die Menschen leben. erstellen.

live. because people live simultaneously in different worlds. and in

weil Menschen gleichzeitig in verschiedenen Welten und in verschiedenen
' Oimensionen leben.
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different dimensions.
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Erstens gibt es die physische Welt des GEORAUMES. den wir alle

First, is the physical world of GEOSPACE, which we all inhabit; the worlo

bewohnen: die Welt. wie sie von unserer westlichen Wissenschafts-

as defined by our western scientific culture. a world of COMPONENTS

kultur definiert wird. eine Welt von KOMPONENTEN OUANTITATEN

QUANTITY ACTIONS SHAPES and RELA TIONSH/PS. which manifest

HANOLUNGEN FORMEN und VERHALTNISSEN. die sich als Atome.

themselves as atoms. molecules. people. cities. Second. the interior

Moleklile. Leute und Stadte darlegen. Zweitens gibt es die lnnenwelt

world of MIND. created by perception. constructed from sense data.

des GEISTES. Sie wurde in einem auBergewohnlichen ProzeB, der

memories. inference. selection. beliefs and lots more in an

Jahrtausende gedauert hat. durch Wahrnehmung, konstruiert aus

extraordinary process which has taken millenia to evolve. We call this

verstandesdaten. Erinnerungen. Schluf3folgerungen. Auswahl.

inner, private world PSYCHOSPACE and our objective is to identify its

Anschauungen und vielem mehr, erzeugt. Wir nennen diese innere.
private Welt PSYCHORAUM und u~ser Ziel ist es. seine Bestandteile

components. to model it. analyse it and use it to identify and assess
places.

zu identifizieren. ein Modell ZU erstellen. es ZU analysieren und es

Each of us now. perceives and inhabits this private place. using

zu nutzen. urn Orte zu erkennen und zu beurteilen.

different selection processes and critical criteria by which to judge it.

be~ause we share a common culture that we share common(

Jeder von uns nimmt nun diesen privaten Ort wahr, bewohnt ihn und

We assume.

verwendet verschiedene Selektionsprozesse und kritische Kriterien.

interpretations of our environment. And we do that because there is

urn ihn zu beurteilen. Wir nehmen an, daB wir eine gemeinsame Inter-

a window into our private psychospaces through which we can see

pretation unserer Umwelt teilen, da wir eine gemeinsame Kultur teilen.

and share the contents of each others worlds. lt is called language.

Oas tun wir. weil es ein Fenster in unseren privaten Psychoraum gibt,

There is a third dimension to reality with certain similarities to

durch das wir den lnhalt der Welten anderer sehen und teilen konnen.

psychospace: lt is called OECOSPACE. Its components are the

Das ist die Sprache.

relationships between people and place. Components like ALIENATION

Es gibt eine dritte Dimension zur Wirklichkeit mit bestimmten

COMPATIBILITY DEPENDENCY FRIENDSHIP UNDERSTANDING.

Ahnlichkeiten zum Psychoraum. Sie heif3t OKORAUM. Die Beziehungen
zwischen Menschen und Orten sind seine Bestandteile: Bestandteile

The physical world of Geospace is dominated by the six interrelated

wie ENTFREMOUNG VERTRAGLICHKEIT ABHANGIGKEIT FREUNOSCHAFT

and interdependent components of SPACE TIME MATTER ENERGY

VERSTEHEN.

GRAVITATION and LIGHT bound together by the principle of RELATIVITY.

Die physische Welt des Georaumes ist dominiert von den sechs in

in orbit. We can deduce the identity and composition of any particular

Wechselbeziehung stehenden und voneinander abhangigen

piece of matter by analysing it in the spectrometer. The spectrum

The matter. we conceive as the nucleus and its attendant electrons

Bestandteilen: RAUM ZEIT MATERIE ENERGIE GRAVITATION und LICHT.

is light. and as the electrons jump from orbit to orbit they emit

Sie werden durch das Prinzip der RELATIVITAT verbunden. Wir stellen

characteristic quanta of light telling us the nature of the sample.

uns die Materie als Kern und seine zugehorigen Elektronen in der

the components of which are the elements.

Umlaufbahn vor. Wir konnen die ldentitat und Zusammensetzung jedes
einzelnen Shicks Materie herleiten. indem wir es im Spektrometer
analysieren. Oas Spektrum ist Ucht. und wenn die Elektronen von
Umlaufbahn zu Umlaufbahn springen, senden sie ein bestimmtes
Quantum an Licht aus. Dies gibt AufschluB uber die Natur der Probe und
die Bestandteile. aus denen die Elemente sind.
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i,Ersetzen sie nun MATERIE durch ORT und LICHT durch WORTE:

Now for MATTER substitute PLACE and for LIGHT substitute WORDS.

fGenauso wie die physische Welt des Georaumes durch i:lie Relativitat

As the physical world of Geospace is ruled by the relativity of SPACE

:.von RAUM ZEIT MATERIE bestimmt wird. wird Psychoraum auch van

TIME MATTER. so Psychospace is also ruled by relativity. Psychospace

Relativitat bestimmt. Psycharaum verdankt seine Entstehung dem

comes into being because of the coincidence and relativity of PERSON
MIND PLACE EVENT SITUATION and CIRCUMSTANCE.

zusammentreffen und der Relativitat van PERSON VERSTANO ORT
ERE IGNIS SITUATION und UMSTANO.

Where there are people. there are minds; where there are people. places

:Wo Menschen sind, ist Verstand: wo Menschen sind, werden Orte

are created. Collectively they constitute physical. chemical. biological.

geschaffen. Zusammen fuhren sie physische. chemische, biologische.

psychological events. situations and circumstances. Our first task is

1

lpsychologische Ereignisse. Situationen und Umstande herbei. Unsere

I. erste Aufga~e

ist es. die ~estandteile des Psycharaum~s fest~us~ellen.
·Un groben Zi.Jgen denken w1r. daB der Verstand selbst em Dasem b1ldet.

~mit seiner eigenen

Relativitat. Seine Hauptbestandteile sind KUL TUR

to identify the components of psychospace. We think that broadly and
crudely, MIND itself constitutes an entity. with its own relativity. its
major components being CULTURE MEANINGS FEELINGS COGNITIONS
ASSESSMENTS. The principle of relativity implies that amongst people

fBEDEUTUNG GEFUHLE WAHRNEHMUNG EINSCHA TZUNG. Unter Menschen.
~die empfinden und sprechen konnen. beinhaltet das Prinzip der
helativitat die Abhangigkeit dieser Bestandteile vaneinander.
fKeiner kann ohne den anderen existieren. Die Gesetze der Psychologie
verbinden sie zu einem dynamischen modularen System.
Wir halten insbesondere BEDEUTUNG GEFUHLE UNO EINSCHATZUNGEN
fur die Schllissel. ORTSPSYCHOTYPEN - wie wir sie nennen - zu

t identifizieren.

who can perceive and speak. all these components are interdependent.
none can exist without the others. They are bound together in a dynamic
modular system· by the laws of psychology.
We feel that MEANINGS FEELINGS and ASSESSMENTS in particular are
the keys to identifying what we call PLACE PSYCHOTYPES.
A placepsychotype is described by the meanings and feelings it is likely
to evoke in people. These are found by analysing lots of different people
in lots of different places. To do that we need to start with an idea of

::. Ein Ortspsychotyp wird von Bedeutungen und GefUhlen. die er wahr~: scheinlich in Menschen hervorruft. beschrieben. Diese findet man. wenn
' man viele verschiedene Menschen in vielen verschiedenen Orten
analysiert. Urn das zu tun. beginnen wir mit der Vorstellung, was diese
moglicherweise fuhlen ktinnten. Wie in der Chemie brauchen wir eine
liste der Elemente. die die Welt enthalten. Wir haben ein SPEKTRUM OER
GEFUHLE. das von Ekstase und Gll.ickseligkeit bis zu Pein und Schrecken
reicht.

what they could possibly feel. We need, as in chemistry, a list of the
elements which comprise the world. But instead of chemicals we have
feelings. We have a SPECTRUM OF FEELINGS. ranging from Ecstasy and
Bliss to Agony and Terror.
We call them PRATTlES (Properties Attributable to Place). As different
elements combine to produce compounds. so do different combinations
of feelings produce characteristic PLACE PSYCHOTYPES. These include
Beautiful Pleasant Unspoilt Natural Fertile Lush places like ARCADIA.

Wir nennen sie PRATTlES Cdem Ort zuzuschreibende Merkmalel.

and Oull Ordinary Mean Conventional Banal Prosaic Sensible Urban

So wie verschiedene Elemente sich verbinden und Zusammensetzungen

Utilitarian places. like MEAN STREET.

erzeugen. so erzeugen verschiedene Kombinationen von Geffihlen
verschiedene ORTSPSYCHOTYPEN. Dies beinhaltet Schon Angenehm
Unverdorben Naturlich Fruchtbar Uppig - Orte wie ARKAOIEN und
Langweilig Gewohnlich Herkommlich Konventionell Banal Prosaisch
Vernunftig Urban Nutzlich - Orte wie die OURCHSCHNITISSTRASSE.
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I

OBJEKTIVE RELATIVITAT

Wenn wir selbstsicher Merkmale wie

I
I

Attraktivitat. Schonheit und Heiterkeit Orten zuschreiben. rufen wir ein

OBJECTIVE RELATIVITY In confidently attributing properties
like ~ttract~venes~. ~eauty and Cheerfulness to places. we are evoking

philosophisches Prinzip des Amerikanischen Philosophen G. H. Mead aus

a phtlosophtcal prmctple proposed by the American philosopher G. H.

1

de m Jahre 1932 wach. Beziehungen zwischen Menschen und Orten

!

ergeben solche Merkmale. stellte er fest. Menschen reagieren auf Orte

Mead in 1932. Such properties, he said. result from relationships
between people and places. People respond to place cognitively,

kognitiv. emotional und kritisch. Aber diese verschiedenen subjektiven

I

emotionally and critically. But these various subjective responses are

,.

Reaktionen sind ursikhlich und objektiv auf den Ort bezogen. konnen ihm

causally and objectively related to place. so can be logically attributed
to them, relative to the people who hold them.
I

so in logischer Weise zugeschrieben werden. relativ zu den Leuten. die

,

dieser Ansicht sind.

}

PER CI ES
PERCIES

Wir nehmen an. daB hinsichtlich der Relativitat Gefi.ihle

We assume that in terms of relativity, feelings are the

result of meanings, and meanings are the sense people make of place

aus Bedeutungen resultieren. und Bedeutungen sind der Sinn. den Leute

Mea'!ings are the product of perception. they are the interpretation of

Orten zuschreiben. Bedeutungen sind das Produkt van Wahrnehmung.

sense data through the prism of culture. But meanings come in several

sie sind die Interpretation van Verstandesdaten durch das Prisma der

distinct types. They come as PERCEPTS. like tree, street. car and

Kultur. Aber Bedeutungen findet man in vielen verschiedenen Typen, in

person. and they come as inferences. like Grand Ordinary Normal

WAHRGENOMMENEN GEGENSTANDEN, wie Baum. Straf3e. Auto und
Person. und in Schluf3folgerungen wie Grandios Gewtihnlich Normal

Abnormal, which describe the properties of individual percepts. or
places as a·'whole. We call these latter perceptions of properties

Abnormal, welche die Merkmale individuell wahrgenommener

PERCIES (Perceived Inferred Properties).

Gegenstande oder Orte als Ganzes beschreiben. Wir nennen diese

In order to help people's memories and their powers of description

letzteren Wahrnehmungen von Merkmalen PERCIES (wahrgenommene

we have identified the most common and they are presented in an

abgeleitete Merkmalel.

alphabetical SPECTRUM OF PERCEIVED INFERRED PROPERTIES.

I
!

Urn der Erinnerung der Menschen und ihrer Kraft der Beschreibung
zu helfen. haben wir die gebrauchlichsten festgehalten und in einem
alphabetischen SPEKTRUM DER WAHRGENOMMENEN ABGELEITETEN

PROCONS

MERKMALE prasentiert.

philosopher Oavid Hume says. 'the mind is associative·. Perception is

But.with perception come other ideas. As the Scottish

followed by memories. connotations. thoughts of all sorts and they
join Meanings and Feelings as part of this total experience we call

PROCONS

Aber mit der Wahrnehmung kommen andere ldeen.

.Oer Verstand ist assoziativ'. wie der schottische Philosoph David Hume

psychospace.
At the same time. in another module. because 'the mind is critical'.
everything is constantly being assessed by sets of criteria in processes
of CRITICAL ASSESSMENT. The most important of these is probably the

feststellt. Erinnerungen. Bedeutungen und alle mtiglichen Gedanken
folgen der Wahrnehmung und verbinden sich mit Bedeutungen und
Gefi.ihlen als Teil dieser umfassenden Erfahrung. die wir Psychoraum
nennen.

Approval-Disapproval-dichotomy. The critical faculty in people is very

Gleichzeitig wird in einem ProzeB der KRITISCHEN BEWERTUNG standig

For the average place survey we have made a selection of critical

alles durch eine Reihe van Kriterien bewertet. da der Verstand kritisch
ist. Oie Anerkennungs-Nichtanerkennungs-Dichotomie ist wahrschein-

assessments. or what we call PROCONS (Pros and ConsJ.
They are APPROVAL RELEVANCE SATISFACTION QUALITY and VALUE.

lich die wichtigste darunter. Das kritische Vermogen der Menschen ist

Procons are the measure of places and their properties. But not only

sehr stark und reicht in einem weiten Spektrum der Merkmale van
Anerkennung bis Wertung. Fur eine durchschnittliche Ortsbestands-

that. they are the measure of Feelings and Thoughts. They tell us
whether or not Happiness and Sadness are OK or not OK. Relevant

aufnahme haben wir eine Auswahl an kritischen Bewertungen

or Irrelevant, Moral or Immoral.

strong. covering a wide spectrum of properties from approval to value.

zusammengestellt. Wir nennen dies PROCONS CPros und Kontrasl.
Sie sind ANERKENNUNG RELEVANZ BEFRIEOIGUNG OUALITAT und WERT.
Procons sind das MaB fur den Ort und seine Merkmale. Nicht nur das.
sie sind MaB fUr Gefi.ihle und Gedanken. Sie teilen uns mit, ob Glucksgefuhl und Traurigkeit OK oder nicht OK, Relevant oder Irrelevant.
Moralisch oder Unmoralisch sind.
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::ARCHETYPE·N

Archetypen sind der Kern der,Oin~. Wie Prinzipien

Archetypes are the

e~sence of things. They are

concepts. which like principles and physical laws have to be discovered

,und Analyse entdeckt und erfal3t. dann sprachl1ch formuliert und

and captured by observation and analysi5 then formulated and

symbolisiert werden. Diese Essenzen oder Archetypen werden durch

symbolized as language. These essences ,Jr archetypes are described

ihre Merkmale oder durch die Merkmale ihrer Stereotypen. die sie in

by their properties. or by the properties or their stereotypes which
represent them in reality.

Wirklichkeit repdisentieren. beschrieben.
· Ein Spektrum der Merkmale kann die Oinge beschreiben.

There is a spectrum of properties by which things may be described.

•Es ist ein Spektrum ansteigender KomplexiUit. van der einfachsten

lt is a spectrum of ascending complexity. from the simplest PHYSICAL

PHYSIKALISCHEN Ebene uber die CHEMISCHE und BIDLOGISCHE zur

level. through the CHEMICAL and BIOLOGICAL to the PSYCHOLOGICAL.

PSYCHOLOGISCHEN. SOZIALEN und KULTURELLEN Ebene.

the SOCIAL and the CULTURAL.

Wenn wir den Kern des Ortes analysieren, mussen wir die fur unseren

In analysing the essences of places we must choose the appropriate

; Zweck geeignete Ebene auswahlen. Unser Hauptzweck ist. die

levels far our purpose. Our main purpose 1s to identify and understand

; psychologische Beziehung zwischen Menschen und Drten zu

the psychological relationships between people and place. and then

• identifizieren und zu verstehen. dann die psychologischen Effekte in
j

to relate the psychological effects to their various causes. whether

Beziehung zu ihren verschiedenen Ursachen zu bringen. ob chemischen.

physical. chemical or whatever. In practice we are looking initially at

, physikalischen oder anderen Ursprungs. In der Praxis sehen wir uns

the correlation's between PLACE PSYCHOTYPES and PLACE

1

STEREOTYPES and then identifying the relevant PLACE ARCHETYPES to

zuerst die Wechselbeziehung van ORTSPSYCHOTYP und ORTSSTEREOTYP
an und identifizieren dann den relevanten ORTSARCHETYP. dem beide

which bath belong.

zugehi:irig sind.

In our survey of people to find aut the meaning of HOME. we found that

Bei einer Umfrage zur Erforschung der Bedeutung van HEIMAT fanden

in our sample of Edinburgh people its mast important properties were

: wir heraus. daB fur Menschen aus Edinburgh die wichtigsten Merkmale
1

folgende waren: OAZUZUGEHOREN VERTRAUT FREUNOLICH ERFREULICH

: TROSTLICH BEKANNT NORMAL GEWOHNLICH FRIEDLICH VORHERSAGBAR

BELONGING FAMILIAR FRIENOL Y ENJOYABLE COMFORTING KNOWN
NORMAL ORDINARY PEACEFUL PREDICTABLE PERSONAL REASSURING
RESTFUL SAFE SHELTERING SECURE SOCIAL STABLE. This could be
realised in many ways from a cave to a creche, or a cottage to a castle

PERSONLICH BERUHIGENO RUHIG SICHER SCHUTZENO GESCHUTZT
GESELLIG BESTANOIG. Es gibt viele M6glichkeiten. das umzusetzen:

Far from HOME is STRANGEWA YS. which is ALIEN DANGEROUS EXCITING

von einer H6hle zum Hart. van einem kleinen Landhaus zum SchloB.

HOSTILE STRANGE UNCERTAIN UNFAMILIAR UNKNOWN UNPREDICTABLE.

Weit weg van HEIMAT ist die FREMDE. Sie ist FREMO GEFAHRLICH

This could be the citizen in the countryside or a stranger in a strange

SPANNENO FEINDLICH MERKWUROIG UNGEWISS UNGEWOHNT UNBEKANNT

land.

! UNVORHERSAGBAR.

We do not know haw universal these properties are. They m;Jy vary

Das k6nnte der Stadter auf dem Land oder ein

Fremder in einem fremden Land sein.

from culture to culture. But our feeling is that there is a care of place

Wir wissen nicht. wie universell diese Merkmale sind. Sie k6nnen sich

archetypes which relate people to place. waiting. like rare elements

von Kultur zu Kultur unterscheiden. Aber wir meinen. daB es einen Kern

to be discovered. These are the elements and components of which

von Drtsarchetypen gibt, die Menschen und Orte in Beziehung bringen,

people's lives and places are made. Behind every place and in every

und wie seltene Elemente auf Entdeckung warten. Aus diesen

psychaspace. helping to relate people to their surroundings are the

Elementen und Bestandteilen bestehen Menschenleben und Orte. Es gibt

archetypes. Our task as analysts is to find and conceptualise these

Archetypen hinter jedem Ort und in jedem Psychoraum, die helfen.

archetypes and then as designers to create archetypal places which

Henschen in Beziehung zu ihrer Umgebung zu setzen. Als Analytiker ist

meet people's deepest needs.

es unsere Aufgabe. diese Archetypen zu finden und zu begreifen. und
als Gestalter dann. archetypische Orte zu schaffen. die den innigsten
1

ARCHETYPES

. und physikalische Gesetze mussen die se Konzepte durch Beobachtung

Bedurfnissen der Menschen begegnen.
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DIE SEMANTIK DES PSYCHORAUMES.
PRINZIPIEN

THE SEMANTICS OF PSYCHOSPACE.
PRINCIPLES
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Dimensions

Content

Context

Culture
Circumstances
Situation
Scenario

Meanings

Percepts

J

Percies

Cognitive
Consequences
Feelings

J

Cogs

Pratties

Mental States
Critical
Assessment

]

Character

Sand P
types

Perceived
Physical
Character

Place
tereotypes

Perceived
Psycho
Character

Place
Psychotypes

A type

Place
Archetypes
types

Procons

~

Space Semantics
1.0 Spectrum of Place Properties
.11 Archetypes and Psychotypes

( Percies and Pratties )

Adventure Land ~xciting Unfampiar Enjoyable Anticipatory Heroic Surprising Demanding
Accidental Unpredictable Unusual Haphazard Chancy Novel
Arena

Competitive Public Exciting Entertaining Dramatic Active Emotional Heroic
Tense J?angero~ ~ggressive Combative Brutal Dynamic Skilful Enjoyable
Unpredictable Strrnng Safe Vicarious
·

Arcadia

Natural Idyllic Sim~le Beautiful V~ed.Pastoral Unspoilt Naive Artless
Ordered Peaceful Fnendly futerestmg Picturesque Safe Attractive Productive
Pleasant

. Battlefield

Dangero~ Fri~tening D~manding. Competitive Lethal Disturbing Violent
Cruel Active Painful Hostile Shocking Barbaric Horrific Ugly

Cloud Cuckoo land Self deceiving Rosy Confident Beguiling Delusive Fallacious
Cringe

Embarrassing Awful Painful Excruciating Unpleasant Torturing

Dismaland

Dismal Bleak Gloomy Sad Dull Dejected Cheerless Doleful Melancholic
pespondent

Dreamland

Unreal Symbolic Fantastic Gratifying lllogical Magical Enchanting Surreal
Irrational Unbelievable

Elysium

Delightful Pleasant Beautiful Enjoyable Enchanting Transporting Liberating

Enchanted wood Natural Enchanting Beautiful Wondrous Supernatural Mythical Romantic
Fantasia

Fantastic Dazzling Captivating Unusual Extraordinary

Forum

Argumentative Verbal Histrionic Competitive Formal Ordered Ceremonious
Exciting Dangerous Intellec~l Combative Persuasive Compromising

Golden Road Romantic Exciting Hopeful Anticipatory Incidental Episodic Dangerous
Enjoyable Ephemeral Demanding
Gulag

Humiliating Deprived Painful Unjust Cruel Brutal Inhuman Violent Ugly
Punishing Spartan Restraining Tyrannical Repressive Arduous Cheerless

Historic a

Romantic Stimulating Sentimental Interesting Captivating Intriguing

Holidayland Carefree Therapeutic Restful Exciting Different Strange Attractive Amusing
Home

Familiar Safe Personal Benign Comforting Friendly Predictable Secure
Sheltering Dependable Enjoyable Comfortable Relaxing Defensible Cherished

Homeground Familiar Reassuring Belonging Safe Secure Confident Assertive Defensive
Hospice

Peaceful Resigned Helpful Benevolent Benign Demanding Stressful

Humdrum

Boring Tedious Familiar Banal Un?istinguished ~egular Ordinary Routine
Normal Conventional Known Predictable Deademng
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Hunting ground ~a~liar Questing Routine Regular Obligatory D
Exclttng Dangerous Skilful

d" N
eman mg ecessary

Inferno

Hellish. H?stile Intolerable Horrific Grotesque Obscene Unbearable
Excruc1atmg

Infrrmary

Frightening Painful Abandoned Fearful Apprehensive Vulnerable Grateful

Labyrinth

Puzz~g Dangerous_Sinister Misleading Fearful Frightening Hidden Tortuous
Mystenous Demandmg Fearsome
·

Limboland

Suspe~iv_e Restrictive Frustrating Inhibiting Boring Uncertain Confming
Constrammg

Loveland

Lovely Bright ~eautif~l H~ppy Peaceful Emotional Blissful Carefree Glowing
Lustrous Sparkling Sattsfytng Transporting

Mausoleum

Deadening Frustrating Numbing Still Petrified Inhibiting Reactionary Stifling
Oppressive Suffocating

Maze

Puzzling Frustrating Safe Amusing

.

.

Melancholia Depressed Melancholy Sad
Mean Street Depressing Poor Tawdry Cheap Vulgar Deprived Impoverished Abandoned
Monumento Impressive Overpowering Oppressive Huge Intimidating Symbolic Grand
Strong Imposing Powerful Serious Evocative

Motherland Mfectionate Ancestral Belonging Sharing
Mysterioso

Mysterious Unpredictable Strange Sinister Unknown Unusual Secret
Intriguing Mystical Occult Esoteric Disguised Hidden

Mythica

Imaginary Mythical Romantic Emotional Stirring Heroic

Newsroom TV Unreal Emotional Painful Vicarious Insular Stressful Horrific Safe
Normaland

Normal Unexceptional Prosaic Ordinary

Odium ( The )Offensive Horrid Odious Unpleasant Hateful Disliked
Olympia

Heroic Admirable Inspiring Spartan Disciplined Demanding

Paradise Garden Beautiful Benign Blissful Gentle Restful Safe Serene Satisfying Friendly
Harmonious Complete Inspiring Compatible

Playground

Relaxing Carefree Enjoyable Active Amusing ·Simple Safe Lively Dynamic

Pleasance

Pleasant Pleasurable Interesting Delightful Enjoyable Stimulating Safe

Pleasure Dome Sybaritic Enjoyable Sensual Luxurious Indulgent
Promised land Pleasant Secure Fertile Productive Belonging Hopeful Deserving Righteous
Purgatory

Suffering Miserable Painful Contrite Regretful Sorrowful
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Romantica

Romantic Stimulating Fictional Illusory Evocative Exciting Emotional
Mythic Imaginary Delusive Unreal Fanciful

Safeway

Safe Convenient Pleasant Reassuring

Sanctuary

Safe Protective Secure Peaceful Quiet Sheltered Benign Restful Relaxing

Sanctum

Holy Sacred Numinous Special Inspiring Religious Peaceful Reverential
Uplifting Emotional

Shrine

Holy Hallowed Reverential Awesome Sacred Iconic Religious Inspiring

Strangeways Strang~ Apprehensive Dangerous Sinister Demanding
Stronghold Safe Defensible Impregnable Secure Protective Strong Guarded
Terror Island Terrifying fuescapable Frightening Isolated Daunting Painful Helpless
Hostile Dangerous Numbing Trawnatic
Theatreland Fictional Safe Romantic Entertaining Unreal Comfortable Empathic
Vale

Grieving Sad Sombre Dark Melancholic Emotional Despairing Poignant
Depressing

Wilderness

Natural Inspiring Awesome Wild Dangerous Elemental Hostile Pure Clean
\}npredictable Demanding Raw Untamed Untouched Unspoilt

Wonderland Wondrous Amazing Surreal Fantastic Unbelievable Staggering
Wow

Wonderful Exciting Inspiring Stimulating Impressive Exceptional
Extraordinary Triumphant Exultant
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Spa<·c Semantics
Definitions
A

Ambivalc~cc. Co exis~e~ce <?f two properties, often opposites, in psych~space and hence
through objecttve relattvlty, 1n psychoplace .. eg to be simultaneously liked and not liked.
Appt·oval - ~ critical assessment, signifying acceptance, OK ness.
A ma.1or Procon, component of psychospace and attributable by objective relativity
to place.
'
Arch<'typr - An abstract 1nodel representing a particular typl' nf thing.

l'g a type of person
a type o~ object
a type of event
a type of place
a type of circtm1stancl~
~1 type· of situa~ion
a type of superpower
- A cotnponent of psychospace. TI)e deep foLmdations underlying the construct.

Archetypes are tncntal products, usually Lmconscious, either inherited (like instincts)
or created retrospectively, as the result of analysis (like a theory) or prospectively by
the itnagination ( like an invention ).
.
They are t~e essence of what they represent, generalized concepts, without detail, b1,.1t
with the potential to be realized in different fom1s.
·
Archetypes are reilccted in reality \vhen an invention tak~·s forn1 as a prototype and
again when a proptotype is duplicated as stereotypes.
TI1ey are also reflected in reality when their essential properties are perceived
(consciously or unconsciously) in a particular type of person or place etc.
Archetypal Place A loose, abstract, conceptual collection of essential non -physical
attributes, defmed by personal perceptions, (like Beauty, Mystery, Order), personal
emotions (like Joy, Sadness
Horror ), personal mental states ( like Admiration, Surprise, Interest ) and evaluated
by personal criteria (like Approval, Satisfaction, Negation).
Archetypal places exist relative to people and their individual psychological profiles.
Theoretically, classic collections of compatible attributes may be realized in any
physical manifestation. In practice th~y usually coincide with well established
prototypes (qv).
egThe Paradise Garden, (of Peace and Tranquility) is likely to be natural and
colourful and not a desert or a factory; and Deserta (of staggering scale and
harshness) will probably behn elemental wilderness and not a suburban supermarket.
i

Assessment - A co1nponent of psychospace. Th~ evaluation of place by applied personal
criteria.
Association - A property of psychospace.
·
- An idea ( memory, feeling, itnage, concept etc ) attributed to a place ~ the
result of mind connecting certain place properties { like colou£', shape, history
etc) \Vith knowledge, through principles of contiguity and similarity.
eg red poppies in a field connote ' battlefields'
ie the idea ' battlefield ' becomes anassociated property of a poppyfield
relative to people with the knowledge of the historic association.
Attitude - A settled mode of opinion which conditions expectations and responses about
·
place. May include Values, Prejudices etc.
1

The Semantics of Psychospace
Definition
Archetypes
The arc.~etype :is a personal n1cxiel, idea, abstraction, generalization of something.
h may, tor example be a type of
per~n eg
rrother
....
place
home
e\·ent
race
object
wheelbarrow
circumstance depressed
situation
in debt
phenomenon rainoow
superpo,\er
wizard
The a:c-~etype :is ~·i~~out s~cif~c fonn, detail or content. It is a st:ec.iflcation, a general
de~-npt.1on or detm1tJon wmch formulates the essence or what it represents.

~~·hC:types are ~ntal properties, eitheri!'illate: like instincts, or acquired as the result of
expen~nce. In th~ latter case, the perceptiOn ot stereotypes leads the n"Und to formulate their
essent1al properues. 'TI1e archetype then repre9ents persJnal expec-tations, w·hich allow
cornpariSDns to be rnade Vr-ith J:ercei ved reality. The results leading to recognition , or not, of
place contents and mearrings and hence critic.al assessments.
Bec-ause archet.)pes are subjec.tively defined by their perceived properties. the~; are
objec.ti\.•el )' relative and so may ,. .at}' from person to person.
·
'These properties

rl'l:t)' ,

Pin. a device for holding thin~
together. sn1all, length o(Vrire,
sharp end, blunt head end.
chemical
·Salt. white soluble c-rvstalHne
cherrncal, 5odiuth c.hlemde, used for
seasoning, preserving.
·biological
\Vood, collection of trees, shrubs,
plants, living, green, growing, tall,
dense/o~n, light/dark, a plac.e for
growing timber. wildlife~ recreation.
psychologiCal fvlother, l:enign, authoritative,
knov,:ledgeable, concerned,
protective, suppJrtive.
social
Family, group, supportive. cohesive,
sympathetic.
cultural
city, advanced, re~ntative,
aesthetic, complex, p.Jlitical, techoological

for example be physical eg

The IIDre c.cmplex the subjec-t, the rrore properties and types of pro~rty will be mvolved.
Thus the archetypal city rmy need every ty~ of property to adequately des:.ribe it, whereas
the archetypal pin IJJa)' require onl): the physical.
By anal)~mg the archetypal properties of many people and cultures, as they relate to selected
places. a mere general concept of Wli\ersal place archety~ :rmy be found.
These v,·ill include those psychologic.al archetypes wirich rmy be innate, like Home, .
Strangewa)~, Paradise, .A.vernus, Promised Land, Stronghold and Sanctuary and physiCal
archetypes like city, f~ garden and forest.

Based on such formulated acquired and innate archetypes~ classified by their variou~ ~~n~l
puperties v..e wjll be in a pcsition to c.orrelate physical archetypal places With thenpiychological archetypes, relative to selected and anal)~ types of people.
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Nature of Landscape
Definitions
Archetypal Place
Archetypal Place - A mental and usually unconscious model, formula or specification in
symbolic form representing the essential properties of a particular type of
place. Archetypes may be described by any of the six planes of Nature,
separately or collectively.
eg at the physical level, the archetypal city is,
Artificial Built-up Complex Densely populated Dynamic
·
Functional Large Organized Systematic etc·
eg · at the psychological level, the archetypal city is
Cultural Exciting Exhausting Dangerous Demanding
Indifferent Inspiring Intimidating Social etc

Supporting Defmitions
Archetype - qv
Place- qv
Model - qv
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The Nature of Landscape
Definitions
Archetypal Landscape
Archetypal Landscape - An unconscious mental model in symbolic form representing the
essential properties of a particular type of place.
The properties may be Physical Chemical Biological
Psychological Social Cultural etc
eg at the physical level, the archetypal Desert is,
Natural Lifeless Desolate Uninhabited Uncultivated
Barren Large Silent Simple etc
eg at the psychological level, the archetypal Desert is
Hostile Lonely Peaceful Inspiring Dangerous
. Intimidating Puzzling Unfamiliar Painful .

Supporting Definitions
Archetype - qv
Place - qv
Landscape - qv

Model- qv
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THE ARCHETYPAL LANDSCAPE IS A STATE OF MIND
It results from a fusion of a State of Mind
with a State of Place
states of Mind generally, result from
Inherited Characteristics
like Temperament Personality Instinct and the Unconscious
and people's
Current Situation and -Circumstances
like Intention Motive Purpose and Activity
and Poverty and Plenty, Power and Prestige, Pleasure and Pain
The Archetypal Landscape as a State of Mind
is induced by three particular properties of Place
Interpreted Character
where feelings and emotions are attributed to Place
like Joyful and Sad, Peaceful and Disturbing, Pleasant and Unpleasant
Perceived Physical Character
expressed through Size Shape Colour Sound Content Movement Light etc
Interpreted

Me~nings

expressed through
Signals like Stop and Go, Enter and Exit
Drive on Left antl Drive on Right
Signs like those of Danger and Safety, Hostility
and Friendship, Comfort ·and Discomfort
Symbols like thos.e of Power and Weakness, Success
and Failure, Culture and Barbarism
Al-l of these factors may operate at any time to create in the mind of a
percipient one or more

Archetypal Places
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Spa(.'C Semantics
Defini t.ion s A
Place Assessment.
Place asses:;n1e_nt i~ a p~ess _of me.:suring ~·er:tain pro~rties of place ag:dnst identifiable
standar?s or c.ntena. ~ur parucular l_nt:rest !s ~ 12syc.hologic.al properUes. It ]s compHcated
by the tac.t that the:e 1s seldom unamiUlty of opm1on and often assessments by different
~ople are contradk.tol)·.
'f!l_l~ would suggest that an assessi'Tlent s~;stem should b_e catxtble of 1neasuring a place by
clifterent rersonal standards and expressmg the results m a nl!inner \Jr·hic.h retlects clifferent
opinions.
~
111e !~irst part ot such a systen1 ~s to ~:tenni~e the types of place pn"'~rerty to be assessed.
hl tlns systen1 these have been 1dent1fled as tollows,
the
the
the
the
the
the

p:n2ept ions of place c.ornp:::ments
perceptions of inferred place pn1perties
fe~lings and states of rnind induced by pb~.:~
thoughts induced by pl ac.e
thoughts brought by people to place
critical a~essn1ents by ,:eople of place

(Percepts )
( Percies)
( Pra Hies )
(Cogs)
( Contexi.)
f Procons)

Collec.tjvel} these properties constitute ~ople's n1ental experience of place; it is their
~~nal and unique P~·ychospace and it can be repre~nt.ed as a tncxlel.

Dimensions
Contex1

.1\·leanin gs

Content

Character

)
)
.1\·len tal States )

Culture
Circ.wilStances
Situation
Scenario
Percepts

)

..'I

)
)

Perceived )
Physicar )
Character)

Place
Stereo
tr·pes

Percies

)

Cogs

)
)
) Perceived ) Place
) P~·cho
) Psycho
) Character) types
)
)

)

Feelings

Critical
Assessments

A type

t~lpes

)

Cognith:e
Consequences

Sand P

Pratties

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Place
Arc he
types

)

)
)

Prcc-ons

)

'The Critic.al assessments .. or Procons for short, are the basic criteria by whic-h places and
their ,:ro~rt.les are measured. There are many suc-h crite~! continuously and Wl.~.iously
assessing sense data and their related etrotional and cogmtlve products. ·In any s1tuatJon some
are
imlX'rtant than others. 1be fd }owmg are representat},,-e of -the mcst COlllJIX)D and

rmre

important;
Apprm,.aJ the degree to ·which so.trethmg is acceptable ( p:lSjti~e or negative)
ltele"·ance the degree to which sorrething l:elong;; ·has congrmty
Satisfaction the degree to whlch peTSJnal needs are met
Significance the degree ci sorrething's imt;Ortance
Qualit,,. the degree of gcodness .in sotrething
\:ralue ·the degree of desirability in something.
Valency the relative strength of major components in psychospace

Space Semantics

Definitions A
Critical Assessments

AsseS5me~ts of plac.e i_nvol ~-~ th~ perceptio~n o~ place prot=erties, ( Percepts and Percies ).
1l1ey also mdu~e th~ JdentifJcatJon of the !eelmgs and mental states ]nduced by the place.
These are Prathes, Je personal psycholog1cal properties attributable to place. The mind has al read~·, by a s:::anning process, uncons:ioush· 9elected what consciousness
should 'see··, etnploymg the critical criterion of Relevance.1l1e~ , at~:: unc.onsc.jousl~/, j~ app]jes the_critical criterion of Approv~L
All 1dent1 tJed rercepts, pe_:c.Jes and prattles are assessed in 0 K or not 0 K ten1is.

eg sun, sand, spa.ce and, -silence becometbe 1=-'0S]tive components of OK st.ressf.ree holjdays
and nudges, n-Tist, tnalaria and melancholia the negative components of'not 0 K stressful on~s.
~l1en_ su?ic:ct~ jd~ntj.fy and expl_ici~h· approve place c_otnponents and fed]ngs, these becorne
· the cntena _b,· whJc.h places c..;m m future l::e assessed tor OK or not OK ho}jda):s, relative 10
the t\·pes ot people sun.·eyed.

Sitnjlarly whh the c.ritjcal eriterion of Satisfaction.1l1e question { \\l1ieh places or place
properties 1neet )"our hol1day needs!' needs to be e.xpllc.ltly answered.
11us is a tnore cotnprehensive question than Approval. It c.an re assumed that all 'satisfactof'/
places and properties would n1eet v,ith approval, but that the sum of appn..'1ved p]aees and pn..~erties need not necessarily prcduc.e satisfaction.
Satisfac.tion, Eke approval ]s a mental state, a ty]:e of Prattie, something t11at. one ]earns 10
detec.t. as a cond1t1on ,. constantl \;- vardng
as c.irc.urrstanc.es c.hanoe.
'::::1l11e itnportanc:e ( Significance ) of places and propertie~ is a nu re diffieult c-riterion lO
analyse, t:ec.ause the iJnJ).Jrtance may not re due lO the SJrts of ph.yska] or psyc.ho]ogica]
phenomena v..·hjc.h charac-terise approval and satisfaction. It could also be due to
su~thmg like a birthplace, a battle-field,. a euJturaJ relk, a holy place, an mte]]ectual ]dea, a
p!rs.Jnal association or the value of an eimtional effect induced by place.
Such pn...---.perties l:elong to the c.ultural and situational content of the relationship, brought to
places by subjects, e~ressed m the JIX)del as Context. In place, they bec.ome part of the
cognitive c.on~q uenc.es of the relationship( Cogs), vAuch in turn affect the subject's feelings
and mental states,. ( Pratties ).
1be criteria by \vhjch the Quality of place ]s assessed are aJl to be found .in the Content
dimension of the mcdel. They are Percepts, like trees , weather, foal) snowdrop5,
but.t.erl'Jjes and doormats; mfae~ any perc.ejvable thmg that contributes to the subject(s
p!TS.Jnal concept of 'goodness'.
As wjth alJ Proc.ons, there are degrees of Qualjty, eitherexpre$ed numerically on an
arbitrary scale, or verhllly, good , better, rest etc.
"·
Qualjty may refer to partk.ular things, the sunset, the JIX)Wltaln scenery e~, or jt can ~a
col\ec.tive n-easuretnent of the place as a whole. Both methods are essentlal for makmg
CO.IJ:l)ari5nns ret \l,:eetl places.
•
• •
t tna'{ also refer to Perd.es~ 90 that the presence or ab9enc.e of inferred place pn...---.pertJes hke
danger, safety, .incongruity and hcstiUty c.an detennine the relative quaHty of a place.
So aJso v.dth V aJue. All percehed lh.ings have a value. 'f!leY would no! be not..icec! otherw:ise..
The task is to identify thooe with high pcsitive and negau~e values: It 1S ~ho~ which.
detemrine the vaJ ue of a p]ac.e. Percjes Hke beauty and uglmess and l}attJes !lke_ happmess
and sorro~· have high {X)sitive and negative values and becorre emouonal c.ntena. In
analytic.al terms, they need to be Hnked to t:erccivable phenomena, whether places, events o.r
situations.
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Jhe Semantics of Psychospace
Definition
Types of Assessment· relative to Percies and Procons

C.:

A broad distinct_ion c-an
ma~ betVr. een these assessments of place which are perceived
inferred propert1es, (Percres) Hke
cornpletene$ relative to defined sets
defic-iency
do
and
:inc.oogruity
relative to set standards
and these assessments v,.:hich are critical of place (Procons) like, .
satisfaction
relative to t=ersonal v·alues
approval
do
and
value
relative to perSonal ~-riteria

Both types depend on, perception and c.riteria and toth produce assessrrents which can be
attributed to place. But there is a greater degree of objectivity Vr·ith Perc.ies, they are
des:.riptive~ they say more about the place and de,:end on identliiable criteria. ·They describe
boVr· places are irn~.rpreted. Whereas Critical Assessments are n1uc.h nure subjec-tive,
·des:ribing the personal eval~ation of place and so the psyc.ho- pei"S:)n- plac.e relationship.

Bv relating Percies to Crit.ic.al.Assessments. s:::>me of the criteria bv which Critical
..~sessmei1ts are made c.an l:e identified. eg it can be shown that awroval of forest walks is
linked to areas pJSSessmg beauty~ interest, variety, mystery, solitude, grandeur and drama.
Only by relating them to Critical Assessments, can Perc.ies be evaluated in terms of pra; and
cons.
Critical Assessments (Procons ), are c.oncemed with the as9essrrent of places and their
eg
quality
relative to a bjo-physical SJ:edfkation
relevance
relative to an ev·ent
suitabliity
relative to a u5e.

pn..~rties

The;. are also c.oncemed Vr·ith assessments of self, or personal properties eg
approval
relative~ a FSYCho-social st:ecific.ation
satisfaction
relative to feelmgs and mind- states
rmrality
relative to a personal code.
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Space Semantics
Definitions
B
Beauty -The property we attribute to something whichevokes an intense emotional
response of pleasure and a mental response of admiration due to its various properties.
These properties include those which are perceivable like shape and colour, those
which are analysable like contrast and complexity. They must include those which are
critical like quality ( degree of goodness ) and value ( degree of desirability ) and
satisfaction (degree to which needs are n1et)
Belief- An attitude supporting the truth about a place.
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Space Semantics
Definitions

c

Critical Assess.n1ent The ability to measure a particular set of dimensions of psychospace.
eg Quahty Value Relevance Satisfaction Truth Ethics Suitability

Critical.Sen~e- A faculty of mind which genera~es knowledge about places, people, events,
~nua~1ons ~tc. S~ch.k~owl.edg~, as a cognttive state, results from processes of
1dent 1ficauon, dtscnmtnatton, judgement, evaluation, comparison etc which
operate through the use of personal standards and criteria.
Ctitical_scnses ~re posit.ive perceptual projections onto places etc as opposed
to em?~tons which are 1nvoluntary responses to affective places.
·
Cognlttve stat~ are the con1plement of emotional states, being concerned with
thoughts about place as opposed to feelings about self.
The differences in awareness between emotional and cognitive states are not
always apparent, because they often occur more or less to£!ether.
Through a critical sense of beauty, for exan1ple, a place is]udged to be of a
particular quality. This cognitive state is often accompanied by a
corresponding feeling of pleasure. Similarly, the property of order, sensed in a
place tnay simultaneously evoke feelings of pleasure or displeasure~ in those
so inclined.
The critical senses make sense of place.
See Critical Senses
Character .
Single characteristics and combinations of characteristics describe places by the
effects they have on people's feelings eg glo01ny, grand, grotesque. These effects are
induced by a combination of perceived physical characteristics (Percerpts ),
inferences ( Percies) and induced thoughts (Cogs).
·
Character- A concept describing the properties of things, incl. Places People Events etc
Properties may be innate, belon:ging intrinsically to s?mething, like Shape
eg Round, or Composition eg Salty. Or they may be attributed to son1ething as
the result of a personal relationship, like Perception eg Cold, W ann, Dull
or Feeling eg Exciting, Boring, Sad; or Sense eg Ordered, Chaotic, Incongruous
The latter attributed properties or characteristics of Place are relative to
somebodys judgement.
1

Properties describing the innate or 9bjective characteristics of places and
people belong to different classes
eg of Place
Physical - Rotmd, Red, Powdery
Chemical - Salty, Acidic, Chalky.
Biological - Wooded, Marshy, Mossy
eg of People
Psychological - Happy , Frightened, Excited
Social - Hospitable, Industrious, Stratified
Cultural - Superstitious, Technological, Literate
I

.
Properties which are attributed to Places as the resul~ of_a P~~n - ~la:e
relationship, belong to the same classes but are subjecttve or objecttvely relative .
I

I

.

~~~re

Physical - Cold, Warm Dull
Chemical- Sugary, Salty, Vinegary
Biological- Diseased, Healthy, Toxic .
Psychological - Oppressive, Restf~l, Dehghtful
Social- ( ie of people in a place) Fnendly Intolerant, Generous
10

Cultural (.
do
.
) Alien, Incomprehensible Advanced
Moral- Rtght, Wrong, Y1rtuous
'
Nutninous- Spiritual, Mystical, Holy
Character is the principal medium by which psychotype
d
h
.
·d t"fi d d d
·bed
..
s an arc etypes
, usually through the use of descriptors.
,
are 1 en 1 1e an escn

Character~st~c - ~ d~scriptivc property of places, people ctc cg Age eg Old
A d1st_tngu1_shing feature, eg of Shape eg Mountainous
A des1gnat1on of category eg Quantity eg Large
class eg Quality eg GOtxl
type eg Use eg Industrial
Cin~umstances -The bio-statcs and psycho-states which the subject brings to the placefevent.

Cognition - Knowing Perceiying Retnembering hnagining Conceiving Judging Reasoning
Cognitive Consequence A con1ponent of psychospace, being a thought induced by place
Cog A thought induced by place.
Cognitive State - A state or condition of knowing during consciousness.
fu~ludes perceiving, remen1bering, conceiving, judging, evaluating, discriminating etc
It 1s a stale of knowledge about place, self, others, events, situations etc.
Cognitive states are the complement of unconscious states and of emotional
or feeling states, they are generally,but not exclusively concerned whh
thinking ', thoughts and the more rational tnental processes.
Cognitive states result from the application of the Critical Senses.
see Cognitive States
·
I

I

I

I

I

Component A constituent part
Concept An abstract idea. Something conceived. May be imagined visually, and expressed
verbally .May be imagined verbally and expressed graphically or orally.
Concepts are the currency of analysis and design.
Constancy Something which does not change
Context - Component of psychospace. The pre-existing framework arol.Uld which
psychospace is constructed; includes Culture, Circumstances Situation Scenario
Correspondence The principle which states that the behaviour of large numbers ( of atoms
or people ),may be statistically related tQ that of individuals, in terms of prob~bility.
Whilst the behaviour and preferences of unknown individuals cannot be predicted in
detail, ie. in a deterministic sense, they may, based on the observation of many, be
expressed with some accuracy as probabilities.
·
Criterion Norm, principle or standard by which something is judged.
Critical Assessment An evaluation/ judgement of something. A co~~ent of .
psychospace,a procon, and hence attributable to place as ~ obJectively relattve
property. They are ambivalent, being positive (+) or negatt':elY. charged (-), (Ok or
not OK ) and quantifiable, relativ~ to persoJ?al scale~ and cntena.
.
.
The main ones are, Approval Ethics/ Morality Quahty Relevance Sattsfactton
Significance Suitability Truth Value
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Critical Senses The ability to make judgements, evaluations, assessments.
They include Approval Disapproval OK ness Quality Relevance Satisfaction
Significance Suitability Truth Ethics Morality Aesthetics
Culture The psycho- social environn1ent in which people live.
Cultural Place -
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Nature of Landscape
Definitions
concept
A concept is a creation of the Mind,an idea,a conception and as such

is a cognitive condition· It may be self-induced or created by another
and communi ea ted through a medi urn 1 ike Visual Art , Language . or
Behaviour.
·
It may be an Abstract Idea,like Nature, Freedom or Power
a Visualization,like the image of a rainbow,an open
space or an army tank, or .
Verbalization, like a description, a novel .cir a poem.
a
Design concepts may be realized, producing effects, initially,
Physical Phenomena, like man-made landscapes, technical
inventions and architecture, then
.
consequently, ·
Human Behaviour
Psychological Effects, like perception, Meanings and
Feelings and
Social Effects like Harmony, Unrest and Change
The measure of a Concept includes
Degree to which the designer • s intention is
achieved on the ground and on people.
Originality
Appropriateness to Site,Situation and Circumstance
Value to Culture and Society
Power of the idea per se, independent of the
designer's intention.
·
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Criticai Assessments
Assessments of place involve the perception of place prop&l>rt=e(. p
t
dp
· ·
1
·
1 ..1 th 1·d· ·fi ·
=
.
.... 1 ~,
ercep s an erc1es J.
They a.so 1nc Ut.!e &?" entt tcation of the !eelmgs and mental states induce.d by the place.
These are Pratties, 1e personal psychologtcal properties attributable to place.
The ~ind ~as already.. by a ~g pr~ss. unconsciously selected what consctousness
should 'see .. employmg the cnttcal cntenon of Relevanc.e.
The!1 ... al~o lll1Consciously, i! applies the_critical criterion of Approval.
Alltdentified percepts, PC:rc1es and prattles are assessed in OK or not OK terms.
eg ~tu':- _s..t..Ttd, space (J~d _sllen~.e ~comet!:e positive c.omponents of OK, stressfree holidays,
and m1dges .. mtst., m(JJana ana melancholia the negative components of not OK stressful ones.
~\'he~ su?iects i,d_ei?tify ai1d exp~ic~!lY apl?rove place components &1d feelings, these bec.£.)me
t~e cntena .~Y \VP~ch places ~an tn ruture be assessed for OK or not OK holidays; relative to
ti}e type-s ot peopl~. surveyea.

Similar!y with the cri!ic..:l.criterion o~ Satisfaction. The question· \Vhich places or place
propert1es meet your hohday needs?' nee.ds to be explicitly ans;,vered.
TI=-tis is a more comprehensive question than .ApprovaL It can: be assumed that ali 'satisfac.tory'
places a..1d properties vvouid me.et with approval, but that the sum of approved places and ·
. prop-erties ne.ed not ne.cessru-ily produce satisfactiorL
Satisfaction.. iike approval is a mental state, a type of Prattie, something that one learns to
..l&l>t-~t
-~a r:-nd·l·t;on
.... -err·cumstanrt::>.C:"
U...C:\.• .. U:::lo
•1 , con.stant'l·o:.:
J ':-:anrir.g
1..1i.' ~
•
~~ chmge.
'-"\..1.1.

L

:"'.u

'fLUj

&

TI=;e importai!ce ( Signiflcanc.e) of places cJld properties js a more difficult criterion to
analyse~ because the importance may not be due to the sorts of p)lysicai or psyc.hoiogicai
phenomena which characterise approval and S..'itisfuction. It could also be due to
some:tl-ting like a birthplace, a battle-field, a cultu...rai relic, a hoiy place, ail intellectual idea, a
pers:"Jnal as..."ociation or the value of an emotional effect' induced by ·piace.
Such properties belong to the cultural £t&YJ.d situational content of the relationship, brought to
piaces by subjects., expressed in the model as Context. In plat.e, they become part of the
cognitive consequences of the relationship( Cogs ), \Vhich in turn affect the subject's feelings
and mentai states., ( Prattles ).
The criteria by \Vt..ich the Quality of piace is assessed are all to be found in the Content
dimension of the model. They are Perc.epts, like trees , we.ather, food .. snowdrops..
butten1ies and door mats; in fact, any perceivable thing that contributes to the subject's
~~lconceptof 'g~'.

·

As \Vith all Pl-o<A."'lllS., there are degrees of Quality, either expressed numerically on an
arbitrary scale~ or verbally, good .. bette.r, best etc.
.
Quality may refer to particular things, the sunset, the mountain scenery etc., or tt can be a
collec.tive me.asurement of the place as a whole..Both methods are essential for ma~g
comparisons bet\veen places.
_. _
. ..
It m.':\y also refer to Percies, so that the presence or absence ot mterred place properties ilke
danger.. safety .. incongruity and hostility can det~ the relative quality of a place.
So also with Value. All perceived things have a value. ~ey would no! be noti~ othenvise.
The task is to identify those \\-ith high positive and negati:e values. It 1S ~~ \vbich _
determine the value of a place. Percies like be.auty and ugliness and ~tttes !ike: happmess
and sorro\V have high positive and negative val~es and become emononal cntena. In
analytical te.nns, they nee.d to be linked to perceivable phenomena. \vhether places , events or
situations.
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Space Semantics
Definitions
D
Descriptor A semantic tenn describing something adjectively .eg horrible, beautiful.
Compare with Nominal. A semantic term describing by noun, eg horror, beauty
Dimension A measurement in a single direction

In its broadest sense, a dimension is a property of son1ething which distinguishes it
·
from other things.
eg a plant has a biological dimension whlch distinguishes it from a st.one, which has
not. People have a psychological dimensiOl\ which plants have not and which tnay
be a hun1orous, dimension, an en1otional one, ~gic one etc

Dissonance The ( generally ) unpleasant result of two dissimilar things (sounds, colours,
shapt.~s ) s1tnultancously con1bining to produce an effl~ct; ( Cognitive dissonan(~l' )
·

A type of incongruity.

/
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Space Semantics
Definitions

E
Emotion- A short term 1nental state, feeling or mood . An emotion is an instinctive
and involuntary response to a person, place, situation or event. May extend
from a few moments to a few days.
eg Short pleasure at a fleeting sight ; longer grief at a significant loss.
Emotion An emotion is a particular type of hwnan state or condition. It can be
experienced at both conscious and unconscious levels.
Eg Fear can be felt in a real - life, dangerous situation, or in dream.
Some emotions consist of both mental and physiological components:
Eg Nervousnes$ n1ay be experienced as a combination of mental stress and
a bodily state of weakness
Emotions are part of a personal response to an affective situation, place,
person or event. Most responses havl' a positive or negative tendency.
ic ( Valenccd) . They are complementary to the more intellectual and cotnplex
processes of thinking or cognition, identified as CriticalCognitive States
They are dependent on an i1nput fro1n sense perception.
Generally, they are spontaneous and involuntary, but can be self induced or
suppressed. There is a case for suggesting that some at least arc intuitive
and instinctive.
En1otions are described loosely as' feelings and as such tnust be
distinguished fron1 perceptual feelings like, pain, ·movement, hot and cold.
Emotions .~over a wide spectrum of hutnan states from agony to ecstasy,
from the faintest hint of boredom to wild ex.citen1ent.
They n1ay be classified by Type Strength ··valency.
Self awareness of emotional states ( ie at the cognitive level , through a
Sense of Self) is knowledge about Self, and itS response to place and thus
its relationship with it.
·
Awareness of Place through the critical cognitive senses is knowledge about
Place, relative to Self.

a

I

I.

1

1

I

I

I

Event- A psycho-temporal coincidence of person and place.

·
An event is an activity, a happening, a process, an action.
It may be Physical, Chemical, Biological, Psychological, Social or Cultural;
or it may be any combination of these. .
·
All events create situations . eg The event war, creates a state of war.

Eventuality

- The potential of a place to accommodate or create events.
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Nature of Landscape
Definitions
Elemental Place
An Elemental Place is Natural and without the overt or obvious

influence of Man.There is a primitive and possibly a primeval
quality to ele~ental places.Th7y ea~ be romantically imagined as
the likely env1ronment of preh1stor1c man.There is an uncompromising and occasionally threatening character to elemental places,
like caves,gorges,cliffs,the sea and shdre,mountains,volcanoes,
waterfalls and rapids,rocky outcrops,dark woods,dese~ts and
barren moors.
· ·
The Elemental Pl~ce can be perceived as an expression and a
symbol of Nature.So powerful can certain elemental components be
that even when removed from their natural context,as with rocks
in the Zen garden, in. the hands of a master,they can recreate
their influence.
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Existentialism - A branch of philosophy based on these premises
the phys_ical ~~rid exists obj_ectively, as space, time, matter, energy etc
but humdn eXJstence , expenence and personal relationships are paramoW1t
people experience existence through being
ie consciousness
sensations and perceptions
thoughts and reflections
feelings and cn1otions
all of which are held subjectively
being properties of self
but perspnal_ experience an.d being are complex and holistic, being a coherent
~hole, t~e st~n1ult~eous effects of many causes and influences. In eJdsting and
Interpret tng tts envuonn1ent , each n1ind perceives and creates a personal and
privah: world which is 'n.·al' to its percipient and has personal truth, senst' and
n1eanu1g
.
but people exist in groups
groups are dctined by the properties which they share
these include
beliefs .
values
culture
meanings
perceptions
these properties are comnumicated through language and shared experience
central beliefs include

individual lives (existence) are transient
and· short, inducing a chronic state of
anxiety or angst
beliefs are likely to be false
things can be changed by will and design
the mind ·'seeks certainty
but is seldon1 satisfied
the mind seeks change, progress, variety
is continuously evaluating
the self is shaped by nature
through instinct, intuition, inheritance
arid by nurture through learning,
reflection and experience
truth and language are approximate
people can create themselves by choice
and will

Objectives
to create or recreate oneself through reflection and choice
to Wlderstand hwnan life, ie. to seek the meaning of life, to make sense of life
ie to philosophize
to study oneself, then others (psychology)
: .
.
to understand others by shared experience, co~~catlon and empa~y
to understand the worlds in which others live, mdlvtdually and collectively
to know what to do and what not to do in life ( morality )
to be aware of being, of self, to savour existence
to be aware of quality in life, ie degrees of g_ood~~ss
to be aware of value in life ie degrees of desrrability.
.
to be aware that changes in life, can be wrought by judgement , des1gn and
effort
18

Space SEmantics
Definitions

F
Feeling- Two types - Perceptual- The bio-response to people , place etc
eg Cold, Pain, lll, Hunger.
Psycho.- The emotional response to people, place etc
eg Anger, Sadness, Joy.
A component of Psycho -space . The effect of place on mind.
The affective asj)ect of experience

Function- The proper activity of a thing or place.
The mode of action by which a thing or place fulfils its purpose.
Functions may be Physical, Chemical, Biological, Psychological., Soda\ etc.

.

.
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Space Semantics
Definitions
I
Incongruity Unsuitability of something relative to another; not belonging; being
inappropriate. A percie with critical implications.
inference - The process of drawing a conclusion on the basis of previous judgements
and criteria.
Inferred Properties- These are part of the perceptual process in which con1plex nonphysical place properties like Beauty, Grandeur, Familiarity, are identified by
·
inference as part of the personal construct.
Information Knowledge in store or in transit.
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Nature of Landscape
Definitions
Indeterminism
Indeterminism is a property of Places when everytping cannot be
predicted and_ther~ are elemen~s_of randomness and chance.
It is the ant1thes1s of Determ1n1sm when everything has a cause
and a predictable effect.
The landscape is a good example of an indeterminate system,since
it includes so many unpredictable elements,including the weather,
day and night effects of light and dark,soil,plant grow~h etc.
Architecture on ~he other hand has a high measure of Determinacy.
The forms are static,the effects of light,creating shadows and
highlights,the movements of people,are all much more predictable.
Landscape elements i~ and around· buildings. like plants, their
seasonal effects of growth,flowering and colour change,the long
term effects of increasing size and spread etc all contribute
towards Indeterminism in places.
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Nature of Landscape
Types of Landscape
Definition
Interference
Interference occurs when something is disturbed or disrupted,or
there is some interjection or addition to an existing pattern or
state.
Eg When two stones are dropped into a pool some distance apart
and the concentric ripples meet, the two regular patterns are
disturbed,resulting in interference.
·
When a line of pylons and overhead wires run across a rural
landscape,th~.established pattern of fields and components of
the original set is disturbed and interference results.
Interference is a physical fact in the first case and a psychophysical one in the second.Value judgements are not involved .
. whether or not · inter_ferences are pleasing, desirable, displeasing
or undesirable phenomena depends on personal-subjective
judgements.
The Interference element in a landscape has to be perceived; it
has to be di~tinguished in an act of discrimination from the
other elements which comprise one of the landscape types eg the
Elemental or the Man-made.
Interference occurs as different types,it may be
Alien eg a portable radio in a Sacred Grove.
··Anachronistic eg a classical temple in a 1930's set.
Dramatic eg an obelisk in a nature reserve.
Exotic eg Sitka Spruce on Scottish moors.
Incongruous eg an oil drum in a lily pond.
Pathetic eg a weeping cherry in a castle courtyard.
Unsuitable eg a Giant Redwood in a small suburban
garden.
etc etc
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Space Semantics
Definitions

K
Knowledge A cognitive state of mind. Includes perception, cognition, apprehension,
comprehension, understanding, enlightenment , revelation , memory, innate
understanding, insight, instinct and intuition.
May be true or untrue, conscious or unconsciollc;;, acquired by perception, deduction,
induction or inference.
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Space Semantics
Definitions

1.Landscape- A particular_ type of p~ace ~rceived. in a p~rticular type of way.
It is a cultural envtronment tn which acquned att1tudes, beliefs, know ledge,
memories, myths etc influence what is perceived and how it is perceived.
It is the product of a relationship between person and place.
Location The perceivable properties of place ( ie of where someone is) including, the
Physical properties of Geoplace
Chemical properties
·
Biological properties of Bioplace
Ecological properties or Ecoplace
Psychological properties of Psychoplace_
Social properties
Cultura \ pro}X.rt ics
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Nature of Landscape
Definitions
Landscape
Landscape -

A _Particular type o_f Place ~rceived in a particular type of way.
It IS a ~ultural envrro~ent m which. acquir~ attitudes, beliefs, knowledge,
m~mones, myths etc infll!ence what ts percetved and how it is perceived. ·
It IS the product of a relationship between Person and Place.

Supporting Defmitions
Place -

Where something or somebody is.
Where ,something happens.
A complex of ( at least ) physical, chemical and biological properties
and possibly, psychological, social and cultural properties..

Person-

A complex of bio- psycho perceptual systems and properties.

Perception -

A personal system of sensing and interpreting places and persons.

Property-

The nature of a person, place, object etc.
An inherent characteristic.
An acquired or attributed characteristic resulting from a ~elationship.

Relationship - A connection between things, eg. between objects
people
places
people and places.
May be physical, chemical, biological
psychological, social, cultural.
Characteristic- A descriptive property of people, places etc eg of Age - eg Old
A distinguishing feature eg of Shape -eg Mountainous
A designation of category eg Quantity eg Large
class eg Quality eg Good
type eg Use eg Industrial.

Types of Landscape · -

Examples

Natural eg M<>m1tainous
Elemental eg Sea shore
Biological eg Woodland
Man-made eg Versailles
Use eg Agricultural

Types of Perception

-

Examples ( based on visual data)

Cultural eg Constable's Haywain ( f~ous ~ting )
Aesthetic eg Queen's View ( famous vtewpomt ) .
Symbolic eg Olive Groves in Greece ( Greek culture and mythology )
Mythological eg ShetWood Forest ( Robin Hood and the Greenwood Tree)
V alenced eg Positive, including scenery .
.~
.
.
Negative, including eyesores,mcongnnties and mtrus1ons.
Utility eg Fanner and his crops
Identity eg Homeland , M~d, Fathe~land.
Instinctive eg Badlands (Life- threatenmg )
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Space Semantics
Definitions

M
Meaning- A cotnponent of Psych?space. It is the sense which mind makes of place.
The mean1n~ of place vanes from person to person, depending on need interests
'
'
relevance, sJtuahon, culture, values etc.
There are different types of meaning.
eg Sight meaning, including percepts
S~enc Meani!1g, including inferences, perdes, pratties and pronons.
Stgnal Meaning
·
Sign meaning
Symbolic n1eaning.
~eaning i~1cluqes the effects of place. ~n people; their perceptions, their
1nterpretanons of sense data; the cogn1t1ve explanations of causes and effects·
includin~ J?lace purposes, functions, potential~ etc.their feelings, states of mi~d
and cogn1t1vc consequences (Cngs). lll(.'!:'C arc part of the psychological meaning of
place.
·
.
The meaning of place tnay also be physical, chemical, biological, social or cultural.
Meaning _is a property of n1ind. It results from the power of mind to make sense of
place. It is a state of comprehension, resulting fron1 the ability to perceive, to have
knowledge of things and their properties and to understand their causes and
consequences within a systen1 of beliefs and relationships.
Meanings are attributed to places and things, relative to the people who hold them:
.
Thus they_. become properties of place and are an expression of the relationship
between person and place.
Meaning, like 'truth' is a relative concept. Orthodox science is one method of
investigating the meaning of the phenomenal world. There are ahematives. Whether
they are 'true' or·'false', relative to orthodox beliefs is not the issue. What they are is
an insight into people's relationship with place.

Measurement An assessment of anything reckoned according to some standard which may
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distinguishing between weak and strong emotions and good and bad, are also
measurements.
·

Metaphor Strictly, a figure of speech in which~ a word or phrase stands for s~mething else
not obviously connected to iL eg the ship of state. eg. In landscape destgn, the for~mal
garden as a metaphor for social order and hierarchies.
·
Mind A person's complex of psychical processes, ~onscio~, _unc?nsci_ous. and sel~
conscious. Its products include thought, .feeling, crea~tvtty, unagma!to~ logt~?
.
decisions, judgements. Its contents include memory, tnstmct, faculttes hke language
making, rationality.
Model - A representation of something.
.
.
·
May share properties with what it repr~nts, like sh~pe and. colour m a photograph
( ie is iconic ). or is an abstraction in a different medtum.
eg mathematical model
diagrammatic model
linguistic model
conceptual or mental model.

Morality The degree of rightness or wrongness attributed to something, action, event, place.
·
A n1ajor procon , similar to Ethics.
26
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Nature of Place
•
Definitions - Meamng
Meaning belongs to the Mind.
Meaning results from the J?<>Wer of ~d to make sense of Place.
It is a state of ~mpreh~nston resultmg from the ~bility to perceive, to have knowledge of
things and therr propertt~s and to understand thetr causes and consequences within a system
of beliefs and relationships.
Meanings can ~ attributed to places, relative t? the people who hold them. Thus they
become properttes of Place and are an expresston of a relationship between Person and
~~

.

.

'Meaning' like 'Truth' is a relative concept. Orthodox science is one metliod qf investigating
the meanin~ of the phenome~ w<?rld. Ther~ are alternatives. Whether they are 'True' or
'False' relative to orthqdox beliefs ts not the tssue. What they are is an insight into people's
relationship with Place.
There are different types of Meaning, depending on the mental processes involved in
discovering th~m.
·
·
Sight Meaning results from the identification and perception of things, like trees,people and
· pencils;
Scene Meaning from the comprehension of relationships between things, whether causal or
coincidental, like flames and heat cause pain; Moscow is further from
Edinburgh than London;
· Signal Meaning from the interpretation of messages; eg red and green lights signal 'Stop'
and 'Go'; lighthouse beams signal 'Danger';
Sign Meaning from the information derived from one thing about another, eg smoke
signifies frre;
·
Symbolic Meaning from the perception that one thing stands for another, eg Libraries
symbolize 'Knowledge'.
The answer to 'What does a Place ( or an object or a landscape) mean ?' depends on lh:e
context in which it is asked. Because understanding is usually sought to answer a particular
problem.
·
eg Where am I?
What is this?
What happens here?
. this?.
Whyts
What caused this?
What are the consequences of this?
What should be done?
What does this represent,signal, signify, or symbolize ?
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Space Semantics
Definitions
N
Nominal A semantic term describing things by nollll eg horror, beauty, ugliness
1
Compare with Descriptor, doing the same by adjective eg horrible, beautiful, ugly
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Space Se m a utics

J)Cfinit.ion s
0
Objective Relativity- A p1~11~ophkal:logica1 concept conceived b)· GH 1\·tead and outlined
in }ljs work 'The ObJeCtJve Reahty of Perspectjves ~,The Phjlcsophy of the
Present, A lvturph)· ed. (la Salle lll. Open Court Publishing Co.l932 pp 161 to 175).
Objective Relati~·it.y _js a state or qual}ty of s?n1.:tl~jng relative to s.Jnlething else. It is not
absJl u te, Jt eXJsts as a result ol a reJatJonslup ·ret ween t \lrO or 1nore thin_gs.
V./hen jt is propJsed that places tnay have propertjes 1ike f\.·lcaning, 01arac.t.cr.
Qual ]t_y and V a I ue, jt is ilnpl]ed tl1at these attributes only exist rela.th·e .to the
lXople. who sense then1.( Or sitnilar ty\)es of ~ople, who wm behave in a . ·
sinular way.) N~vertbdess, the causal chain is estabHshed and suc-h properties
l:econ~ fac tu ally lobjectj ve' relative to their subjects.
(),bjcctivity- IJ~nl1fy1r~g .:.tlld ~s~ssin~ tl~e prc:tp:rt1esGf lh1ngs thrl)Ugh pers(H'!.:il exr:..:;r1e:nce
b'>· appl}lng socJall} agreed entena, eontmnable b} others.
·
eg 1see a tree 1n the courtyard; there is SJc.ial agreen~nton theprl.)perties of
trees. ( shape. sjze, eol our etc.); tills can be eonfinned by anyone using
the st1 n1;; p.:rceptu:.d systetns, the san1.: criteria and the satne language.
Occasion A S\XC-ial event
(Ecology

- 1l1e :study of the relationshlps between people and places.

(Ecospace - The nc=t \lr·ork of relationslups bet ¥reen people and places.
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Definitions

p
Perception is the meaning of what is sensed
Perception - A person~ system of sens~g and interpreting places and persons.
The meanmg of what the mmd and senses make of place.
Percept Per~eived property of place and therefor a part of the total psychological
expenence called psychospace.
·
eg Trees People Hotness Coldness
Percepts tend tQ-be obvious and objectively defmable· a matter of observable fact
rather than_ opinion. The simplest percepts are scenes ~f tangible objects.
eg monntams, forests, lakes, cuckoo clocks.
But they do ~clud~ in~gibl~ properties which are generally unarguable, like
symmetry, regulanty ,_ crrculanty, sty le.
0

Percie Perceived property of place, based on percepts and inference and therefor part of the
total psy~hological experience called psychospace.
eg Hostility Danger Solitude
Percies are less obvious than simple percepts. They are always intangible, more
abstract and conceptual, depending on personal criteria ( which may be interpersonal )
They depend on a more complex interpretation of.osimple data, including inference.
eg grandel;lf , danger, normality, familiarity.
Such properties, describing relationships, are attributed to place and are not intrinsic
to place.
0

0

Periodic Table A display of components according tooa system of classification based on
particular properties.
Person - A complex of bio- psycho perceptual systerris and properties( just like you and me )
Philosophy t1J.e search for truth and the meaning of life
Place - Where something is; the physical reality.
Where something happens
.
A complex of ( at least ) physical, cheri:rlcal· and biological properties
and possibly psychological, social and cultural properties.
Place- In relativity terms is, 'the space created and occupied by people'.
It is the physical reality which forms the basis of perception and the construction of
psychospace, which the total experience of self and place, situation and event
Prattie Property attributed to place, being a oomponent of psychospace and based On
feelings and states of mind
eg Excitement Boredom Pride
Preference - Order of liking ,not necessarily of what is chosen. A ~tical assessment
Premise Personal knowledge or proposition on which an inference or conclusion is based
Principle A fimdamental truth or proposition which serves as a premise for a system of belief
or a chain of reasoning.
eg The mind is associative.
.
. . .
Place properties may havr positive or negative values relative to mdivtduals or
groups of people.
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The Nature of Landscape
Definitions

p
Perception - A personal system of sensing and interpreting places and persons.
Person - A complex of bio- psycho perceptual systems and properties( just like you and me )
Place - Where something is
Where something happens
A compl~x of ( at least.) physi<:'ll, chemical and oiological pro~rties
and posstbly psychologtcal, soctal and cultural properties.
·.
.
Preference - Order o~ liking
Not necessarily of what is chosen
Prototype - From Greek protos ~ fa.rst and tupos - model
·
·
A. repr~entativ~ example of a set or group, exibiting its primal and essential
properttes.
Prototypes are relatively simple and collectively contribute to the composition of
the more complex archetypes.
Property - The nature of something; person , place, object, phenomenon etc. An inherent
quality or characteristic eg Shape, Size, Composition. Action etc
Or a property may result from a relationship eg Nearness, Goodness.
Or an attributed quality resulting from a relationship, like Beauty, Value
Psycho- cultural place
Psycho - cultural space
Psycho - function - The psycho - function of a place is to bring about a desired effect on
mind. ( ie desired by a designer, client, percipient etc )
Psycho-place - The personal experience of reality, created by the individual from the
perceptions of physical place and prior knowledge.
As physical place consists of interconnected properties like Shape, Quantity
Composition and Action, so psycho-space consists of inter- connected
mental propertiess, like Sensings, Feelings, Qualities and Values.
There are many such properties reflecting personal relationships with place.
By identifying them, representations of psycho - space can be made
and t.mderstood.
Psycho- social place
Psycho- social space Psycho - space - The total mental environment in which psyc~o -places are created.
Purpose - A person's reason ( aim , intention, objective ) for being in a place.

Place, ~ial - Where people meet and interact, co -operate, compete and communicate.
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Nature of Landscape
Definitions
Place
.There are Real places and Imaginary places.

A Real Place is where something is,in space-time,or where
somebody is,(or was),like,
the entrance,the pillar,the bus-station or
the gardener,HenryVIII,or you.
or where something happens (or happened),like
an event,a process,an action,a ritual,a ceremony,
eg ~,battle,a death,a meeting,a marriage.
or where something is,relative to something else,
a location,like inside,outside,back,front,here,there
America,North Pole,Equator.
Imaginary Place is a concept or idea,a product of the Mind.It
does not exist in space-time,but may exist as,
a Verbal Concept,like a specification,a novel or a
poem,like Sherlock Holmes, The Waste Land,or Utopia;
a Vision,a mind picture ,a visualization of remembered and created images,of known and invented places
and objects;convertible into plans,sketches and
models,or verbal concepts;
an Abstraction,without form or physical description,
like Heaven,Homeland or Strangeland,convertible into
verbal or graphic concept~.

An

see also Archtypal Place
Elemental Place
Prototypal Place
Stereotypal Place
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The Nature of Landscape
Model of Place - Properties of Place
Types of Place - Defmitions
Archetype - Physical - A place defmed by its essential physical properties.
eg Grouse-moor, Castle Shore
-Psychological - A place de~ed by its essential psycho-properties.
eg Chaotlca, Labynnth, Paradise Garden.

Chemo-type- A place defmed by its significant chemical properties
eg Aerobic, Acidic, Sandy.

·

·

Climatic Type - A place defmed by its climatic regime and/ or its current weather.
~gStormy, Sunny, Wet

Cultural Type - A cult~l type of place is one which reflects or expresses people's values.
.
The mednun.may be architectura~ agricultural or natural etc or may be use
or perform~ce related.

·

-Place- eg Factory, Garden, Musewn.
- Event- eg Flower show, Lecture, Work.
Eco-type - A place defmed by its biological habitats and communities, climatic regime, soil
types, hydrology and management.
eg Mars~ Moorland, Wood.

Elemental Type - A natural geo-type, having primitive or primeval properties; largely if not
entirely untouched by Man.
eg Desert, Mountain, Sea shore.

Geo-type- A place defined by shape and content, (Geo-morphology and Topography)
- Rural - eg Mountainous, Oceanic, Plain.
·
- Urban - eg City, Garage, Street.
Historic Type - A place with a significant past, either marked by events or objects.
eg Battlefield, Birthplace, Castle.

Man-made Type - The antithesis of the Elemental; a place which has been ·shaped or
significantly altered by Man.
- Rural - eg Fann, Olive-grove, Vineyard.
-Urban- eg Airport, Car-park, Swimming pool.
Prototype- The first of its kind; the antithesis of the stereotype; having a new formula or
idea with physical or psycho - characteristics. (of historic and cultural value)
Social Type - A place or event where people interact with each other.
- Place - eg Bowling green, Golf course, School.
-Event- eg Game, Lecture, Meeting.

Stereotype - A place defined by well established cbaracte~cs. ~
eg Garden , Shopping centre, Pedestnan precmct.
Style Type - A place having a well define? id~ty ~~ cbaracteris~cs, which may be
national, regional, pers~ histone, ~c, geographic etc
eg Art Deco, Japanese, Victonan.
Use Type -· Defmed by its human activities aJ?-d fimcf:ions ..

eg Agricultural, Industna4 Res1dential. ·
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Nature of Landscape
Definitions
Psychological Property
Psychological properties belong primarily to people, but through attribution may also become
properties of Place.
Personal psychological properties may be classsified as,

Possessions

Processes

Products

Possessions eg Memories, Beliefs, Instincts etc
Processes

eg Percejving, Sensing, Deciding etc

Products

eg Mental conditions like Excitement, Thoughts, Meanings, Feelings etc

Psychological-Place Properties are attributed to them . They are derived from Personal
properties and belong to places by a process of association. (Objective Relativity qv)
They include the following types,

Potential

Presence

Preference

Potential - The ability of Place to effect mental change.in people.
eg t~ induce Awe, Surprise, Pleasure
Presence - Having people present at a place in a particular mental state or condition.
eg frightened people at a frre
excited·people at a race
Preference - These are positive and negative judgements of people, relative to a place.
They include the following,
Value - The degree of desirability of a place
Quality - The degree of goodness of a place
Significance - The degree of importance of a place
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Profile Representation of identified prot:erties of places and

d
f
peop1e ra wn rom Spectrums.

Procon Attributed property of place and therefore of ~\·chcspace de · . d f
..
"'
·a] s · f~ •
r"'.
.,
n\:e rom a cntlca1
t
assessn:en ~g ....,.pProv
a us ac_tJon Relevan~e QuaHty \l aJ ue .1\·toraUty.
Prcc-~n:s ~lace th mgs ~nd places m order relat1ve to each other and {:erional criteria.
h
They ha~·e ~ ~~endenc-)~ to re JIDre al:stract than percjes and Jm'V be a r d
eg the s1gniflcance ot safety can 1:e asses5ed
-·
PP Je tot em.
or the vaJ ue of gran de~, or the satisfaction of nonnaHt)'.
1l1ey tn~y ~~~o be apphed 1? feeling:; and mental states- ( Pratti~ }
eg the ~J~m~Jcanc:e of Jlappmess; the value f+)or (-)'of pain;
the sa llst .3C t1on ot ac h 1even1enl.

Procon A critic:.3l .::tssessn1ent See abo\·e
The nujor pnxons are .
Aesthetics.
,.
The degree to v.·hk-h something satist]es tl1e aesthetic ~nse
Approval (OK ness )1l1e degree to which sotnething is acceptable
Cost .
\Vheilier or not so1nething js wjtJ1m acc.epta bl e liJruts
Hum~Ity
·111e degree to v.·hich sotnethmg n1eets hutnane standards
Legality
\Vheilier or not sOJnetJring js v..·jtJl.in ilie ]a w ~.
l\·leaning
The degree to v.·hic.h sotnething js understocd
.1\:loralit.y
\\1-Jetber or not son1ething js ~right
Potential
Degree of possibility relative to a particular event or func-tion
Practicality
\\1-letber or not son1etJring js wjili.in ilie bounds of pcssjbj]jty
Preference
The degree to v.·hic.h sotnething is c-hosen relative to others
Qualit)'·
The degree of goodness .in someiliing
Reality
The degree to which perceptions are believed to repre~nt
physjc.a] phenonJena as oppcsed to ]mag:lnings j]]usjons etc.
Relevance
The degree to v.·hic.h something belongs;~ ~s congruity .
Satisfaction
The degree to v.·hk-h needs are met.
Significance
The degree of sorrethingls importanc-e.
The degree of someilimg. The quantity or Q factor.
Strength
The degree to which something fulfills its function.
Suita hili t~·
The degree to v..-hk-h people be]jeve sOJnethlng.( subjective
Truth
l:elief as op\X)~d to objective belief)
The degree of solD!ili.ing s usefulness
lltilit,y
'\lalue
The degree to whic-h something is desired.
1
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Prototype- Frotn Greek protos- first and t.upos- model
.A representative e.x.a_rq:>Je of a set or group, exibjting jts pritm.l and essential
p~~~-

.
Prototypes are relatively simple and coJ]ectjveJy c-ontribute to tbe compcsjtioq of
the more c.omple x. arc-hetypes.

Prototypal Place 4~n identif:~able aggregpte of characteristic ph~s~l p~., principally
t11o9e of Sha~~ Layout, Components, Content, Usesj..~~lJVJUes~ S~Q'S~e.and by
extension., including Style., Location.,Period and Conc~huon and by nnphcauon
defmable QuaHties and VaJues,
.
.. .
.
eg City p:trk., Urmn pedestrian precinct., f...{edieval dOlSter., Rail way stauon.
Property- The nature of sometlring; person., place., ob~t~ phenCX?enon etc.. An inherent
q uaHtY or characteristic eg Shape, Sjze, CornfosJUon. Acuon etc
Or a property tmy result from a r:Iationship~g N~~., Gocd~Or an attributed quaHt_y resulting from a reJatJonslup, Jlke Beauty,' alue
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Ps~·cbo- cultural plare

Psycho- cultural space
Psycho- ~ncti~n- ~le ~ycho- ~unction ?fa place is to bringaoout a desired effect on
nun d. ( Je desrred by a desJgner,. cbent,. perc.jpjent etc

p~·chopla~~ The coli e.ctive psycho propert]es attributed to a place. \lr1nch are derived from
mdJvJdual psychospaces.
Psyc.hoplace ]s n1assjve]y multivalent. Its properties can onl): re expressed statistically
OO~d on C-ollec-ted and eollated data.
P!)·ychoplace model, 1l1e repre~ntation of ~ychoplace.
·
11Je nnd~l ot p:;;):c~oplace repre~nts ~e djverse jnterpretations and res,:onses 10
place '\lr··}uch result trorn people Vr·1th different pro~rties occ-upying any place.
l~sychospact:- 1lte p:.rsc:nal .:m? tot.:t~ experience of self and placc:, ,.:rea led by the individu.:tl

tR1lll th_e percepuons .ot physJc.aJ pi ace and prior knowledge.
As physical place consists of interconnected properties like Shape~ Quantity
Q--·mlposition and Ac.tionf so psychospace consists of .inter- connected
rnental propertiess" like Sensings" Fee1ing5" QuaHties and Values.
.
11Jere are many suc.h pn..1perUes retlec.ting personal relationsh]I_:S wjth place.
B:y identifying thern, representations of psyc.hospace can be tnade
and understood.
P~;ychospace- 111e C-Otnplete self/ place experience" as s~nsed, construed and constructed by
the jnrn vjc;luaJ. It exists entirely m the mmd of the perc.jpient.
.

r~)·chospace

P~·chop~~cho-

model 11Je representation of psychoopac.e

social place
social space-

P~·chot_ype

The stereotypal p1 ac.e defmed by };Sycho1ogicaJ pror-erues.. . .
eg boring static. inhibiting restraining imprisqning dull oonal unlllSplnng
des::.ribe \Vruting room

Purpose- i\ person's reason (aim' jntention, objective) for eejng in a pJac.e.
PJ~

Social - \\kte people meet and jnterac.t, eo -operate,. compete and ccmmWJ.icate.

Prototypal Place {DO'\: Stereotypal Place~ .
..
.
. .
_
An identifiable aggJe~te of charac.tenstlc physlCal properties; pnnc.1~ll~f those of
Sha~ j lAyout., COm~nents}Content,. Uses} .Ac.ti vjties, Sjze j Scale; and by ,..
extension~ inc-luding
.
. .
~...
Style, ~ation, Pericd and Coodition and by lmphc.auonf defmable Quabues and
Values.
.
.
ru
eg City park,. Urhm Pedestrian Precmct,. Jo,iedleval Ooist.er,. Rail way statJon,. ~ JfX)rt
lounge.
·
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Nature of Place
l)eliui tion - Place

TllL~re ~tre six n1.:1in typ.:.~s '-'f place based on natur.:tl prin\.·iples and degre~ of cotnplex1ty.
t•b.vsical Place- An ~trr.:tng~tnent uf objects in sp.qce-titne, v... ith asscciated ph)"sical

ph~notncna eg Gr~n·ity. Light, l\loven1~·nt, Energy and Force.
egDesert. le-cap. RoOtn.
Chemical Place- Physit:.:tl plac.e, but with the l:t)ntent defined by c.hetn1c.:tl ~='--"lllPC.'rSit ion and
pr~-ces~:t.--s. eg E.:1rth. Fire. \V~tte:-. eg 0\icbtion, Roouction. Cotnhination.
~g

Atrn:_,spherc, S.:tlt-tnine, Cat.:th·lic cc'n vert er.

Biological ...la~e - p IJ}si~..·.:tl rbc.e plus Chen1jt:.:r! j)l.:K·~..~.

l.'lll

Vrith the C(_lllk•J1t dd inc:d b_':: I]vin,g

co:11p.~•!lents and prcce§es. eg Bio-spl1~n2. Herd. Cro\J.c':

c:g. c~ll division~ Fertil iz..~tion, l'r1utatiC'II.
t•":iychologicall..la<."e - B..~ sed on Physieal-01en:lical pia~..· e. '.Jr·ith or v..·ithout a biological
coment. but with the added con1ponent of Percipient and hence . 1\·tind'·.
eg Etn_,ti'-"llS, Feelings. ·nK'~ughts. eg F~;.~~~r. Po\lrer. Dang~r.

Sc..lCial Place-

Ph.ys.ic.al-01etn1cal-Bjulogic~d-Psyc.hok;gic.:tl

B..q::::L·d

(lll

3dd~d

property of inteJ'3cting P~rc1pients. eg P.:trt.y, 1\-teeting, Ddxlle.

pbce, but with the

Cultural Place- B.:t~d on Ph.ys1cal-Chetn1c.:ll- BiologicJ\ -Psychologk.:1l- Soci.::~\ plac.e, 1t 1s

\\. here societies express their nature through
eg Ethics. Aesthetics, Invention.

See also-

i\.rchetypal Place
Climatic Place
Eeo-Place

Elt.: mental Place
Gt:o-rlace

f\·lan-made Place

Past-Place
Prototypal Place
Stereotypal Place
ll~-Placc
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Beliefs~

Behaviour and Values.

The Study is into
the Nature of JlllJ ac~.
A llllhu.·e
is v..·here S-'tnething is
and V; here sonleotle is.
h is \\. here sotneone ~rc-eives
and it is ,\. hat sotneone pen.:eives.
\\11at is perceh. ed v·ari~
frc1n ;.'e~n to pers..)n

and

rn_. . nl t ill)e to tinle:.
A standard representation
or rl,lce
C.!\ n be c-otnp.q red
\J.·J! IJ r~·orl.:. . s ren:epti~)!1S
.
.
mirr~SSK'!!::::

and resp_)nses.
·nle st.:.1n(brd representation
of pk1(e
is the Obje(~tive 1\-lodel.
·111e ~·hole of Science is such a n1cx.ld,
of v..·hic.h Landscape is a stn.!tll part.
The Landscape 1\lodel of Place
is constructed of selec.ted parts of Sc-ience:-·
arnt ngoo in a pa rtic u\a r v..·a}
according to Principles and
Propertie~.

A llller~n
is a l'hy sical
Chemical

Biological teing~
idemjfied v,-ith
[\·latter and Bod)")
Func.tions and Behaviour.
Is a 1·~·ychological being
idetlljfied v,·ith
[\·tind and its:.
Po§essjons,
Processes· and
Products.
Exists relative lO others;
is part of
Social S'{Sterps; , ·
interacts \Jr·itli other people.
Belongs to a
C'Ulture
identified by its
...:\eh jevernent s
Values
Beljefs and
Behaviour.
The standard representation
of Person
js the 1\·lodel of Personal Properties.
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Nature of Landscape
Definitions

psycho-space
Psycho-space is the ~bjective reality behind the objective scene.
It IS the personal, private perception of Place.
The physical world exists ( we believe ) out there, in reality.
It is a place of
Materials
.
Machines
Measurements
and
Commonsense.
But we live

inhere

i,n a personal world
in a place of

behind the reality
Mind
.

in Psycho-space

created by personal processes

from external data
and internal knowledge.
A place of

Conscious Thoughts
hnages
Sensations
Meanings ansd Feelings.

Behind which are

Unconscious Programmes and Criteria
·
for the Selection and Content
of Psycho-space and
its Interpretation and Construction.

This Place
this personal reality
it is our purpose

this Psycho-space

Psycho-space

These models

to discover
to dissect and describe
to discuss
to understand the different forms it takes
relative to the people who inhabit it

may be modelled by assembling
the psycho-relationships between
particular people and particular places.
will vary from person to person
and so the archetypes which underlie them
may also vary.
eg Homeland for one person .
is Stnmgeways for another.
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Tbe Nature of Landscape
Definitions

Q

.

Quality - The degree of goodness or not in something of value.
May be relative to an arbitrary standard , set of criteria, specification etc.
Or may be relative to other things eg Good, Better, Best; Best, Worst; ie Ordinal.
Quantity - The amount of anything. One of the basic properties.

Quality relative to Place /Landscape
The quality of a place is its degree of goodness.
Goodness is a relative term extending from best to worst.
Goodness implies value. Only properties which are valued can have goodness.
Value in a property is its degree of desirability.
Thus the quality of a place is the degree of goodne5s possessed by its desirable
properties.
These propertie~ have to be physic~ chemical, biological, psychological, social or
cultural.
The qualities and values of these properties are assessed by criteria.
Some of these criteria· are arbitrary. They are set by individuals and groups and have
wide variations.
Certain qualities of place /landscape are psychological.
They can be assessed by what people 'feel'.
People feel pleasure when perceiving certain landscapes, or certain types of scene.
, According to the levels of pleasure, awe, delight, interest, tranquility, drama etc,
· the quality of the place will vary; and so will its value.
By eliciting from people their feelings and comparing them with the physical
properties of place, correlations between quality and observable place
properties can be established.
Thus places can be identified as having the power to affect, please etc, relative to
particular people, or particular types of people.
They can be descnl>ed as being of'good quality ', relative to these people, because
they have certain properties which satisfy the psychological criteria of those people.
( ie Physical and non-physical, historic, mythic and associative p~perties )
The physical criteria, when applied by the landscape analyst /geographer to detennine
the quality and value of any place can be said to be objective, although based on the
subjective psychological criteria of certain subjects.
Axe the criteria I opinions of some people better than those of others in assessing the
quality and value of places/ landscapes ?
,..

It all depends on the uses of the place. Different types of use demand different types
of criteria and special people to apply them.
·
.

.

Technical uses, like agriculture, forestly, mountaineering, need technical criteria on
which to make qualitative and quantitative assessments.
Aesthetic I psychological uses relating to ' landscape character', like beauty , ugliness,
sublimity, drama, majesty, need people who are capable.of'feeling' or 'sensing' these
properties in themselves and by attribution, in the place.
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Definition

A Sense of Quality

. ~sense
.
is an ability to be a v...-are of personal and place properties.
eg senses of affection, anger, prun.
eg a '.Jr'areness of shape, colour, smell.
Even; sense needs to l:e trained.
Perception and mt.rcspection are complex psychologjcal prcc.esses.
They can l:e improved by training.
Some people through traming or natural ability are better ( rnore sensiUve ) than
others in percehdng certrun place or pel"S:)nal properties.
eg su btJ e ctifferences of colour, types of sme11, purity of musjcal notes.
eg nuances of rrncd, hidden JTl.Jtives, barely cons:::.ious prejudices.
Some people are more knowledgeable than others al:oui plac.e- properties.
ie al:x."1ut theories whkh explain; about practices v..·hk.h work; about understanding
inten1al and extt..·~rnal relat1onship:; .
.le in psychology, sa;.jo]ogy and culture_; m agricuJtw-e, ootany and cherrristry.
To these '.Jr·ith a high degree of awareness, understanding, practice, .knov.dedge etc.
v..e attriqute the tenn expert' and we recognize that their opmions on quality relative
to their spec.ja]jty are 'informed'.
I

Qu.a1 ity ( ie degree of goodness ) js a property of certam thmgs.
Quality is an attributed property, following evaluation.
Evaluation depends on criteria.
Evaluation depends on people's ability to be a ware of the goodness of anythlng
relative to those criteria.
·
·
\\11ether it is the quality of fish, ·w:indo w c.]eaning or grand opera, exJ;ert op.inion and
the criteria of experts are rationally given a priveleg~ pJSition.

All the criteria are defmable (and arguable ); fr-eShness of fish, clarity of glass,
grandness of perfonnance.
The prot;e.rties of the subject tm.tter are _alSJ definable; the edibility of fish, the
transparency of glass, the art of ot_:era.
Qualitative anal);g]s by ex~rts js not al:out personal likes and dislikes, it js about
comparative assessments based on ratblaHty, objectiv:ity, defendable and deootable
criteria.
However there are some peculiar areas .cf critical judge~nt.
1 Vihere the criteria are emotions. That is V/hen the quality of a place is judged by
the type B.JXl quality ci the etrotions :it poduces.
2 \\ihere the criteria are WJconsc.ious and WJknov,:n but w-here they are eJq>ressed
by an errotional respoose. (eg liking a persOn only by their physiogno~-- )
ie en:Dt.ions can be an e.xpresslon cf unconscious criteria..

11 each case,t)pe and quaHty ci the eJIDtional response are a measure of place quality
. 1here is little room fer argument in these tv.--o situation. Opmions on quality here are
pe.r.onal and subject:i\'e, Ji<es and disHkes. But v,hathas this to do w:ith objectivity?
In the flrst case., where the criteria are emotions, the validity cf the t_:ersonal subjective
resp:mse cannot be ignored.
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Quality relative to Place /Landscape
The quality of a place is its degree of goodness.
Goodness is a relative term extending from best to worst.
Goodness implies value. Only properties which are valued can have goodness.
Value in a property is its degree of desirability.
Thus the quality of a place is the degree of goodness possessed by its desirable
properties.
These properties have to be physical, chemical, biological, psychological, social or
cultural.
The qualities and values of these properties are assessed by criteria.
Some of these criteria are arbitrary. They are set by individuals and groups and have
wide variations.
Certain qualities of place /landscape are psychological.
They can be assessed by what people 'feel'.
People feel pleasure when perceiving certain landscapes, ot certain types of scene.
According to the levels of pleasure, awe, delight, interest, tranquility, drama etc,
·
the quality of the place will vary; and so will its value.
By eliciting from people their feelings and comparing them with the physical
properties of place, correlations between quality and observable place
properties can be established.
Thus places can be identified as having the power to affect, please etc, relative to
particular people, or particular types of people.
They can be described as being of 'good quality ', relative to these people, because
they have certain properties which satisfy the psychological criteria of those people.
( ie Physical and non-physical, historic, mythic and associative properties )
The physical criteria, when applied by the landscape analyst I geographer to detennine
the quality and value of any place can be said to be objective, although based on the
subjective psychological criteria of certain subjects.
Are the criteria I opinions of some people better than those of others in ~ing the
quality and value of places/ landscapes ?
It all depends on the uses of the place. Different types of~ demand different types
of criteria and special people to apply them.

Technical uses, like agriculture, forestry, mountaineering, need technical criteria on
which to make qualitative and quantitative assessments.
·
Aesthetic I psychological uses relating to ' landscape character', like beauty , ugliness,
sublimity, drama, majesty, need people who are capable of 'feeling' or 'sensing' these
properties in themselves and by attribution, in the place.
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1l1e re can nl:. vr.; r b; un iversa! agree n-e n t on the c. rite ria b .Y which to ana Iyse the
quality and v.:due of places. There .:tre too many contradictor.Y and incornpatible
vie \\·s.
But there can b..; agree1nent atnongst groups on the types of pla'-=e which c.an induce
particular feelings. of pleasure for example;
eg Blackpool is ~en by n:-any as the ideal holiday plac.e~
terror and excitetrent can re found bv mountaineers clinging to dangerous cliffs;
tranquility can be found atn:)ng the lrunl:s in tlov,:er:y J'Ileado'\t,·s.
..
1l1ere can ev~n te agree1nent on \\·hich diffs and meadows have petter and lesser
qualities.
'TI1es~

places can l:e analysed in gL'l.)- physical tenns~ to identify their r~spec.tive
pn..."J)erties, fron1 ,which criteria can te fom1ulated \\·ith which to assess the quality of
any plac~ for 3 '(Xtrticular func.tion /pleasure, relativ·e to these particular groups.

Is a holiday in Tuscany intrinsicall_y better than one in Blac.kPJol'?
Is the scener)' of Tus::any intrinsically tetter than that of BlackPJol '?
No tb l:oth, b~ause quality of place is a pfL~e,rty relath. e to particular people
and taste, preferences and values are so diverse( even perv·erse some would say )
that univ·ersal criteria of quality· are in1pcssibl.e.
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Quality
Quality tna)' either b. : n~asured rdative tl_, an arbitrary standard, or one thing being better
than ::mother, ffor a part]cul~r purpl:se). A Sense of Qua I it} \lr·orks ]n both v..·.:i)'S.
eg A gocd holiday has AB C properties.
Holida_ys abra:ld .:He better than holid<:i}S at honle, n:ecause they have X y z pro~rt]es).

Preference
Pref~reJJ...:e is the lik1rrg l.)f sotnetlling rebtive to SL'Il~thi11g else. eg·· Sweet . nl:t)' b~ preferred
to '9;)ur. Or one place tnay be preferred to others and so arl ordinal sequenc~ 1118)· result. In
e<rch case. the context of the preferences k:rs to be swted, eg for Use. Fe-:1-lng._ Valu~.:.~. Qt13lit}

dC.

.

l\·tor all t~·
Tit~.:·· ltishllh:.~s· Clr · \\rl_,llgttc-::::~ · l."'l ~~ pbcl: de:pc-:ncb •:'1: p...~t-.::,_,n~ti st~uKbrds ~u;d ix-liefs: ~tlll_,r
\\:hich can exer~ise .:ill int"lueqce on all rebtionshir's. Pec~lc·s resp.."'~nse to L1...'-~'s. Aoottc,irs,
Concentration earnps forexatnple is conditioned by the strength of their~thical feelings
to\\·ards thern.

Numinosit)'·
The degree of·"SpirituaHt)/ experienced in a place.
his c.lai.tred (by 1\.·tosle:rns for exarnple)to be an experience \lr·hic.h transcends . nonuql'·
super natural; ie a natural psychologic.al phenotnenon, but in a
feelings and errot.ions. 1\.-ta.y
class of. its oVr·n. 1\.·l!.t'f- be a form of a warencss resultant,. or dependent on cenain beliefs.-

re
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Space Semantics
Defini tion s

R
Referent That to which a sion refers
\\1la t js designated ~ denoted by the sign ..
\\llat a sign 'rreans' eg dark clouds sigrtify rain.
je the sjgn~ clouds; tl1e referent, rain; ilie mean.ing, v c.Jouds = rain .
.Relation ship .A. connection between things
S\·non \·rn Re la tedness
Relationshjp; may be physkal eg Contac-t and support are relationshjfS l:etween a
chair and the tloor;
chetrucal eg Boncting between Carb.."1n and oxygen in C02
biological eg Predation bet "'een predators and their prey
f.S}chologkaJ eg AffecUon oct \),·~n parent and child
. ~c.ial eg Friendship and co-op;: ration bet wc:en groups
c.ul turaJ eg Incon1prehensjon ret we en tho5e of clifferent bel jefs .

.Relathity The princjp}e iliat certalli pheno~na,. J.ik~ matter, energy,.gravjty, motion, time
and spsce only exist relative to eac-h other. 1hese cotnponents of the physical "'orld
are linked. together by the lav,:s of physjcs.
The cornpooents of p5ychoplace') like grandeur,· beauty and ugliness also only exist
relath. . e to people Vr'ho perce.lve these properties .
..

.Rele'\·ance One of the Critical .Asse§ments ( pn...~.ons,)
1l1e degree to which something is a c-on.1ponent; is
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cotnplenentar)·~congruous .

Nature of Landscape
Definitions
Relationships ( Psychological ) between People and Places
The main psychological relationships between people and places are as follows,
Meaning

- The Sense which Mind makes of Place. ( see Sights, Scenes, Signals etc )

Character

-The effects of Place on Mind. (~Perceptions, Sen.seS and Feelings)
......

I•

.C". • ,. •..

./

Significance

- The degree to which a place 1s importan~ ~ ~eed~ or not.

Satisfaction

- The qegree to which a place meets needs or not.

Value

- The degree of desirability, or not, of a place of significance.

·Quality

- The degree _of gOodness, or not, of a place pf value.

Preference

- The choice, or not, or the degree of liking or not, of a place
of Significance,Value and Quality, relative to other places.

Morality

- The rightness or wrongness of a ph1ee, relative to the criteria of personal
conscience.

Numinosity

- The bond, claimed by some, to unite people at a spiritual level with the
cosmos or other supra natural forces ( 1).

Note
Criteria

-Significance, Satisfaction ,Value Quality and.Morality all involve standards
and principles by which places are judged.

Preference

- Preference may in fact involve many factors, including, Context,
Circumstance, Purpose and Function, Availability, Convenience etc.

Note
Context
(1)

People-Place relationships are dependent on people's circumstances,
including Context (qv).
- The immediate personal factors affecting people's perception of Place,
including, Aims Intentions Motives Objectives and Purpose.
Whether this is a psychological phenomenon or something beyond
phenomenology is not in question. It is an observable feature .of so many
belief systems that it should :r:tot be disregarded when offering an
explanation of people's relationships with Place.
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People , Place and Space Relationships
Definitions

In relativity terms; where there are people.

PlaceLocation-

In relativity tenns; where there are things.
l\ complex of properties~ being, physical, cherrucal ~ biological,
ps:ychological, scc.ial and cultural.
These are realized as people, objects, phenomena, events etc.
and are characterized as prototypes,
eg garden, grandchild, gaJJows, gale, gathering.

Psycho space The pe~onal experience of place as sensed, construed and· construc-ted by the
individual. It is dependent on place, but exists entirely in the rrrinds of
perc.jpients as pre-condjtjons. meanings, feelings, mental states, thoughts.
assesstnents and archetypes.
fficology-

The study of people's realtionships v.-ith plac.e.

ffico- space - \\'bere there are relationships bet V/een people and plac.es
The framev..ork of relationslrip:; which develop:; between. people and places
resulting from interac-tion~ behav·iour and perception. It contains states and
conditions, from these wlric.h are physical,· like 'presence', v,:hlc.h is simpl)'
beJng there ', to the COJnplex and cultural, whic-h describe how scx.ieties
and cultures respond to each other. The various types of relationship operate
on different principles and at different levels of cornplexity.
I

R.ela tion ships
PhysicalThese are the mcst simple properties, followmg the naturallav..·s of physics.
They include relationships like, contac-t, adjacenc.y, farness and nearness.
Ecological-

These are more complex, connec-ting people with their en,·ironment through
the lav,-s of c-hemistry and biolqgy. They :ind ude relationshlps like adaptation,
compatibility, harmon)o, subsist~ce and supp::>rt.

Psychological These are the t:et'9:)nal c.omp::>.nents of psyc-ho -space, which are attributable
to <Eco- space, Hke meanings and feelings, assessments and more
specifiCally, confidence, c.omprehension, hanrnny, ownership, pleasure,

territcriaHsm.
Social-

1bese are the relationships betv,:een people and place llke, collatoration,
dependency, enmity, friendship~ hannony~ insularity, intercourse and trade.

Cultural-

1bese relationships identify hov,: peotfe of different attitudes, beliefs, lifestyles, habits, intere&s and develcpment relate to eac-h other v,hen sharing the
same place. They include, dominatio~ hannony~ incompatibility,
incomprehensioo' mdifference, integration, intolerance.

ltelathity-

The {Xlnciple that scme properties
relationships with other things.
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cr thlngs dej::end for their existence on

Archetypes -These are thee xpressions of the ultimate relationshlps, identifying the basic
psychologk.a1 relationships retv,:een people, like Ivtother, Father, Hero, Leader
between people and place lik~, ..:\rena, Battlefield, Labyrinth;
between peop]e and events llke, Death of a princess and Birth of a saviour.

Space-

The rrecliLUn in whlch things exist at both the physica1 and non- physical
levels.
.At the physkal level it is intangible, but occupied by the tangib1e, people,
places, lccations, things .
.At the non -physical level it is cx;.cupied b)" personal thoughts, constructs,
ext:eriences, assessments etc as psycho -spaces and by· relationships
as <Eco -spaces.
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Rtla tion al Ana lysis
Relational Analysis is the systernatic exam.ination of eertain ps·vc-hological relationships
between pa.-,ple and places.
h works within a c.ornplex frame\lrork of different types of place- property and rnental
processes.
At the prirnary level are the comparath'ely snnple effects that the ph·vsieal properties of place
may have on peoplels feelings;
Pleasure produced by t1owers 1 wanntll 1 scent
l\.·lelancholy from drabness, darkness, dankness
Boredom from Wlifonnity, repetition, simplidty.
At another JeveJ, are t.j1ose mentaJ states cJoseJy related to p]ace which a_re not the direc-t resu1t
of t=erc.eptjon~ but result fron1 extended knowledge and experience~
·
Aff~ctjon, due to tnennry, .:tsS()..: iation') sat isf.:.u.: tjon
. Fru11iJjarity, pue to prolonged contact
Nonrelity~ frotn a c.om?3-rison l:etween past and present states.

Above all are these relationships whkh detem1ine the success or failure of a place to a pet!On
or a scc.iety _;

eo
0

Satjsfaction- the degree to whleh persona] needs are Jret
v·alue- the degree of desirability of a ·plac.e
Q~aJjt_y- ilie degree of goodness of a p]?Ce, detmed by rersonaJ
or quantifiable eriteria.

4A.s wd l as pri1nary relationshjps bet \\een ~ople and plac.es, ljke Pleasure and Dislike~
and these of greater comple.x:ity1 like QuaJ.lty and Val ue 1 are n1any' oiliers of greater or lesser
iinportance det=ending on their relevance. Collec-tively they represent a psychological model
of Place as perc.ejvecL experienced and evaluated by an mru\~duaJ 1 a scc.rety or a culture.
Such a rrodel is complerrentary to the so called objective physic-al rrodels of place
represented graphlcaJly by map:;, photographjcaJJy by pj_ctures and verbally by description.
1

1

,

1l1e purp.J5e of such a m:del js to desc-ribe places by subjective pror-erties Vr1Jk.h would
have teen attributed to plac-es through a process of ~".objectjve ~lativity (.
Thus psyc.hoJogjc.aJ prq:>erties of people~ like ~uty and Ugliness, Pleasure and DjsJ.ike,
Quality and v·alue become objective psychological·prot=erties of place relative to particular
people, numbers of peq:>le or types of people •
I

1

1
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Nature of Landscape
Definitions

s

Sense - The ability to be aware of the properties of anything;
- The ability to receive and process information.
Perceptual - eg Sight, Smell, Sound etc
Critical - eg Order, Value, Quality etc
Emotional - eg Fear, Happiness, Sorrow etc
Sensations belong to people, they are interpreted througli the processes of perception,
informing them of their personal relationships with place. They are often called '~bjective'.

Sense of Place - The ~bility to perceive the properties of place, relative to oneself and others,
through sensation , introspection and empathy.
fu particular to grasp the essence of a place, ( its essential properties), relative to oneself, to
.others, an event, or an occasion.·
Sense of Selr"- The ability to be aware, through introspection, of one's own nature and
properties. This is the essence of Sensationism qv .
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Space Semantics
Definitions

s

Satisfa~tion 1l1e degree to v..··luch needs are met; a major procon'> con1p:-nent of p5ychospace
and attributable by objective relativjty to place. Dependent on personal scales and

criteria.

Scale- Relative size of anything. The relationshlp l:etv,. een things concerning size.
Scenario- The happening which the subject perceives and is involved v,·ith in the place;
bdng a comp.JSite construct .including roJe, event, activjt_y, in'tent

Sense - The a bj]hy

to

l?e a ware of personal and pJace properties.

Sign - A sign is so1nething wh1ch carries infom19tion al::out soineth1ng other than itself.
egcluuds nwy L~ a sign of itn\--~nding rain
•.
Signal- A signal 1s a sign car-i). ing specific infom1ation ega tnessage from sender Lo rec.eiver
The signal n1ay l:e intentional eg a }:erson wavjng js ..indicating 11ere I run'
Or it tnay- .be instinc.tiv·e and involuntan- . ecr0 a docr's
tail waocrincr
sionals
· e.a
cr1ad to see
0
0~ 0
0
you. A person's srrrile ID9.Y say the srune thing. Gatep21sts sjgnal an entrance.
Significance The degree of importance attributed to someth.ing. pi ace person, event etc.
a major procon, comp21nent of psyc.hospace and.attributable') by objec.th.. e relativit)'
to p1 ace, as. a pro}:erty.
Similarity Sharing a pn...---perty to a greater or lesser degree; l:eing aJ ike.
1l1e property rnay be physical'> c.hemical') biologic-al') pS)'Chological.
9ee HoJIX)Jnorphjsn1 and Isomorplrism
·
·

Situation- .l\ state of affmrs affecting the subject. J\1ay be personal, sodal , economic.
1\.·ta y be a predicament, condition, c-ircumstance. ·
Space (Absolute) Absolute nothingnes-;; beyond the.urriversal and thus infinite
Space (Relative) The complement ofTirre, !\.·latter, Energy. The medium containing
all physjcal phenolll!na, unh:ersal and thus measurabJe.
Space- The .~reclium jn wfrich things enst at both the physjcal and non- physjcallevel s.
At the plr~·sicallevel it is intangible, but occupied by the tangible; people., places')
locations, things
At the non- ph)'sicallevel it is occupied by personal thoughts, constructs') "·
e.xperiences, assessments etc. as psychospaces and by reJationshlz:s as
<Ecospaces.
Space Semantics and the Meaning of Place
Semantics is the ~ience of rreaning.. S~ce Semantics is that science applied to
wxlerst.ancling how ~Je jnterp-et and resp:>nd to their surroWJdings.
Space Semantics,. .in env:ironmenta1 tenns js tbe complement ci lliiHer's Spt.ce Syntax
which applies to ph)·sical relationships betw·een people and place.
Space Semantics analyses the l=SYchological aspec-ts of place and relateS them to
physjcaJ properties. It explains why peopJe respond to their surroundings in particular
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wa)·S

as it assesses and measures all the relevant factors.

Space Semantics is based on a theory of psychological relath·it:y. By analysing mmds
.in places,. places can re deg;Jibed .in temlS of their effects on mmds.
1l1e central unifying concept is that of '1nearring. '1\.·leaning being the relationshit=S
betv...-een peopJe,. pJaces and effects. By jdenti(Y.ing psychological effects,. ctifferent
rreanings can be attributed to different types of place, relative to different t:eople in
different sjtuations.

Spectrum Range of p:>tent.ial personal and place properties ·wlrich fonn the basjs of Profiles.
eg Bio states, Roles, Fee1in g;5.
·
··
Spectrums c.J assi(y properUes .in an oqjectjve order; but may a) so l::e expressed
an arbitrary pJrder, such as alphabetical.
· ·
They are al~o tl1e basjs of Periodic Tables

m

Spirit -.An arc.het}·pe: 1he pm1dpJe that stands in L)pposjUon Lo n-atter: an ·jjl1JnateriaJ fonn
of exis~nce \Vhich on.the highest and 1nC6t universal ie\·el is caJ led-' Gcxl ··.
The spmtual factor js often symbolll.ed jn human fonn by' v,.·ise old man' or' guru'
in the guise of n-agic.ian, doe. tor, priest, priestess, witc.h, teacher, professor grandfather
.It may also take anlinaJ fonn 1n the gill~ of bear, bird,. horse,. cov...-, wolf etc..
hs properties may be benevolent or tnal ign . . iinortal, supernatural, \X)Vrerful,
knowledgeable and demand.ing.
.
These demands 1nay mc.lude, propitiation, sacrifice, obedience acknowledgement and
honour.
1bey may mduce fear,a\\·e, terror, rest:ect, love' incomprehension, faith.
Jhe spmt n1ay deljver love, pjty, c.oncern,. strengtJ1, gujdance,. ad \~c.e, la \VS.
(based on J ung, CG. Four Archetypes ) In Space Semantics called Supe:rp:> wers.

Stereotype One of many v,hic.h are sirnilar. The standard type of place, defined by its
physjcaJ properties.
eg Church, ToVrn, Park, Street, Countryside.
Strength. 4~ ty~ of assessrrent, Procon. The degree, amount, or measure of somethlng. 1\.·fay
be a feel.ing or state of mind (Prattie ),. a critical assessment (Procon ).
IL is a relative sc.ale, based on personal criteria.
.Arbjtrary corresp21ndences can be estab]jshed between verbal and nurr.erical scales.
eg
0 - Nothing
Niente
I - Extremely weak
.1\.idto pianjssnro
2 - \len· weak
3 - \VeBk
4 - 1\.·liddl ing
5 - Strong
6 - \r ery strong
7 - Extremely strong
Style -

Piarrissimo
Piano
l-rtcderato

Forte
Fortissimo
1\.iolto fortjssimJ

.£~ physjcaj

property of objects,. places and peope, bemg a characteristic. arrange.tll!nt
d shapes~ colour~ behaviour, c.oiDpCXl.ents, layout etc
.May be Xlentifled by desjgner,. eg l..utyens:, period,.eg 1930 'st- location eg Egyptian.
A complex property which c.an be reduced by anal )'Sis to simple characteristics ..

Subjecthity - ldentif)·ing and assessmg the prot:erties of things through
e.xper.ience and inconstant criteria.
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~rsonal

eg I may love son1ethlng today and hate ittoinorn_)w~ because my criteria can
change overn]ght.

Suitability The degree to Vr-hk.h a place fuJfjJJs jts funct]ons and expectations; a major
pt"O:on') de~ndent on ~rsonal criteria; attributable, through objective relativ·ity to
place as a property.
S)~m bol

./\. symbol .is an)'thlng, (placet person, object, pheno.J!l;!non, act, event, gesture etc. )
Vrhich is perceived, conciously or unconscious] y as standing for something else.
The process of symbol~tion .is achje,/ed through the act of assodation, whereby
the pro~rties of the syml:ol , in some way etnl:ody the essence of the concept
synboljzsed.
·
·
Some symbols originate as signs and have a direct causal cormection with the
symbol jzed COJ1~ept eg Tears, when observed ]n someone are m terpreted as a specn]c.
sign of sorrow or prun~ but tnay l:ec.otne in a n1ore general w~y a symbol of sorrow.
Sotne S)•mbo] shave no obvious c.onnectjon r to the S')·nlroJjzer ..1 v..·ith v..•hat the}·
s\·tnboCize
the .::tSso::.iation is kilOWll onh·- unconsc1oush·.
and their
~
- Such ~·n1tols
concep~ Imi origjnate mthe mind, they n13} be acquired, or they Jna)' be ]nnate.
eg dreams Vrhic.h are senseless to the waking, rational mind
·
art whlch may l:e non representational and has no obvjous meanmg.
every~ ay life where somethlng seen produces an insight or an understanding o an
mexpJjc.abJe emotional effec.t.
Such symbols may be amenable to analysis and subjec-t to formulation and
verbaJjzatjon 1 or thek mearring may rema.in hldden mthe tmcon~.jous.
Suc-h symbols constitute a 'hidden dimension· to perception and produce what tnay·
te c.aJJed 1.\le 'symtoHc effect:
·
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Components of the Personal Model

Senses - are the Means by which inform_ation about places , people , events , situations etc is
~ . . .'lected and processed. There are many types of sense . The following are
particular interest.
1 Perceptual Senses

(Sensations")

( ppncipally visual)

The ability to collect information about places, people etc .
The processes include, recognition, interpretation, identification,
inference, implication, comparison.
The immediate products are cognitions, being per~ptions and
meanings.
.
eg sights and scenes of shapes, colours, sizes, actions etc.
signals, signs, symbolS of conventional and personal associations.
2 Analytical Senses ( Insights )

The ability to identify, by objective but arbitrary criteria,
properties of places , people etc which depend on relationships.
The processes include comparison and judgement and the products
are the recognitions of relational properties like,
similarity, simplicity, regularity and more complex and less obvious
ones like, allegory' ambiguity, congruence.

3 Critical Senses

( Sensibilities )

The ability to process perceptual information in judgemental
and evaluative ways.
The products are cognitive states, being assessments , evaluations,
and information relative and relevant to self, situation and
circwnstance.
eg Quality, Values, Significance.
4 Emotional Senses

( Sensitivities )
..

The ability to feel as the result of perceiving and cognizing.
The products are states of emotion.
eg joy, anguish , sadnesS..

5 Intellectual Senses

( Cognitions )

The ability to understand the ('true' ) nature of things.
The processes include perceptioo, adduction, deduction, induction,
logic, intuition,inference, reason.
·
·
The products include axioms,principles, hypotheses, laws, noti~
conceptions, explanations, speculations, suppositions,
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Space Semantics
Spectrum of Psychological Place Characteristics

Principles and La'":s

.Al1 the Characteristk.s are sensed.
The Characteristics are ba~d on personal Feelings and Sensmgs, v,:hich ~then attributed
to

Place.

Feeling:; and Sensings are undifferentiated.
Feelin_gs and Sensmgs are all re]ative to personal criteria.
Claracteristics are approximate and imprecjse, there may be a high degree of redundancy.
The Spectwn :is bi-polar, bas:!d discreetly on antonyms.

1be J:Qies ~re fixed as BHssful and Intolerable.
The

S~ctrwn

:is e xpandable .

. ~e Sj:ec.trwn identifjes psychological charac.:ter:istic.s

of Plac.e,

it does not indiCate or imply Preferences - ( Like- Dislike )
Quality - ( Gocd - Bad )
Satisfaction- ( Suitab]e- Unsilltable )
\lalue- ( Desirable- Undesirable )
Ivlorality- (

Rightn~-

·\Vrongness ).

1he Characteristics are arranged according to the principles of
Importanee ( Significance)

Anton:ymy
Synonymy
SlnUlarity
.Asscrjation ( Relatedness)
Key Olaracteristjcs rep-esent farrrilies of Synonyms, S.irrrilars and ..~ssxjates.

11trough the a5SOciation of adjacent families a (rt;Dre or less) underl)'ing continuous thread

ci rrearring is formed. ( 1)
Key Olaracterist:ics are analogpus to the chemical elements.
Different canbinations constitute Psycho-.Archet)pal Places.

1he ~lection of Key Olaracteristics is based on the anal):sjs and desc.ription of Archet:ypal
Places as they are identified.
The meanings of Phycho-Archetypes and their coostituent characteristics are related
to ~al Prcfil es, persooa1 Sjtuations and personal Events~
to the ph:ysical Properties of the Place,

and
(I)

L

to the tvleanin~ ( Perceptions ) attributed to the place.

\\iu~nstein

Phila;ophicallnvestigat:ions 1945, trans.GE~·I A.ng:;orriJe 1953
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Space Semantics
Definitions
Sensatio.nism
Sensatjonjsm - ./\ ~tbcd of assessing the psychologjcal propertjes of place, based on the
t_:ersonal sensing systems of,
·
Percciving
Sensing
Fee] ing
The intention behind tbe tretbcd js·to simultaneousJy regard oneself as both
instrument and observer.
·
1l1e perc.eptual systems scan the place.
The crjticaJ senses jdenti(y place properties and defjc.jendes.
The errotional senses respond by 'feeling.
The self-consc.jous obgerver records the results froJn these f;hree syste.rrs.
These resuJ ~ are expres9ed as;
Percejved Ph).. sicaJ Character
- e g Cold "\Vet V•lj nd , . Dark Smelly
.... Uroon RW""aJ Suburban etc Sensed Charaeter
eg Ordered Chaotic Safe Dangerous Rythmical Predic-table
.BanaJ Innovative Unusual etc.
·sensed Character alSJ includes other partieular discriminating senses inmc.ating degrees of
Significance eg Plus-- 1\.·finus
Satisfaction eg Posjth·e -- Negative
\:: alue ecr0 High-L.Jw
.....
Qua]jty eg Good-- Bad
Preference eg Best -- \Vorst

Felt Character
eg Excjting Dull Pleasant Beautjful Frightemng
Archet)-pal Character
Underlying the .trore obvms ps)ochologjcal propert.ies of Place are the .Archetypes (qv)
By anal)osing critical and errotional properties,( or sensing them at another level), places
can be arch etyped .

Eg Horreland - Familiar Safe Friend! y Ordinary Predictable etc
Strangewa)"S -Strange Hostile Un~ble Unfarrriljar etc ,._
Labyrinth - Puzzling Dangerous Sinister Frightening Complexetc..
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Guide to Psycho- spac-e
Defini tion s
Sen~~

( I\·teans )

F.:tc.ulties for the coJJection and processjng of infonnation :Jbout
pi.:H.:cs, people, events, situations and self.
1l1e products are cogrritions and feelings.

Cognitions ( 1\·leanings)
State) of knowing 1 about the v.orld, by out ward perception
2 aoout the world b\· anah·tic.al , critical
and intellecti.Jal sensjng-

3 about self by in ward perception
ie a state of se 1r a v..--a ren ess
( Fed ings )
of feeling, being spontaneous~ invoJuntHry respons\:.:S
tu p:rc.eptions and cognitions of plac-~ , people, situations, events.
·111e hy1=0thetk.al sensing c.omp:ment js the PS)·c.he.

E.n1otious

Sta~

Sense of Beauty- The abi]jty to feel pJ ea sure, adnliration etc after
~rc.eh--ing something and

exerc.isjng the critical facultjes of

quaJ ity, va] ue and satisfaction .
. Beauty is the pro,:erty we attribute to son")ethin,g whic-h evokes
an intense ettntional response of pleasure and adrrU.ration,
due to its v·arious properties . These properties incJ ude tJ1ose
whic-h are perc.eh•able, like shap: and colour; those Vl-·hjc.h are
analysable like, ~ontrast and con1pJe:Gty; they n1ust inc.Jude tl1ose
which are critical, like Quality ( gcudi1ess), \lalue (desirability·)
and Satisfaction; and may incJ ude tJJose·v,.-lrich are inteJJec.tual
like :l~gance., sin1plicity., succ.inc.t!1ess, ec.onorny., relev·anc.e, skill,
prec.JsJon.

Sense of Occasion - The ability to recognize an event v,:hjc.h is s~ciaJ,
tt-en1orable, imp:rtant.
There are three routes to the identific-ation of an cccasion
a) through the emotional senses, when at an evenly particularly
strong feelings like a we., fear, happiness., enjo)·ment are
exp!rienced.
b) through the critical ~nS'!S, when the relative sjgnillcanc.ej
importance of atJ event ]s realized.
c.) through the perceptual senses, when characteristic. properties
of eNents/ occasbns are recognjzed,.Hke rarity, fonnaljty, scale
s::>lerrmity; and an understandmg ( meanmg) of the event~

appredated.
Occasion -

A~ spec.ial event
an imp::n1ant hapt=ening
a J"Demcrable ex~r:ienc.e
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Sense uf Arrh·al- llte abilit)· to recognize the relative iint=ertance of
arri \;jng any where.
Arriv aJ- reac.rung a destination after a journey or process;
the end of a J·oumey or stacre·
b
'
the beginning of an event or further stage.

Sense of Style- The abi}jty to rec.ognize and assess tJ1e quaJjt)" and vaJue
of c.harac.teristic. styles.
1l1e abilit)" to create an appropriate and characteristic
behavioural ore xpressi ve resJ:onse in a particular situation.

Style- A characteristic fonn or tnanner of behaviour or expre~'ion.
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Subject and Object.
Subjt:ctivit)· and Object.ivitJ
Subjccti\it)·- 'The 9ensings, ft.:elings. J:erceptjons and

as9essn~nts

of people relath·e to

tlllilg>.

These experien(;eS are exclusive to the subject~ are not directly accessible to
others, but rm:y be shared and confirmed through, cn1pathy
sinUlar p:;ychology
sin1ilar criteria
sjnlilar language
sin1ilar culture. . .
or mferred frotn observation of the subj0-:t.
The subjec-tive propertjes of things, Vr'hic: h result frotn sensing and ass~stncn t
b)' the suqject, are dcrendent on personal crih."'ria, bu! can~ attributed to
thin~.

eg, ;haracter, quality- and val u~ .
There can l:e a

lowdcgre~

of constancv in

Objecti\ity- 'The dispassionate perception of the

th~ subj~ct iv·e

pR.~ertjes

proJ:erties of things.

0f things.

'Things . can include, J:eOple, places, oqjects, phenotnena, locations, situations
and events.
The perception of such pror-.-erties and any resultant inferences , should
l:e verifiable and reJ:eatable by others. Vr·ithjn agreed h..1lerances, using agreed
r1-ethodology and criteria.
The objec-tive properti~ of things, sensed by
and intrinsk-ally to these things.
eg shape, dirrension, compJsition, actions.

subj~ts,

belong independently
·

There js a high degree of constancy in the objective pR.~erties of thing:;.

Space Semantics
Definitions
T
Truth ¥/hat t:eople truly believe. A critical as:;essrrent of place, people etc.; une of the major
pro:::.ons and com~nent of p;yc.ha;pace and as such attributable through objective
relativity as a property of place.
People can bejjeve that an event occurred sometime in the past at a particular place.
h may not have. That does not affec.t the person/place relationship. It does rrean
howev·er that that partjc.uJar trUth js objec-tively u!ltrue.
1

1
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Space Semantics
Definitions
ll
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Space Semantics
Defini lions
V

Valenc.Y Vigour1 capac.jty or strength of somet.hlng.( Physks)
1l1e ability to cotnbine with other things eg one, t \l/O, three, four etc (Chetn)
mSemmtics eg Perfection, as a combined proJ:ertY of place is strong and
unequivocal, as is unbearable.
Value, as a property of plac.e can be ambivalent, je pasjth:e or negative, as is q uaJity.
Properties like coldness and hotness, gentl~ness or roughness need to l:e qualified
as 1=0sitive or negative~ desjrab]e or WJdesirabJe for their meanings to be unequh. cc-al.
In relationships, the relath·c in1portance or strength of the fac-tors~
.
eg In a place, the relationslrips bet v..een the people JTla} be muc.h more jrni:ortimt than
the ev·ent or the, place, or the c.ircwnstances or the situation.
The mind's critical faculty js continuously assesseng the relative imPJrtance of all the
Etctors, frotn the irrelevant to the top priority.

Value The degree of desirabiliL)· in son.1ething; a rrn.jor procon and as such , through
objec.tive re]ati\;j ty, a property attributable to place. Can be pa:;itive or negative.
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Value

Value is the degree of desirability of something to someone.
It is also a relationship between different people, between people and places and between
people and things.
All the properties of people and places have values. They may be positive ( +), negative (-),
or neutral (o), and they may vary from time to time, depending on situations and
circwnstances.
By identifying the properties of people and places and ascertaining their values, relative to
·
different people, profiles of value relationships can be obtained.
Of particular interest are those places of importance which people value strongly, in either
positive or negative te.n,ns.
Places may be valued for the psychological effects which they produce, like pleasure ( +) or
piiin (-), satisfaction ( + ), or discontent (-).
· (Places may al~o be valued f<;>r n1any non - psychological reasons, eg efficiency,
productivity, cheapness, healthiness, etc.)

In any even~ thes.e psychological effects can usually be traced back to specific properties of
place. These can be classified in many ways, some of which are outlined in the spectrums
descnbing psychospace and geospace.
Such analyses produce several types of data,
.details of particular places valued by specific People
details of particular place properties valued-by specific people
details of particular types of place valued by ~cific types of people.
It is these particular types of place which are of greatest interest. ·
They may be classified according to the various combinations of their archetypal ( or
essential ) properties, all of which are subject to personal value assessment. These are,
abstract properties which are perceived, inferred and valued, like grandeur,
completeness, order and formality. ( Percies ) ·
personal properties which are experienced as feelings and states of mind which are
valued, like interes~ amusement, fear. (Pratties )
personal cognitive properties, like m~mories, historic know ledge, connotation,
association etc which may powerfully affect attitudes and perceptions and have
positive and negative values. ( Cogs)
.
personal critical assessments, like aesthetics, ethics, morality, truth and quality which
have positive and negative values. (Procons )
A major factor affecting people in place is their Perception of the values of its inhabitants.
Such values include cultural values like aesthetics, social habits etc. These are signified by
behaviour in all its forms, from the personal to how they manage their environment.
Such values are registered as Percies, like barbarism, sophistication, naivety and brutality.

1he archetypal places produced by combinations of these various valued properties are
themselves subject to evaluation. Thus Battlefield, a place of violence, danger, fear,
brutality, aggression and cruelty, may have positive value to those types of people with a
bellicose character, whilst being high in negative value to those of a more timid nature.
A place of sanctity, peace, reverence and awe to many people will be a Sanctwn and thus of
positive value ; whilst to the sceptic it is a place of superstition, rejection, doubt, ridicule and
disbelief and therefore not a Sanctum and of a negative value to be ascertained.
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The Na lure of Landscape
Detini t ions
(~rilieal

\Vatershed

The Critjcal \Vatershed se:roratcs the J:Sychologic.::tl relation~l1ips betVr•een people~""..! pi .::tees
into p.-:-sitive and negative Gtlegories. Together~ these as~ssn~nts rno:lel the Peorle:- Place
ps)C hu - condition. Since: it is lll"'~t always passible to detenni n~ Vr·het her certain prt_~erties
are ro~itjve or negative th~\ ~•re cla§ed as (Fuzzy( till asseS:::ed.

Fuzzy

Re la lion ~hips
1\·tean i1·1 ~-ul

,.

Nc~ath·e

Sy~h:m

Nought

Pleas~u1!

l.l nrle.asant

Satisfy i! tg

lln~.:.tt isl'ying

.

>1g1! 11 k ~I! !I...' C.~

V.::tlue

Desi r:t b l~o:

(o"

Undesirable

Qu.:1l ity
Pref~ r~ ne~

Nu tlli rtusi t y

Liked

Oislikoo

Righi

\Vrc,ng

SC"IISC':

Fe(". I ing

Present
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Nature llf Land~·a~
Definitions

\\,.eight

llf

Relationships

The '\Veightof .:1 Relat)c,nslup )sits Qu~ti1t.:ttive or Quantitative nk-:asure.
\\'l1ilst, in general all the ~ycholog1cal rdationshit:S n-ay ~ classified as t:OSltJve or
negative there an~ great variations in the nl:':.:tsure of eac-h relatit"~nship. Th~e variations
retlect the: strength of p:.c,ple's respJnses to Place~ based on their t:ersonal criteria.
l\·leanin~

'1l1ere are InaHy (k':gre:es of f\·1eaning. s, 'Ill: ~op.le's knov..·ledge ,_,f Place is superfici~1l and
miniinal. whilstth.:H of,~)thers is profound and extensive.
The an1C'~Uilt of kn•_"~wledge a\:x.'~ut a place-, its History, A.ss.Jciatit"~tts, Use, People,"Top.")graphy _
and nl.:tn>· otherf~h:t("~T:'. ~ttlect~ per(·eJ:"~!i\"~!l ~t1Kitheretc1re J\·1e.:tnj~~~~·ri·t~ v~r~,~..-it'"t" ,_{ tl1.1t ki!l_•"Yr·kxl~~..· (k"~c.>:S !ll.·\ di-:::._-r~..·dit the nk".:tn1n~~ i•d~..l. lt1n~,~· bL"" h . ·li~..·v-.:'(ltktl
. the Jl)~)OJI iS Jlla_d~ l)r Ch~Se C~r tiWt C'Ver_)" lfL'L~ h~tfbOllfS a spirit C•( ll~ltllfr..~. )\ -j$ th(~~ !llL~aJllrtg~
v..·hich hdp to fonn the rerson~1l tncdel uf Place.
CharaC'ler
There are Jn.3ny· pc-rssible Felt and Sensed Characteristics of Plac(':, dep;nding on a person's
sensith·it.Y, J)J\Jrers of observation and training. ·111e strength of ~~a eh of these feelii1gs and
senses retlec.ts the power and the iinr-ort.:tnce of the relationship., \Jr·hich n1ayexterid frotn the
superficial to the Rrofound. Such variat1ons 1na_y l:e expressed \'(·rball.Y eg Horrible is stronger
than Unpleas.:.nt, c'~r by the use of superl.:nives eg ' ..:\.bsolutely F~tbulous··, 'Breathtakingly
Beautiful'.

Significance
V\:l1at tnikes things iinJ:~ortant to people is notal ways eas_y to identil~y.But if son1ethii1g is
valued (Value),or is found satisfying( Satisfaction)') or liked (Preference) Or has an ethical
implication (l\·lor3lity)~ then it has son1e Signlfk.ance. The weight or strength of that
significance tn:lY be as~ssed ordmally by offering a range of choices to be plac.ed m order of
preferenc-e.

Satisfaction
'The Satisfac.tjon derived frorn a place depends on the degree to which per9:1nal needs and
expectations are tnet.1l1ese ii1c.lude the Aesthetic.') Emotional.. h1Stinc.tive, Intellectual,
Numinous. Qualitative, Sensor)·, and Utilitarian. The limits are •'Completely' and 'Not at all ...
1be c.riteria of these needs have to be identified, but if the conc-ept of 'a Sense of
Satisfaction' is accepted, at least a rough assessTI"ent of Satisfaction can te rrode.
Value
Value is the Desirabilit)· of g:.mething.In certain cD-c.UIIlStances, some th:ings are valued more
than others. In different circutn5tances, the order rmy be re\·ersed. eg In summer, shade may
have a prerrriwn. In v..·inter it may be the sunlight.·
Values may be inferred from choice and l:ehaviour. If people c.hoo~ wooded plac.es, rather
than siJnilarones v.dthout trees, the inferenc.es are that trees are valued and treelessnes js not.
A Sen~ of \'"alue involves complicated \\:eighmg and decision tnakmg pn...~.esses. It is the
OUlcorre whlch may reveal the person-plac.e-va 1ue relationship.
kl the case of non-l:ehavioural rest:enses to place, like feelings and their value, intrcst:ection
is necessal)·, (eg to dec.jde jf Excitetnent is of greater value than Peacefulness).
Alternatively, people may be offered the c-hoic-e of places which are c-onsidered to be Exciting
or Peaceful.
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